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 “Literature of Landscape: The Enclosure Movement in the Seventeenth-Century 
English Imagination” examines the writing of England’s rural life: the drama, poetry, and 
epic that depict it, as well as the political pamphlets and husbandry manuals that sought 
more directly to reshape it. I explore how land, once seen as an immovable legacy tied to 
particular forms of community stewardship and use, came to be understood as a 
commodity over which an individual owner should have absolute dominion. I do this by 
turning to the moral imagination of Renaissance literature, both canonical and little-
known. Engaging the rich historical work on the transformation of land use in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, I show how literary, agrarian, and political texts 
helped early moderns adapt to and make sense of the near total transformation of English 
rural life that accompanied enclosure and its aftermath: the dissolution of the commons, 
an expanding and increasingly mobile wage labor market, and changes in land 
stewardship and agricultural practices prompted by new forms of ownership and loss. At 
a time when there was no fully developed vocabulary in other forms of discourse, I argue 
that literary narrative became a key analytical tool for imagining the unimaginable, a 
ballast and a compass for navigating the seismic socio-economic, environmental, and 
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This project took shape the first summer of my adult life that I didn’t farm at all. 
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What happens if we – not naively but heuristically – take Virgil’s tableau 
at its word and explore the possibility that the problem is sometimes not 
that the plough or the pen buries what should be disclosed,  
but that the critic’s predicament, like that of the farmer and the poet, is the 
difficulty of recognizing the historical meanings of what does  
get turned up, not under, by their lines.  
 
 - Kevis Goodman, Georgic Modernity1  
 
  
In an anonymous seventeenth century ballad, a singer describes the most visible 
facet of enclosure: the seizure of common lands and their conveyance into private hands.  
There be many rich men, 
Both yeomen and gentry 
That for their own private gain 
Hurt a whole country 
By closing free commons, 
Yet they'll make as though 
T’were for the common good, 
But I know what I know,  
I know what I know.  
   Roxburghe: Ballads 1607 (I. 36-7) 
 
While the melody to this ballad is lost,2 it sings a tune we may also think we already 
know. It might be, depending on one’s particular bent, a quick march for the long road 
from feudalism to capitalism, a dirge for the death of England’s peasantry (or 
aristocracy), a pastoral piping for a mythical Golden Age of the English countryside, or a 
battle cry of the landless against the coming onslaught of possessive individualism. The 
singer, while in each instance of performance inhabiting a particular subject position vis-
à-vis his/her audience, both insists on his/her own knowledge and deliberately withholds 
it (“I know what I know”), perhaps because the audience already understands too well 
                                            
1 Kevis Goodman, Georgic Modernity and British Romanticism: Poetry and the Mediation of History 
(Cambridge, 2004), 3.  





what the speaker knows, perhaps because there is more safety (or more wit) in the 
withholding. This project is about who and what such speakers (and their audiences) 
represent, an attempt to recapture what it is that they “know” about the long crisis of 
enclosure that they lived within and through.  
The concepts of absolute property that emerged from this period are so 
fundamental to our current world picture that it is difficult to imagine a time when land 
was not a commodity, let alone how the emergence of this concept appeared to the early 
modern imagination. Even with the benefit of hindsight, with agreement as to the basic 
forces that drove enclosure, there is still serious disagreement about the extent and force 
of its impacts, particularly as the brunt of enclosure’s blows fell on a population that 
tends to elude official archives – rural commoners, particularly the rural poor.3  In what 
follows, I attempt to trace this population by looking to their forms of cultural production, 
analyzing them as literary forms in their own right, and as they emerge in conversation 
with other more canonical works. This dissertation thus examines the impact of enclosure 
across the cultural landscape of early modern England, through works of self-consciously 
literary authors such as Milton and Marvell, as well as through works of farming and 
gardening handbooks, ballads, political pamphlets, religious writings, and the 
                                            
3 In this category, I include not only landless commoners, but also those smallholders and the bottom 
echelons of the middling sort who came down the socio-economic ladder as a result of enclosure. My 
understanding of early modern agricultural history and enclosure draws on a rich archive of early modern 
agriculture history: Joan Thirsk’s The Rural Economy of England (Hambledon, 1984) Economic Policy and 
Projects: the development of a consumer society in early modern England (Oxford, 1978), and her edited 
volumes on The Agrarian History of England and Wales (Cambridge, 1967), R.H. Tawney’s The Agrarian 
Problem in the Sixteenth Century (1912), Eric Kerridge’s The Agricultural Revolution (1967), and more 
recent works by literary critic Andrew McRae’s God Speed the Plough: The Representation of Rural 
England (Cambridge,1996) and Garrett Sullivan’s The drama of landscape : land, property, and social 
relations on the early modern stage (Stanford, 1998), and economic historian E.P. Thompson’s Customs in 
Common (New Press, 1991) Keith Wrighton’s Earthly Necessities, : Economic Lives in Early Modern 
Britain (Yale, 2000). For more sweeping accounts of the transition from seigneurial system to early 






performance of popular protest. I read each of these genres as doing interpretive, 
imaginative and practical work to make sense of the forces within which their authors are 
enmeshed. And I follow what I take to be the balladeer’s lead, looking to a range of texts 
(those of rich men, yeomen, gentry and the commons), noting explicit references to 
enclosure, and listening also for what goes unsaid.  
Many factors make a ballad like “I Know What I Know” a difficult song to sing 
or hear. There are gaping holes in the archive left by those who for the most part had “no 
wills, for whom no inventories were drawn up, who had few family papers, no account 
ledgers or bills,”4 and whose forms of cultural production are rarely brought into the fold 
of the literary canon. Since the groundbreaking work of historians such as Joan Thirsk 
and Christopher Hill, many historians and critics have sought to fill in these gaps.5 
However, the commoners whose lives enclosure disrupted most remain a marginal 
presence, particularly within literary criticism. Added to the paucity of records is the 
enormity of enclosure, a shift of world-historical proportions that would be virtually 
impossible for anyone, modern or early modern, to understand in the midst of its 
unfolding. This was a transformation with a wide and deep range of impacts that 
reverberate through the early modern period right through to the present.  
                                            
4 J.M. Neeson, Commoners: common right, enclosure and social change in England, 1700-1820 
(Cambridge, 1993, 11). For Neeson, there is consensus about the nature of English rural society and 
enclosure’s impact: it converted commoners into laborers. Disagreement stems not from different 
understandings of what happened but from differing conceptions of “the worth of each class” (Neeson, 18). 
More important to my project is what Neeson calls our “failure of imagination” (Neeson, 1), a more 
collective, and in some sense more lethal, form of neglect.  
5 See for example, James Holstun’s Ehud’s Dagger: Class Struggle in the English Revolution (Verso, 
2002), Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker’s The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, Commoners, and 
the Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic (Beacon, 2000), Julie Crawford’s Marvelous 
Protestantism: Monstrous Births in Post-Reformation England (Johns Hopkins, 2011) and Pam Brown’s 
Better a Shrew than a Sheep: Women, Drama and the Culture of Jest in Early Modern England (Cornell, 





For many, enclosure was, to borrow a term from Rob Nixon, a type of “slow 
violence,” violence “dispersed across time and space…neither spectacular nor 
instantaneous, but rather incremental and accretive, its calamitous repercussions playing 
out across a range of temporal scales.”6 Because of early modern enclosure’s protracted 
range and scope, because of the intensely local variation of its effects, and because it had 
the most significant impact on communities whose presence in the archive is intermittent 
at best, early modern enclosure, like other forms of slow violence, is particularly difficult 
to see and to make visible.  
But apparent invisibility does not signify inconsequence, as recent and revelatory 
work on early modern women’s reading and writing has shown.7 Rather, enclosure 
demands a particular kind of reading practice, one that reads with an attention to 
enclosure’s spectral presence, to its interruptions, echoes and intrusions into established 
narratives, and into the critical apparatus built up upon assumptions of the irretrievability 
or insignificance of a waning commons. The direct references to enclosure in sermons 
and pamphlets (upon which many historical accounts of enclosure, including mine 
understandably rely) tend to articulate the polarized extremes of a long-standing pro-and-
contra enclosure debate. What literature does that other archives do not is to show 
competing regimes of stewardship and ownership simultaneously, and the more 
ambivalent recognitions of loss that accompanied gain. Literary form allows us to attend 
                                            
6 Rob Nixon, Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor (Harvard, 2011), 2. 
7 By beginning with the misleadingly simple assumption that early modern women wrote, the past thirty 
years of literary study have brought to light a rich new canon of early modern writing by and for women, 
one that was barely discernable to critics or available to readers even a generation before. For a pithy 
overview of the study (and production) of Renaissance women writers and readers, see Salzman’s Reading 
Early Womens’ Writing (Oxford, 2006). I see, with James Holstun and many others, that the same attention 





to the structures of feeling8 that accompany this slow violence, that attempt to give it 
shape, not only as a meditation on or reflection of current events, but as a means of 
understanding and shaping them. 
This project addresses the representational obstacle that the slow violence of 
enclosure presents by uncovering literature’s pervasive but often cryptic engagement with 
enclosure. Through this engagement, I offer new understandings of how the shift away 
from common property was experienced and made to signify in seventeenth century 
England. I reread familiar literary works, as well as some that are lesser known, with 
these histories of enclosure to hand, and I bring some new tools to this project – an 
analysis of seventeenth century agricultural praxis itself, as recorded in early modern 
farming manuals and farming landscapes.  
It is my argument that seventeenth century literature played a key role in 
acculturating early moderns to the emerging concept of land-as-property. By acculturate, 
I mean that the works I examine hold in tension a complex matrix of interpreting and 
reimagining, accommodating and resisting, profiting from and suffering through the 
process of enclosure. At a time when there was no fully-developed vocabulary in other 
forms of discourse to precisely conceptualize socio-economic change at this scale, 
literary narratives became key analytical tools for imagining the unimaginable, for 
coming to terms with the identities and opportunities that the complex processes of 
enclosure both made and destroyed.  
From communal cooperation and contention, enclosure brought forth a world in 
which “every household became an island unto itself. This was the great revolution in 
                                            
8 The phrase comes from Raymond Williams, who coins this term to describe “social experience in solution” 





men’s lives,” writes agricultural historian Joan Thirsk, “greater than all the economic 
changes following enclosure.” 9 Concomitant to Renaissance “self-fashioning” and an 
increased attention to forms of individuality untethered from the feudal hierarchies of 
land and estate,10 there was an ebb in the communal identities, and community 
obligations that were still central not only to the early modern sense of self, but to the 
material and cultural survival of those of the lesser estates.  
It was in this period that land, once seen as an immovable legacy tied to particular 
forms of community stewardship, came to be understood as a commodity over which an 
individual should have absolute ownership. The transformations that enclosure catalyzed 
– the unraveling of communal forms of land ownership; the increasing divergence of the 
once shared fates of landlords and their tenants; the loosening of the customary ties that 
bound them, that made this shared fate visible, intelligible, and bearable; the gradual 
ascendance of private interest as a public good – such changes triggered social and 
cultural as well as economic upheaval. Long after the feudal system had dissipated, 
conceptions of property still centered around the collective identities of its residents, with 
land – what was permanent and “real” about “real estate” – at its center. Where land, 
labor, and being had previously been, for better or worse, inextricable, emerging market 
systems were now wrenching them apart.11 Increasingly, land was cut loose from the 
moral economy in which it had been deeply rooted, treated less as an imbrication of 
                                            
9 Thirsk, Agrarian History, 255. 
10 I draw here on Stephen Greenblatt’s term, “a sense of personal order, a characteristic mode of address to 
the world, a structure of bounded desire” (Renaissance Self-Fashioning from More to Shakespeare, 
Chicago, 1980, 1).  
11 See Wrightson, Earthly Necessities, 16, and Tawney, 229, and Robert Watson, Back to Nature: The 





negotiable but fundamental rights and customs, and more as a fungible and exploitable 
plot.  
The rise of land-as-property catalyzed an experience of displacement and 
disorientation, both psychic and actual, that fractured and commoditized the essential 
ground of early modern identities, leaving many profoundly placeless. There was, I 
argue, a cultural and representational crisis that accompanied the well-studied land and 
labor crises catalyzed by enclosure. If land and identity had been co-constitutive, then to 
be shorn of land precipitated a search for new ways to create identity.12 New forms of 
custom and culture were forged from the pieces of the old in, for example, the 
imaginative rebirth of the lordly “beating of the bounds” as a dignified stroll around an 
estate made newly open to the public in plays such as James Shirley’s Hyde Park. They 
showed the new opportunities that privatization opened up for some, like the Gardiners of 
Richard Brome’s play Sparagus Garden, working people who reclaim marginal land to 
create a fashionable city resort. And they dramatized the losses enclosure visited upon 
others, such as the milkmaid of Thomas Nabbes’ Tottenham Court, fighting to stave off 
encroaching development of the commons.   
In the 1620s, the decade with which this project opens, enclosure per se was 
nothing new. Its negative impacts had become the subject of nationwide debate in 
England by the middle of the sixteenth century,13 and enclosure and resistance to 
                                            
12 On the importance of the context and culture of the commons in legal understandings of common 
property right, see Margalit’s “Commons and Legality.”  
13  One of the most famous examples is Thomas More’s critique of depopulating enclosure in Utopia. 
More’s Raphael Hythloday famously complains that “shepe, that were wont to be so myke and tame, and so 
smal eaters now…eate up and swallow down the very men them selfes” and that rich men and corrupt 
abbots  “not contenting them selfes with the yearly revennues and profyttes that were wont to grow to theyr 
forefathers….inclose all in pastures: they throw downe houses: they plucke downe townes, and leave 
nothing stondynge but only the churche to make of it a shepehowse.” Utopia was first published in Latin in 





enclosure continued with greater or lesser force in England well into the nineteenth 
century.14 But because I am interested in the ways in which people acculturated to the 
commodification of land and the new regimes that this monetization created, I open this 
dissertation after enclosure was familiar and well-established in many areas, but before it 
had come to dominate England’s mental and physical landscape. In the half-century 
between the height of England’s early modern land market and the defeat of widescale 
land reform with the end of the English Civil Wars, we can see most clearly alternate 
epistemologies of land ownership in conversation with our own.  
By the 1620s, it was clear that there would be no going back to the old ways of 
widespread, open field agriculture. Whole-scale reversion to previous systems of 
commonage had become the stuff of revolution, or of pastoral fiction, and the pressure on 
the prior systems of manorial custom was acute. But the way forward was not yet clear, 
and in the wake of the Midlands Revolts, the Western Rising, in the midst of rioting in 
forest and fen, and ultimately through the tumult of the English Revolution, many 
struggled to keep hold of what was left of a waning commons and the communal 
structures that these commons represented. Unlike more sweeping projects by Chris Fitter 
and Andrew McRae,15 my work has a more concentrated focus on the turbulent decades 
leading up to and through the English Revolution, as old custom was falling precipitously 
away, and culture became a ballast and a compass for navigating a rapidly changing 
world.  
                                            
14 By the 19th century, central government, which had once been the primary brake on localized enclosure, 
became itself an encloser. For a commons-centered account of the transition to enclosure in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, see Neeson.  
15 Andrew McRae’s work covers all writing of agrarian England from 1500-1660 and Fitter’s from pre-





Enclosure is admittedly “a very loose general term” in the period for an array of 
“different dealings concerning land and changes in land use,”16 including enclosure by 
agreement or by force, depopulating or not, as well as engrossing (the consolidation of 
community use rights to a smaller group of individuals or an individual). In the ballad 
that opens this introduction, for example, “enclosure” is voiced as “closing free 
commons,” which might equally be the fencing off of common lands (a literal “closing”), 
or the eradication of common access rights (a figurative “closing” – which might or 
might not coincide with a physical hedging or restriction). Enclosure was, in the words of 
R.H. Tawney, “normally the external symptom of change, for the practical reason that the 
simplest way of cutting a piece of land adrift from the common course…was to put a 
hedge around it.”17 The hedge becomes here symptomatic of a change of mind and 
mindset, the trace of an imaginative leap that had already taken place. Through the 
literary archive, we catch glimpses of this imaginative leaping, the airborne moments 
before it is clear where or how the leaper will land.  
 
How did land become property? 
The inception of land-as-commodity is in an important sense quite clear; we can 
date the monetization of land in England with some precision to 1535, with the 
Dissolution of the Monasteries. Put simply, prior to that date, God had officially owned 
all English soil, and the monarch, as God’s representative on earth, was the steward of 
that which did not belong directly to the Church. While people “owned” land and could 
exchange the value it produced for money, land itself was not a commodity that could be 
                                            
16 Thirsk Agrarian History, 200, and Tawney, 215.  





easily bought or sold. When King Henry VIII became self-appointed head of the new 
Church of England, he seized the estimated sixteen percent of England’s land-base that 
had belonged to the Catholic diocese.18 Apart from his seemingly insatiable desire to 
remarry, Henry VIII also needed to raise money to fill the court’s coffers to pay for 
expensive tastes and expensive military campaigns, and he exchanged these newly 
acquired lands for much-needed fiscal and martial support. This allowed the wealthier 
yeomanry and merchant class to buy their way into the land market for the first time, 
becoming owners unencumbered by the feudal obligations of their titled predecessors.19 
These markets made land into a commodity that could be bought and sold. Enclosure 
made it into property that could be further developed for the benefit of the owner within a 
continually shrinking circle of concern. While spiritual, social and economic dicta gave 
feudal landlords absolute authority, such norms also held them, at least in theory, 
accountable for the well-being of their estates as a whole. Privatization slowly weakened 
this social contract and made personal gain more publicly acceptable.  
At its most straightforward, “enclosure” generates the uneven process of the 
dissolution of the commons and their conversion into more recognizably modern forms of 
private property. This shift, however, involved more than a straightforward transfer of 
land from one set of hands to another. In contrast to present-day models of more absolute 
property ownership (where we generally recognize the exclusive claim of a single 
owner), the vast majority of early modern England’s land was subject to the claims of 
multiple stakeholders. Properties, of course, had designated landlords and recognized 
owners, but their rights to dispose of their property were heavily circumscribed by the 
                                            
18 See Wrightson, 71.  





lives of others. The right to, for example, build a mill, fell a forest or erect a fence on 
one’s “own” estate might have to accommodate the rights of surrounding communities to 
draw water from a stream; hunt game for food or sport; gather rushes for bedding or 
herbs for medicine. These kinds of access and use rights, often called “customary” or 
“common” rights, allowed neighbors a share of necessary resources, and gave those who 
did not have land of their own some means of livelihood. These communal forms of 
ownership “expressed an alternative notion of possession, in the petty and particular 
rights and usages which were transmitted in custom as the properties of the poor.”20 
These access rights could also be important to the better sort. Hunting deer, for example, 
was a significant social ritual for men and women of means, one that many of the minor 
gentry rioted to protect when these rights were curtailed by the emparking of forests and 
chases.21  
While the fields, forests, and fens were not owned by surrounding communities in 
the context of our current regimes of property, their right to make necessary use of their 
resources, to enact customs held since “time out of mind,” to exclude strangers from the 
common, and to regulate the extent to which any one member of the community might 
exploit these common rights – these were recognized as a legitimate form of practical 
proprietorship. Commons were not open access resources, available to all comers, but 
spaces carefully regulated by members of a designated community. To have “property” in 
the early modern period was less to own something outright, than it was to gain, in E.P. 
                                            
20 Thompson,184. For examples of regional commons, see Alan Everitt’s chapter on “Farm Labourers” in 
Thirsk’s Agrarian History, 404-5, 459   
21 See Roger Manning Village revolts : social protest and popular disturbances in England, 1509-1640 
(Oxford, 1988) and Hunters and poachers : a social and cultural history of unlawful hunting in England, 






Thompson’s words, “a place within the hierarchy of use-rights.” 22 Property was a matrix 
through which one related to others, rather than a thing in-and-of-itself. 
Apart from these common use rights to land that was privately, if not exclusively 
held, at the beginning of the early modern period about a third of England’s land base 
was governed more or less entirely through systems of commonage. These lands had no 
single designated owner, belonging instead to all residents of a particular locality. All 
community members, from lord to cottager, might have common right to open pastures, 
streams, or woods within their own parish, for example. Common rights also came with 
specific obligations – to participate in the weeding of irrigation ditches yearly or to keep 
geese off common fields between May Day and harvest, for example.23 Such common 
duties, regulations, and rights were the subject of intricate local custom, custom that was 
in theory legally binding on both lords and tenants and enforced by local courts in which 
tenants and villagers, as well as lords and their stewards, participated. Not coincidentally, 
such customs also served to preserve resources over time. As described by Thompson, 
however, such 
custom was never fact. It was ambience. It may best be understood with the aid of 
Bourdieu’s concept of “habitus” – a lived environment comprised of practices, 
inherited expectations, rules which both determined limits to usages and disclosed 
possibilities, norms and sanctions both of law and neighborhood pressures. The 
profile of common right usages will vary from parish to parish according to 
innumerable variables… Within this habitus all parties strove to maximize their own 
advantages. Each encroached upon the usages of the others.24  
 
Disputes over common rights in such contexts were of course commonplace, as countless 
and seemingly constant manorial court disputes attest. Cooperation, however, must have 
been just as normal, if not more so. Apart from any community sentiment or loyalty, 
                                            
22 Wrightson, 74.  
23 See Alan Everitt pp400-6 in Agrarian History.  





compromise simply had to be reached in order to accomplish the daily stuff of life. While 
the local lord or wealthy yeoman undoubtedly had the most political or economic clout 
within a given region, a willing and considerable labor force was needed for haying and 
harvesting, for agricultural and domestic labor. There was benefit to keeping skilled 
workers needed for regular but occasional tasks - thatching, sheep-shearing, hedge-
rowing, gate building – close at hand. And since those unable to get by fell back on the 
parish poor rates, there was additional incentive to afford the poor the use rights that 
would allow them subsistence.25 The land was worth little without tenants to work it, so 
as inconvenient and contentious as commonage may have been, conciliation of some sort 
was necessary for everyone to rub along.  
Tudor arrangements for distributing land reflect this spirit, designed primarily to 
minimize risk, rather than maximize profit.26 Leases tended to be based on custom, rather 
than the market. Rural communities, and the lords that presided over them, defined the 
bulk of tenures in human terms that were relational in both time and space: a copyhold 
lease might extend to two “lives” of the current tenant (passing back into the lord’s hands 
at the death of the heir of the current tenant, whether that be in fifty years or five), be 
measured in oxgangs, the amount of land it was considered feasible for a team of oxen to 
plough in a day, or yardlands, the acreage considered necessary for the subsistence of a 
peasant family.27 The very terminology of such leases confirms their fundamentally social 
nature and the sense of place that informed them.  
                                            
25 Thompson, 151. 
26 Open field agricultural arrangements usually doled out strips of land across both good and poor soils, 
which were rotated at agreed upon intervals. This meant that most holdings were not contiguous (which 
would be more convenient), but that each tenant had a share of both rich and mean land.  





In broad terms, a confluence of long-term trends contributed to the transformation 
of this system via enclosure through the Tudor-Stuart era. England’s extraordinary 
population growth through the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (as it recovered from 
the devastations of the Black Death) stoked demand for basic goods. Inflation rose 
dramatically, particularly in relation to wages. Cash reserves and fixed rents on long-term 
leases were worth progressively less, but surplus produced could command increasingly 
higher prices.28 The enclosure of unclaimed “waste” lands (lands that fell outside the 
more formal jurisdictions of commonage), or the enclosing of commons in exchange for 
equal acreage, had been common practice since the early middle ages. So long as wastes 
and commons were extensive, as they were when populations were low, enclosure could 
happen without any particular strife.29 However, land was in increasingly short supply 
through the early modern period. A rising population and rising prices generated 
widespread pressure to create more value from the same acreage; to turn over older, 
underpriced leases as quickly as possible; and to raise rents. The once marginal benefits 
of wastes and commons, and communal use rights to leased lands, also came into sharper 
focus. The right to gather peat for fuel, wood for building, the right to glean or fish – such 
rights were of increasing worth to the meaner sort: those operating within a subsistence 
economy, those who found their wages were not keeping up with inflation, or those for 
whom barter provided the means or supplements to their livelihoods. At the same time 
the growth of towns, with their increasing demand for food, fuel, and building materials 
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enhanced the marketable value of such assets, making leaseholders and owners much 
more covetous of such rights.30  
In an age of expanding agricultural “improvement,” the continuance of access 
rights could be a hindrance. “Improvements,” new forms of husbandry driven primarily 
by investment in new techniques and technologies, could build surplus production of 
food staples and increasingly, support the production of specialty crops that were worth 
more and more as prices rose. Luxury fruits and vegetables such as peaches, apricots, 
asparagus and melons were gaining popularity on the tables of the well-to-do, and those 
who could produce and market them stood to earn a handsome return. Farmers were also 
experimenting with new staples: potatoes, carrots, turnips, and other root vegetables that 
could feed both man and beast in lean times of the year.31 While some communities did 
band together for collective regimes of improvement,32 this kind of experimentation and 
land development was most readily accomplished if preceded by enclosure or the 
extinguishing of customary rights.33 It was difficult, for example, to selectively breed 
livestock if pastures were shared, use artificial irrigation or “floating” systems to boost 
soil fertility if others also had a right to this water, or try new crops or techniques on a 
wide scale if fields were broken up by others fields’ or rights-of-way. Enclosure, 
therefore, began to encompass not only the consolidation or exchange of landholdings by 
agreement and with compensation, but a more aggressive and exclusionary approach to 
common lands. A global and gradual shift in mindset increasingly saw common land as 
inherently obstructive and unproductive, ripe for seizure and improvement.  
                                            
30 Wrightson, 136, 139  
31 See Manning, 11. These crops allowed livestock to be maintained for a longer period over the winter, or 
even kept through the winter, rather being slaughtered once the available supply of feed hay had run out.  
32 See Thirsk “Local History of Enclosing and Engrossing,” in Agrarian History.  





However, the appropriation of common lands and the extinguishing of common 
rights were met with resistance in many areas by those who sought to protect ancestral 
lands and customs. In many instances, commoners’ rights were older than those of their 
neighboring manorial lord.34 What might seem to us insignificant - taking away the right 
to stint a cow or two on pasture lands, for example - might for a cottager mean not only 
the loss of milk for the pail (a key source of protein in peasant diets), but also the loss of 
a key piece of machinery (an ox to pull the plough).35 Hedging neighbors out of a forest 
might mean the loss of the occasional but necessary stuff of life – barks for tanning 
leather, rushes for torch-making, or teasels for carding wool. At its best, the ethos of 
commonage laid bare the interdependent social and economic systems of a localized 
economy, a “field of play or possibility, in which interests knew how to coexist and 
contend.”36 By dissolving common rights, enclosure deprived a significant segment of the 
population of their livelihoods, and their communal modes of approaching life and work.  
My point here however is not to lionize the static political power and property 
relations prior to the opening of the English land market, nor to recompose some lost and 
mythic wholeness. I do not mean to argue that early modern systems of commonage were 
more equitable, by past or present standards, in either conception or practice. Rather, my 
aim is to call attention to the cultural influence of the trifecta of the commons, as people, 
place and custom; to recuperate an ethos that has for the most part been written out of the 
narrative of Western development; and to reevaluate the persistence and recognition of 
interdependence well into the period generally considered “modern.” 
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In a twenty-first century context, even to evoke the commons is to activate a 
specific cultural meme, the “tragedy of the commons,” the idea that communally-held 
resources, unable to withstand a basic human drive toward self-interest, inevitably 
deteriorate over time. Garret Hardin’s famous phrase has become a genre-driven 
shorthand for a pre-determined story that ends in absolute property ownership.37 
According to this logic, now so ingrained as to be almost imperceptible, commons hurtle 
toward certain doom, while private property is the efficient path to widespread 
prosperity.38 However, for early modern men and women living through the gradual 
dissolution of affiliative forms of land ownership and the rise of privatization that 
followed, this “tragedy” was neither preordained nor inevitable. It was instead 
unexpected, contested, even inconceivable.  
The importance, extent, and the politics of resistance to enclosure and even 
enclosure’s basic scope and the severity of its impacts remain sources of considerable 
disagreement.39 If enclosure is a key plot point in the origin story of our current world-
system, then our disposition toward the world bequeathed to us by the struggles of this 
period inevitably muddies the retelling of that story. In the broadest terms, proponents of 
the current state of affairs tend to see enclosure as a painful but necessary purging of the 
vestiges of feudalism that were hindering real progress, and point to the significant rise in 
                                            
37 Garrett Hardin “The Tragedy of the Commons” (Science, 1968). Hardin, a professor of biology and 
ecology at UC Santa Barbara, coined this famous phrase to describe what he saw as the inevitable depletion 
of common resources given humans’ inherently self-interested nature.   
38 In the decades following Hardin’s articles, scholars across disciplines have worked to refute and refine 
Hardin’s 1968 definition, which confuses open-access resources (resources that do not fall under any form 
of management system) with commons (resources that fall under quite specific management systems 
outside of absolute property regimes). Hardin himself amended and refined his initially gloomy statement 
in five subsequent articles (for a summary of these, see Hardin “Extensions of the Tragedy of the Commons” 
(Science, May 1998). Yet the meme of the tragedy of the commons persists, seeming to have taken on a life 
of its own.  





agricultural production, the efficiencies of the expanding market of wage labor 
precipitated by enclosure, the rise in the standard of living for a considerable number of 
people, and the ingenuity that privatization and improvement spurred. This view is often 
accompanied by a discounting of resistance to enclosure, characterized as a purely 
reactive response by the meaner sort of people who, unable to recognize the benefits of 
these developments, ignorantly if understandably sought to protect their own immediate 
interests. Anti-enclosure rioting tends to be characterized as localized, apolitical, 
backward-looking and ancillary to the court politics that led to the English Civil Wars.40  
For those who see injustice in the current regime, the archive reveals intense 
immiseration for many, not only landless commoners, but smallholders and those of 
modest income unable to keep up with inflation and rising rents. Enclosure cut them off 
from the means of subsistence in their places of origin, uprooted them from the 
community land-base and community ties on which they depended, shunting them into a 
steady stream of vagabonds and “masterless men.” This stream poured into London in 
search of work, building the desperate, mostly urbanized population whose bodies would 
fuel the Industrial Revolution and coming capitalism. Anti-enclosure protest is seen as 
much more widespread, organized, politically astute, and central to the conflicts over 
land reform that led to the English Revolution.41  
                                            
40 For recent centers of gravity in this debate see Cust & Hughes’ Conflict in Early Stuart England:Studies 
in Religion and Politics (Routledge, 1989), R.C. Richardson, The Debate on the English Revolution 
(Manchester, 1998), and Alastair MacLahan’s Rise and Fall of Revolutionary England (Macmillan, 1996). 
I include in this group both “Whig” historians, who see the rise of capitalist democracy as an inevitable 
good, and revisionist historians such as John Morrill, Kevin Sharpe and Mark Kishlansky, who tend to 
discount commons’ participation in the political.  
41 Because of my investments in the commons I tend to look, alongside many Marxist historians, critics and 
geographers such as Christopher Hill, James Holstun, David Harvey, Crystal Bartolovich, Michael Hardt 
and Antonio Negri “from below.” However, while I try to maintain this “worm’s eye view,” I hope to avoid 






Given the polarizing nature of these narratives, it perhaps bears repeating that 
early modern men and women would likely be baffled both of these versions of the times 
they lived through, not least because long-term structural changes reveal themselves only 
in the long-term. As the balladeer sings it, there were multiple facets and factions that 
complicate a dominant narrative of rich against poor, Marxist against Whig. To a greater 
or lesser extent, enclosure “hurt,” as the singer describes, the “whole country.” One of the 
aims of this project is to show that enclosure was not simply havoc that unfolded at the 
margins or part of a longer structural teleology of capitalism or anti-capitalism, but a 
much larger cultural as well as a socio-political force. Thus, while enclosure had a 
disproportionate impact on the livelihoods, prospects, and narratives of the rural poor, the 
upheavals it precipitated rippled through the lives of those who were in theory insulated 
from direct displacement or struggles for survival.  
My approach to the literature of enclosure is informed by recent literary historical 
work on the English Revolution, which builds on the critical foundations of New 
Historicism to connect cultural and socio-political spheres, and to further widen the scope 
of works considered “literary.” But more than many recent accounts of the civil wars of 
the period, this dissertation specifically emphasizes struggles over land and the ideologies 
of its stewardship and ownership, struggles in which the vectors of power are muddled, 
multi-directional, and often held from below. Horticulture and agriculture presented 
realms in which people of modest means could become producers, not only of value, but 
of specialized knowledge and cultural capital which could move beyond their parish or 





opulent consumables that an elite group of growers knew how to produce.42 Agricultural 
practices were directly shaped by enclosure – new forms of privatization both allowed the 
development and expansion of certain key techniques and put tremendous strain on 
existing methods of collective husbandry and stewardship. In offering directives to make 
England more fruitful, manuals offer both implicit and explicit understandings of land’s 
proper fructification and use – who deserves or earns it, why and how.  
As we have seen, what we now consider to be enclosure was not necessarily the 
most ready vocabulary for early moderns. Because I write about this process in medias 
res, when feelings ran high and long-term impacts were not clear, this dissertation does 
not always tackle “enclosure” head-on, but often as it is refracted obliquely, or addressed 
through several allied period terms whose shifting significations frame my argument: 
“property” and its close kin “propriety”; “waste” and its distant relative “common”; and 
“husbandry” and its associate, “improvement.” Through the eighteenth century, property 
and propriety were common alternate spellings of the same word. To have property, 
rights to a particular (landed) asset, was to have propriety, a sense of decorum that came 
with a set of obligations and rights associated with the nobility and gentry (or those who 
aspired to enter their ranks).43 The fissure that opened and widened between these two 
words through the early modern period paved the way for enclosure. Similarly “waste” 
once referred to land known to a local community but independent of its jurisdiction. It 
was a place rather than a substance. “Commons” denoted land that was not held privately, 
                                            
42 For more on the cultural production of horticultural manual authors, see Rebecca Bushnell, Green 
Desire: Imagining Early Modern English Gardens (Cornell, 2003). We might compare the status of 
growers of early modern luxuries to those of professional foragers working within the elite restaurant 
market of the present day. Their specialized knowledge and ability to deliver wild chanterelles, ramps, or 
truffles to high-end chefs give them a cultural caché and a broad social sphere not usually associated those 
who live off the land. 
43 See the OED. For more on the importance of propriety to early modern conceptions of social order see 





but was managed by locally-determined regimes of access and stewardship. Commons 
could also describe the kind of person (a commoner) who depended in whole or in part on 
common lands for his or her livelihood. Once legally and culturally distinct from waste, 
commons became increasingly conflated with waste,44 a conflation which laid both types 
of property open to enclosure and “improvement.” In early modern usage “husbandry” 
could be used to refer to the mindful keeping of any aspect of domestic economy: 
household goods, land under cultivation, the raising of livestock, and the body or 
community of husbandmen on an estate. While “husbandry” connoted a conjugal 
resignation to permanence, “improvement” implied a more aspirational innovation, a 
move toward increased productivity through technical means.  
The above are not commonplace terms in most literary scholarship about the early 
modern English countryside. Literary study of the rural has largely focused on pastoral, 
on the Renaissance incarnations of a Classical tradition characterized primarily by 
idealized visions of rural life. But while the jury is still out on what, precisely, pastoral is, 
most critics agree about what it is not: it is not about the actual countryside. Dominant 
literary critical strains continue to assume that pastoral writing is predicated on the 
erasure of all genuinely rural or agricultural concerns,45 a provocation to think about 
something else, and the something else is usually the court, not the country. We forget 
                                            
44 See the OED; McRae, 168; Thirsk Agrarian History vol 1, p2.  
45 See for example Paul Alpers, What is Pastoral? (Chicago, 1996), Williams Empson, Some Versions of 
Pastoral (New Directions, 1950) and Annabel Patterson’s Pastoral and Ideology: Virgil to Valery (Univ of 
CA, 1988). Recent developments in ecocriticism and green studies made important contributions to our 
understanding of the early modern natural world (see, for example, Ken Hiltner’s What Else is Pastoral: 
Early Modern Literature and the Environment (Cornell, 2011), Todd Borlik’s Ecocriticism and Early 
Modern English Literature: Green Pastures (Routledge, 2012) and Gabriel Egan’s Green Shakespeare: 
From Ecopolitics to Ecocriticism (Routledge, 2006). But, like pastoral, the wilderness tradition in which 
ecocriticism is rooted turns attention away from early modern relationships to more domestic ecologies, 
and for this reason is less able to accommodate more sustained, sustainable, and integrated relationships 





that within George Puttenham’s famous period definition of pastoral “under the vaile of 
homely persons…to insinuate and glaunce at greater matters”46 that “greater matters” 
could potentially include the massive changes in rural livelihoods that were impacting 
city as well as country. Under Philip Sidney’s “prettie tales of Wolves and Sheepe,” 
“whole considerations of wrong dooing and patience” and “the misery of the people 
under hard lords” might include the kinds of popular revolt that Sidney himself depicts in 
the Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia.47 This is not to say that either author would have 
been particularly compassionate toward those causing such unrest, but rather that 
transformations in the countryside erupt within such narratives in ways we have yet to 
fully acknowledge or examine. 
I argue that our narrow conception of pastoral reflects both a misunderstanding of 
agrarianism and its proximity to all strata of early modern society, and an ongoing critical 
bias, perhaps rooted in this very period, that figures rurality and its concerns as forever 
peripheral to the “true” cultural heart of the metropole. Our inability to see, or our 
quickness to discount, references to agricultural praxis (e.g. hot bed planting in Brome’s 
Sparagus Garden), forms of contested ownership (e.g. Irish enclosures in Middleton and 
Webster’s Anything for a Quiet Life) or references to anti-enclosure protest (e.g. fen 
drainage in Marvell’s “Upon Appleton House”) may say more about our own distance 
from the land than it does about early modern authors’. Turning away from enameled 
visions of the English countryside, I argue instead that unprecedented shifts in the 
                                            
46 George Puttenham, Arte of English Poesie (1589), Book 1, Chapter 18.  
47 For example, one of several rural riots that interrupt the action is described as founded in a maelstrom of 
(derided) country discontent: “the town dwellers the putting down of imposts, the country fellows laying 
out of commons…the artisans would have corn and wine set at a lower price, and bound to be kept to still: 
the ploughmen, vine-laborers and farmers would none of that. The countrymen demanded that every man 
be free of the chief towns…the peasants would have all the gentlemen destroyed; the citizens (especially 
such as cooks, barbers, and those other that lived most on gentlemen) would but have them reformed” The 





English countryside compelled a transformation of pastoral ideals and energies across a 
wide range of texts. Rather than seeing pastoral as a genre of an unchanging golden age, I 
show the ways in which pastoral and its afterlives are deeply imbricated in the agrarian 
praxis and political ecologies of rural upheaval.  
The kernel of this project is the deep archive of handbooks that direct and depict 
early modern land use - the husbandry manual. These pragmatically-minded works 
formed an emergent, sprawling and enormously popular early modern genre. Through 
them, we can trace a wide array of dispositions toward land. Attempting to portray the 
current state of affairs, they also instruct their readerships in new forms of stewardship, 
predicated to greater or lesser degrees on new forms of absolute ownership and enclosure. 
Agricultural historians such as G.E. Fussell and literary critics such as Andrew McRae 
attest that these manuals elevated the work of land stewardship through their close ties to 
works of classical authors, particularly Virgil, encouraging a return to the land by raising 
the cultural register of estate management.48 Beyond their relationship Virgil and other 
Latin authors such as Columella and Varro, these texts are intensely polygeneric, 
employing dramatic dialogue, rhyming couplets, snippets of the Bible, Virgil’s Eclogues 
and Georgics, even Marlowe or Herbert to articulate a particular culture of agriculture. 
And they are richly layered, enfolding one another into mammoth hybrid editions and 
reissues through their long publication runs.49 By putting these manuals in direct 
                                            
48 See Fussell, “The Classical Tradition in Western European Farming” (The Economic History Review, 
1969) and two chapters from Culture and Cultivation in Early Modern England: Writing and the Land (St. 
Martin’s, 1992) Thirsk’s chapter “Making a Fresh Start” and McRae’s “Husbandry Manuals and the 
Language of Agrarian Improvement.” 
49 Between their first appearance in the 1550s through the end of the Civil War, the eight most influential 
husbandry authors writing in English (Thomas Tusser, John Fitzherbert, Barnabe Googe, Richard Surflet, 
Hugh Plat, Reynold Scot, Gervase Markham and Walter Blith) were responsible for almost a hundred 
separate editions of books on farming. To give some idea of scale, one of the first and most influential 





conversation with each other and with other forms of literature, I show that these 
handbooks not only responded to enclosure, but used literary techniques and rhetorical 
modes to do so, imaginatively managing a renewed attention to the land. An on-stage 
reading of Virgil’s Georgics in a play by John Fletcher, The Elder Brother (1635), for 
example, frames the titular character as an enlightened steward of the land. His handbook 
reading ultimately helps to drive his total comic victory of wit, wealth, and wife.   
In addition to thinking about how these manuals were read, I consider how and 
why they were written. Throughout the period, the manual archive offers traces of lost 
conversations, lost ways of knowing,50 and testimonies to working people’s 
understandings of the natural world and what should be done with it. What might they tell 
us about conceptions of property, and more broadly, what might they add to the 
knowledge of what James Holstun calls “the social practice and imaginative ideals of 
small-producing men and women, a group which is neither feudal nor capitalist nor 
mechanically and inevitably transitional between the two”51? Long before the New 
Science of the Hartlib Circle began to think in terms of nation-building and systematic 
experimentation, manual writers of the middling sort were seeing for themselves what 
worked on the land (e.g. following Classical authors in sowing fields with lupines, a plant 
that we now understand takes airborne nutrients and converts them into a soil-borne 
forms that plants can use to keep a field “in good heart”) and what didn’t (e.g. watering 
the roots of white rose bushes with red wine does not, as described by Classical authors, 
                                                                                                                                  
editions. As a point of comparison with another “popular” form, the most widely printed play of the period, 
the pastoral Mucedorus, went through only sixteen.  
50 As Joan Thirsk predicted, many of the techniques recorded in these manuals are experiencing their own 
renaissance in the twenty-first century, as small-scale agriculture is regaining a foothold, and many seeking 
to move away from the fossil-fuel basis of modern agriculture are looking to the past for new techniques. 
51 James Holstun, Ehud’s Dagger, 139. A different project would track more carefully the ways in which 






color the flower red, but instead kills the bush). Some techniques that seem outlandish to 
us now were probably effective. Throwing dead dogs and cats into the same hole as a 
newly planted fruit tree, as suggested by manual author Ralph Austen, probably did make 
the fruit sweet, as needed nitrogen and calcium would be released in the decomposition 
process.52 Some experiments probably persisted in the face of total failure due to 
immediate and irresistible market incentives, e.g. the quest to make tulips, a scentless but 
highly valued flower, multi-colored and/or scented by smearing any number of 
substances on the bulb, stem, or petals. The more modest men and sometimes women 
who wrote and contributed to these works slowly whittled down the enormous 
translations of Greco-Roman texts that passed as manuals in the late sixteenth-century – 
composed for an audience of ancient landholders in a completely different climate whose 
labor force was made up primarily of slaves – into something useful for English growers. 
In so doing, they do more than simply mimic the writings of their social betters; they 
discredit and openly contradict them, offering their own knowledge and asserting their 
own authority instead.  
Through a practical understanding of agricultural praxis and the understandings of 
the working landscapes that its handbooks evince, I bring canonical literary genres and 
authors into new conversations with these more humble texts. I highlight facets of 
husbandry manuals important in the context of land stewardship and enclosure – 
manuring in Milton’s Paradise Lost, soil fertility in Marvell’s “Upon Appleton House” or 
waste reclamation in Brome’s Sparagus Garden – to bring fresh readings of works we 
thought we knew. Recognizing the phantoms of enclosure that haunts these works 
                                            





exposes a new political potency, a delicacy in the tensions they hold in balance, and the 
poignancy, even ferocity, of their critiques. Conversely, the reexamination of the literary 
aspects of a wide range of writing, from the couplets of manual author Thomas Tusser’s 
Five Hundred Points of Good Husbandry to Milton’s blank verse, offers a new richness 
to both our understandings of a notoriously vexed historical phenomenon and new 
interpretations of the rich texts it produced. 
My emphasis on the literary and material praxes of land stewardship thus differs 
crucially from studies focused primarily on the early modern landscape as aesthetic. 
Important works by Garrett Sullivan and James Turner approach landscape through 
period developments in the landscape arts, particularly painting. I approach the early 
modern landscape as political ecology, as a site of contest inflected by structures of 
power as well as contests over resources.53 The right to glean a harvested field, to collect 
reeds for baskets or straw for thatch – such rights were not only important pieces of rural 
livelihood, but contests over who was recognized as possessing right, place, and standing. 
Such contests were part of a larger conversation about who was considered to have “real 
and permanent interest,” conversations that did not erupt suddenly during the English 
Revolution, but rather took more overtly political forms at Putney or on St. George’s Hill. 
The fact that such contests were also about material resources, over what critic Rob 
Nixon, speaking of another era of displacement, described as “a set of inhabited risks, 
some imminent, some obscurely long term,”54 does not exclude these contests from the 
realm of the political. Current conflicts, e.g. over readily accessible oil and natural gas, 
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highlight anew the ways environmental struggles are seldom proximate, local problems, 
but are often instead the means through which broader, power-laden systems are 
expressed.  
What unites the texts that I examine here is their engagement of the questions at 
the core of enclosure – who has a right to land and how is this right justified? In each of 
the chapters that follow, I address a literary work or set of related works, rooting them 
within a broader historical context of enclosure and agricultural praxis. In the first half of 
the project, I look to Caroline drama of the 1620s and 30s that harnessed the unique 
capacities of the theater to stage a range of responses to changes in the political ecologies 
of the English countryside, telegraphing and interpreting these rural developments to an 
urban audience. In the second half, I look to poetry of the civil wars and their aftermath 
to show how two poets, Andrew Marvell and John Milton, imagined property in 
conversation with both proximate and more distal forms of anti-enclosure protest.  
In my first chapter, I examine three tragicomedies that work through of the 
afterlives of pastoral and the aftershocks of enclosure: Thomas Middleton’s Anything for 
a Quiet Life (1621), Fletcher and Massinger’s The Elder Brother (1625) and Philip 
Massinger’s New Way to Pay Old Debts (1625), plays which set up expectations for a 
rural life quite different from those of conventional Arcadias. These plays unsettle 
traditional pastoral tropes - otium, the effortless maintenance of the locus amoenus, and a 
romanticized view of country life – instead representing the countryside as a site of moral 
contention, and as a place of business, where new professions and a new landowning 
class jostle for place within a hierarchy of customary rights to land. The theater becomes 





and those of the “London blue,” and the ways in which each of these estates approach the 
wealth and power associated with land ownership, but also surveyors, stewards, 
engrossers and vagabonds, and the ways in which all of these groups decide what’s best 
for the land. Through these stagings, the traditional synonymity between property and 
propriety starts to visibly come apart, opening up new possibilities for land stewardship.  
In my second chapter, I consider three place-based city comedies of the 1630s, 
Thomas Nabbes Tottenham Court (1633), James Shirley’s Hyde Park (1632) and 
primarily, Richard Brome’s Sparagus Garden (1635). Enclosure in rural areas went hand 
in hand with the disemparking of new “green” public venues within the city’s confines. 
Meanwhile, “waste” and “wasteland” start to take on new meanings as urban 
development increasingly eliminates or reshapes public space. While riots broke out in 
the Forest of Dean over encroaching enclosure, the gates and fences of London’s Hyde 
Park were thrown open to the public. These plays construct the new urban space of the 
park and within these emerging topographies, explore new definitions of commons and 
waste. As staged in these plays, parks effortlessly accommodate different social estates 
(e.g. gardeners and lords) and corresponding activities for these estates (e.g. growing 
asparagus, and eating it off a china plate in a summer house) evoking harmonious class 
relations and unchallenged ownership perhaps more characteristic of the 1530s than the 
1630s. At the same time, much of the comedy of these plays comes from making visible 
the practices that subtend this fantasy. These three plays thus stage two regimes of 
ownership: a romanticized version of the proprietous, country house Estate, and the will 
of market-minded Londoners to use their leased land to their best advantage and to join 





My third chapter remaps Marvell’s “Upon Appleton House” to connect the 
political ecologies of the Yorkshire estate of Nun Appleton with those of the watershed in 
which it was situated, and the struggle for control over its marshland commons both 
during and through the first and second English Civil Wars. The surreal imagery of 
Marvell’s country house encomium – its meadow-sea, climbing salmon, and bellicose 
reapers – pays homage to the modernized stewardship of Marvell’s patron, Lord Thomas 
Fairfax. But more than simply evoking, or even suggesting, a particular kind of estate 
management, Marvell leverages the means of Fairfax’s stewardship to offer both praise 
and critique of his patron’s participation in national and regional disputes over land. The 
poem’s depictions of flooding, grazing and grafting resituate Appleton – framed most 
visibly as a place of rural retreat – within a broader cultural conversation about property 
and birthright spoken through widespread and organized anti-enclosure movements 
happening locally in the fens of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, and through the tenuous 
future of the inheritance of the Appleton itself. 
In my last chapter, I present two experiments in recreating the commons, and in 
this sense resisting enclosure, each asserted by the homely action of “manuring,” which 
in the early modern context could indicate work with the manus or hand, in addition to its 
more lowly meaning. The radical agrarian visionary Gerrard Winstanley and his 
followers reclaimed common lands in the heady years of 1649-1650 through the act of 
“manuring,” harnessing the diction of privatization and improvement in fiercely elegant 
political tracts that urged all the world to reclaim the earth as a “common treasurie for 
all.”55 The use of “manuring” in this context was, I show, a canny assertion of humility, 
                                            





capability, and right that turned spears into pruning hooks by redirecting the prevalent 
discourse of “waste” back into the land, and subverting an increasingly dominant 
paradigm that framed common stewardship as oxymoronic. Perhaps more surprisingly, in 
the prelapsarian world of Milton’s Paradise Lost (1667), manuring is a key phrase that 
marks a dialogic relationship between the garden and its first inhabitants. Manuring, as 
symbol and as practice, allows Adam and Eve to integrate themselves fully into the 
landscape, and in so doing, to alter, even to enhance, God’s creation, to make it in some 
sense their own. Reading contemporary agrarian manuals and political tracts of the period 
alongside Milton’s epic poem, I show not only that there is much more labor happening 
in Eden than has previously been acknowledged, but that the tasks Adam and Eve 
undertake are specifically freighted with the language of revolution – with Winstanley’s 
call to reclaim the commons, and with the imagery of a clutch of well-known agrarian 
writers who used arboriculture manuals to sublimate their disappointment at the demise 
of the Good Old Cause, and to resist the absolutism of the Restoration as manifest in 
Charles II’s continued campaigns of seizure, enclosure, and privatization of the 
commons. As St. George’s Hill is for Winstanley, Eden becomes Milton’s experiment in 
propriety without property. 
By reclaiming seventeenth century stories of adaptation and resistance, I hope to 
reveal what James Holstun calls “an oppositional vision of a more collective human 
life,”56 a rich vein of commonwealth within the modern Western tradition.57 This vision is 
surely needed given the slow emergency in which we are now embroiled, that of global 
                                            
56 James Holstun, “Ranting at the New Historicism,” (English Literary Renaissance March 1989, p225). 
57 For a compelling visions of twenty-first century commons see Harvey Seventeen Contradictions and the 
End of Capitalism, especially Pt. III, and Hardt and Negri’s Commonwealth, especially Pt. 2.3 on 





climate change, one that will take all of our collective ingenuity to live through. The very 
scale and unpredictability of this crisis makes the view from the landlord’s seat, the 
prospect of singular dominion and control, harder and harder to maintain.  
Our era offers the opportunity, and the imperative, to re-envision the social and 
environmental costs of the landscapes of absolute property and to reconsider the value of 
affiliative forms of ownership. In light of our current crisis, the historian Dipesh 
Chakrabarty articulates the need for “species-level thinking.”58 As we enter a renewed 
period of environmental upheaval, the forgotten epistemologies and compelling 
alternatives of this earlier period offer new models of adaptation and survival.  
                                            




“[M]y whole life is but a mere estate”: Property and Propriety  
on the London stage of the 1620s 
 
 
To change ideas about what land is for is to change ideas 
about what anything is for.  
– Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac (1949)  
 
 
When Lady Cressingham, the mercurial anti-heroine of Thomas Middleton and John 
Webster’s Anything for a Quiet Life (1621?),59 assures her aging husband “All this charge and 
the other by the sale of your land … will settle you in quiet, make you master of a retired life. 
And our great / ones may think you a politic man, and think you are / aiming at some strange 
business” (V.i.204-7), she appeals to a particular version of pastoral. She evokes the allure of the 
beatus ille, the “happy man” of classical Arcadias,60 or perhaps the leisured lord of the country 
house encomium. Having convinced the doting widower whom she recently married to sell his 
ancestral English manor and its land, and to dispossess his son in order to buy, drain, and, I 
argue, depopulate expanded holdings in Ireland, Lady Cressingham invites Sir Cressingham to 
set aside coin and court to enjoy his final years as lord of a rural landscape of easy generosity, as 
master of a quiet country life. And yet the country house ideal (to be “master of a retired life”) is 
uneasily juxtaposed with the effort required to establish and maintain it (“all this charge…and 
sale of land”) while hinting at the unpredictable impacts of its acquisition (“strange business”).  
Thus, this rural retreat is not, as it appears at first to be, the “retired life” of the successful 
                                            
59 This play is extant in a single printed quarto dated 1662. An anonymous broadsheet ballad of the same title (with 
an addendum) “Any thing for a quiet life, or, The Married mans bondage to a curst wife” was published in 1620. 
60 This and all future citations of the play come from the long awaited Collected Works of Middleton, eds. Taylor 
and Lavagnino. The trope of the “beatus ille” comes of course from Horace’s Second Epode, a seminal work of 
pastoral literature. In its original Latin, Horace was a staple of Grammar school education. “Happy the man, who far 
from the cares of business / Like one of mankind’s ancient race / Ploughs his paternal acres, with his own bullocks / 
And is free of usury’s taint...Shunning the Forum, avoiding proud thresholds / Of citizens holding more power.” 




courtier, but the casting out of a fallen nobleman whose uxoriousness has driven him to the 
“strange business” (V.i.207) of exchanging domestic lands for large but distant foreign estates. 
Lady Cressingham wields the Elysium of pastoral as a rhetorical weapon, and its power attests to 
both the potency of the pastoral fantasy, and to the imaginative strength needed to maintain its 
illusions in the face of new social and economic realities. This tension – between an older, 
pastoralized vision of the countryside as a place of rural retreat and a newer vision of rural 
England as a site of contest, commerce, and unrest – animates three plays of the 1620s that I read 
together in this chapter: Anything for a Quiet Life, Philip Massinger and John Webster’s New 
Way to Pay Old Debts (1625?) and Philip Massinger’s and John Fletcher's The Elder Brother 
(1625).  All three plays, I argue, trace a profound but gradual paradigm shift in early modern 
dispositions toward land, a shift with lasting cultural, as well as socio-economic and 
environmental resonance. In transforming land, once considered an immovable legacy, into a 
series of fungible plots, a quickening land market changed the moral and fiscal economies of the 
countryside from feudal ideals of hierarchic, static, and communal land stewardship, to a proto-
capitalist model characterized by mobility, exchange, and increasingly absolute models of 
property ownership. The commonweal became the commonwealth, and private interest, formerly 
outranked by the public good, slowly came to be identified with the public good.61 With the 
awareness that what was happening was “beyond the normal range of mutability in human 
affairs,”62 but without the benefit of hindsight, the world-changing implications of land 
                                            
61 The above account, by necessity abridged, draws on the lengthier works of, for example, Keith Wrightson Earthly 
Necessities: Economic Lives in Early Modern Britain (Yale University Press, 2000), Joan Thirsk The Agrarian 
History of England and Wales (Cambridge University Press, 1967), Robert Watson Back to Nature: The Green and 
the Real in the Late Renaissance (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), Garrett Sullivan The Drama of 
Landscape: Land, Property and Social Relations on the Early Modern Stage (Stanford University Press, 1999), and 
Andrew McRae God Speed the Plough: The Representation of Rural England (Cambridge University Press, 2002).  
62 For example, Wrightson attests that early moderns lacked “the analytical tools for the conceptualization of 
economic change itself. Their perception was shaped by the inherited categories of medieval moral philosophy, in 




privatization were essentially imperceptible to early modern men and women. Even the 
contemporary extent of its impacts were not readily graspable by those caught up in enclosure’s 
jagged midst (and indeed the extent of its impacts is still contested among twenty-first scholars). 
Enclosure thus presented a conceptual crisis as well as a socio-economic, an environmental 
crisis, even a representational crisis. Land, labor, and identity had been inextricable one from one 
another, and from an ethical ground in which all three were all deeply rooted. The pressure to 
extricate land from the moral economy of mutual obligation, and the opposing drive to re-embed 
it within this older social matrix, drives all three of the plays of this chapter, not just in the 
properties that change (or threaten to change) hands, but in the proprieties, the personal 
characteristics and perceived rights, of those on stage.  
In his extensive study, God Speed the Plough: The Representation of Agrarian England 
1500-1660, Andrew McRae gathers an array of literary sources attesting to renewed interest in 
the direct management of country estates by educated sons of gentry and the younger sons of 
nobility through the 16th and 17th centuries. Building on the monumental work of agricultural 
historian Joan Thirsk, McRae’s work highlights the rise of agrarian “improvement” as 
symptomatic of a paradigm shift in the moral and fiscal economies of the countryside toward an 
early mercantile capitalist model of land ownership and use characterized by fungibility and 
absolute models of property ownership. If we accept the consensus of McRae, Thirsk, and others, 
that there was a renewed interest in the countryside as a place of economic and cultural 
production during this period, this still leaves open the question as to how this change was 
managed imaginatively, both through and beyond improvement into concepts of identity, 
property and propriety. With the plays of this chapter, I illustrate how drama of the period not 
                                                                                                                                             
which economic behavior was treated not as a phenomenon to be analyzed in its own terms, but rather as a branch of 
personal and social morality” (Wrightson, Earthly Necessities, 149).  




only reflected a renewed interest in the countryside, but gave this turn to the land momentum, 
imagining a range of gains, losses and transformations beyond improvement or resistance to 
improvement.  
In the decade following the peak of the land market,63 when it was clear that the ancient 
regime of stewardship would be inexorably altered, while the way forward was not clear, the 
agon of succession and inheritance latent in so much early modern drama becomes in these plays 
an explicit contest of property and what to do with it – who benefits from its possession, how it 
should be stewarded, who gets to stay, and where it should be. Through their apprentices and 
lords, lawyers and surveyors, projectors and vagrants, new regimes of capital stand up on stage 
with ancient custom, and birthright vies with usufruct for preeminent place in determining who 
should inherit and how.  
In the 1620s, when these plays were first performed, traditional forms of pastoral drama 
still held strong purchase in the early modern English imagination, in drama as well in poetry.64 I 
show however that the momentum of upheaval in the English countryside was beginning to 
compel a transformation of pastoral ideals and energies, and a confrontation with the crises of 
enclosure. Moreover, we can trace these twinned phenomena through these plays. Middleton, 
                                            
63 Very briefly, while Crown and Church owned virtually all the land in England in 1535 and at least 1/3 of 
England’s land mass fell under the aegis of some form of shared use rights or commonage. By 1600 the bulk of 
Church land had passed into private hands and roughly half of common land had been privatized. See, for example, 
Rachel Crawford, Poetry, Enclosure and the Vernacular Landscape 1700-1830 (Cambridge University Press, 2010).  
64 Amelia Lanyers’ “Description of Cookham,” perhaps the first poem in the country house genre, was published in 
1615. Ben Jonson’s seminal “To Penshurst” was written in 1616 and Thomas Carew’s “To Saxham” "To my friend 
G. N. from Wrest” were written some time during the 1620s. George Wither and William Brown still thought 
pastoral eclogues the best medium for satire in their poetry collections Shepherd’s Pipe and Shepherd’s Hunting 
(1614). Traditional Arcadias were evident on stage in Beaumont and Fletcher’s Philaster (1610, reprinted 5 times 
through the 1630s and performed at court again in 1613), and in the ongoing popularity of Elizabethan pastoral plays 
such as Mucedorus (1598, reprinted thirteen times before 1640). Piping shepherds and their kin were particularly 
evident in the court’s increasingly elaborate pastoral masques, viz Ben Jonson and Inigo Jones’ Shepherd’s Holiday 
(1620), Montagu and Jones’ Shepherd’s Paradise (1633) the revival of Fletcher’s The Faithful Shepherdess (1608) 
for the Twelfth Night celebrations of 1634, and Jonson’s Sad Shepherd (1637,unfinished). In other words, 
conventional pastoral was the dominant mode of literary writing of the rural, against which these plays form a 
counterpoint.  




Massinger, Webster, and Fletcher offer an alternative vision of rural livelihood, one explicitly 
embedded in negotium rather than otium. Their plays unsettle conventional pastoral’s effortless 
maintenance of the locus amoenus, and its romanticized view of country life; instead they stage 
the countryside as a site of moral contention, and as a place of business, where new professions, 
and a new landowning class, jostle for their place within a hierarchy of customary rights.  
More specifically, I argue that these three plays stage the severance of two concepts (and 
two words) between which there had been synonymity: property and propriety. In early modern 
English, these two words were not just homologous; they were interchangeable.65 To have 
“propriety” meant not only to act with the decorum appropriate to one’s place in the social order, 
but also to know one’s place – to have a deep understanding of one’s surrounding land and 
community. And to have “property” was less to own something outright, but to understand one’s 
standing “within the hierarchy of use-rights,” to view property as “a relation to (others through) 
objects” rather than “seeing it as an object.”66 The etymological divergence between these two 
words, property and propriety, presents a fault line in the seismic shift that was enclosure, 
offering a means of tracking this uneven historical process. In what follows, I argue that these 
three plays stage the traditional synonymity between property and propriety breaking apart. In 
their contemporary rural settings, in the dramatic and historical conflicts embedded in their 
narratives, and in their tragicomic genre, these plays confront the rupture of property from 
                                            
65 Propriety and property were essentially alternate spellings of two concepts, sharing the meaning of both “the 
quality of being proper or appropriate; fitness, fittingness, suitability” as well as “A piece of land owned by or 
granted to someone; a landed property or estate.” In modern English, the analogy lingers in “property” as a unique 
attribute of someone or something, and “proprietorship” as command over a circumscribed set of a rights and 
responsibilities. See the Oxford English Dictionary (hereafter OED). 
66 Wrightson, Earthly Necessities, 74. and Sullivan, ibid, 14. See also Leslie & Raylor, Culture and Cultivation in 
Early Modern England : Writing and the Land (Leicester University Press, 1992). My thinking here was also greatly 
enriched by the 2009 Folger Seminar with J.G.A. Pocock and Gordon Schochet, “Changing Conceptions of 
Property.” 




propriety that paves the way for land privatization and increasingly absolutist models of 
ownership.  
Admittedly, these plays do contain a loud strain of the kind of conservatism associated 
with comedy as a genre, closing with marriages and feasting, and the return of those in power 
back to their best selves. Many critics have been tempted to read these plays as straightforwardly 
traditionalist, the last gasp of a waning gentry clinging to an old feudal order with its 
concomitant social stratification and, I would add, its static land base. Comedy, in these readings, 
becomes a relatively simple form of wish fulfillment, in which various registers of seigneurial 
order are maintained. However, the normativizing functions of comedy cannot fully contain the 
disparity between the multiplicity of regimes of value staged, making the comic endings of these 
plays at best troubled. Rather than read these plays as botched or disordered comedies, I see 
deliberate fissures left open in these plays’ fifth acts – madness induced by engrossing, a wife 
pandered for a freehold lease, an estate conferred on a virtuous servant through the moral 
bankruptcy of his noble lord – as giving voice to both an unease and uncertainty about the 
disentangling of propriety from property, and to the necessity of facing this unfolding reality.  
 
“Strange Business”67: The Problem of Property in 
Anything for a Quiet Life 
 
Anything for a Quiet Life is a London comedy nevertheless fixated on the countryside. At 
risk in the play’s two gentry plots are the rural estates that hold, albeit precariously, the true 
wealth of Lord Beaufort and Sir Francis Cressingham. In the play’s citizen subplot, the country 
is both place of origin and a site of shameful rustication, where disobedient servants return once 
they “lose their place,” and from which the middling sort emerge to claw their way into the 
                                            
67 Anything for a Quiet Life, V.i.207  




London economy. The countryside is the wilderness to which the play’s shrewish women 
threaten to escape. And, I argue, the English countryside is also the site of widespread unrest that 
haunts the play’s stock-in-trade – cloth. While previous criticism has understandably focused on 
Middleton and Webster’s engagement with London’s mercantile economy, I am going to argue 
that rural protest and enclosure overshadow city trade through the tension at the play’s dark core: 
the sundering of propriety from property.  
This disturbing unraveling manifests throughout the play as “conveyance,” in its senses 
of conduct, movement, and legal transfer.68  Apart from the cross-dressings and sartorially-
marked transformations familiar from much early modern comedy, and the play’s more literal 
forms of alchemy, Anything’s conveyance takes shape in literal movement and instability: a new 
wife’s threat to take her person, her bed, and her caroche abroad instead of consummating her 
marriage, the summary dismissal of a loyal city apprentice. At other points, it takes the form of 
unsettling conversions and substitutions: slips of paper, brandished by a conniving lawyer, that 
stand in for a family’s estate; a favorable lease exchanged for the prostitution of a spouse. 
For example Beaufort, a licentious Lord, attempts to leverage his land assets into another 
type of “possession” by negotiating with the cunning lawyer, Knavesbe, to convey Knavesbe’s 
wife Sib into his hands in exchange for “a new lease of threescore pound a year, / Which he and 
his should enjoy” (III.105-6). Knavesbe heartily agrees, readily pandering Sib to Beaufort in 
hopes of higher rental income on an expanded land base. When Beaufort interprets Sib’s 
reluctance to bed as a reluctance to accept his initial proposal of a forty-year lease and ups his 
                                            
68 See OED, for contemporary definitions such as: 7a The transference of property (esp. real property) from one 
person to another by any lawful act (in modern use only by deed or writing between living persons).  7b. The written 
instrument or document by which this transference is effected. 11 a. Manner of managing or conducting; skilful 
management, skill; generalship. 




offer to a more long-term, fee-simple holding,69 Knavesbe couldn’t be more pleased. For 
Knavesbe, wife and lease are both patently property, fungible and readily transferable. He can 
lease his wife monthly and reap his profit (“I’ll afford it [her] to him [Beaufort] again at the same 
price a month, hence, and the commodity grow as scarce as it will” (IV.i.219-220)) just as he 
expects his new lease to pay “a hundred mark a year” (IV.i.214). The virtuous and wily Sib, 
however, finds an ingenious way of confronting her husband and preserving her chastity. 
Pretending to have slept with Lord Beaufort, Sib scorns Knavesbe’s sheepish overtures (“Buss 
me, sugar candy!” (IVi.206)). “[Y]ou presume to a lord’s pleasure!,” she scoffs, “I’ll keep the 
noble stamp upon my lip / No underbasement shall deface it now…I have kissed ambition and I 
love it” (IV.i.208). Appropriating the men’s diction of enjoyment and ownership - “I have 
enjoyed a lord / That’s real possession” (IV.i.240, emphasis supplied) - she pretends to take 
seriously her husband’s commodification and conveyance of her body by furthering the 
exchange to leverage her “value” to take hold of a richer “possession.” Sib demonstrates that 
increased property is no substitute for propriety and signals to her husband the 
incommensurability of marital and financial assets. If women and land share a long history as 
objects of male possession, and Sib’s person is, for her husband, readily exchangeable for a 
favorable lease, Sib’s ruse reflects back to the audience a resistance to the disaggregation of 
property from a matrix of obligation and ethics as well as rights. By personifying a concept and 
object – land – which cannot be effectively signified otherwise on stage, Sib dramatizes her/its 
value as contingent on a relationship of mutual care and propriety, rather than exchange.  
In associating reciprocal forms of obligation to (herself as) property, Sib also reverses a 
dominant trope in pro-enclosure writing, which figured un-enclosed, open field agriculture as 
                                            
69 A fee-simple was the most favorable type of ownership structure for an early modern tenant, the closest to our 
current understanding of absolute ownership. Notably, Knavesbe does not imagine this land in terms of “real 
possession,” but in terms of rights to income, “a hundred mark a year.”  




slatternly “commonage” associated with (female) promiscuity for which privatization and 
enclosure were the remedy. Rather than associate enclosure and its anatomization of value with 
marriage, Sib connects partnership to the more mutualistic obligations of the commons. In later 
acts of the play, however, Knavesbe’s abetment of Lady Cressingham’s Irish enclosures seems to 
indicate that Sib’s wit has not been sufficient to temper her husband’s avariciousness or to 
broaden his more narrow view of property to encompass moral concern.70  
Anything is also deeply concerned with the conveyance of property in the sense of 
movable goods, centered as it is around on London’s culture of cloth71 – its textiles, fashions, 
buyers and sellers - at a time of severe depression in this, early modern England’s main industry 
and major export.72 As Leslie Thomson attests, the ramifications of this slump would surely have 
been rippling through the Blackfriars audience of this London comedy in 1621, when this play 
was likely first staged.73 City warehouses sat full of unsold cloth, cloth exports had been 
                                            
70 In the play’s closing scene, Knavesbe is forced to kneel down before Sib and beg forgiveness. However, that it is 
Beaufort, the man who instigated the assignation, that presses Knavesbe’s mortification while himself remaining 
silent adds perhaps to the dissatisfactions of the play’s closure.  
71 This is in and of itself a provocative revisitation of the cloth trade for Middleton, whose crooked cloth merchant, 
Quomodo, is one of the central characters of Michaelmas Term (1605). While the earlier play suggests the conniving 
merchant rots the fabric of society, receiving just retribution through his utter ruin at the end of the play, Anything’s 
mercer shop swindle presents a slightly darker view. That it’s Young Franklin and Young Cressingham, two gallant 
spendthrifts, that play a trick on Walter Camlet, a mercer virtuous almost to a fault, evinces a more general decay in 
the moral order.   
72 Put very simply, the boom in the textile industry of 1610s was followed by a spectacular bust, one that led to 
widespread joblessness, hardship, and dearth. At the turn of the 17th century, a relatively peaceful Europe sought 
large amounts of English woolen cloth, generating profit and employment across the growing nation. However, by 
1614, the monopoly that James I granted to Alderman William Cockayne proved to be a disastrous combination of 
corruption and poor timing. Demand for lighter “new draperies” had superceded the demand for England’s more 
heavy-duty wool cloth, and the outbreak of the Thirty Years War dramatically shrunk the market for English cloth 
abroad. Historian Barry Supple emphasizes for the modern reader that early modern industry was much less 
consolidated than our current understanding of industry might allow. Rapid expansion of a trade as complicated as 
cloth production meant not so much the investment in infrastructure or equipment that would lead to more efficient 
production, but rather to the rapid replication of substantially similar workshops. Sudden downturns in trade 
therefore led not so much to disinvestment (as now), but to dismissal of excess workers. Hence early modern 
industry was extremely vulnerable to boom and bust cycles in terms of employment. My highly abridged account of 
the complexities of the English textile collapse draws on those of Thomson, ibid, Barry Supple Commercial Crisis 
and Change in England, 1600-1642 (Cambridge University Press, 1960), and Roze Hentschell The Culture of Cloth 
in Early Modern England (Ashgate, 2013). 
73 See Thomson, p1593.  




forbidden, and the Crown implemented a nationwide investigation into how to rescue the 
industry and address increasing unrest.74 However, the most dramatic and visible symptoms of a 
widespread depression were felt not in the city, but in the country.75 Increasingly desperate 
petitions – for employment, for the enforcement of moderation in the price of food staples, for 
poor relief, and eventually, for the conversion of enclosed Crown lands back into commons in 
order to open avenues for subsistence, if not proper livelihood – failed to produce the desired 
results from regional government. In the face of this failure, a series of popular protests 
coalesced into a prolonged period of unrest that came to be known as the Western Rising.76 With 
the interdependence of international markets not yet appreciated or necessarily even discernable 
to the early modern eye, contemporary explanations for the unsold cloth that filled London 
warehouses, and the swelling numbers of the unemployed, emphasized lack of domestic demand 
for English products, the declining quality of English textiles, cheating among middlemen of the 
industry, and also importantly, enclosure.77 The conceptualization of hardship in the countryside 
often focused on enclosure – enclosure had converted arable land into pasture (thereby driving 
up the price of grain), depressed the price of wool, and robbed commoners of unmonetized 
means of survival during lean times. In this sense, even Anything’s properties – the buying and 
selling of cloth that drives its plot, its scenes set inside a mercer’s shop, and the actual bolts of 
cloth that likely served as props – evoke propriety, the judicious management of the 
                                            
74 See Supple, ibid, “The Depression Years.”   
75 Wide-scale unemployment beset counties that had turned from economies from agriculture towards the cloth 
manufacture, particularly in the broadcloth manufacturing regions of Wiltshire, Somerset and Gloucestershire, and 
the new drapery regions of Essex, Suffolk and Norfolk. This, coupled with poor harvest years of 1621-1622, led to 
rising prices for basic staples at a time when wages were falling or evaporating.  
76 Thomson,1593. The most thorough account by far is Buchanan Sharpe’s In Contempt of All Authority (Breviary 
Stuff Publications, 2010). See also D.C. Allan’s “The Rising in the West” (“Economic History Review” Vol. 5, No. 
1, 1952), Andy Wood Riot, Rebellion and Popular Politics (Palgrave, 2001).   
77 See Walter and Wrightson “Dearth and the Social Order in Early Modern England” Past and Present (1976).  




countryside’s human and common resources, and the costs of inequity for the socio-
economically vulnerable.  
With this historical context in mind, certain plot elements and characterizations 
immediately become more significant: the villainization of Lady Cressingham, through her scorn 
of locally produced cloth and her flamboyant desire for rich Continental fabrics; the lionization 
of her foil, the long-suffering Sib Knavesbe, winding a ball of coarse wool; the trespass of the 
mercer’s wife, Rachel Camlet, who unfairly dismisses her apprentice to his home county of 
Essex during a period where, historically, unemployed textile workers protested starvation 
conditions there;78 and the baseness and desperation of the play’s gallants, Young George 
Cressingham and Young Franklin, who set up an elaborate plan to swindle an honest mercer at a 
time when the textile industry as a whole was seen to be in dire straits. These evocations of 
economic collapse fuel the desire for the relative stability of landed assets, for the gentry as well 
as for the commons.  
From its opening scene, Anything trains its eye on early modern “real estate” – land as a 
source of both concrete value (as in current definitions) and as social standing (as reflective of 
one’s “estate,” one’s literal and figurative place in the world). The play’s opening dialogue 
systematically dismisses all other forms of enrichment and social rise, introducing the three men 
at the center of each of the play’s subplots through the failure of their myriad financial 
endeavors: Lord Beaufort recently lost money in an unsuccessful venture with the East India 
Company; Sir Francis Cressingham holds dubious shares in land reclamation technologies, “a 
new watermill for recovery of drowned land” (I.i.87-88) that his friends liken to his other 
                                            
78 Interestingly, the critique of this rustication is also framed in terms of “estate.” Beaufort rails against the mercer’s 
wife, Rachel Camlet, for jealously dismissing “such on whom [her husband’s]/ estate depends…who knows his 
books, his debts / his customers. The form and order of all his affairs you make orderless” (V.i.130-1). 
 




investments in alchemical equipment. The citizen mercer Walter Camlet suspects his efforts to 
diversify his trade in wool through a “new plantation of silk worms” (I.i.62) have been hijacked 
by his wife Rachel as a cover for her infidelities. The younger generation of the play, the city 
gallants Young Franklin and Young Cressingham (Sir Francis’ son), share their elders’ financial 
woes: army commissions offer only “thin commons” (I.i.230) [poor rations], the wars in the Low 
Countries have “added one more day to th’ week / Than was in creation” (I.i.231-2), and the 
voyages to the colonies they consider to escape their debts – Bermuda and Ireland – are framed 
as a risky last resort. The authors thus jettison the means of fiscal and moral restitution common 
in early modern London and in early modern comedy – investment, foreign service, or foreign 
trade – in the first act of the play, bringing to the fore the possibilities, and limitations, of 
enrichment through the exchange and possession of real property.  
It is in this same scene that we learn of the recent marriage of the wayward Sir Francis 
Cressingham to a young woman of the court’s retinue, another potentially disastrous 
“investment” that has upset the friends, family, and the creditors of the Cressingham household. 
Cressingham describes his new bride as a “matron” with “sober staidness in her eye” and “grave 
demeanor” (I.i.45-6). His friend Lord Beaufort worries that on this contrary, this woman has 
already “Overthrown the reputation the world / Held of [Cressingham’s] wisdom” (I.i.3-4) as a 
“a girl of fifteen [who] by all consonancy of reason is like / To cross your estate” (I.10-11). 
“Estate” resonates here in both its meanings as fortune and as status – to marry a lady with 
expensive tastes but no gentle blood, Beaufort warns, will build upon Cressingham’s 
considerable debt and debase the asset of his title. “[O]ne new gown of hers,” continues 
Beaufort, “When ‘tis paid for will eat you out the keeping / Of a bountiful Christmas” (I.i.12-14). 
Beaufort here sets Lady Cressingham in direct opposition to the traditional hospitality and 




interdependence tied to the country estate. Her personal expenditure precludes the communal 
gatherings of the season, where traditionally, an estate materially acknowledged the entirety of 
its household through holiday feasting. Apart from the lavish expenditure that this purchase 
represents, Lady Cressingham makes a private asset (a gown) out of what should be made public 
(generosity to one’s dependents at holiday time), making personal property out of proprietous 
duty to the entirety of the estate.  
That we later learn Lady Cressingham demands luxury fabrics from abroad, rather than 
supporting known tradesmen at home, further undermines her position as head of household. On 
stage, her rejection of the domestic product of her husband’s loyal mercer Walter Camlet, (who 
has also extended Cressingham a considerable line of credit), in favor of “Florence and / Ragusa” 
where she will “have pieces / made for [her] own wearing of a new invention” and “agents lie for 
[her] at Paris / and at Venice and Valladolid in Spain for intelligence / of all new fashions” 
(I.i.292-300), shows her disregard for her husband’s allegiances as well as his finances. In 
historical context, at a time when cloth workers rioted to protest hardship and famine stemming 
from unemployment, and many believed depressed demand for English cloth at home was a 
primary cause, Lady Cressingham’s turn toward the Continent seems particularly resonant of her 
perfidy, and her lack of concern toward those struggling at home. This lack of propriety, I argue, 
serves as the dramatic basis for her treatment of property, foreshadowing her later malpractice in 
the management and exchange of her husband’s estate.  
True to Lord Beaufort’s warning, Lady Cressingham indeed goes on to enact her fantastic 
unsuitability as a wife, most dramatically through her insistence on the dissolution of her 
husband’s estate and the purchase and enclosure of land in Ireland. The extravagant expenditure 
that converts communal assets into private ones is metonymic of Lady Cressingham’s approach 




towards the real property of the estate itself, as well as the revenues it supplies. She sees the 
Cressingham estate as free-floating and divorced from any sense of propriety, a mere asset to be 
leveraged. “I have intelligence of a purchase,” she attests to her husband, “an’ the title sound, 
will, for half the money you may / sell yours for, bring you in more rent than yours now / yields 
you” (I.i.339-342). The “project of the land I / mean to buy in Ireland,” she continues, “shall out-
value yours three / thousand in a year” (IV.i.179-180). The patrimony of the estate, and the 
livelihoods and reputations within which it is embedded, are reduced to instruments of financial 
and personal gain. In the face of Cressingham’s incredulity at this proposition to “sell [his] 
land…and the manor house upon ‘t” (I.i. 335-7), Lady Cressingham quickly presses her 
husband’s insecurities. “We should look / to lengthen our estates as we do our lives” (I.i.359-
360), she asserts, before painting for her much-older husband a reassuring and sensual portrait of 
their later life together: “Quick’ning our faint heats in a soft embrace, / And kindling divine 
flames in fervent prayers / We may boldly out together, and one tomb / Quit our executors the 
rights of two” (I.i.363-396). Leveraging the frailty of his vanity, his insecurity about the disparity 
in their ages and his concomitant desire for a “lengthened” life together into an economic 
investment - the “lengthening” of his estate through the exchange of inherited property for 
investment property - Lady Cressingham quickly convinces her husband to acquiesce to her plan.   
However, once he hears the scheme in the mouth of his steward, Saunder, in lieu of his 
young wife, “to translate this unnecessary land into ready money” (IV.i.13-14), Cressingham 
begins to heed his friend Beaufort’s warning, worrying aloud that “by cursed enchantment” he 
has been “removed into another blood. Cressingham of Cressingham has continued for many 
years, and / Must the name sink now?” (IV.i.23-5). Land and name have been synonymous, and 
to sever this connection is to publicly “sink.” Recognizing that liquidating the estate will also 




require the approval of his son, Cressingham feels a growing sense of shame. Seeking sympathy 
from his steward, Saunder, he asks: “I pray thee / think what a hard task ‘twill be for a father to 
persuade / his son and heir to make away his inheritance” (IV.i.31-33). The steward replies 
caustically: “Nay, for that use your own logic. I have heard / you talk at the sessions terribly 
against deer stealers, / and that kept you from being put out of the commission” (IV.i.34-36). 
Saunder here reminds Cressingham, a Justice of the Peace in his rural county (one who sits at 
legal “sessions”) that he spoke out against the poaching of deer, and in so doing maintained his 
position of local power (avoided being “put out of the commission”). In doing so, Saunders also 
evokes enclosure and the land rights of the commons.79   
Convictions for deer stealing correlated strongly with times of poor harvest and dearth, 
such as those of the early 1620s when this play was first staged.80  And deer poaching was a 
particular flashpoint in debates surrounding enclosure, as it pit the noble pastimes of the hunt 
against scarcity among commoners, foresters, and the poorer sort within a topography that 
customarily represented overlapping access rights.81  In this sharp retort, Saunders exposes the 
cruelty of Cressingham’s prosecution of the starveling, and his hypocrisy in claiming to protect 
the vulnerable (his son/the hungry) when in fact he acts to protect his own interests (to maintain 
his commission/marital harmony) at the expense of his dependents. In other words, if 
                                            
79 Each of the plays of this chapter reference deer-stealing, a neologism perhaps reflective of the large-scale sale of 
Crown forests through the 1620s and its concomitant enclosure. In The Elder Brother, Andrew sardonically explains 
to his naïve employer Charles that the “stinking Fowls the Tenants have sent in” must be tolerated alongside the “fat 
venison,” as the venison “men fatten for their private pleasures, and let their Tenants starve upon the Commons” 
(III.iii.24). In New Way to Pay Old Debts, a “stag from Forest of Sherwood bak’d in puff paste,” (I.iii.28-9) denotes 
the richness of Lady Allworth’s table, while “a fawn with a Norfolk dumpling in the belly of it” (III.ii.75) perhaps 
marks the cruel excessiveness of Overreach’s fare, that smacks of exhibitionism (fawns and does were usually 
avoided in favor of stags, to preserve hunting stock) even as it seems to need bulking up (stuffed up with the flour 
and yeast of a Norfolk dumpling).  
80 See Steve Hindle, “Crime and Popular Protest” (Companion to Stuart Britain, Ch. 7, Blackwell,  2007)   
81 In some instances, poaching could also be a protest of the lower gentry against their social betters. Having sold 
and enclosed Crown forest, James I in particular wanted to protect his favorite pastime in the woods he had left, 
which led to an increasingly barriers to members of the gentry who had been accustomed to hunting. See Roger B.  
Manning, “Poaching” in Village Riots:  Social Protest and Popular Disturbance in England 1509-1640 (Oxford 
University Press, 1988).  




Cressingham could convince rural residents that the deer of the forest were not rightfully theirs, 
but instead fell under the jurisdiction of higher officials that dictate commissioners, he should 
have no trouble convincing his son that the inheritance he may rightfully expect in fact belongs 
legally and morally to his stepmother. Further, in correlating Young Cressingham to the deer 
stealers, Saunders also frames the deer and the commons that such game represents as the 
rightful inheritance of commoners, an inheritance being wrongfully reassigned by those in 
authority. Those in need have a right to the commons just as surely as Young Cressingham has a 
right to his father’s name and its estate.  
The lawyer Knavesbe, who draws up the plans for the Cressingham conveyance, is 
described, like his employer Lady Cressingham, as a schemer who values profit over traditional 
hospitality, “good for nought but to persuade their lords / To rack their rents and give o’er 
housekeeping [entertaining guests]…One that deals in a tenth share / About projections” (I.i.205-
8). Alongside Lady Cressingham, he outlines plans for purchase and enclosure in Ireland, a 
project in which he will presumably own a “tenth share.” In describing the Irish estate that  
Cressingham is about to acquire with the proceeds of his estate, Knavesbe begins with 
“Clangibbon,” which he initially describes as “a fruitful country and well-wooded” and later 
amends to “bogs” that “a little cost will drain.” Brandishing a surveyor’s map, he continues:  
This upper part that runs by the Blackwater is the  
Cusack’s land, a spacious country and yields excellent  
profit by the salmon and fishing for herring. Here runs   
the Kernesdale, admirable feed for cattle, and here about  
is St. Patrick’s Purgatory (IV.i.183-188) 
 
Clangibbon, Blackwater, Kernesdale, and St. Patrick’s Purgatory – critics have struggled to make 
sense of these seemingly arbitrary Irish locales. While Thomson believes their geographic 
disparateness proves the folly of Lady Cressingham’s plan, David Gunby sees them as 




metaphorical – the wretched result of Lady Cressingham’s project will be an estate surrounded 
by bogs and black, insalubrious water, with Kernes (rustics, or country people, often the poorer 
sort of foot soldier) and wrong-doers (in Purgatory) for neighbors.82  I suggest instead that these 
locations, tied to topographies strongly associated with common lands and common rights, 
convey more specifically the price of enclosure. The purchase by an absentee landlord and the 
subsequent eviction of other families (the Cusacks); the privatization of rights of pasturage, 
fowling and fishing commonly accorded to a surrounding community; and the clearance of poor 
local residents (kerns) creates a hellish “purgatory” for those displaced from their own ancestral 
lands, and the customary access to marshlands, rivers, and pasturage commonly accorded to the 
dependents of an estate and its surrounding community. This, the disinherited Young 
Cressingham laments, is an “inheritance of desolation” (IV.i.86), barren and solitary, as opposed 
to the “birthright” of the hereditary estate, emplaced and imbricated in reciprocal understandings 
of land rights. The malfeasance of Lady Cressingham’s plan lies not only in the dispossession of 
Cressingham’s heirs, but in the immiseration of those abroad whom her purchase will displace. 
This conveyance and exchange sublimates similar displacement tied to the textile trade that Lady 
Cressingham so openly undermines. The greedy individualism and lack of propriety that 
characterize Lady Cressingham and Knavesbe, expressed through their enclosure of Irish lands, 
shadows riot in cloth-producing regions sparked by enclosure, unemployment, and dearth.  
When, despite Cressingham’s heavy debts and Knavesbe’s demonstrations, arguments 
fail to convince Cressingham to sign the conveyance that will allow Lady Cressingham to “sell 
[his] land and / purchase more” (I.i.357-8), Lady Cressingham insists she “will never bed with 
[him] until [he has] sealed” (IV.i.194-5). Realizing his folly, but unable to temper his desire, 
                                            
82 The Works of John Webster, eds. Gunby, Carnegie & MacDonald, (Cambridge University Press, 2008, p193).  




Cressingham caves, and it is at this point that his wife gloats, with deep irony, “All this charge 
and the other by the sale of your land … will settle you in quiet, make you master of a retired 
life. And our great ones may think you a politic man” (V.i.205-8). Shedding his responsibilities 
also takes away his rights, leading not to a carefree life in “quiet,” but to an anemic impotence. 
Conveyance becomes a word, and a concept, deeply destabilizing to a world seemingly desperate 
for the steadiness of a “quiet life.”  
As Thomson and Gunby have both noted, the comedy of the play’s closing scene veers 
dangerously close to farce, with the wondrous restitution of the Cressingham estate that had been 
sold off in Act IV, and a ninth hour conversion of Lady Cressingham from Machiavellian 
projector to Patient Griselda that defies both belief and every plot element up until that point.83 In 
the play’s peculiarly abrupt ending, Young Cressingham conjures the estate back into Sir 
Cressingham’s hands with what seems almost an incantation, some of the few lines of the play in 
pentameter,  
There must be no remembrance, not the thought,  
That ever youth in woman did abuse you, 
That e’er your children had a stepmother 
That you sold lands to please your punishment,  
That you were circumscribed and taken in,  
Abridged the large extendure of your grounds  
And put into the pinfold that belonged to’t,  
…For I have begged off all these troubles from you (V.i.251-260). 
 
We learn that Young Cressingham has convinced his friend’s father, the country gentleman Old 
Franklin, to purchase the estate in its entirety and to hold it in trust, though the play makes clear 
only that Lady Cressingham sold her husband’s land, not that she connected the buyer to her 
                                            
83 Several critics (e.g. George Holmes and Margot Heinemann) have argued that Lady Cressingham in some sense 
foreshadows her turn around in warning Young Cressingham, her stepson, that “I will not be / The woman to you 
hereafter you expected” (V.i.252-3), but though possible, this seems a thin line on which to hang an about-face that 
reverses our understanding of the play in the last act. F.L. Lucas lampoons the plays’ ending, griping that “it is as 
though King Lear concluded with the revelation that Goneril and Regan were really angelic young women whose 
only thought had been to save their old father from the worries of domesticity” (as cited in Gunby et. al, ibid, 5).  




stepson or husband. The instrument of its repossession thus remains murky. The virulent 
misogyny of much of the play is also reframed here in terms of enclosure; Lady Cressingham has 
“abridged the large extenditure of [her husband’s] grounds,” constraining him to a “pinfold” and 
by analogy, rendering enclosure as “unnatural” as female domination.  
Straining the conventions of comedy to a breaking point, Lady Cressingham tries to 
justify her previous behavior.  
…What was yours 
Is still your own, And take the cause withal 
Of my harsh seeming usage. It was to reclaim 
Faults in yourself – the swift consumption  
Of many large revenues…burning up house and land 
Not casual but cunning fire, which though 
It keeps the chimney and outward shows  
Like hospitality, is only devourer on’t –  
Consuming chemistry (V.i.272-281).84  
 
“Swift consumption,” argues Lady Cressingham, is the real downfall of manorial “hospitality,” 
and it is this continence that she sought to cultivate all along, in a cunning plot meant to foster 
sexual and fiscal discipline as the true supports of rightful possession. While Lady Cressingham 
attests that “We should look / to lengthen our estates as we do our lives”  (I.i.359), the play 
responds that only certain kinds of estates are worth living for, ones believed to support the ethos 
of communal harmony, rather than individual gain. This is not, as some have argued,85 simply 
haphazardness on the part of the playwrights, but the culmination of the insoluble problem at the 
heart of the play. The peculiarly abrupt ending only seems to accentuate the fact that only the 
miracles of fiction could possibly correct the course of a wayward landowning class bent on 
                                            
84 The Lady claims that her ruse was also related to her husband’s projects in alchemy, “consuming chemistry,” but 
this doesn’t make much sense as she orders the destruction of her husband’s alchemical equipment, with his 
blessing, in the first scene, before she proposes the sale of her husband’s estate. Lady Cressingham’s lines also 
evoke Lord Beaufort’s warning in the first act: in a moment of sympathy, Beaufort says to the elderly Sir 
Cressingham that his young bride “was not made to wither and go out / By painted fires that yields her no more heat 
/ Than to be lodged in a bleak banqueting house in the dead of winter” (I.i.26-29).  
85 See for example F.L. Lucas, David M. Holmes, A.W. Ward, and Margot Heinemann, as cited in Gunby’s critical 
introduction.  




projecting, engrossing, and clearances, and that even the alchemical inventions of comic plot 
cannot convincingly maintain the pretense that propriety and property can be held together in an 
increasingly centripetal world. The propriety and property that have been riven are here sutured, 
but so clumsily that we’re even more aware of the myriad ways in which the old regime is flying 
apart through conveyance, projecting, colonization, and enclosure. 
The arch quality of the play’s title seems to indicate that, with the disappearance of the 
country house ideal and the “quiet life” of harmonious community it entailed, a retreat into the 
domestic household, however unsatisfying, is the only recourse. That “any thing” ought or would 
be undertaken to obtain the idyll of a “quiet life” belies its effortless entropy, emphasizing a 
certain longing for the “quiet life’s” pastoralized rural retreat, or of a snug and stable 
domesticity. Lady Cressingham, a member of the middling sort with the “natural instinct” to a 
“reaching way” (I.i.352), is here spectacularly reformed. But the opposite of her monstrous and 
gender-bending capacity to enclose her husband and his estate is less the restitution of a 
hospitable community and more the enforcement of a strict domestic patriarchy. To (re)gain the 
“quiet life” of the gentry household, the estate must turn inward, shrinking its circle of concern, 
rather than fostering the expansive and harmonious community of its country house ideal. The 
play’s resolution thus feels uneasy, bitterly incomplete. Rather than seeing these tragicomic, 
overdramatic, or implausible elements as the formal failings of a botched comedy, I see them 
instead as (meta) theatrical responses to the conceptual and representational crises that enclosure 
presents. What a modern critic reads as authorial indiscipline may be in fact symptomatic of a 
larger historical confusion. Anything for a Quiet Life gropes its way forward into problems of 
revolutionary potential whose consequences reverberate into the present era (and are even now 
not completely understood), facing uneasily the slow severance of property from propriety.  





“What I was, sir, it skills not; / What you are is apparent”: Propriety and Social Mobility 
in A New Way to Pay Old Debts 
 
Like Lady Cressingham, the villain of Massinger and Fletcher’s New Way to Pay Old 
Debts (1625)86 is a nouveau riche encloser, the emblematically named Sir Giles Overreach, 
“Extortioner, tyrant, cormorant, or intruder / On [his] poor neighbor’s right” (IV.i.123-4),87 New 
Way takes up some of the same concerns as Anything for a Quiet Life: the widening gap between 
property and propriety and its impact on rural power structures, the necessity for moral reform 
and heightened discipline among the gentry, and a reification of legal documents. But if 
Middleton and Webster’s play constellates these concerns into an intractable problem that it in 
many ways refuses to solve, New Way holds in tension some of these same concerns, but 
ultimately offers a disconcertingly tidy set of resolutions. Much of the tension in New Way stems 
from the potential of the cross-class marriages that Anything chastens but eventually endorses. In 
A New Way, for example, Massinger matches Lord Lovell, paragon of country virtue and 
“minion of the people’s love” (II.i.70) with the dastardly Overreach’s incongruously upright 
daughter Margaret; or between the wealthy baroness, Lady Allworth with a dissolute gentleman 
reduced to vagrancy, Frank Wellborn.88 Ultimately, however, the play reinstates in no uncertain 
                                            
86 There is no record of the printed text of this play before it appears in the Stationers’ Register in 1632, but most 
critics date its actual composition to 1625, due to an internal reference to the Siege of Breda, in which the cook 
Furnace, compares the pastries he builds to tempt his mistress, Lady Allworh as “fortifications / Such as might serve 
for models in the Low Countries; / Which, if they had been practiced at Breda, / Spinola might have thrown his cap 
at it, and ne’er took it” (I.ii.25-8). By this logic, the play must have been written after June 1625, once the Dutch had 
city actually surrendered to Spinola. London theaters were, however, closed for eight months in that year due to 
plague. Because of the play’s unusual setting in the contemporary English countryside, and because many playing 
companies survived such prolonged closures by touring outside of London, it seems likely the play was first staged 
in the countryside. A contemporary rural setting would make the play’s allusions to rural riot and enclosure that 
much more poignant.  
87 This and future citations come from Colin Gibson’s Selected Plays of Philip Massinger (Cambridge,1978) (I.i.30-
31). 
88 We know from 17th century biographer David Lloyd that Robert Dormer (1610?-1643), Earl of Carendon and the 
dedicatee of the play’s print text, was “extreamly wild in his youth,” prone  to gambling and whoring (see DNB). 
Wellborn’s prodigality might have served as a mirror for Dormer, who was roughly fifteen and recently married 
around the time the play was written. Dormer, ward of Philip Herbert and later his son-in-law, later became a 




terms the values of the “eminent blood” (IV.i.183) of rural aristocracy. Lord Lovell confesses he 
would rather “in [his] own tomb…inter [his] name” (IV.i.225-6) than “adulterate [his] blood / By 
marrying Margaret and so leave [his] issue / Made up of several pieces, one part scarlet 
[aristocratic] / And the other London blue [mercantile]” (IV.i.223-7). The titillating dalliance 
between Lady Allworth and the Frank Wellborn, it is at last revealed to the audience, has been an 
entirely chaste, if underhanded scheme. So while the intrigue of the play’s central acts may tempt 
the audience with the potential daring of these matches – Lord to commoner’s daughter, Lady to 
ruined gentleman – its ending endorses the old formula of “equality of years, of birth, of fortune” 
(IV.i.214) in marriage.  
New Way evinces an even more extreme terror at the possibility of the conveyance of 
landed wealth beyond the confines of the gentry classes than does Anything. Set in contemporary 
Nottinghamshire, the play maps several rich estates – Overreach’s “seat…well wooded, and 
well-watered, the acres / Fertile and rich…To entertain…friends in a summer progress,” its 
“dressers crack[ing] with the weight of curious viands” (III.ii.1) and Lady Allworth’s household, 
with its lavish meals, crowds of loyal servants, and well-tended grounds, “rare garden [and] 
“arbor” (III.iii.20). Again, while the play toys with audience expectations of their reallocation, its 
conclusion consolidates and tidily passes all land holdings that might have been redistributed by 
marriage across estates, particularly those acquired through Overreach’s myriad engrossments 
and enclosures, into the hands of the nobility. By the end of the play, Lord Lovell, with the 
consent of the Allworths and Wellborns, becomes the “umpire” (V.i.384) of every property the 
play evokes: the lands that Margaret will inherit, all of Lady Allworth’s estates, as well as what’s 
left of Wellborn’s. And this, the play seems to argue is, what best serves land and community.  
                                                                                                                                             
celebrated royalist army officer. Ironically, Dormer’s grandfather (also Robert) was something of an Overreach, 
having bought one of the first baronages up for sale under James I. Sir Robert Dormer, flockmaster, became himself 
Right Honorable, Baron Dormer of Wing, for the tidy sum of £10,000.  




Because the play acknowledges Overreach as sole scapegoat and archvillain, the 
embodiment of these “new ways,”89 his punishment and extraction from society at the play’s 
close therefore leaves an old regime of country house hierarchy and hospitality essentially 
undisturbed and intact.  This ending, however neat in its plotting, is at the same time somewhat 
uncontrolled in its dramatic effect. The madness that seizes Overreach more closely resembles 
the divine punishment of a morality play or revenge comedy than the city comedy tradition on 
which this play draws heavily. This almost hysterical conservatism signals a latent recognition of 
the demise, not just of an ancient vision of social order, but specifically the old regimes of land 
ownership that went along with it. Overreach’s role as villain, his colorful invective, his exultant 
immorality, and the dramatic (in)efficacity of his demise have long been an inspiration for 
critical commentary, 90 but his particular crimes as “a grand incloser” (IV.i.124) have received at 
best passing attention, as the emblem of a rising middling sort locked in battle with an 
entrenched noble class. However, I argue, Overreach’s engrossing and enclosing are not only a 
striking feature of his criminality, but a highly deliberate choice of the playwrights, veering 
significantly from the play’s source text, Middleton’s A Trick to Catch One (1608), and from the 
most infamous crimes of Sir Giles de Mompesson (1583/4-1651?), the real life monopolist and 
universally vilified projector whom many believe inspired the creation of Sir Giles Overreach. 
An important function of New Way’s melodramatic conclusion is to stage a fantasy of retributive 
justice for a real-life encloser, Mompesson, whose crimes went unpunished. 
                                            
89 For a skilled comparison of attitudes toward Wellborn’s behavior in contradistinction to Overreach’s, see Leonard, 
“Overreach at Bay.”  
90 See Neill, Thomson and Knights.  




Mompesson, who made the utmost of his relation by marriage to George Villiers, Duke 
of Buckingham,91 grew notorious as the epitome of the Caroline court’s misguided and corrupt 
favoritism. Mompesson’s presence in the play, via Overreach, puzzles some critics, who see 
Mompesson’s repudiation, banishment, and escape from custody in 1621 as the climax of his 
notoriety, and his crimes as figurative (greed), rather than actual (enclosure). By 1623, however, 
Mompesson had returned to England, having escaped punishment through flight to France, and 
was busily enclosing royal forests under the aegis of his sister-in-law, Lady Barbara Villiers. 
Mompesson thus thrust himself back into the rapacious dealings of the Villiers family92 at around 
the same time New Way was likely written and first performed. Like many of the urban elite who 
had been summarily granted the rights to rural commons, the Villiers became lightning rods for 
popular protest during the Western Rising. Mompesson, acting as Lady Villiers’ agent, was a 
particular target of popular animus in this role. Buried in effigy, his buildings burned, he drew a 
crowd of thousands who systematically destroyed his enclosures and decried him as an “odious 
projector.”93  
With this in mind, Overreach’s role as encloser becomes more than a superficial 
shorthand for evil, and the totality of his punishment more than a closing of ranks on the part of 
the rural gentry. Particularly given the contemporary rural setting of New Way, the likelihood of 
                                            
91 When Mompesson married Katharine St. John around 1607, he became part of a important Wiltshire family, but 
he could not have known at that time that Katherine’s sister, Barbara would marry Sir Edward Villiers, half-brother 
of George Villiers, who unabashedly shared his astronomical success at court with his family. During his eventual 
trial, he protested that the sin would have lain in refraining from such nepotism, if “being in such favour with his 
master, he had minded only his own advancement and had neglected those who were nearest unto him” (JHL, 
3.662). See DNB.  
92 Buckingham’s machinations at court had brought all of his brothers a share in the profits of their brother-in-law 
Mompesson’s monopolies for inn-keeping licenses, the discovery of concealed crown lands, and the manufacture of 
gold and silver thread. By the mid-1620s, Villiers had also procured for his brothers the grants to large tracks of 
royal forests. Thus Mompesson and his extended family drew ire from Parliament for their abuse of monopolies in 
the first half of the decade. In its second half, their enclosure and exploitation of their land grants in crown forests 
drew the ire of foresters, commoners, and miners. 
93 See the Manuscripts of the Earl of Cowper, 1631, April 6.  




its provincial debut, and Massinger’s connections with the Herbert circle - powerful members of 
the “dissatisfied country parliamentary nobility”94 outspoken in their opposition to both 
Buckingham and Mompesson - I argue that the presence of Mompesson through Overreach is 
less a commentary on Mompesson’s past sins than on the threat that Mompesson and his ilk 
continued to pose in the 1620s and 30s, and to the lesser publicized crimes of enclosure for 
which Mompesson was never officially punished.  
 
 “A spirit to dare, and power to do”95: Overreach and/as Mompesson  
Mompesson had not always been considered an “odious projector” or a “person infamous 
and unworthy.”96 From his first commission, in March 1617, until that summer, the Crown went 
out of its way to forward Mompesson’s monopolies, as a means of outsourcing the collection of 
of monies desperately needed by a cash-strapped monarchy.97 Under a common arrangement, the 
                                            
94 Clark, 20. Massinger’s father spent his life in service to Philip Herbert, son of Mary Herbert (née Sidney) and 
“dyed a servant” of that household, likely as a steward. Massinger sought patronage from his late father’s employer, 
his sons William and Philip, from his son-in-law, Robert Dormer and Lady Catherine Stanhope (a cousin of Mary’s). 
It is tempting to believe that the play’s setting might be a nod to Stanhope, a cousin of Mary Sidney, whose soon-to-
be husband, Lord Henry Stanhope, became MP for Nottinghamshire in 1626. Lady Catherine was the dedicatee of 
Massinger’s The Duke of Milan in 1623, and the subject of a poem by Massinger nominally celebrating the conferral 
of her husband’s lordship in 1628 “A New Yeer’s Gift to my Lady.” Should this be so, it gives Massinger’s critique 
of Mompesson more potency. Massinger perhaps invites someone rising within local government to take better heed 
of the dangers posed by enclosure and other usurpations of power perpetrated by men such as Mompesson. 
95 II.ii.116 
96 Stuart Royal Procs, i 502-3. Just after the commission was issued, for example, (March 4, 1617) the Lord 
Treasurer wrote to one Mr. Treadwell to ensure Mompesson’s access to “certain late survayes and other papers 
concerning his Majesty's woodes” conducted by a private surveyor (PC 2/28 f.573). By March 29th, Mompesson 
seems to have already come across difficulties, and appealed to the court to remove “obstacles and impedimentes” to 
the sale of woods, unable to extract the wood fast enough and, ironically, accusing local receivers of corruption. Lee 
notes that this type of timber extraction “inevitably set [Mompesson] against the interests of the tenants and 
commoners of the forests” and though (to my knowledge) there is no extant copy of Mompesson’s letter of 
complaint, it is tempting to imagine that the slow down of work and the refusal of local factors to purchase this 
timber were “weapons of the weak” – signs of local resistance to facilitate the crown’s reappropriation of woods that 
had substantially fallen into common use. 
97 Throughout the 1620s, the Stuart Court, recognizing that it lacked the capacity to effectively raise funds, allocated 
this responsibility on a host of court favorites, particularly George Villiers, the first Duke of Buckingham, who in 
turn bestowed many lucrative monopolies on his relations, including Mompesson. Buckingham’s brother, 
Christopher Villiers and half-brother, Edward Villiers, shared the title to the monopoly on the licensure of inns with 
Edward’s brother-in-law, Mompesson, who took the most active role in the extortion. Yelverton considered Sir 
Edward and Sir Giles of a piece, “shadowes of a greater,” attesting that he “feared them not, but him that was above 




monopolist paid a certain annuity for the right to “farm” his licensure, to collect revenues on 
behalf of the crown and to keep whatever he (usually he) made in excess. Such arrangements 
ensured income for royal coffers and payment for public servants executing needed services. 
Unsurprisingly, however, this also led to a system of performance-related pay, one that in 
ordinary circumstances was kept in check by a shared understanding of limits. Mompesson, for 
example, pledged to collect £100,000, a vast sum, on behalf of the crown over four years, 
through the sale of “decayed timber” in the royal forests of nine counties, a service that would 
steward neglected crown lands, capitalize on valuable timber assets, and raise money for the 
Caroline court outside of Parliamentary purview. The crown endorsed Mompesson’s project, on 
the condition that he “committed no waste or destruction to the coppices and underwoods of the 
forest,” and selectively harvested only larger trees, presumably to maximize profit on the timber 
extracted, but also to preserve the resources traditionally accorded to commoners – coppice for 
fuel and underwood for building – and thus preserve the peace.98 
Mompesson, however, shielded by Buckingham, aggressively extrapolated upon his 
rights of license. His logging raised hackles among tenants and commoners, who claimed 
Mompesson trampled their livelihoods.99 It took four years of expansive interpretations of his 
                                                                                                                                             
them whose shaddowe they were. I feared the power of the Lord of Buckingham.” see Calendar of the manuscripts 
of the most Hon. the Marquis of Salisbury. Vol. 22: 1612-1668, April 30 1621.  
98 At least five contemporary verse libels circulated around the time of Mompesson’s trial, one of which specifically 
lamented “The royall woods, the standards of old age, / By thee dispoiled, yeelde thee no shady tree.” In the same 
vein of Overreaching, Villiers granted Mompesson two commissions for the pursuit of “concealed” crown lands – 
properties that belonged rightfully to the crown, but whose titles had lapsed or been lost, whereby someone else had 
arrogated the land and treated it as their own.  Mompesson’s task was to set the records straight and start to collect 
rents on these lands, turning over a share of the monies to royal coffers. One of the commission’s stipulations 
allowed Mompesson to keep any lands valued under £200, presumably to consolidate bureaucratic obligations on 
more modest properties. See DNB, Russell, Conrad 46. 
99 A somewhat heated Arthur Wilson in his Life and Reign of James I (1653) described Mompesson as he who “took 
liberty to be ravenous upon poor people, to the grating of the bones, and sucking out the very marrow of their 
substance” (as cited in Knights, 275). In a notorious part of his eventual trial, a witness testified that Mompesson 
sent one of his agents, the aptly named Mr. Ferrett, to a remote part of Staffordshire, where he woke an alehouse 
keeper, claiming to be lost and weary, and begged for a place to sleep. The agent stayed that night in the cottager’s 




own powers, and the rabid pursuit of the wealth that they accrued, to provoke a spectacular 
denunciation of Mompesson, who in some sense, like Overreach, took the brunt of a blow that 
stemmed from frustration with a larger system of corruption and with Buckingham’s 
overreaching powers.100 The subsequent trial wrenched Mompesson from the inner circles of 
court and out into the street, to be publicly stripped of his knighthood, fined £10,000, led along 
the Strand to Finsbury gaol with his face to the horse's tail, imprisoned for life and “held forever 
and infamous person.”101 Mompesson’s censure was thus both legal and populist, drawing on the 
traditions of the charivari and the skimmington,102 in which rowdy and ritualized public 
processions expressed communal outrage and exacted a rough justice. Parading through 
London’s streets “riding backwards on a lean jade” with his crimes written on a piece of paper, 
Mompesson was to suffer the same fate as cuckolds, wife-beaters, or scolds castigated with 
similar rituals, in gross violation of community norms.  
                                                                                                                                             
own bed, while the cottager slept in his barn, and in the morning, the agent charged the cottager with keeping an 
unlicensed inn. (See DNB, Russell).  
100 Villiers’ brothers, for example, though named as beneficiaries on Mompesson’s license, but were never punished. 
Lee argues that Mompesson’s scams, though appalling in their audacity, impacted a relatively small number of 
businesses, and thus his punishment carried more symbolic than legal weight. “Nevertheless the scale and range of 
Mompesson's projects made him a particularly dramatic embodiment of this perception, an affront to the 
Commonwealth on several grounds, crossing the right of local governors to rule (especially through the patent for 
licensing inns) and challenging the rights of property (through the pursuit of concealed lands) and, indeed, arguably 
of subsistence.”  
101 Journals of the house of lords, 3 (1620–28), 72  
102 Skimmingtons, seemingly named after a dairying spoon of a convenient shape for husband/wife beating, were 
often accompanied by such inversions (e.g. cross-dressing or riding backwards), and rough music, (impromptu 
noise-making with household objects), and in more elaborate versions, militaresque displays of weapons or drums. 
However for the most part, these were meant to debase a neighbor’s credit and draw attention to his/her crimes, 
rather than inflict bodily harm. See Brown’s Better a Shrew than a Sheep, Ingram “Ridings and Rough Music.” 





Figure 1 This elaborate anonymous broadsheet excoriates Mompesson while dissociating him from the King. Private 
“selfe” interest is here embodied in the center panel’s devil, who whispers “Shrift for thyselfe.” “Lamed” honor is 
illustrated by Mompesson’s crutches in the right-hand panel, though he who sets out of punish Mompesson is similarly 
hobbled. From the background of the same panel, the would-be disciplinarian calls out “heere wee come, although 
behinde a mile.”  
 
Mompesson’s fall could not have happened without powerful enemies, but the popular roots of 
this named aspect of punishment speaks to his crimes against the humbler sort.103  
Complete as it seemed, however, Mompesson’s punishment proved utterly inefficacious. 
Like Overreach, Mompesson broke “through all nets, made to curb ill men,  / As they were 
cobwebs” (II.ii.115-6). Having escaped custody and evaded detection despite an order to close 
all ports, Mompesson fled to France before any actual punishment could be exacted, leaving his 
compatriot, Francis Mitchell, alone on that “lean jade.” Two years later, despite being publicly 
                                            
103 In this sense, Mompesson provides a figure of intersection of politics from below as from above.  




banished by royal proclamation, an indomitable Mompesson was back living with his family in 
Herefordshire, apparently trying to enforce with renewed vigor his inn-keeping licensure on the 
pretense that it had never officially been revoked. At some point, Mompesson was invited by Sir 
Giles Bridges (who was named as a beneficiary of Mompesson’s original 1617 licensure of inns) 
to use his home as the command center from which to begin the enclosure of the five hundred 
acres in the Forest of Dean, granted to Mompesson’s sister-in-law, Lady Barbara Villiers, wife of 
Sir Edward Villiers.104 It seems likely that Mompesson stepped in to head this project soon after 
Edward left for Ireland to take up his post as Lord President of Munster, in April 1625, and took 
a more direct hand in management following Edward’s death shortly thereafter, enclosing forest, 
selling off timber, and mining within Villiers’ grant in the Mailescott Woods.  
Forest holdings in nearby Blackmore and Chippenham, enclosed by Christopher Villiers, 
Buckingham’s brother, in the 1620s, had already been the target of riots in 1624.105 By 1631, 
Mompesson, having narrowly escaped a skimmington and now acting as agent for Barbara 
Villiers, became the adversary of one Lady Skimmington,106 the cross-dressed hero who led over 
three thousand men and women to protest forest enclosures across Bicknor, Dean, Braydon, and 
Gillingham. Contemporary accounts of the Earl of Cowper and Robert Bridges, another agent of 
Barbara Villiers, attest that twenty men arrived to break Mompesson’s enclosures, assault those 
working for him, and throw his timber assets into the river Wye. As they filled in his pits for 
mining ore, they threw an effigy of Mompesson in for good measure, shouting him down as “an 
odious projector…with sound of drum and ensigns in most rebellious manner… and with great 
                                            
104 http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1604-1629/member/bridges-giles-1573-1637 
105 See Buchanan Sharpe, p60. 
106 In reality, several men took on this nom de guerre, harnessing the carnivalesque gender reversals of the 
skimmington to conceal their identities and underscore the freakish nature of the abrogation of their customary 
rights. The only identified Lady Skimmington was John Williams, a yeoman or possibly a miner, whose wife seems 
to have carried on his protests once he was arrested and placed in Newgate Prison. He was released after five years. 
See DNB.   




noise and clamour.” They returned again the next day with “(as is conceived) 3,000” people, who 
“in warlike manner did enter into the Forest and then and there without any resistance have 
committed many insolent and fearful parts, by breaking open the inclosures, destroying a 
ropehouse [and] burning some houses.”107 This protest continued seemingly unabated for three 
more weeks. By the end of it, protesters had reclaimed all the commons they had lost in the 
Exchequer decree of 1628 that had obviated common rights in these crown forests,108 a victory 
for one form skimmington, if not the other.   
 
“Extortioner, tyrant, cormorant, intruder”: Overreach as “grand incloser”109  
The play evokes "Sir Giles" from its opening scene, as a third party in a fracas between 
two tavern keepers Tapwell and Froth, and Frank Wellborn, a downfallen gentleman whom the 
couple refuse to serve.110 Explaining that Wellborn has exhausted his credit and their patience, 
Tapwell sanctimoniously contrasts the traditional values of thrift and hospitality with Wellborn’s 
precipitous decline. Tapwell lauds the well-ordered estate of Wellborn’s father, Sir John, who 
was “a man of worship…Justice of the Peace and Quorum [a principal magistrate], who bore the 
sway of the whole shire; kept a great house” (I.i.33-35). While the deceased Wellborn Senior 
“Reliev’d the poor” (I.i.36), Wellborn, having squandered and pawned every conceivable asset, 
has become poor. Tapwell even sets his own meager social rise from “a drudge in [Wellborn’s] 
                                            
107 Manuscripts of the Earl of Cowper, 1631, April 6. 
108 Sharpe, 62-3.  
109 (IV.i.123-4)  
110 This refers, of course, to Mompesson’s monopoly on the licensing of inns. As well as withholding licenses from 
honest innkeepers, Mompesson was also accused of accepting bribes to allow the operation of dishonest innkeepers 
(such as those, like the Tapwells, whose establishments also host prostitution and petty crime).  Tapwell references 
these licenses more directly later in the same scene, standing on a peculiar kind of ceremony: “For from the tavern to 
the taphouse, all / On forfeiture of their licenses stand bound / Never to remember who their best guests were / If 
they grew poor like you” (I.i.81-84).  He thereby claims his concern for the good standing of his license as 
justification of his refusal. That we later learn that Overreach forced the Tapwell to deny Wellborn service does not, 
in the moral economy of the play, absolve them of their ungenerosity . 




house” (I.i.28) to (self-proclaimed) parish official, against Wellborn’s reckless prodigality, and 
his fall-off from “Master Francis” of “twelve hundred a year” (I.i.37-38) to “forlorn 
Wellborn…common borrower” (I.i.39,55). Tapwell, presumably let go on account of his 
master’s wastry, has carefully husbanded his meager resources and “with a little stock, / Some 
forty pounds or so” (I.i.59-60) built a popular, if somewhat louche business serving “booze and 
tobacco” (I.i.i) to “whores, canters, and Clubbers by night” (I.i.62). He claims to have risen 
within the parish; he is now “Thought worthy to be Scavenger [a petty official who kept streets 
clean], and in time / May rise to be Overseer of the Poor” (I.i.68-70). Tapwell’s claims to 
involvement in parish politics accentuates his portrait of role reversal. He highlights his own 
proprietary interest in service to local government in stark contrast to Wellborn’s burdensome 
drain on the neighborhood as a debtor and recipient of poor relief. And Tapwell insists on the 
ways he has “humbled himself” to small business, earning his bread by the sweat of his brow, as 
opposed to Wellborn’s sweat, expended in making “a merry time of it” (I.i44). Tapwell decries 
Wellborn’s past expenditure on  
Hawks and hounds, 
With choice of running horses; mistresses  
Of all sorts, and all sizes, yet so hot 
As their embraces made your lordships melt  
Which your uncle Sir Giles Overreach observing 
Resolving not to lose drop of ‘em 
On foolish mortgages, statutes and bonds,  
For a while supplied your looseness, and then left you (I.i.44-51) 
 
With a certain prurient repugnance, Tapwell evokes an heir en flagrant delit, and a man 
unashamed to gather up and redeploy his nephew’s excresence. This marks the first instance of 
many throughout the play where “lordship” denotes both title and land-base, the synonymity of 
property and propriety that Wellborn’s dissolution “melts.” In the expensive embrace of assorted 
courtesans, Tapwell sees Wellborn’s social standing and character disappearing along with his 




properties. In the innkeeper’s declamation, it is Wellborn’s depravity that has exposed him to the 
one person in the county with the means to convert the frenzied sweat of a spendthrift’s melting 
lordships into hard-headed, cold currency: Sir Giles Overreach. It is perhaps the recognition of 
this disgust that prompts Wellborn to beat Tapwell and his wife, which only serves to underscore 
his weakening discipline and decorum.  
Overreach on the other hand displays a frankness almost refreshing in contrast to his 
social betters’ hypocrisy and restraint. “[W]hen they call me / Extortioner, tyrant, cormorant, or 
intruder / On my poor neighbor’s right,” he tells Lovell, “or grand incloser / Of what was 
common, to my private use,” he is moved “as rocks are / When foamy billows split themselves 
against / Their flinty ribs; or as the moon is moved / When wolves, with hunger pin’d, howl at 
her brightness” (IV.i). He brazenly announces that the ruination of his nephew forms a small part 
of an on-going plan to make “all men sellers and [him]self the only purchaser” (II.i.33), to 
dominate the Nottinghamshire landscape through the systematic accrual of each local estate. 
Wastrels of the gentry, such as Wellborn, play easily into this plan. The prudent require more 
elaborate entrapment, and in this Overreach is not above resorting to criminal violence. For 
example, the property of one Master Frugal, “lying in the midst of [Overreach’s] many lordships 
/ Is a foul blemish” (II.i.29-31), that disrupts the unbroken perspective of the lord’s seat that 
Overreach longs for. He plans to “hedge in the manor of / [his] neighbor Master Frugal,” who 
will “not sell, nor borrow, nor exchange” (II.i.27-28), describing how he will 
buy some cottage near [Frugal’s] manor 
Which done, I’ll make my men break ope his fences  
Ride o’er his standing corn, and in the night 
Set fire on his barns, or break his cattle’s legs. 
These trespasses draw on suits, and suits expenses,  
Which I can spare, but will soon beggar him 
When I have harried him thus two or three year,  
Though he sue in forma pauperis, in spite  




Of all his thrift and care, he’ll grow behind hand. (II.i.34-42)  
 
Overreach plans to ruin even the most staunch and careful of his neighbors using tactics 
(breaking fences, arson of outbuildings, destruction of crops) more often attributed to rioting 
commoners than with wealthy neighbors.111 Between the manipulation of the law by his lackey 
Marrall, the “term-driver” (II.ii.121), and his compatriot Justice Greedy, the corrupt JP who 
replaced the upright Wellborn Senior, Overreach easily hedges out his neighbors, “squeeze[s] 
unthrifts into air” (II.i.3), and excels in his self-proclaimed profession, “undoing men” (II.iii.55).  
While Master Frugal, who appears only in these lines, is more strictly speaking enclosed 
or “hedged out” of his property, Wellborn’s ruin gives us another perspective into enclosure and 
the vagabondage it produces.  Through him, the elite audiences of country houses and private 
theaters get a glimpse into the impacts of landlessness. Having lost control of the estate that 
bears his name, his credit exhausted, without anywhere “to eat / Or drink, or sleep, but 
underneath this canopy [the sky]” (I.i.179-80), Wellborn enters into the economy of enclosure. 
Dressed in rags (I.iii.91), keeping company with “padders [tramps or highway robbers]” and 
“Abram men” [beggars who feigned madness to illicit greater charity]” (II.i.130), eating “under 
[a] hedge” (II.i.128), gratefully receiving “cheeseparings and brown bread” as his holiday fare, 
Wellborn sleeps “in a barn, wrapp’d up in pease-straw” (II.ii.68-9). Sensing Wellborn’s 
desperation, Overreach urges Marrall to incite him to pathetic, but punishable theft: “Persuade 
him that ’tis better steal than beg; / Then, if I prove he has but robb’d a henroost / Not all the 
world shall save him from the gallows” (II.i.63-4). Wellborn seems at real risk of becoming the 
                                            
111 In fact, some of the same means would be used to attack Mompesson's enclosures six years later, when a crowd 
arrived at the house of his factor, “breaking open the inclosures” and “burning some houses.” See Manuscripts of the 
Earl Cowper, 1631, April 6.  




kind of petty criminal or “naughty neighbor” that (anti)-enclosure rhetoric warns rural 
landholders against.112 
Within the play’s social world, Wellborn’s shunning is justified in terms of his sinful 
profligacy, his “vicious courses” and “manners so debauch’d” (I.iii.121) rather than his poverty, 
which “claims…pity” (I.iii.120) according to Lady Allworth. Yet Wellborn must remind the 
Allworth household that as Lady Allworth’s “rich clothes…are in [her] no virtues, / Nor these 
rags, with [his] poverty are in [him] vices” (I.iii.90-92). The very fact that he has to make this 
declaration seems to indicate that the country house hospitality so royally extended to Lady 
Allworth’s suitors and servants does not encompass the humble. The stag from the “Forest of 
Sherwood…bak’d in puff paste” (I.iii.17-20) served upstairs, the “quince cakes,” “marmalade” 
or even the humble “toast and butter” served downstairs, do not arrive into the hands of the 
hungry (II.ii.6-7). Wellborn's presence in the parish, alongside that of “padders and Abram men” 
reads also as a failure on the part of these estates of great largesse to adequately fulfill their 
traditional responsibilities to the poor. The monikers used to describe Wellborn prior to his 
schemes of restitution underscore this failure. Living on charity (crusts and rinds) and on the 
commons and wastes (under a hedge), he becomes himself a commoner, a “waste person” 
associated with the abject body – “vomited out of an alehouse” (I.i.177), “a dunghill” (II.ii.47) – 
                                            
112 For example, Thomas Tusser, the most widely read manual author, warns of such trespass, conflating outright 
theft (of a farmer’s pig) with what might be considered customary rights (to fatten one’s own pig in a wood or gather 
downed wood for fuel).  
 
Some prouleth for fewell, & some away rig,  
fat goose & the capon, duck, hen & the pig.  
Some prouleth for akornes, to fat vp their swine:  
for corne & for apples, & all that is thine (Ch.12, verse 78)   
 
For Tusser, a “bolt to be porter, to keepe out a knaue,” and a sturdy fence keeps out the “breake-hedge” and the 
“drab” who threaten the small farmer’s livelihood with petty theft. Because this “knavery” is particularly prominent 
in the advice given for January and February, “Knaues neuer repent, to steale in lent,” these thefts are likely to stem 
from necessity in winter months rather than the greed of professional thieves. Nevertheless, enclosure with its 
hedges, fences, and bolts, is what protects the farmer from violation.  
.  




evoking a visceral disgust in those he comes across. At the back doors and in servants’ quarters, 
the country estates that laud themselves for their hospitality reject him as a revolting intrusion at 
their lavish tables. Furnace, Lady Allworth’s cook orders him to “vanish into some outhouse, 
though it be the pigsty’ (I.iii.48-9). When her waiting woman asks, “Foh, what smell’s here! 
What thing’s this?,” her chambermaid responds “A creature made out of the privy,” and urges 
Lady Allworth to “keep [her] glove to [her] nose” (I.iii.65). Even Overreach, not a man easily 
appalled, finds Wellborn’s “breath’s infectious” and “shun[s him] as leprosy, or the plague” 
(II.i.92-3).  
However, once Wellborn has secured Lady Allworth’s favor through his pretended suit, 
Marrall admits with startling frankness that “th’assurance of her wealth perfume[s him]” 
(II.iii.26), enabling him to enact his financial and social restitution. Weathering his dissolution 
and abjection, Wellborn’s propriety appears to be in some sense inalienable, recuperable through 
mere proximity to a title. Despite his failings, Wellborn cannot seem to use up his propriety 
while Overreach cannot buy his at any price. In his vehement anger, pointless hatred, and dire 
punishment, Overreach marks in a different way the indissolubility of property and propriety. No 
matter how many “lordships” he accrues as a land-base, he cannot obtain the ineffable social 
standing that imbues a character such as Wellborn with the dignity required to reincorporate him 
into a community that has vehemently rejected him. Wellborn demonstrates the same 
propensities to violence and a set of equally underhanded and self-serving manipulations, yet his 
restitution is allowed and even celebrated, while extreme pain is exacted on Overreach, “defeated 
and made void” (V.i.287), a schism the play rushes through, reforming Wellborn through his 
fifth act departure for the military.  




Having seen propriety as mere property, having roundly rejected the communal values in 
theory espoused by others on stage, Overreach is left astoundingly alone in the play’s closing 
scene, his visions crumbling as they are literalized. If “right honourable” stands for a mere name 
rather than for any kind of moral integrity, the name can be changed, as easily as the priest 
Willdo substitutes Tom Allworth for Lord Lovell on a marriage license. Through this ruse, 
Margaret Overreach marries a lord’s page and not a lord, and will never carry the title “Right 
honorable,” as he had dreamed. If lordship, rather than a hierarchic set of mutual obligations and 
characteristics, resides in an entirely fungible conveyance, a slip of paper, than the conveyance 
itself can be rubbed out.  
Marrall “fed with hopes and blows” turns against his master and produces the document 
that mortgaged Wellborn’s land, triumphantly showing the title to be literally null – blank and 
therefore meaningless. Marrall reveals his use of disappearing ink “to make the deed nothing,” 
(V.i.323), that  “raz’d out the inscription,” and turned the “wax…into dust” (Vii.191-2). Exacting 
his own revenge, Marrall in particular exposes the folly of considering property as mere dirt, 
drawing attention to the pointlessness of the self-serving accrual of property using metaphors of 
the land itself. He exposes his master’s “devilish practices” to “level with the earth / [his] hill of 
pride” (V.i.220-221). Overreach seeks to heap up his wealth, shielding himself behind the 
primitive defenses of his “hill of pride” with “gabions guarded,” amassing the earth into 
fortifications that he believes will protect him from his angry victims, an “army of whole 
families, who yet live / And but enroll’d for soldiers, were able / To take in Dunkirk” (V.i.230-
233). Instead, Marrall declares, they will “pulverise the walls” of Overreach’s solitary 
earthworks to “level” and reclaim his unjust gains. Overreach seems to embody Marrall’s threats 
as he descends into violent madness. Raving, shaking off the phantom victims of his enclosure, 




the “undone widow who sits upon [his] arm / And takes away the use of’t,” his sword “Glu’d to 
[its] scabbard with wrong’d orphans tears,” Overreach “bites the earth” (V.i.376), as if still 
attempting misguidedly to possess, even incorporate, land into his person, to take in and embody 
a true “lordship” as his social betters seem innately to do.  
By highlighting his crimes of enclosure, and by shaping, through Wellborn, a protagonist 
who suffers the fate of those “hedged out,” Massinger reminds the rural gentry not only of their 
Christian duty to the poor, but evokes also the poor’s rights to the commons. If Mompesson the 
monopolist is accused of turning public good into private gain, his homologue Overreach, 
“intruder / On [his] poor neighbor’s right…grand incloser / Of what was common” turns 
common lands and common courtesy into his personal autarchy. If Master Frugal has a right to 
his property, and Wellborn seems to have an inborn right to his, the implication is that the 
commons also have a right to resist being turned to Overreach’s “private use” (IV.i.125). In 
drawing his [rural] audience’s attention back to Mompesson via Overreach, Massinger and 
Webster seem to alert us that Mompesson and his ilk were not yet at bay, a message that would 
be particularly resonant with the Herbert circle to whom Massinger was connected through his 
father, and whom he was trying to cultivate as patrons.113  The full force of both Houses had not 
been enough to curb Mompesson’s cupidity. The stage seems to step in to offer the gratification 
of justice served that the corrupted court could not provide. As burying Mompesson in effigy 
must have offered some modicum of satisfaction to those he displaced, so the thundering 
melodrama of Overreach’s utter defeat offers an imaginative surrogate for Parliament’s failed 
attempt to swill out Villiers’ cronies and with them, the increasing absolutist tendencies of the 
monarchy. The play offers in another form the riding and rough music that Mompesson never 
                                            
113 On Massinger and the Herbert circle see Neill, “Massinger’s Patriarchy: The Social Vision of ‘A New Way to 
Pay Old Debts.”  




faced in London, a precursor perhaps, to the more fierce attacks of Lady Skimmington and her 
army that Mompesson would later receive.   
But as in Anything for a Quiet Life, the world of a declining class of estate holders can 
only be checked by somewhat strained feats of fiction. The timing of Marrall’s scheme feels out 
of synch – this conveyance of Wellborn’s estate was presumably written up when Wellborn still 
had land to hock, when Marrall still longed to see him “curvet, and mount like a dog in a 
blanket” (II.i.141) rather than press his lips to his “batoon” (II.iii.27). It seems to deliberately 
defy belief that Marrall had the foresight to write up this title with “certain minerals / 
Incorporated into the ink and wax” (V.i.330-1). Again, however, the outlandish magic and 
dramatic reversal, and the divine wrath that descends on Overreach in “legions of accursed 
spirits” (V.i.372) seem to reflect a certain uneasiness about the play’s own nostalgia; its own 
version of pastoral in fact requires divine intervention, not to mention a certain scheming 
entrepreneurship on Wellborn’s part as well as Overreach’s. Through Overreach’s crimes and 
Wellborn’s hardship, we see askance a particular disposition toward land privatization and its 
impact. Staging two characters who commit many of the same sins, redeeming one and excising 
the other, Massinger, wittingly or no, shakes the stable coherence of property and propriety. The 
masterless man becomes the homologue to the “conveyance,” the document with the power to 
transmogrify generations of communal dwelling and emplacement into a frighteningly portable 
and exchangeable piece of parchment. The seemingly outsized alarm sparked by the “masterless 
man” in the early modern English imagination is perhaps less about a fear of crime or even of 
disorder, but more about the fear of mobility, of the monstrous and sudden unknowability of 
those who had been deracinated, who had no place.  




Notably, despite the lavish descriptions of Allworth’s and Overreach’s properties, 
Lovell’s is the one estate the audience is never allowed to glimpse. His title and his upstanding 
moral character are sufficient to anoint him as the county’s largest holder of property, and there 
is little to lead the audience to believe that he has, or needs, other qualifications. In fact, Lovell’s 
activities as a general in “at a time of action”114 (V.i.394) might lead the audience to believe that 
he will be one of the absentee landlords blamed for the kinds of poverty and moral decay in the 
parish that allows “cormorants” such as Overreach to thrive. On closer inspection, the victory of 
the nobility feels both pyrrhic and short-lived; the consolidation of the play’s property and 
propriety into the figure of Lord Lovell leaves the narrative world hermetically sealed. In a play 
written the same year, The Elder Brother (1625), Massinger offers an alternative, a means for the 
gentry to make their desert evident while maintaining appropriate decorum. He shows an egress 
from the static world of the country house and a respectable means of “lengthening” estates by 
turning skillful estate management into the pastime of a gentleman.  
 
“A Full Estate”: Reading for Action in The Elder Brother  
The Elder Brother (1625), a play by John Fletcher that Massinger reworked,115 revolves 
around two sets of brothers across two generations of rural gentry: Charles, a scholast, who risks 
losing the country estate he should by rights inherit to his younger brother Eustace, a foppish 
courtier; and Miramont, the fiery elder brother of Brisac, Charles and Eustace’s father. Brisac 
worries that Charles’ monkish habits will rob him of an heir. Miramont values Charles’ learning 
                                            
114 This likely refers to the English expeditions being prepared join the fray on the Continent, and seems another 
appeal to the Herbert circle, who generally rejected the Caroline court’s pacifist policies.  
115 While the title page proclaims “Fletcher writ the play,” the prologue describes it as “This Orphan,” put into the 
care of “Noble Friends.” The play was first performed the year of Fletcher’s death, in 1625.  




and the possibilities it holds for Brisac’s estate, and therefore seeks to dissuade his brother from 
flouting the laws of primogeniture by appointing Eustace his heir.  
In this play, a young man of the gentry brings new forms of propriety to property, 
evolving from nobleman and scholar to husbandman and improver. In Charles’ erudition, and 
particularly in the esteem his learning ultimately earns from the older generation, Massinger 
opens up the possibility that the gentry, and those who serve them, might respectably offer more 
than their birthrights as justification for their land rights, that they might in fact be seen to merit 
the land they accrue through their capacities to improve it. This operates on two levels within the 
plot, both as Charles’ claim to his inheritance (property) is supported through his claims to 
erudite stewardship (propriety), and as his studious servant, Andrew, granted a “cuckold’s 
tenure” by the lecherous Brisac (property), manages to hold on to his lease while maintaining his 
own dignity and that of his wife (propriety). In both instances, property and propriety are brought 
together through comic plotting, but shown to be merited by the characters in question because 
of their scholarship, and the new possibilities that their learning brings for the reimagining a 
broken seigneurial system. Their actions don’t simply restore or expand the country house, but 
hold out the possibility of a kind of new stewardship. Through this emerging compromise, they 
enrich their estates in both senses of the word. 
The play begins conventionally enough, with Lord Lewis, a wealthy landowner, who 
seeks to enlarge his estate through traditional means – the marriage of his daughter and only heir, 
Angellina, to one of the sons of his neighbor, Brisac, “a Gentleman of bloud…of fair estate, six 
thousand Crowns per annuum” (I.i.3). Brisac, equally eager to “joyn our ancient families and 
make them one” (I.ii.6) approaches his older son, Charles, to “manage worldly business” 




(I.i.2),116 and “take care of [his] estate” alongside a “well-shaped wealthy bride” (I.ii.8). 
However, Charles publicly refuses to “part with this Bookish contemplation” and attend to the 
estate and its obligations, eschewing both the “dirt and dunghill” (II.i) world of its management, 
and its obligations to “increase.” “[B]e it your care t’augment your heap of wealth,” he tells his 
father,  Brisac, “it shall be mine t’increase knowledge” (I.ii). His issue shall be “begot and 
brought up by [his] painful studies” (I.ii.9), not by any wife.  
Vexed, Brisac pleads with his son to set down his books, because “to thrive in this age is 
held the blame of learning” (I.ii.8). The more literal connotation of “thrive” as vigorous physical 
health suggests the threat of impotence and sterility that haunt the rest of the play: excessive 
learning is physically draining, desiccating the vital forces that ought to be reinvested in the 
estate. In the dialogue that follows later in this same scene, Charles’ expressed fear of women 
and his vow of abstinence reinforce his father’s fear that too much study has marred his son’s 
virility. With his younger son, Eustace, repeatedly described as venereally diseased, Brisac 
seems to be the only sexually reproductive member of the male line in his family. Given his age, 
and his persistent demand for “provocatives” (IV.i) and “cantharides” (IV.iv) (dried beetles 
commonly used as an aphrodisiac) however, his fertility is also in question, and his chosen 
partner, the laundress Lilly, is both unwilling and socially inappropriate, leaving the question of 
inheritance worryingly open.117  
Brisac has recently arranged for the marriage of Lilly to another of his own servants, 
Charles’ steward and aspiring scholar Andrew, offering Andrew a nearby farm in exchange for 
unfettered access to his new bride (IV.i.36). On the night the “Cuckolds Tenure” is to be 
“signed” and consummated by the “Lord o’th’ Soil” (IV.iv.46), however, Lilly mocks Brisac, 
                                            
116 This and all future citations come from Richard Cave’s ingenious hypertext edition, Richard Brome Online. 
117 Brisac seems to re-evoke this danger, when, furious at Charles for refusing to sign away his inheritance, he 
banishes his son saying “I will adopt some beggar’s doubtful issue before thou shalt inherit” (IV.i.36). 




like Sib Knavesbe, her compatriot from Anything for a Quiet Life, by pretending to take literally 
her status as property. In the past, Lilly says, Brisac “kiss’d and tous’d me, handl’d my leg and 
foot,” but “As for the rest, it requires youth and strength” and Brisac is “past threshing” 
(IV.iv.45). The terms of this new “lease” are “a work too boisterous for [Brisac], leave such 
drudgery to Andrew…Let Andrew alone with his own tillage, he’s tough and can manure it” 
(IV.iv.45). If she is really the equivalent to an acreage of land, she argues, she ought to go to the 
man who can steward her best. In their own ways, Lilly and Sib Knavesbe both figure into the 
representational crisis that the slow violence of enclosure represents. The land itself is difficult to 
dramatize, but those meant to stand in for it resist its commodification and reject those who do 
so.  
When Brisac threatens “I’ll have my Farm and turn thee out a begging” (IV.iv.45) if Lilly 
resists his advances, she protests that “Andrew has got so much learning from my young Master 
[Charles], as to keep his own” (IV.iv.46). When Andrew and Miramont, watching in wait, burst 
in, Brisac, embarrassed, tries to reinstate the original terms of agreement “I’m but a pidlar, a little 
will serve my turn; thou’lt find enough when I’ve my belly full” (IV.iv.46), but Andrew insists 
that he has learned too much to accept such compromise “To bring me back from my Grammar 
to my Hornbook, it is unpardonable” (IV.iv.47), he asserts, and does not relent until this 
“Lecherous Goat in Authority” (IV.iv.44) agrees to relinquish Lilly, and “confirm [their] Farm 
and add unto it a hundred Acres more, adjoyning to it.” This, says, Andrew will “teach him to 
meddle with Scholars” (IV iv 48). Thus the (tragi)comic subplot of Charles’ servant mirrors the 
play’s central dilemma. One who was born to a certain estate (dependency), gains property 
through the (comic) demonstration of his “learning.”  




In contrast, Brisac’s attestation that “to thrive in this age is held the blame of learning” 
(I.ii.8), characterizes him as a relatively conservative landholder. Setting up the good fortune, 
economic success, and social rise he wishes for his son118 in opposition to his education, Brisac 
shows himself to be uninterested in new technologies, the writing, study, or “learning” it would 
take to master them, and the swelling numbers of contemporary manuals that contained these 
new techniques and philosophies. Brisac’s version of “study” is habitual and inherited rather than 
innovative or “learned.” His son ought to “study to know what part of my Land’s good for the 
plough, and what for pasture; how to buy and sell to the best advantage; how to cure my Oxen 
when they’re o’er-grown with labor” (I.i).  
However, according to Miramont, Brisac’s brother and the play’s voice of moral reason, 
the inherited techniques of land management employed by Brisac are inadequate and routinized, 
consisting primarily of “poring on” an “Almanack…to pick days of iniquity to cozen fools in, 
and full moons to cut cattle,” managing his estate according to antiquated routine. The almanac 
and its lunar calendar were associated with feudal systems of tenure, but here the ancient regime 
is not held up, as one might imagine from a member of the gentry shown to benefit from this 
system, as a thing of virtue in and of itself. Rather it is an epistemology critiqued for ignoring the 
developments in natural philosophy that Charles’ erudition represents. Moreover, in “choak[ing 
his] hidebound tenants with musty harvests” (II.i). Miramont implies that Brisac has failed in his 
duties as lord of the manor. His “hidebound” tenants –  mulish, physically abused or abusing – 
are malnourished by a “musty harvest,” of a quality unfit for consumption, and also backward-
looking and old-fashioned, distanced from the new produce cultivars (e.g. stone fruits, potatoes) 
                                            
118 The signification of “thrive” and its attendant “thrift” were, as Andrew McRae points out, undergoing a 
substantial transformation in meaning during the first part of the 17th century. From an emphasis on good fortune 
(OED: “prosperity, success, good luck”), they shifted toward a more agential connotation of success through 
individual effort (OED: “Means of thriving; industry, labour; profitable occupation”). 




and cash crops (flax, hops) promulgated in contemporary books and tracts on agrarian 
improvement. Narrow-minded in his management practice and corrupt in the judicial role 
required of a manorial landlord, Miramont mocks his brother saying, “when your worships’ 
tenants bring a light cause, and heavy hens before ye, both fat and feeble, a goose or a pig; and 
then you’ll sit like equity with both hands weighing indifferently the state o’ the question” (II. i). 
The complaints generally voiced by the poorer sort are here in the mouth of a wealthy member of 
the gentry, who rails against his brother’s injustices, both his refusal to uphold his traditional 
seigneurial responsibilities and his blindness to the value and potential for the innovation in 
Charles’s learning. 
While his father severs action from contemplation, (it is necessary to “part 
with…Bookish contemplation” in order to “prepare… for action,”), Charles insists on merging 
the two via the handbooks that he reads. Far from being a hindrance, he asserts that his learning 
has been the perfect preparation for the task at hand. When confronted by his father with his 
bookish inability to manage the estate, Charles rejoins “I mae do this from what I’ve read sir./ 
For what concernes tillage /  Who better can deliver it than Virgil / In his Georgicks? And to cure 
your heards, His Bucolicks is a masterpeece” (I.ii). In this scene, and in the Acts that follow, 
Charles literalizes humanist ideals of “reading for action” by instrumentalizing the materials that 
he’s read (besting his courtly brother to woo a wealthy heiress through a recitation of love 
poetry, dueling successfully “by the book,” etc.). What’s particularly striking about this scene is 
the way in which these humanist ideals and Renaissance revivals of classical texts are presented 
simultaneously within the spheres of agriculture and high culture. Charles’ use of Virgil presents 
the Georgics and Bucolics (the latter known now primarily as Eclogues) at the juncture of 
contemplation and action (“I mae do this from what I’ve read”). Framing these texts as reading 




fit for both scholar and farmer, Charles’ collapses the lofty and the pragmatic, propriety and 
property.  
In so doing, Charles stages the pervasive use of these works by Virgil as, and in, farming 
manuals.119 In circulating as works of literature, the Georgics and Eclogues brought agriculture, 
already the means by which most early modern English people were earning their living, out of 
the cultural backwater and into the sphere of elite, lettered discourse. In circulating 
simultaneously as works of husbandry, these works added cultural cachet to the work of farming 
and the rural life, reviving certain types of agricultural knowledge120 and testifying to the sons of 
gentry, such as Charles, that husbandry could indeed be a noble occupation.121 Charles is not only 
“fairly ravished” (I.ii) by the beauty of the classical works on husbandry that he reads, he proves 
himself to be a fit steward through his reading of them.  
Though initially Charles bristles at the idea of fitting his own intellect to the “sordid and 
dunghill mind” (I.ii.9) he sees as characteristic of the estate manager, and though the play’s 
humor stems in large part from a needling of Charles’ preciosity and erudition, the denouement 
of The Elder Brother ultimately sanctions Charles’ learned conception of estate management. 
Within the narrative space of the play, a radically different kind of propriety is legitimated, one 
that privileges Charles’ innovation over custom. His learning, coupled with the embodiment 
sparked by a virtuous love, emplaces him within the (re)productive context of his family’s land: 
“now I know my land, and now I love too” (III.v.31). Charles takes up the play’s moral 
                                            
119Starting in the 1470s, copies of the Georgics and Eclogues in their original Latin began to drift into England from 
the Continent. By the 1520s, they were published and republished in English translation and were very popular both 
as elite literary works, appropriate for members of the gentry such as Charles, and as agricultural resources. The 
reach of Virgil’s works was further extended by their pervasive incorporation into farming manuals through the 
1670s and beyond, spliced into printed handbooks, and commonplaced by farmers and bailiffs as well as gentlemen. 
120 For example, a renewed interest in honeybees both as livestock and as metaphor.  
121 For more on the work of Virgil in the conversion of direct management into a gentlemanly pursuit, see Thirsk 
“Making a Fresh Start.”  




challenge of converting “posse…into esse” (I.i)122 by effectively activating and embodying the 
instructions he has read. Invalidating the derision and skepticism with which it’s greeted in the 
opening act, his manual reading comes to symbolize what the play’s heroine most desires, 
“something to make a substance” (I.i.). It is precisely Charles’ careful reading of the Eclogues 
and Georgics that allows him to beat out rival claimants to his inheritance, supersede his father, 
and earn the total comic victory of wealth, marriage, and estate. 
In the standard comic plot structure, the younger generation/social inferior restores an 
older generation/social superior to its best self. It ends with the engrossing of two neighboring 
estates via a marriage of young people of equal rank, and the absolution and feasting of all 
characters following the appropriate chastening of those who have stumbled. However, rather 
than simply reinstating an uncorrupted version of the moral and economic status quo, Charles’ 
reading, and in particular his use of Virgil as both learned treatise and husbandry directive, has 
the capacity to introduce novel technologies and a new body of knowledge regarding estate 
management into an older generation’s literal and figurative domain. He opens up new 
possibilities for his father’s estate, rather than simply showing himself worthy of the existing 
ones. Unlike Brisac, who blindly follows custom, or his own appetites, as he sees fit, Charles 
demonstrates a new moral framework; one cannot be “a fit man to inherit Land” if one has “no 
wit nor spirit to maintain it” (IV.iii.42), reframing propriety as learning (wit) as well as virtue 
(spirit). In his use of Virgil-as-manual, he translates humanist reading for action from the court 
into the country, applying its discipline and directives to agricultural improvement, as well as 
self-improvement, and showing himself worthy in both urbane and bucolic spheres. In ensuring 
the prosperity of loyal servants of his household – Andrew and Lilly – Charles acts as the upright 
                                            
122 Literally, “can” into “be,” possibility into actuality.  




hausväter, the patriarchal head of a well-ordered household who takes good care of his own, a 
stock figure in the husbandry manual genre.123 Notably, here Charles helps to establish his 
servants as long-term lessors and farm neighbors, elevating their social status and level of 
independence from the estate. In effect, both parties become private, if neighborly, landholders. 
By fostering this new dynamic, Charles plays simultaneously the role of generous lord (who 
substantially provides for those dwell on his estate) and the role of an improving landlord (who 
increases his land’s productivity and betters its stewardship).  
The Elder Brother had its first run at Blackfriars before a theater audience known for its 
love of fashion and sharp wit, an audience whose tastes and morés were perhaps closer to those 
of the modish Eustace than the bookish Charles. For the gallants and Inns of Court men in the 
Blackfriars audience, the play itself may have served as, or smacked of, a kind of manual or 
directive. It lionized a new kind of protagonist, affirming a cultured man for his return to 
cultivation, and held up a different, comically persuasive model for a gentleman. In happily 
pursuing the most rudimentary of rural professions, Charles turns his erudition into working 
knowledge, and like the manuals he makes such good use of, shows by example how his success 
might be repeated. By pastoralizing the farming life and raising its social register, The Elder 
Brother smoothes the intellectual and cultural passage from noble scholast to thrifty 
husbandman.  
Together, these three plays help to build the human geographies of the English 
countryside, and in doing so, they shape understandings about land’s proper fructification and 
use. Even as they resist and mourn a pastoralized country house ideal, in reading each of these 
plays as a meditation on the painful extraction of propriety from property, they demonstrate the 
                                            
123 For more on the translation of German Hausvaterliteratur into English husbandry writing, see Thirsk “Making a 
Fresh Start: Sixteenth Century Agriculture and the Classical Inspiration” in Culture and Cultivation.  




emergence of a mindset that can countenance enclosure. In the following chapter, I show how 
the drama of the next decade, the 1630s, made space for those whom enclosure displaced. 
Chapter 2 
 
 “More Longings Yet”: Brome’s Sparagus Garden  
and the Production of Value  
 
 
In the opening scene of Thomas Nabbes’ Tottenham Court (1633), we see a trope 
familiar from any number of Tudor Stuart green world comedies1: a young couple – in this case 
the virtuous Worthgood and his paramour Bellamie – flee a greedy, blocking senex figure, 
Bellamie’s guardian and uncle, in a nocturnal elopement through a forest. Disoriented by the 
darkness, the two grope their way by sound. Though they are in fact lost in Marrowbone 
(Marylebone) forest, several miles from London, they nevertheless imagine that they hear the 
sounds of a metropolis. “Sure I heare,” assures Worthgood, “The Bridges Catarracts, and such 
like murmures / As night and sleepe yeeld from a populous number” (I.i.3). By confusing the 
natural harmonies of more traditional green world (water falling and the whispering of trees) 
with the sounds of the human ecologies that signals the couple’s freedom (water moving 
underneath bridges and the murmuring of a sleeping capital), Nabbes reverses the well-worn 
trajectories of such plays as As You Like It (1599) or A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1595). These 
lovers do not take shelter from urban corruption in the purity of the countryside. Rather, they fly 
the rapacity of the country, through the woods of Marylebone, in hopes of reaching London’s 
liberties. Instead of the harmonious soundscape of more traditional Arcadias, it is the sounds of 
the city that hold out the promise of autonomy and romance for the couple.  
In a more traditional green world comedy, the forest would serve as the transformative 
                                            
1 I take this definition from Northrup Frye’s classic Anatomy of Criticism as a type of comedy that “begins in a 
world represented as the normal world, moves into the green world, goes into a metamorphosis there in which the 
comic resolution is achieved, and returns to the normal world.” This chapter will unpack what Frye calls “the 
triumph of life and love over the waste land ”(Frye,182, emphasis supplied). Frye, with his sights set on the mythic 
elements of green world comedy, mentions the wasteland only in passing. In this chapter, I examine the political 





space that propels the couple’s development. In Nabbes’ play, however, the pastoral world of the 
wood has itself been transformed. It is no longer the ecumenical shelter of the greenwood, a 
refuge for all comers, but an enclosed and embattled landscape that has been enclosed and 
privatized, one in which rural workers fight to protect their livelihoods. A steadfast warden 
arrests Worthgood as a trespasser within a royal forest’s fences, while a virtuous milkmaid drives 
Bellamie off from its purlieus with slanderous invective. The milkmaid, named Cicely, takes 
Bellamie to be either a vagrant in the train of new rural industry gobbling up the surrounding 
woods (one who has “kept her selfe warm alle night at the Brick-kil[n]s” (I.iv.6)), or “a pretty 
morsell of wantonnesse” (I.iv) waylaying gentlemen to take advantage of the forest’s relative 
privacy and partake in what Cicely caustically calls “c[o]untry banquets” (I.iv), several kinds of 
indulgence of the flesh. In effect, Cicely tries to reinstate the boundaries of regulated common 
pool resource against encroachment from those who seek to use it for their private business, be it 
fiscal or sexual.  
While it opens with familiar, even hackneyed tropes, the opening scene of Nabbes’ play 
rapidly forecloses the possibility of conventional green world romance, rerouting the lovers into 
a new transformational space. In this play, the Arcadia that harbors the lovers, that brings those 
in power back to their best selves, and that reunites masters to their faithful servants is neither 
wood nor court, country nor city, but an emergent city green space - Tottenham Court. At the 
northern fringes of London bordered by forest, field, and pasture, the play’s new green world 
positions itself at a conflux of royal privilege and private property shot through with new forms 
of capital and leisure. This opening act thus situates Tottenham Court and its surrounds between 
the more recognizable fictional coordinates of pastoral and country house and, I argue, the 





This chapter is about such evolving green spaces and the plays that imagined and in some 
sense invented them: Thomas Nabbes’ Tottenham Court (1633), James Shirley’s Hyde Park 
(1632), and particularly Richard Brome’s Sparagus Garden (1635). Broadly speaking, these 
comedies from the 1630s each revisit green world comedy in the context of newly urbanized 
green spaces in and around greater London. But I argue that these plays do more than simply set 
an old form in a new locale. They imagine an English countryside overlaid with the new, more 
grim realities of rural commons replaced by private development, as well as the new forms of 
labor and entrepreneurship that these conditions allow.  
Critically, these plays have been read primarily as variations on the greenwood theme, as 
post-pastoral plays of city fashionability that provide the opportunity to display new forms of 
wit, decorum and sophisticated consumption.2 The historic settings of these plays were no doubt 
chosen in part for their modishness, as opportunities to reflect the very latest developments of a 
stylish city to the well-to-do audience of the Salisbury and Cockpit Theaters where these plays 
were first presented.3 Indeed, a rich body of work contextualizes these plays as place-based 
London comedies, theater that helped an unprecedentedly crowded and protean city make sense 
of the transitional urban geographies it staged:4 Tottenham Court, the fashionable city destination 
abutting Marylebone Forest; Hyde Park, one of the first public parks carved out of a royal 
hunting ground by Charles’ I prerogative; and the Sparagus Garden; a Lambeth pleasure park 
featuring its titular vegetable along with an elegant garden to eat it in.  
What distinguishes these plays from other place-based comedies, however, is that their 
                                            
2 See in particular Chapter 4 of Adam Zucker’s Places of Wit, “Another Green World, or how to use Hyde Park.”  
3 While these plays have not been the subject of overwhelming critical attention in recent years, they enjoyed 
contemporary popularity and were revived after the Restoration. Biased though he must be, Brome claimed, in a 
lawsuit for back earnings at the Salisbury Court theater that the Sparagus Garden had earned £1000 (see DNB).  
4 See Adam Zucker’s Places of Wit, Matthew Steggle’s Richard Brome and Julie Sanders’ Cultural Geography in 
Early Modern England, and for a broader overview of London comedy and its relationship to place, Jean Howard’s 





urban and periurban settings evoke the city’s rapidly changing environmental as well as its social 
ecologies: agricultural fields and pastures developed into the holiday district of Tottenham Court; 
the fences of crown forest thrown open to create Hyde Park; a marshland drained to erect the 
sophisticated resort of the Sparagus Garden. These were spaces unknown to the London public 
even a decade previously,5 spaces that were open to new interpretations and use. They were, 
however, rooted in social and political geographies, real and imagined, which were far more 
complex than their bucolic settings might initially suggest. In living memory, these landscapes 
had been, or had closely resembled, some of the most contentious geographies of early modern 
England, those of waste.  
“Waste” for the twenty-first century reader is primarily a category of objects or materials 
and perhaps the actions that generate these. In contrast, early modern waste was a pressing and 
porous category, a flexible concept but one that focused primarily on geographies rather than 
objects. Its chief definition was as “a piece of land not cultivated or used for any purpose,” 
“uninhabited (or sparsely inhabited) and uncultivated country,” “land not in any man's 
occupation, but lying common.”6 These were landscapes deeply imbedded in contests over 
common right and enclosure, and by the 1630s, such waste geographies were sites of protracted, 
even lethal, conflict. Large tracts of commons – landscapes that fell within highly localized and 
complex regulations – were being recoded as “wastelands” –  malleable geographies ripe for 
enclosure, privatization, and improvement. Contemporary resistance to such seizure – in the fens 
of Somerset, Lincolnshire and East Anglia, and the crown forests of Wiltshire and 
                                            
5 Estates and estate-like spaces such as Tottenham Court and Hyde Park would presumably have been familiar to 
landed gentry, or those sufficiently intimate with landed-gentry, who might have owned such properties. Patrons 
with such means would have made up some part of the Salisbury or Cockpit audiences, and of course the majority of 
the audience when these plays were commanded at court. But these spaces would not have been known to the wide 
cross-section of the London public that these plays represent.  
6 See OED. As waste could mean any undeveloped or underdeveloped property, a forest could also be considered a 
‘waste.’ See Edwards, Manwood citation from Laws of the Forest, Chapter 8. “Waste” does not take on primary 





Gloucestershire – was vocal and often fierce. Enclosure in rural areas also catalyzed widespread 
migration into London, as the displaced sought work in urban areas.   
In pulling London’s marshlands, fields, and crown forests into the imagined space of the 
city therefore, and enclosing them within the greater metropolis and the even smaller fictive 
world of the stage, these plays bring the tumultuous waste geographies of the contemporary 
countryside closer to home. The actual landscape settings of these plays, as well as their dramatic 
representations, are deeply entwined with politically-charged rural landscapes explicitly and 
implicitly linked to regions wracked by enclosure. In evoking these landscapes therefore, these 
playwrights also evoke the turmoil these geographies experienced in the decade leading up to 
these plays’ performance and beyond – some of the largest, and last, anti-enclosure uprisings in 
the seventeenth century. Beyond their role in shaping the habitus of park-going, I argue, these 
plays telegraph rural enclosure to city audiences, through the portal of urban “waste” places – the 
emergent geographies of city parks.  
Popular plays such as these trace the structures of feeling7 that undergirded enclosure. 
Like the drama of the previous chapter, these three plays stage rural ideologies in transition, but 
rather than fixating on the disappearance of the old order of the country estate, they posit new 
forms of ownership and exchange opened by its demise. Haunted, but not defeated, by enclosure, 
they harness the comic genre’s disposition toward survival,8 reconciliation, and the constitution 
and maintenance of communities, taking a relatively sanguine view of these changes. If, in The 
Elder Brother (1625), “something to make a substance” means “a full estate…in esse” (I.i), 
                                            
7 Raymond Williams’ concept of “structures of feeling” as “social experiences in solution, as distinct from other 
social semantic formations which have been precipitated,” “specifically affective elements of consciousness and 
relationship” that have not yet hardened into “world view” or “ideology” proves useful here (Williams, 132, 134). 
See above, Ch 1, n8.  
8 I draw on Joseph’s Meeker definition of comedy as a genre that “seeks for a strategy that will resolve problems 
with a minimum of pain and confrontation…not heroic or idealistic; rather, it is a strategy for survival…the ability 
to meet one’s needs with wit and imagination” (Meeker,  The Comedy of Survival: literary ecology and the play 





property and propriety in one’s current possession, these plays, and the waste they engage, more 
literally make a substance. Waste spaces become the comic raw material from which these plays 
concoct property and value. In so doing, they symbolically complicate and resist the recoding of 
commons as waste. In the face of “commons” increasingly transmuted into “waste,” these plays 
turns “wastes” back into “commons,” by imagining new forms of city commons, of shared public 
space. To better explicate this transformation and its relationship to enclosure, I turn now to the 
vexed matter of early modern waste.  
 
Waste Making and Place Making: Seventeenth Century Waste and Enclosure 
Through the medieval period, waste land and common land had been relatively neutral 
and interchangeable categories - both could indicate land that fell under the aegis of the 
surrounding community rather than to individual ownership. However, “waste” and “common” 
had quite different legal standings – commons were under the jurisdiction of local vestries and 
local custom, often subject to an intricate array of local laws.9 In theory, common lands could not 
be breached without agreement. Wastes, on the other hand, were managed more haphazardly, 
acknowledged by the community, but not entirely of it.10 At their most straightforward, wastes 
were simply lands not directly under cultivation. One of the least contentious types of enclosure 
therefore, was encroachment on to waste lands, particularly when an ample land base remained 
in place to support the community as a whole. With the steep rise in population between the 
middle of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth century however, the land 
                                            
9  Far from being a “vague body of tradition,” commons fell into the purview of “a rigorous, detailed and precise 
corpus of local law” (Everitt, 459). For a beautifully illustrated history of English wastes (and their relationship to 
aesthetic disgust), see Vittoria di Palma’s Wasteland: A History (Yale, 2014).  
10 The particularity and the lyricism of types of waste belie a certain feeling of intimacy – chart, minnis, warren, 
hoath, leacon, lees, tye, forstal, scrubs, bushes, roughs, roughetts, frith, shaw, weald, hurst, moor, plain, wold 
(Everitt, 230 via Goldstein 365). The verbs for waste’s settlement could be equally colorful – assart, intake, breck, 





market quickened and wastes became the focus of new scrutiny. Through the early seventeenth 
century, Joan Thirsk writes, “men made war upon the forest, moors, and fens [tidal 
marshlands].”11 The Caroline court, and many who followed their lead, sought mammon in this 
process; radical dissenters such as the Diggers sought heaven-on-earth. But both those who 
supported and resisted enclosure saw the conversion of wasteland into arable as a reasonable 
response to accommodate the growing number of uprooted rural poor, alleviate periodic local 
food shortages, and build the wealth and status of an emerging nation.12 
Through the lens of increasing market pressure, however, commonlands and wastelands 
started to look strikingly similar, in large part because blurring the distinction between commons 
and waste became a relatively easy means to hasten the process of enclosure. “Commons,” 
property under community jurisdiction and managed by community norms, became increasingly 
interchangeable with “waste,” un- or underutilized land ripe for seizure and privatization. By 
collapsing waste and commons into a single category of unused, or ineffectively used lands, the 
enclosure mindset in an important sense produced the inefficiency it then sought to correct. 
Enclosure laid to waste the value of commons only to later recuperate it through the act of 
privatization.13  
Most historians agree that by 1600, about 47% of England’s commons had been 
enclosed, roughly one quarter of its total land mass.14  Yet between the 1620s and the 1650s, a 
striking amount of “waste” seems to newly manifest. Some of this was no doubt legitimate – 
depopulation and the dissolution of traditional forms of agriculture caused by earlier enclosures 
would have left land in many areas unhusbanded or underhusbanded, particularly in light of the 
                                            
11 Thirsk, Agrarian History of England and Wales, vol 1, p2.  
12 They did not agree, however, on whether enclosure broadly speaking was the cause of depopulation or its remedy. 
See Thirsk, Edwards, Goldstein (366), etc.  
13 See Jesse Goldstein, “Terra Economica,” and Gee, Ch. 2. 





rapid pace of improvement in agricultural techniques. By the 1650s, husbandry manual author 
Walter Blith would equate this domestic “discovery” of waste land with the possibilities of 
wealth, fame and expansion possible through exploration overseas, writing in his popular English 
Improver Improv’d (1653) that such “Addition to the Common-wealth” through “the 
Improvement, or Advance|ment of the fruits and profits of the Earth by Ingenuity, is little less 
than an addition of a new world.”15 While this is no doubt in part the bullishness of an agrarian 
improver eager to promote the possibilities of agricultural advancement at home, it also testifies 
to the perceived availability of “new” lands for the industrious farmer. While the Merchant 
“fetches [wealth] from far” and “raiseth it not out of nothing, but parts with silver, or gold, or 
some good commodity for it” the “Merchant of Husbandry, he raiseth [wealth] out of the Earth, 
which otherwise would yield little unless this ingenuity fetch it out.”16 Like the merchant 
companies discovering and appropriating the “empty” and Edenic wilderness of the New World, 
wastelands promised the diligent husbandman the thrill of discovery and the possibility of 
righteous appropriation, but without having to stray far from home.  
In the throes of this conversion from commons to waste, “waste” starts to take on a new, 
distinctly negative connotation. As a verb, to “waste” meant to damage something of value, 
either actively, as in “to lay waste,” or through something inexorable, like time or disease, as in 
“to waste away.” Waste happened as an act in the present, or provided a trace of a particular past. 
Throughout the late sixteenth and seventeenth century, however, geographies of “waste” 
increasingly become the omens of an unpropitious future. Waste went from being a relatively 
neutral substrate to an ontological category that assigned a certain nefarious agency to the 
landscape itself: “waste” land destroyed value, not through any purposeful despoliation, but 
                                            
15 Blith, English Improver, 4  





because by its very existence it negated the value it held in potentia.17  
Within Tottenham Court, commoners’ resistance to this negation becomes a key turning 
point in the plot. The elopement of the lovers, Worthgood and Bellamie, that opens this chapter 
is accomplished through the assent of the senex figure’s rural tenants. Remembering the 
injustices of their rack-renting landlord, Bellamie’s Uncle, and indexing his iniquity through the 
perversion of his holiday feast, the search party seeks a tavern instead of the fleeing couple. 
While custom dictated that the Lord provide handsomely for his tenants, at least once a year,18 
the tenants remember and predict instead a meal of the inedible: “a Christmas dinner, with a 
chine of his great ox that died by watering of the blain,” diseased and bloated meat unfit for 
consumption, or of poor fare dressed with poorer - “a stale hare with a great pudding in her 
belly” larded only with the “discourse of his Worships hunting her” (I.ii.4). Part of the disgust of 
this meal stems from the bitter taste of enclosure. The proffered “goose that broke her neck, 
creeping through the hedge into the parson’s stubble” is rotten not only because her meat is 
broken, but because her ill-slaughter, and therefore the poor quality of her flesh, came through 
her attempt to access a customary right (grazing on the stubble of a harvested field19), blocked by 
a parson who might be expected to better uphold the commons rights of his parish. In rebuffing 
the “gift” of their landlord’s broken goose, the tenants hold up the parson and the landlord as the 
parties who negate value and misuses resources, needlessly wasting a goose by blocking its (and 
by extension their) rightful access with a hedge. They assert themselves as holders of their 
                                            
17 Sociologist Jesse Goldstein dubs this geography terra economica, “a landscape of wasted potential, in which all 
the world is potentially, or not yet, capital” (2). Goldstein, 12 
18 The classic reading of the landlord’s hospitality in this context comes from Raymond Williams’ The Country and 
the City, Chapter 3 “Pastoral and Counter Pastoral.”  
19 This also evokes a period ballad on the same theme:  
The law locks up the man or woman 
Who steals the goose from off the common 
But leaves the greater villain loose 





legitimate use rights – tenants with the customary right to glean a field – rather than as violators 
of the private property rights of the Lord and his parson. When the Uncle coaxes his tenants, “do 
but recover [Worthgood and Bellamie], I’ll ease your rents; exact no costly customs;  / Quarrel 
no more about your commons title / Good neighbors forward” (I.ii.3), they reject the landlord’s 
equation of simple neighborliness (not racking rent with “costly custom,” allowing the poorer 
members of his household greater access to the estate’s commons) with “large reward.” As the 
matrix of social relations tied to the estate unravels, these tenants turn from their Estate to the 
social space of the Tottenham Court’s tavern for sustenance and sociability. While their 
complaint may be familiar, their reformation of the commons within the shared public space of 
the park is new.  
Once a commonplace topography, wastes become the shackle to the improving farmer, an 
affront to God’s injunctions to make the earth fruitful, a breeding ground of the indolent and the 
criminal. Wastes seethe with, indeed are seen as spontaneously generating, rebellion and crime: 
“nurseries and receptacles of thieves, rogues, and beggars”20 that “breed and cherisheth plenty of 
idle, vagrant, pilfering and pernicious persons.”21 Thus the conversion of commons to waste 
downgraded not only landscapes, but the people who inhabited them. As common lands 
increasingly become waste lands, “commoners,” those whose livelihoods depended upon access 
to common land resources become “waste people” – “offscourings, dregs.”22 Enclosed out of 
their livelihoods, displaced into vagrancy or wage employment, a growing population of the 
deracinated rural poor, who had at one time been relatively settled “commoners” entitled to a set 
                                            
20 James I in speaking to House of Commons (1610), as cited in Hill’s The World Turned Upside Down, 51. 
21 Anonymous, “Proposal for the Improvement of Waste Ground” (1653).  
22 See for example, Nashe’s Pierce Penniless, “There is a certaine wast of the people for whom there is no vse but 
warre ; and these men must haue some employment still to cut them off” (Nashe, 59), or Gervase Markham who 
encourages the improving farmer to “cause some Boys or Girles or other waste persons”  to pick stones, “a general 
custom,” he claims, somewhat ironically called “common worke.” This is similar to the work Misacmos, John 





of locally-determined access rights, now tramped the countryside as “waste people” to whom 
nothing was owed. In need of cash employment, such waste people also fed the population surge 
in London in their hunt for wage labor.23 Enclosure therefore helped to fuel the well-documented 
explosion in London’s population between 1550 and 1700. London town, and the London 
theater, swelled with massive immigration from England’s countryside and these plays give 
some of these wage laborers a place on stage. Gardeners, tapsters, milkmaids, and keepers claw, 
scheme, and work their way into the social order, from waste person to Londoner – in liminal 
geographies that mirror those that their real life counterparts left behind – field, forest, and fen. 
The periurban settings reflect some of the most vulnerable landscapes in England, both evoking 
and transforming for city audiences the geographies and ways of life in transition.  
As some of the first records of the use of these spaces by the general public, the plays of 
this chapter encode the birth of the city park as we’ve come to know it,24 imaginatively drawing 
the city’s green outskirts into the fashionable heart of its metropole. Long before aldermen or 
even cartographers incorporated these spaces into the city proper,25 these plays populate parks 
with those who might otherwise have fallen to “waste.” In so doing, they forge new spaces and 
new forms of propriety – new forms of ownership, and new ways of being - in the imagined 
topographies of the city park.  
                                            
23 See A.L. Beier’s Masterless Men and Joyce Appleby’s Economic Thought and Ideology in Seventeenth Century 
England, Ch 6. From the early Tudor Stuart period, the rural laboring population formed a quarter to a third of the 
countryside (and a lower percentage in areas with commons), but the end of the seventeenth century laborers, 
cottages and paupers made may have made up almost half of the total population. See D.C. Coleman, “Labour in the 
English Economy in the Seventeenth Century.”  
24 Garden historians and architectural historians assume that the city park is a Restoration phenomenon. See for 
example, Sarah Jane Downing, The English Pleasure Garden, 1660-1860 or Denis Cosgrove “Spectacle and 
Society: Landscape as Theater in Premodern and Postmodern Cities” in Understanding Ordinary Landscapes  
25 Steggle notes competing pressures on such zones: not legally part of the city proper, they were prone to much 
more lax codes of development, seen as sheltering immigrants who worked outside of, and who therefore 
undermined, the guild system. Incorporating the liberties and suburbs into the City of London would, however, 
involve the appointment of new wards in these districts that would upset the balance of power among city officials 





Part of the allure of these spaces historically was the wholesome contrast they provided 
with the mire of the urban center. By the 1630s, when these plays were staged, the city of 
London was undeniably enormously crowded, noisy, and polluted, its infrastructure 
overburdened by a century of in-migration.26 Emily Cockayne and Sophie Gee have painted a 
spectacular history of London’s mountainous middensteads,27 pig-plagued laystalls,28 and its 
general level of quotidian grime, staggering by modern standards.29 But in spite, or perhaps 
because of, its streets thronging with “waste people,” London’s air “so full of Stink and 
Darknesse,” its gutters choked with “filthy and noysome things,”30 men and women of all sorts – 
both the gentry, newly mobile in coaches or sedans, a swelling population of apprentices with 
small sums of ready money, or perhaps those with little more than energy and an afternoon off – 
took respite in these greener outskirts of the city: Hyde Park and St James’ Park to the west, 
Tottenham Court to the north, Lambeth Marsh to the south, and Bethnal Green to the east.31 
While they continued to be imagined as sites of rural retreat, as Margaret Pelling 
suggests, these environments were “increasingly artificial,” expanded not only through “drainage 
schemes but also by the development of pasturage, market gardens and orchards” substantially 
                                            
26 Finlay and Shearer’s research suggests that London’s population expanded fourfold between 1550 and 1700, 
(Beier, 37). In 1550, London’s importance was dwarfed by capitals on the continent. By 1700 it was the largest city 
in Europe, its population having almost doubled within fifty years.  
27 Middensteads were dunghills or middens (see OED), often fenced to keep roving animals from scattering them.  
28 Middensteads were often consolidated into larger laystalls “places where refuse and dung were laid,” usually 
places easily accessible by boat, barge or cart. See OED.  
29 My vision of London’s rubbish owes much to Emily Cockayne’s dazzling Hubbub: Filth, Noise, and Stench in 
London 1600-1770 (2007) and to Sophie Gee’s Making Waste: Leftovers and the Eighteenth Century Imagination 
(2010).  
30 As cited in Cockayne, 186. 
31 About a century later, following the devastation of the Great Fire and the space that it created within city walls, 
Daniel Defoe describes London as bounded more or less by these same parks: “London, as a city only, and as its 
walls and liberties line it out, might, indeed, be viewed in a small compass; but, when I speak of London, now in the 
modern acceptation, you expect I shall take in all that vast mass of buildings, reaching from Black-Wall in the east, 
to Tot-Hill Fields in the west; and extended in an unequal breadth, from the bridge, or river, in the south, to Islington 
north; and from Peterburgh House on the bank side in Westminster, to Cavendish Square, and all the new buildings 
by, and beyond, Hannover Square, by which the city of London, for so it is still to be called, is extended to Hide 
Park Corner in the Brentford Road, and almost to Maribone in the Acton Road, and how much farther it may spread, 





established to cater to the holiday humors of the newly urban.32 Much of the satire in the plays of 
this chapter stems from exposing this artifice: the labor that supports such pastoral fantasies, as 
well as the opportunities they provide for the canny to make a place for themselves in marketing 
their own versions of pastoral. What and where then, were these sites and the plays that staged 
them? How did these plays shape their audience’s understanding of what to do once they got 
there?  
 
“The Park Looks Fresher to Salute You”: London Theater and the Making of Parks 
 
Hyde Park and Tottenham Court, of course, persist as familiar landmarks in 21st century 
London – Hyde Park remains a park in the modern sense, and though most now know Tottenham 
Court as a busy shopping district rather than a tranquil country destination, the “Court” in 
question – Bruce Castle – still stands as the record office for the London Borough of Haringey. 
The Sparagus Garden survives in textual record only, as an aspirational destination for the 
prostitute Shave’em in Massinger’s City Madam (1632) and as a favorite haunt of the more 
respectable Mistress Carol of Shirley’s Hyde Park. 33 Early Brome scholars believed the site to be 
wholly fictional, an expedient backdrop, but later accounts in the diary of Samuel Pepys and Sir 
John Suckling confirm The Sparagus Garden as an actual pleasure park, and Matthew Steggle 
makes a convincing case for its location in the Hopes, the northern, bankside edge of the 
                                            
32 Margaret Pelling makes a convincing case that the city’s fringes were a frequent destination for Londoners at 
work and play in her essay “Skirting the City? Disease, social change and divided households in the seventeenth 
century” (158).   
33 The headstrong Mistress Carol refuses to be “bound from Spring Gardens and the ‘Sparagus” (II.iv.17) and 
Shave’em notes the “garden” where she and her compatriots “traffic for asparagus.” Shave’em also evokes the Neat 
House Gardens, an important site for market gardening and agricultural innovation in England in what is now 
Battersea. The plat du jour here is “musk melons,” another innuendo-ladened luxury fruit. As far as I can discern, 
these gardens were never open as sites of recreation. Malcolm Thick provides a detailed and sensitive account of 
Neat House in a book of the same name. Under continuous commercial cultivation from the 1590s through the 
nineteenth century, Neat House provides detailed records of bankside asparagus production in London, as well as a 






Lambeth Marshes, just across from the Whitehall Steps on the south side of the Thames and 
within walking distance of the more infamous entertainment district around Bankside. It was the 
London theater, however, that first envisioned outlying bucolic spaces such as the Sparagus 
Garden as an important part of the city proper. Not until John Rocque’s map of 1741 would the 
visual reach of contemporary maps of London match the visionary scope of its theater, uniting all 
three of these parks indisputably to the city on a single graphic plane (see Figure 2). 
Over a century earlier, the plays I’m concerned with had already begun to knit these 
peripheral spaces to the body of the city, and to shape the emerging habitus of parks. In the 
intervening period, more fragmentary maps offer visual cues as to how these spaces fit into 
London’s real and imagined topography. In the 1572 Agas map, the relative openness of 
Lambeth and Tottenham invite pastoralized improvisation (see Figure 3). Though fields appear 
to be hedged in the area around Tottenham Court, they also seem to allow certain kinds of 
common access – cattle grazing, couples strolling, and women setting laundry out to dry (see 
Figure 4). The probable Lambeth location of the Sparagus Garden is notably blank, so featureless 





















































Figure 4 Agas map detail of the area around Tottenham Court c. 1572, including strolling couples and grazing animals. 
 
Norden’s 1593 view of Westminster (Figure 5 & 6) clearly shows enclosed gardens and orchards 
on the bankside of the Lambeth marshes, as well as the allées and deer of St. James’ Park, 
similar to those described in the Hyde Park of Shirley’s play (Figure 7). Enclosed by sturdy 
walls, the long lines of trees and raised prospects initially placed for dramatic views of the hunt 
later lent themselves to other forms of spectatorship – horse and foot racing, walking for pleasure 
and for social display. A walled orchard also presages the picking of luxury tree fruits that 
became an attraction in later pleasure gardens. 34 This cartographic history also displays visually 
the in-filling that John Stowe’s famous Survey of London mapped verbally – buildings took over  
                                            
34 Spring Garden, which later became Vauxhall Garden, was also in this area, and must have been on the site of an 






Figure 5: Norden's view of Westminster, c. 1593 
 
 







Figure 7: Detail of Norden's map showing the layout of St. James' Park. The long tree-lined boulevards (allées) and 
elevated prospects were vestiges of its use as a hunting ground. These artifical features were designed to give a better view 
of the hunt. 
 
available open spaces and pushed out the majority of orchards and gardens once visible within 
the city walls.35  
Increasing density spurred the reclamation or partial reclamation what was once 
considered marginal land, such as that along Lambeth Marsh, where land was literally being 
created de novo, recouped from the tidal surge of the Thames. In Lambeth, at a muddy bend in 
the river where sediment naturally accumulated, inlets, dykes, and retaining walls along the shore 
were filled in and cultivated. Contemporary leases of Thames-side garden plots required tenants 
to maintain the section of a large embankment and retaining wall that corresponded to their plot 
in order to hold the river back. Those who failed to keep their section of the embankment filled 
                                            
35 For example, Stow laments that the just outside Aldsgate, London is “pestered with cottages, and allies…into the 
common field: all which ought to lye open and free to all men. But this common field, I say, being sometime the 
beauty of this City on that part, is so incroched upon by building of filthy Cottages, and with other purprestures, 
inclosures and Laystalls (notwithstanding all proclamations and Acts of Parliament to the contrary( that in some 
places it scarce remaineth a sufficient high way for the meeting of carriages and droves of Cattell, much less any 






risked substantial fines. 36 One can easily imagine that, growers looking to make the most of their 
small acreage (and relatively expensive rents) might plant directly into these earthen 
embankments, and incorporate them into their allotments over time.  
William Morgan’s 1681 map of Lambeth, denotes a “Sparagus garden” off Narrow Wall 
in Lambeth Marsh (Figure 8), an artificial embankment running parallel to the shoreline, and 
between it and the riverfront, a series of “docks” stabilize the waterfront,37 carving a somewhat 
precarious space for the garden out of the bankside. The walled open spaces to the south may 
have been the actual site of production.  
 
Figure 8: Detail of William Morgan's 1681 map of Lambeth 
                                            
36 This account of market garden leases relies on that of Malcolm Thick’s Neat House Gardens: Early Market 
Gardening Around London (Prospect, 1988) and Graham Gibberd’s On Lambeth Marsh: The South Bank and 
Waterloo (Gibberd, 1992).   
37 William Dugdale’s 1662 account of drainage and reclamation in this area, between Faux Hall (Vauxhall) and 





Lying alongside a narrow inlet, the garden could have provided waterfront dining, and 
easy access to transport and resources by river, as the boat heading towards its inlet 
demonstrates. It would have also been very susceptible to flooding. The Thames flooded the 
Globe Theater, set back 100 yards from its bank, at peak tides. A site like the one depicted by 
Morgan would be in an even more precarious position, and in fact by Rocques’ time has 
disappeared, attesting perhaps to this precarity, and/or its absorption in the neighboring Cuper’s 
or Cupid’s Garden.38 With the inlets of Morgan’s map apparently filled in, Cuper’s Garden backs 
onto the Narrow Wall that once retained the Sparagus Garden’s dykes, with the once-liminal 
tidal embankment now fully incorporated into the more solid landmass of the South Bank 
(Figure 9).  
 
Figure 9: Detail of Rocque map of 1741, showing the former location of the Sparagus Garden  
 
                                            
38 Cuper’s or Cupid’s Garden, opened around 1680 by the gardener to the Earl of Arundel, was a popular tea garden 
through the mid-eighteenth century, known for its orchestra and fireworks (as well as its pickpockets). Morgan’s 






While not an actual terra nova, Hyde Park would also have been a new topography for 
the middling sort who frequent the park in Shirley’s play. The park had long been a green feature 
of greater London, purchased from the canons of Westminster Abbey by Henry VIII in 1536, but 
until the 1620s it was an exclusionary space, legally available to the monarch alone. James I, an 
avid hunter, took pains to buttress the physical boundaries of the park in 1620-1621, in order to 
seal up its borders, and as late as 1619, thirteen years before this first performance of Hyde Park, 
the Crown executed poachers, both gentle and servile, for trespassing within Hyde Park’s 
grounds and poaching royal deer. 39 Thus for those who had not yet ridden, hunted, or progressed 
through protected forests, the opening of Hyde Park would have represented a step into 
uncharted territory – not necessarily a vast wilderness, but a vert40 that had been sheltered for 
some time from the competing rights of grazing, foraging, and estovers41 that other woodland 
areas would have experienced. 
Very little is known about the resort of Tottenham Court. Tottenham Manor (the “court” 
in question) was a hunting lodge of Henry VIII, owned by Richard Sackville and Lady Anne 
Clifford in the early seventeenth century, but by the time of Nabbes’ play, it had most likely been 
                                            
39 In October, 1619, John Chamberlain described the arrest of three poachers in Hyde Park in a letter to Dudley 
Carleton. Having killed a keeper who had tried to protect King James’ deer, the men were brought before the King’s 
Bench:  
Three of the deare-stealers I wrote you of were arraigned last week at the Kings Bench, and executed at Hide 
Park gate the day following. One of theyre names was Wornall a very proper gentleman (they say) and spake 
very well for himself, but a poore labouring man was most pitied that was hired for sixe pence to hold theyre 
dogs and beare them company to the gallows. As cited in Zucker, 263-264.  
Notably for this chapter, James had held on to this park and sold off more distant hunting grounds along the 
Wiltshire-Somerset border. The resulting enclosure sparked riots in these areas throughout the 1620s in the home 
county of the “Sparagus Garden[’s]” wise bumpkin, Tim Hoyden. Hyde Park, too, was divided in three and sold off 
by Parliament to raise a total sum of £17,000 in 1649, but was reappropriated by Charles II and enclosed by a brick 
wall, shortly thereafter, in 1652. At by the time of Hyde Park’s performance, citizens’ daughters, not venison, seem 
to be the park’s primary quarry. 
40 In contemporary parlance, a “vert” designated the natural ecology of the forest, whereas “forest” could continue to 
connote a more complicated ecology of forest laws, game, and access. See Manwood, Laws of the Forest, A2.  
41 These were customary rights granted to commoners living in or around a wood, estovers being the right to gather 





sold to the Hugh Hare, a favorite of Charles I, made Baron Coleraine shortly thereafter. Stow 
notes that Gray’s Inn Lane, the road leading from the Inns of Court northward, was lined with 
“fayre houses builded, and lodgings for gentlemen, Inns for trauellers…almost..up to saint Giles 
in the fieldes”  (II.87), and it may be this road that the gallants of Nabbes’ play, Inns of Court 
men, take for “stirring and exercise” (I.ii.17) toward Tottenham Court’s tavern. 
Contemporary maps, if and where they record these places at all, read the park landscape 
as disjointed, cut off from the city itself. Into the interstices of this cartographic archive, London 
theater imagines and stages its own cultural geography, staging and shaping an evolving park 
culture well before the generally accepted origin of parks after the Restoration and the 
widespread fabrication of the picturesque landscape. Later parks would imitate and replicate the 
geographies of the estate, including the commons and wasteplaces attached to it, by artificially 
planting wildernesses, constructing prospects and the like. In the case of Hyde Park and 
Tottenham Court, these parks had been those estate spaces in living memory. They maintained, 
therefore, their air of luxury and exclusivity (as estates attached to manors that would have 
excluded the general public), even as they struggled to distinguish their vestigial commons, 
wastes and green spaces from waste and common land that might be open to the claims of 
commoners. We can see in Cicely’s outsized ire against Bellamie an attempt to distinguish and 
maintain her own right to common in the face of a double encroachment by industry, and by 
parks. Parks were in the process of defining themselves, affiliated with the city, but not of it, 
sites of negotiation open to new imaginative and literal uses. If, in the opening act, Cicely does 
not want Bellamie to confuse her own common for an open resource or, importantly, for a park, 
by the end of the play, the milkmaid, along with the audience, understand emergent park 





estates and multiple uses.  
The most available visual vocabulary for these new quasi-public spaces, and perhaps the 
one most likely to appeal to the relatively elite audiences of these plays’ initial indoor stagings 
was the country house (though the landlord’s prospect was neither monopolized by the lord, nor 
the only prospect made available to the theater audience). These plays clearly show these parks 
functioning metonymically, as ciphers for a larger domain – that of the estate – and 
metaphorically, evoking not only the commanding prospect of the ownership, but the visual 
vocabulary of ownership and leisure that a rising middle class are eager to embrace.  
For landed nobility who may already possess a country Estate elsewhere, such as Hyde 
Park[’s] senex figure, Lord Bonvile, or the unnamed “courtly ladyes” of the Sparagus Garden, 
the city park renders the pleasures of the country more conveniently accessible. For the upwardly 
mobile, the park offers access to the genteel pastimes of the more fortunate, and perhaps more 
importantly, the opportunity to appropriate, albeit temporarily, one of the last remaining 
appurtenances of the true nobility – land. In entering a park or garden, in surveying its grounds 
and consuming cosmopolitan versions of its country commodities, a new city elite could 
imaginatively occupy the topography of the landed classes, carving out an Estate-like space 
within the greater City through which to absorb the mystique of wealth still tied to land 
ownership. London gentry could not only dress as their social betters, buy their luxuries, rival 
them in cultural capital and social discernment, they could now appropriate a forest walk or 
fashionable mannerist garden, at least for an afternoon.  
The public park can in one sense be seen as a surrogate estate, allowing the interpolation 
of the park-goer as landowner, imaginatively appropriating the prospect and privilege of the Lord 





the Lord is only one of many perspectives offered to the audience. The comedy of these plays, 
and much of their popular appeal, stems from the visibility of the cracks in the enameled world 
of country house pastoral, its dependence on wage labor and its transformations of waste.  
 
 
“We would not do such precious work for nothing”: Commons and Wage Labor  
in Hyde Park and The Sparagus Garden 
 
Just over a decade before the staging of Shirley’s Hyde Park, illicit entry into the park 
had meant death.42  But by 1632, Hyde Park is the grounds for three women to promenade with 
their suitors and would-be suitors, wager on horse and foot races, and most incongruously, to 
summon a milkmaid, a picturesque rural figure within the bounds of the park that an actual 
cowherd would have been unlikely to be able to access. Hyde Park’s heroines call the milkmaid 
to bring syllabub, a beverage heavily freighted by the lightness of its rustic source – several 
period recipes claim that the froth of the true syllabub must come directly from the cow’s udder, 
milked straight into a bowl of white wine or hard cider.43 While it seems highly unlikely that 
cows were allowed to roam free in the park as common grazing ground, or that the ephemeral 
froth for Hyde Park’s syllabubs came directly from a cow’s teat, milkmaids are nonetheless 
associated with the park as if this were the case. The milk and honey of Arcadia become beaten 
cream and sack. Hyde Park’s milk, and this milk’s more delicate and laborious incarnation as 
syllabub, is somehow more desirable, or more appropriate, within the park. Dairy sold in Hyde 
Park, having traveled a somewhat shorter distance and avoided the grime and stench of city 
                                            
42 In 1620/1, the king invested in the “paling, ralinge and shoarring” of the park, “hookes,” “Barres” and other 
“Ironwoorke for the Gates.” See note 33.  
43 In the event a cow was not immediately at hand, recipe books offer a surrogate “wooden cow” to replace the effect 
by forcing the milk through a kind of wooden syringe that created the desired foam. See Wilson, 170 and Colquhoun, 





streets,44 might have actually been somewhat cleaner (if not foamier), than that sold by 
milkmaids in more busy London markets. However, the syllabub’s appealing “freshness” comes 
primarily from the bucolic setting of its service and the “neatness” of those who serve.45  
 The virtue and the wares of Hyde Park’s unnamed milkmaid, vulnerable but proverbially 
pure and sexually alluring because of this purity, is somewhat gratuitously tried by her social 
better. The city gallant Fairfield claims to know by the wholesomeness of her product that the 
milkmaid herself is virtuous, as loose behavior “would turn her milk” (IV.iii.32). Nevertheless, 
he must reconfirm this impression with a kiss. Afterwards, in another potentially contaminating 
confusion of orifices, Fairfield swears his lips can detect a maidenhead “Better than any doctor 
by her urine” (IV.iii.33). Having put the milkmaid to this test by kissing her, Fairfield reaffirms 
the milkmaid’s virginity and the corresponding purity of her stock-in-trade: “Now I am 
confirmed, he that shall marry thee / Shall take thee a virgin at my peril” (IV.iii.29-30). Unlike 
the maids of the Exchange or Cheapside, where chaste maids become the proverbial exception to 
the theatrical rule, the milkmaid of Hyde Park, while no less vulnerable or on display, is still able 
to persist in an unfallen country purity. Hyde Park stages a fantasy in which commons to support 
such picturesque figures is still widely available, even as the artifice of this fantasy is also laid 
bare.  
 A contemporary ballad “A Milkmaid’s Life” (1634) confirms the link between a 
milkmaids’ virtue and her unfettered movement through an imagined commons: “all the days 
through / Their legs never fail,” “On mountain or in dale,” “As they trudge on their way,”  “rise 
                                            
44 Milk sold in Hyde Park may have come from Islington, an area known for its dairying, some five miles away, 
closer to Tottenham Court. The Restoration revival of Nabbes’ play was retitled “The Merry Milkmaid of Islington,” 
though by that time the titular character was even more unlikely, as the park in question, Marylebone, was fully 
privatized and enclosed by 1650.  
45 The vision of the commons was codified by 1668, when Charles II ordered the construction of a Lactarian in the 





very early i’th morn / And walk into the field,” implying large ranges and open pasturage rather 
than enclosure and severalty. Such common field wanderings would have taken place at a 
distance from London – a distant past or a distant location. Pasture to support London dairying 
was rapidly being engulfed, pollution from the city was contaminating what was left.46 Yet the 
ballad evokes a continuous unfettered pastoral present for the milkmaid in direct contrast to 
“Those lasses nice and strange / That keep shops in the Exchange…They seldom abroad do 
range.” While shop girls “too nice” “Look always as though they would starve,” the milkmaids’ 
“labor doth health preserve” and their “meat is digested / They ne’er are molested / No sickness 
doth them assail.” Women of the Exchange, whose indoor occupations allegedly give them 
indigestion, are contrasted with the milkmaids’ healthy appetite and neat evacuation. Shop girls, 
on visual display and robbed of privacy because of this, suffer from “the green sickness…All this 
is for want of good sale,” while milkmaids, free to roam, have only their cows for silent witness 
to any indiscretion: “With [their “sweet hearts”] they may walk / And pleasantly talk / The gentle 
cow / Doth them allow / As they know how / God speed the plow / And bless the milking pail.”  
The milkmaid’s attachment to the common is what ties her to a moral virtue unpolluted by the 
gaze of the consumer or the dirtiness of commerce. Milk thus becomes a metonymy for the open 
spaces of common pasture and an unexploitative relationship with those who gain their 
livelihoods from it, an imagined physical and moral purity for provider and consumer that is both 
cause and effect of the milk’s wholesomeness.   
Shirley, however, takes some pains to make clear that his milkmaid’s obeisance is part of 
                                            
46 As less and less pasture was available close to London to support livestock (and thus provide fresh milk in an era 
without refrigeration), London dairymen increasingly kept cows indoors and them with the city’s leavings. By the 
second half of the seventeenth century, cows might be fed entirely on city refuse – brewers waste and rank hay – and 
were kept in dark, excrement-filled hovels. Their milk, known as “blue milk” was only good for cooking (as cited in 
Cockayne, 99). Malcolm Thick notes that the inhabitants of St. Martin in the Fields were still petitioning the city’s 
encroachment on their commons as late as 1592, but ultimately “lost out” to enclosure from “enterprising 
husbandman, free from the customary constrains” further afield who “exploited the growing market for food in 





a market transaction, not a country house homage. The milk that she offers flows not from His 
Excellence, the Lord of the manor, but from “his Excellence’s Head” (IV.iii.31) a nearby tavern. 
She is not, or not only, a pastoral interloper, an obeisant servant strategically placed to replicate a 
particular view of the estate. She is also a phantom of enclosure, playing a part that obscures 
without completely effacing that common loss, a member of the wage economy whose hand is 
out. Like the keeper whom the Lord visiting Hyde Park tips (IV.iii), the landlord’s view requires 
the presence of such attendant, laboring bodies. Their open hands, however, remind the would-be 
lord (and the audience) that a new economic landscape undergirds the seemingly familiar 
topography of the estate.  
 
Figure 10: The simple woodcut image of the milkmaid contrasts sharply with the elegant maids on the right. This ballad, 
printed in 1634, may have propagandized dairying to combat a perceived decline in the quality of London milk, a decline 





Brome’s Sparagus Garden suggests that this erosion of the traditional country house 
landscape is happening across the social spectrum, putting the aristocratic values of the old order 
in jesting conversation with the market values of the new. While most of the play concerns itself 
with the lower strata of the body and of society, in III.vi. a group of elegant courtiers decorously 
banquet in one of the Garden’s private bowers before performing a courtly dance. Others have 
read this scene as a mostly ineffective bid to raise the play above its humbling substrate, as if a 
pastoral masque had somehow muddled its way into an already overburdened third act.47 But to 
read this scene as a botched elevation of the play’s social register is to miss Brome’s sharp 
critique.  
Brome stages a trio of Lords repeatedly paying Arcadian homage to their Ladies who, in 
keeping with the financially shrewd women throughout the play, return these pastoral clichés as 
market metaphors. What was once the power inhering in the Lord and Lady of the Manor, or at 
least the expected compliment paid to women, becomes here a source of comedy and a 
transactional exchange. Having “feast[ed] on asparagus,”48 a courtier asks that the ladies dance, 
verbally conjuring the imagined space of the garden for the audience and addressing the ladies 
on stage as graces in the courtly pastoral tradition. 
        Come, madam[s], now if you please after your garden 
        To exercise your numerous feet and tread         
        A curious knot upon this grassy square; 
        You shall fresh vigor add unto the spring, 
        And double the increase, sweetness and beauty 
        Of every plant and flower throughout the garden (III.vi.556) 
 
In tracing a pattern that evokes both mannerly dancing and garden design (a curious knot, see 
Figure 11), the ladies will enhance the garden’s fertility and appeal. As in the husbandry manual 
                                            
47 See, for example, Steggle, 82. 
48 It is tempting to imagine (though impossible to prove) that the specificity of the stage direction indicated that the 





commonplace, “the best dung for the ground is the master’s foot,”49 the courtier here invokes 
these ladies as autochthonic deities whose very feet, like the landlord’s step, will manure the 
ground. But the ground here is not the freehold estate of a noble family, cultivating a genteel 
legacy over generations. It is a park on reclaimed marshland, whose pleasures are open 
ecumenically to all with means to pay. The courtly ladies immediately rupture their male 
counterpart’s conceit by positioning themselves not  
 
Figure 11: Garden knot patterns from Ralph Austen's Country Housewife's Companion (1631) 
 
as pastoral goddesses, but as economic actors ready to use their “powers” for economic gain. The 
otherwise unnamed Lady 1 responds:  
        If I thought so, my lord, we would not do 
        Such precious work for nothing; we would be 
        Much better huswifes and compound for shares 
        O’th’ gardener’s profit (III.vi.557). 
 
Like another character in the play, the indigent knight, Sir Hugh Moneylacks, who commodifies 
the sheen of his title as a “gather guest” for the Sparagus Garden “to bring ‘em custom” in 
                                            





exchange for a share of the garden’s profit (I.ii.89), the ladies jest they will use their titles to 
“compound” for shares. Evoking the multiple valences of this word,50 they will form a joint 
company, specifically a company of women, combining folk epistemologies with market-driven 
ones, to contract with the Garden for stock, “[o]r at least,” a second Lady replies, “hedge in / Our 
’sparagus dinner reckoning” (III.vi.558-9). This “hedging in” is not only a knowing reference to 
the inflated bills of the Garden that they seek to limit or “hedge,” but a sly conversion of the 
quasi-sacred power of the country house lord to that of the economic clout of the encloser. The 
perceived power of the lord of the manor to animate the very ground beneath his feet is here 
feminized as the power to appropriate a monetized property, echoing both the reclamation of 
boggy wasteland on which the garden itself stands, and perhaps a broader feeling that what was 
once taken as the proprietous moral obligation of the landowner - to husband the land and make 
it fruitful through his/her oversight - is here economized - the nobility’s capacity to use the 
vestiges of this perceived quasi-divinity to exact payment for what was once considered their 
duty to give away.  
The male courtier acknowledges the lady’s economy: “I commend your worldly 
providence: / Madam, such good ladies will never dance / Away their husbands’ lands” (III.vi. 
559-561). Here, he simultaneously allays and evokes a fear staged by other [male] characters in 
the play, that land can be indeed be “danced away” – wasted on kickshaws and the like, as we 
are told Moneylacks has done in running through his late wife’s fortune; lost through costly and 
dubious attempts to buy one’s way into the gentry, as the witty hayseed Tim Hoyden yearns to 
do; or frittered away on pleasure, as all the main characters have done, through paid entry to the 
                                            
50 Compound could mean 3) To make up by the mixture of combination of various ingredients or elements. 4c) To 





Garden itself.51  
The men press again, “Madams, will ye dance?” and again the women’s reply deflects 
courtly decorum and pastoral fantasy, grounding the conversation squarely in the corporeal, by 
juxtaposing bodily function with capital. “Not to improve the garden good my Lord. / A little for 
digestion if you please” (III.vi.561). Here the ladies harness one of the key words of agricultural 
“improvement” to the general spirit of purgation that surrounds the garden. They dance not to 
“improve” or manure the ground, but for the health of their own evacuation (“for digestion”). 
Having finally cajoled them into dancing, the men still seem to blindly insist on the autochthonic 
power of the Lord.  
You have done nobly, ladies, and much honoured  
This piece of earth here with your graceful footing 
…May the example of our harmless mirth   
And Civil recreation purge the place 
Of all foul purposes (III.v.563-567). 
 
In response to this elaborate Arcadian complement, the ladies again bring their menfolk down to 
earth with a metaphor of labor: “Tis an honest wish: / But wishes weed no gardens” (III.vi.566-
8). It is not, the ladies suggest, the sheer force of status that will make the garden grow, nor does 
the play suggest that labor alone will succeed.52 Rather, it is a kind of cunning business acumen 
in direct opposition to the easy generosity of the (proxy) country house, but one that is 
nevertheless necessary for its re-creation in the city.  
This brief scene stages a literal dialogue between country house and capital. The 
mystification of the lord is replaced by financial systems in some sense equally mysterious - joint 
stock companies, the conversion of land into capital, or common into waste. The scene ends 
                                            
51 In this, Brome also perhaps implicates his own audience, who have exchanged their money for pleasure in 
attending his play.  
52 Mrs. Gardener berates her husband: “’tis not your dirty ’sparagus, your artichokes, your carps, your tulips, your 






abruptly as the nobility are thrust off-stage by the citizen characters who come to take their 
places. “Hither come so wicked ones they say” (III.vi.566), the Lady pronounces, exiting the 
scene. Her male counterpart assures her that the class mixing is not akin to social contamination: 
“We seek not to abridge their privilege; / Nor can their ill hurt us. We are safe” (567). At least 
within the imagined space of the park, Lordly propriety cannot (or does not wish to) “abridge” 
the privilege of the lower orders, but instead makes space for them. Use rights – who is allowed 
to make use of the space – fall once again into a matrix, this time regulated by capital rather than 
propriety. Brome shows us, not a version of pastoral, but a new version of a commons. Though it 
traffics on its allure of exclusivity, the garden is not in fact “private” – it welcomes all comers 
and its proprietors, themselves struggling members of the middling sort, cannot afford to do 
less.53  
This extension of “privilege” to London’s middling sorts generates new forms of 
ownership that this play seems to celebrate – long-term leasing as well as imaginative temporary 
occupation. Mr. and Mrs. Gardener are the lessors rather than the owners of the property they 
have made into a profitable business. While it seems they have invested considerably in the 
garden, their hold on the land, like the land itself, is provisional.54 They would like to own the 
land outright: “two or three years toil more while our trade is in request and fashion will make us 
purchasers,” hopes Mr. Gardener, though in the next breath, he rescinds his optimism before 
returning to it more cautiously: “I had once a hope to have bought this manor of marshland, to 
                                            
53 This lack of privacy is embodied in the character of Sir Arnold Cautious, a “stale bachelor” of dubious sexual 
predilections, who lurks daily in the garden, “peeps on both sides at fair breasts and face, as if he were seeking 
birds’ nests, and follows pretty feet and insteps like a hare tracker” (III.iv.480). Like a commoner in a forest of old, 
keeping his eyes peeled for small game, Cautious here hunts the commons of the Sparagus Garden in search of 
[womanly] prey.  
54 Such an arrangement would be of special concern for growers specializing in perennials crops – asparagus, 
artichokes and strawberries - as the Gardeners do. Unlike other “neat” vegetables, these crops take some years to 
establish and generate return on investment. In this sense, the Gardeners represent a modest form of “projecting,” 





ha’made you a Bankside lady. We may in time be somewhat” (414). The presumably unwitting 
play on words (a “Bankside Lady” being a contemporary term for a prostitute) brings again to 
the fore the instability of previously secure categories. It would seem to be as difficult to be 
“somewhat” a prostitute as it is to be “somewhat” a Lady or “somewhat” a landowner, yet as a 
Dutch-English couple, Mr. and Mrs. Gardener are in the process of forging such new hybrid 
identities, as their customers seem to recognize in their comic forms of address: “Mr. and Mrs. 
Lord and Lady,” “Prince and Princess of the Province of Asparagus,” and “master and mistress, 
or rather lord and lady of this new plantation” (III.iii.440). This lability extends to the very 
ground beneath their feet. Their customers name the garden as their “new plantation” an “island 
of two acres here, more profitable than twice two thousand in the fens, till the drainers have 
done” (III.440-2). As Matthew Steggle points out, such drainage projects, whether undertaken by 
the Gardeners themselves or others, raised thorny questions of “legitimate title” to lands that, 
consistently inundated, did not previously exist.  At least for now, the modest project of the two 
acres that the Gardeners have cultivated, perhaps even created, embody more worth than a much 
larger quantity of its boggy kin, but like the fen acreage they are likened to, they remain on 
shaky, waste ground.  
The actual location of the Sparagus Garden seems to have been reclaimed land, shored up 
with dykes and filled in over time, a common practice for market gardeners along the banks of 
the Thames. While the Thames itself was considered crown land, land between river and shore 
was of more questionable legal status, tempting because of its rich alluvial silts and the added 
benefit of accessible fertility from city wastes, and convenient transit of fragile produce, such as 
asparagus, by boat.55 Brome’s Sparagus Garden, an outfit run by a financially astute Dutch 
                                            
55 Despite its vulnerability to flooding, bankside garden acreage commanded higher rents than plots even slightly 





woman on a piece of marshland chosen by her English husband “for the remembrance it has to 
the Low Country soyle [she] came from,” (III.i.414)56 is thus a confluence of many things 
associated with the Low Countries – a vegetable garden, a bordello, a boggy piece of land, and a 
modest form of “projecting.”57 In referring directly to the garden’s converted marshland as 
fenland, in the nationality of its canny proprietess, in the Somerset origins of its aspiring 
bumpkin, Tim Hoyden, 58 even in its themes of purgation and excretion, the play echoes the large 
scale enclosure of fenland, and the marked unrest it sparked in the decade leading up to this 
play’s performance. 
 
 “Low Country soyl” – Fen Drainage and Popular Protest in the London Imagination 
When the Gardeners’ customers link the reclamation of bankside wastes in and around 
                                                                                                                                             
more per acre than land half a mile from the bank (Thick, 86). Many Londoners directed and collected “fat water,” 
such as that of the “stewes” around Lambeth Marsh, as well as more solid wastes into their gardens, a practice that 
shows up among the respectable residents of Westminster as well as among market gardeners along the bankside, 
such as those of Neat House, and it seems, the Sparagus Garden. Sabine cites the case of a 15th century drainage 
problem traced to a Londoner who had filled in a nearby ditch with enough ordure to grow trees and hedges (Sabine, 
“City Cleaning in Medieval London,” 37). Boehrer notes that a similar complaint was brought against Ben Jonson’s 
stepfather, who constructed a garden over the sewage ditch that abutted his cottage in Hartshorn Lane, Westminster, 
(Boehrer, 6). Somewhat later, in his Practical Kitchen Garden Gardener (1727), manual author Stephen Spitzer 
notes that “River water, especially such as it is about London…where it is continually disturbed and made thick by 
its own motions, and the soil of the washings of the streets and grounds, it much better for watering than either 
spring or rain water” (43). 
56 The OED’s first reference to asparagus as a food-stuff comes from Turner’s Names of Herbes (1548). Dutch and 
French Protestant refugees who had fled religious wars on the Continent were gardening in Sandwich and surrounds 
by the 1570s and were in Southwark and Surrey by the early 1600s. See Thirsk, Alternative Agriculture and Peasant 
Farming in England.  
57Relatively large-scale developments – what would have been required to build walls, dykes, and embankments in 
the midst of the Thames - were most often the result of partnerships between one or more “projectors,” those who 
proposed, planned, or designed an enterprise. While “projecting” was often used synonymously with “improvement,” 
projecting implied more risk, and, when executed with crown backing and in conflict with local or perceived public 
interests, often carried a negative connotation. Thus a “projector” could also be used pejoratively to describe “a 
schemer…a promoter of bogus or unsound business ventures; a cheat, a swindler.” See OED.  
58 While drainage in the east of England was a more ambitious and more well-known undertaking, Charles I quietly 
commissioned Vermuyden to drain King’s Sedgmoor, in Somerset, as early as 1625. Vermuyden’s name is not part 
of the extant record of the conflict amongst agents and between agents and commoners that eventually derailed the 
project, which was for all intents and purposes abandoned in 1632, when Charles I sold his interest, 4000 acres, for 
£12,000. At this point, Vermuyden appears as owner of an additional 4000 acres. Michael Williams believes that the 
king deliberately kept Vermuyden, already a controversial figure, in the background in order to avoid further delay. 
Such sale of crown lands would be exactly the kind of changeover that would allow a family like the Hoydens, 





London - the Sparagus Garden’s “island of two acres” with “twice two thousand [acres] in the 
fens” (III.i.442) -  they twin one Anglo-Dutch couple’s ambitions in the city with massive and 
complex contemporary Anglo-Dutch drainage projects in the English countryside. Because these 
projects presented some of the most clear cut examples of the recoding of commons as wastes, 
they were met with fierce resistance across estates, as I will discuss further below.  The 
overarching aim of fen drainage was to convert low-lying tidal or marshlands or “fens” into more 
stable, arable acreage. Attempts had been made to stabilize England’s boggy areas since Roman 
times at least, but in the 1620s, such projects were revitalized on a scale made newly possible by 
a quickening land markets, enhanced engineering technologies and new forms of capital. Groups 
of investors (“adventurers” or “undertakers”) worked with engineers (“projectors,” often also 
additional investors) to redirect flood waters from low-lying, flat ground (“levels”) to new 
drainage canals or lower lying areas. This created arable land, often rich with alluvial silts, that 
could then be sold outright or leased at higher “improved” rates.  
The bulk of rural fen land, having been considered marginal due to its seasonal or 
permanent inundation, had been in effect common land, supporting a uniquely adapted culture 
based around seasonal pastures, fishing, fowling, and the gathering of peat, reeds, and sedge with 
the aid of stilts and boats.59 Its anomalous topography meant that very little of the land could 
                                            
59 As Camden describes, fenmen “goe in little punts or boats that will carry but two a peece, (which they call 
Skerries:) yet the most gain|full trade they have is by taking fish, and catching of water-foule; and that is so great, 
that in the moneth of August, they will spread a net and at once draw three thousand Mallards and wilde Duckes and 
such like together: and these pooles or watery plots of theirs, they use to terme their Corne fields: for, they see no 
Corne growing in five miles any way.” Camden’s Britainnia (1637)  
 
Drayton’s Polyolbion (1622) describes the fens as a picturesque landscape:  
The toyling Fisher here is tewing of his Net:  
The Fowler is imployd his lymed twigs to set.   
One vnderneath his Horse, to get a shoot doth stalke;  
Another ouer Dykes vpon his Stilts doth walke:  
There other with their Spades, the Peats are squaring out,  
And others from their Carres, are busily about,  





support large scale farming or a large gentry population, but was instead a region made up 
largely of more or less substantial yeoman and copyholders, and a large commons.60 While the 
fen’s cyclic flooding was for locals the fat of the land,61 for others it was the sign of its wastage 
(and thus, its suitability for enclosure).62 As the Caroline court sought new means of raising 
revenue, the enclosure and sale of fenland became a capital-intensive, but increasingly appealing 
strategy for making profits from “wastes.”  
Whereas drainage projects of the previous century tended to be modest and localized, the 
unprecedented ambition and scope of seventeenth century drainage projects rattled fenmen who 
saw their whole way of life under threat, as well as local yeomanry and gentry, who profited 
from the rich pastures of the fens to common large numbers of livestock for later sale. All living 
in and around the fens therefore had an interest in blocking major drainage projects that would 
enclose, sell, and forever alter the fens. Across estates, drainage was contested through local, 
regional and national courts. Commoners joined and even led such petitions and legal 
complaints, and also protested via more direct actions: the destruction of drainage infrastructure, 
and assaults on its agents and their workmen.  
                                                                                                                                             
That whosoeuer would a Landskip rightly hit,  
Beholding but my Fennes, shall with more shapes be stor'd,  
Then Germany, or France, or Thuscan can afford (108) 
 
60 Enclosure in more accessible parts of England over the past century (forests and open pasture) had driven an 
increasing number of commoners into the relatively open region of the fens (safe from encroachment due to the 
relative difficulty and expense of controlling unpredictable tidal waters). A contemporary anonymous commentator 
described the Lincolnshire fenmen’s unruliness as a result of the relative poverty of the region: “the governors of 
justices of peace within th’isle not being of soe great lyvinge, wealth and cowtenance as in other places, and the 
poverty there in exceeding great abundance…[the commoners] are readye to take any occasion to contempne 
authority.” See Holmes, “Drainers and Fenman” in Order and Disorder and Thirsk English Peasant Farming, 47.   
61 A contemporary account attests that “those grounds which lie lowest and are oftenest and longest overflown in the 
winter season are the most fertile ground and yield the best yearly value” Lindley, 11. Joan Thirsk’s research 
indicates that fenmen before Vermuyden likely had a better quality of life than their “upland” neighbors (Thirsk, 
“The Isle of Axeholme Before Vermuyden”). Ultimately, however, drainage proved to be the way toward highest 
production -  former fenlands represent some of the most productive agricultural lands in England even now.  
62 The anonymous author of the “Discourse Surround the Drayning of the Fens” (1629) attests “there is no Element 
good. The Aer nebebulous, grosse and full of rotten Harres, the Water putred and muddy, yea full of loathsome 





In the center of this quagmire was an infamous Dutchman, Cornelius Vermuyden, 
described by a contemporary as “that monster of a man, whose natural qualities no one English 
epithet can answer.” 63 Despite such a reputation, Vermuyden was heaped with Crown contracts 
(and eventually a knighthood) for over two decades, culminating in his work as the engineer for 
the drainage of 400,000 acres of the Great Wash. Vermuyden seemed to draw ire from first to 
last, and from every corner except the court, starting with complaints of shoddy work in his 
earliest project at Dagenham (Essex) through a lawsuit involving the Hatfield Level (at 
Axeholme) that began in 1629 and continued literally for centuries.64  
Commoners’ protestations – constituting some of the largest riots of the first part of the 
century - matched local gentry’s complaints that Vermuyden’s undertaking had succeeded only 
in flooding land that had previously been dry and draining land of lesser quality that had 
previously been flooded.65 Five years before the staging of The Sparagus Garden, local 
                                            
63 “The State of that part of Yorkshire adjoining to the level of Hatfield Chase” (1701), by an anonymous “Lover of 
His Country.”  
64 The ramifications of Vermuyden’s work around Axeholme were still the subject of legal contestation well into the 
19th century.  
65Lindley, 13. A Privy Council settlement ultimately commanded that Vermuyden mend botched work with financial 
contribution from residents to off-set costs estimated at £10,000. The work was never completed however, igniting 
more litigation, a heated flurry of pro-and contra-drainage pamphlets, even ballads, several of which attacked 
Vermuyden directly, or expressed anti-Dutch sentiment more broadly. 
 
The Dutchman hath a thirsty soul,  
Our cellars are subject to his call;  
Let every man, then, lay hold on his bowl,  
‘Tis pity the German sea should have all.  
Then apace, apace, drink deep, drink deep,  
Whilst ‘tis to be had let’s the liquor ply;  
The drainers are up, and a coile they keep,  
And threaten to drink the kingdom dry. 
 
Why should we stay here, and perish with thirst?  
To th’new work in the moon away let us goe,  
For if the Dutch colony get thither first,  
‘Tis a thousand to one they’ll drain that too”  
 






resistance to Vermuyden specifically was strong enough to derail a renewed contract proffered 
by Charles I, as fenmen showed “much unwillingness that any contract should be made with an 
alien born, or any other stranger.”66 The year of the play’s release, The Council of the North 
threatened Vermuyden with a writ of rebellion for failing to respond to a lower court’s demand 
that he pay over a thousand workers, able to prove Vermuyden owed them over £1500 in wage 
arrears.67 The most public Dutch drainage projects, in other words, were magnets for public 
outrage, rather than grudging approval, as they are the Sparagus Garden.  
In other contemporary plays, windmills, a Dutch import used to pump water from drained 
areas, served as a metonymy for fen drainage and the butt of satire, the epitome of reckless 
investment or dubious schemes. In a play of the last chapter, Middleton’s Anything for a Quiet 
Life for example, the virtuous merchant Walter Camlet likens “water mills for recovery of 
drowned land,” to “certain dreams in alchemy to find the philosopher’s stone,” quixotic and 
costly investments that “will certainly draw” such projectors “to the bottom” (I.i), more likely to 
drain their fortunes than the fens.68 In contrast, the proprietors and customers of the Sparagus 
Garden express an unusual optimism about drainage as a project (that the drained garden ought 
to be purchased, that when the “drainers have done,” fenland will have value) that was not 
necessarily widespread. Notably, Brome paints a very different and more tolerant portrait of the 
Dutch in his play. While the Dutch Mrs. Gardener is certainly associated with a particular sort of 
                                            
66 Darby, 39 citing the Lynn Law of 1630. Vermuyden’s English partner, Lord Bedford, used the profits from this 
venture to develop Covent Garden, the site of another of Brome’s play and one that was ironically plagued in its 
initial stages by inattention to drainage. Active resistance to enclosure in the fens had a venerable history, reaching 
back almost a century. Work that had been done by Thomas Lovell under Elizabeth I had been destroyed by  
“unreasonableness of the times and riotous letts and disturbances of lewd people casting down the banks” (Lindley, 
45). 
67 Lindley, 16. 
68 See also Jonson, The Devil is an Ass (1616), II. iv, Marmion’s Holland’s Leaguer (1631) I.v, Randolph The 





ruthless business acumen, she is by no means the play’s villain, and Brome appears sympathetic 
to her aspirations in so far as they are shared by all on stage.  
Projecting of various kinds is at the heart of the Sparagus Garden, as each character tries 
to leverage their assets, to make something out of nothing. Those at the top of the social order 
scramble to convert the previously priceless into ready money: what the “courtly ladies” perform 
jestingly, using their pastoralized powers to compound for shares, Sir Hugh Moneylacks 
performs more literally, using his “projective…wit” in trafficking his title to become a “gather 
guest” for the Gardeners’ and a “gentleman maker” for aspiring blue bloods. Those among the 
middling sort, such as Mr. Brittleware, share in this “projective” spirit; Brittleware eagerly joins 
his tenant Sir Hugh in the knight’s gentleman-making schemes. Temporarily returning to his old 
profession of barber-surgery, Brittleware literally and figuratively bleeds the aspiring hayseed 
Tim Hoyden dry, charging him to drain his “foul ranke blood…to the last dram” (II.i.287) and 
again to replace it with the “pure blood” of nobility, compounded from “meats and drinkes of 
costly price” (II.i.292), especially asparagus. And Tim Hoyden himself, though more self-aware 
than his social betters, gleefully runs through his inheritance, knowing that the true mark of 
gentility is to be cheated out of one’s money, “Not in grosse, but by retaile” (i.e. not all at once, 
but bit by bit) in order to “learne to shift for [him]selfe in time” (II.i.745).  In other words, Tim’s 
project, to make himself into a gentleman, is less about his £400, and more about the man he 
must become once he has wasted it.   
Like Tim Hoyden’s expunging, early modern asparagus, Brome’s humoral comedy, and 
the political discourse of fen drainage each engage themes of purgation and excretion. Pamphlets 
and speeches that supported or resisted the large-scale undertakings of fen drainage both framed 





Those seeking to halt drainage described the dams, dykes, and embankments as “stopping up” 
natural processes of drainage and flow that would lead to dangerous toxification and the 
unnatural eruption of filth from alternate orifices. Those seeking to promote drainage 
emphasized the unwholesomeness of the fens, figuring marshes as an illness in the landscape that 
“like the stopping of the Vrine neere the fall of the Kidneyes…drownes the Patient in his owne 
Water.”69 In London’s fens, Brome imaginatively plants asparagus, thought to “provoketh urine” 
and in the case of Tim Hoyden, to purify the blood. Brome capitalizes on this vision of the marsh 
as a stopped-up orifice, symbolically venting its impurities through the “hot operation” (II.ii.217) 
of asparagus growing, staging a less contentious form of projecting, and money making, in the 
process. And like asparagus, the play offers itself as a kind of purgative – a humoral comedy 










                                            
69 H.C. “A discourse concerning the drayning of fennes and surrounded grounds in the sixe countreys of Norfolke, 
Suffolke, Cambridge with the Isle of Ely, Huntington, Northampton, and Lincolne” (1629). C3.  
70 As a “Son of Ben,” Brome closely follows his mentor and former employer in the humoral elements of the 
comedy. The two senex figures, Touchwood and Striker, suffer from readily identifiable humoral excess – 
sanguinity in youth (characterized by Striker’s long-standing affair with his housekeeper Friswood, and 
Touchwood’s with Striker’s sister) that has given way to phlegmatism in old age. These neighbors’ odd 
codependence involves a daily walk for the specific purpose of meeting and irritating one another in order to spew, 






Figure 12: Marcellus Laroon's 1711 depiction of an asparagus hawker 
 
“The subject is so low”: Waste and the Production of Luxury in the Sparagus Garden  
When, in the prologue to the Sparagus Garden, the speaker offers a jesting apologia, that 
the “subject” of the play “is so low,” he appeals not only to the “low” nature of comedy, or even 
the bald fashionability and reputed licentiousness of his titular location, but to the actions of its 
titular vegetable. Apart from its obvious phallic appearance, the first vegetable to thrust its 
single, leafless stalk out of the otherwise barren fields of early spring, asparagus was not only 
viewed by early moderns as a diuretic to help “open the belly,” and “provoke urine,” but as a 





feed and stirre up lust.”71 As the emblematic food of a pleasure garden in a humoral comedy, 
asparagus is thus good business – its consumption leads to appetite of all kinds, and the park 
commodiously caters to the wants it generates through its overpriced collations and rooms by the 
hour.72 As the garden’s principal food stuff and one of its major attractions, asparagus is the 
perfect emblem of a new urban pastoral, branded as costly and fashionable, naturally rare as a 
market crop due to its short season, and imaginatively tied to the place of its production within 
greater London. Asparagus’s limited availability, coupled with its lore, is thus commodified into 
a delicacy that stokes the cravings it’s meant to feed. Asparagus hints at a new market system, 
one in which the satisfaction of one craving, to have this “rare commodity” (II.i.215) leads 
inexorably and bottomlessly to “more longings yet” (III.viii.619). While it is precious because of 
its (supposed) on-site production, the commodity itself generates a non-productive space where 
there is sex without procreation, eating without sustenance, spending without gain. Appetite 
itself is, in effect, what is for sale.  
 
                                            
71 Masculinized by Gerard, the plant “hath at his first rising out of the ground thicke tender shoots” (Gerard, 1111, 
955). Citing Dodonaeus, Panek insists that asparagus was viewed by early moderns solely as a diuretic. But both 
John Gerard and John Parkinson, prominent herbalists who published lengthy tomes more contemporary to Brome 
(Rembertus Dodonaeus’ Niewe Herbal was published in a translation by Henry Lyte in 1578, versus Gerard’s 
Herball, published in 1597 and again in 1633 and 1636) note its aphrodisiac qualities. John Parkinson’s Theatrum 
Botanicum (1640), insists that “Taken every morning fasting for certaine days together,” asparagus “stirreth up 
bodily lust in man or woman, although some have written to the contrary” (Parkinson, 456). Maria Kirk cites 
William Langham’s The Garden of Health (1597) and William Bullein’s Bulwarke of Defense (1579) as both 
recommending asparagus to “increase [men’s] seed.” This still seems to be the belief in 1659: Nicholas Culpeper’s 
influential School of Physick (1659) proscribes asparagus to “increase venery…and help conception” (328). Even 
very early capitalists, it would seem, understood that sex sells. 
72 These three functions – ingestion, procreation and excretion – would have been much more closely intertwined in 
the early modern mind. As Gail Kern Paster attests, early modern physiologies saw intercourse as a type of 
discharge or excretion. Thus, asparagus accesses the complex imbrication of the early modern body, with its 






Figure 13: Gerard's illustration of asparagus, with garden asparagus on the left hand page. 
 
Particularly in the figure of Tim Hoyden, this form of appetite sets in relief a very 
different form of hunger. Somerset figures prominently in the play through Tim and his brother 
Tom. Tim travels to London to discover the identity of father and become a gentleman. Tom 
follows after, to recover his brother from the clutches of the “gentleman makers” intent on 
garnering every penny of Tim’s fortune. Brome draws further attention to the region by writing 
the thick Somerset dialect of Tom and his man Coulter into the play text itself. For example, 
upon hearing about his brother’s folly, Tom exclaims “it has as good as veez’d me out o’my / 





must let it out to be a gentleman?” (IV.i.683-4). Tom’s accented protestations emphasize Tim’s 
rustic origins even as they express disgust at Tim’s rejection of them.  
In travelling from Somerset to London, the Hoydens trace the trajectory of many rural 
people seeking new fortunes in London. Throughout the 1620s and early 1630s, grain rioting and 
violent protest wracked Somerset, Wiltshire, and Gloucestershire, at first in response to early fen 
drainage and enclosure projects, and later in response to price spikes that put food staples out of 
reach, starving some while profiting others. While historically, those in his home county of 
Somerset rioted over an artificial grain shortage, Tim trades in his fortune for plates of 
asparagus, which his brother derisively calls (again in his thick Somerset accent) “zlip zlaps not 
all worth a’mess o’milk porridge” (IV.i.689). Contemporary audiences may well have been 
suspicious of the Hoydens’ sudden fortune – were they a family who had profited in an unseemly 
way from grain exports while their neighbors cried for (and sometimes seized) bread?73 – or 
perhaps even more struck by the absurdity of the complete purgation of Tim’s person and purse.   
 As the Garden’s premise and as a vegetable, asparagus further embodies the play’s waste-
ful and humoral themes in that, as a foodstuff, it was tied to various forms of “low matter,” 
excretion and ordure. The cultivation practices of luxury food crops in and around London relied 
heavily on manures for their lush growth and unseasonal availability. As one of the earliest 
possible vegetables in a temperate climate such as London’s, hot bed planting, a horticultural 
technique that demanded particularly ample supplies of manure, would be a very likely method 
to maximize production of the garden’s signature vegetable over the longest possible period of 
                                            
73 As Joyce Appleby describes, Tudor England’s laws against “forestalling, regrating [forms of hoarding 
commodities in order to artificially drive up prices, or withhold them until prices rose] and engrossing” negated 
food’s status as an ordinary commodity and curtailing “the food producers’ freedom to manipulate the market for 
personal gain,” and affirming the conviction that the production of food staples, “the growing and marketing of corn, 
the milling of flour, and the baking of bread were principally social rather than economic activities.” By the 1650s, 
as legal and customary limitations on profits from the production and marketing of food staples were lifted, “there 
emerged the possibility of treating food like any other commodity.” (Appleby, 85). For a skillful overview of grain 





time. This method involves digging a large hole or trench, filling it with manure, and then adding 
soil to planting depth on top of or beside this. As it decays, the manure releases heat, raising the 
soil temperature and creating a “false spring.” This primitive, and effective form of season 
extension allowed for earlier spring crops that then, as now, could demand a premium price, as 
well as production of a second crop later in the fall.74 When Mrs. Brittleware threatens that she 
will demand “Sparagus every meale all the yeare long,” (II.i.214) she both foreshadows and 
spurs the urban cultivation of produce rendered even more precious by being out-of-season.  And 
unlike other vegetables, asparagus had a particular early modern association with filth, as it was 
thought to prefer stercus humanum to the usual forms of animal manures that provided the chief 
source of soil fertility for the early modern farmer. Market gardens around London and peri-
urban and rural areas that had once relied on the animal manures of common pastures to provide 
their primary soil fertility would have been almost entirely reliant on the contents of London’s 
cesspits, laystalls, and by-products of its industry. Night soils were needed to feed garden soils, 
particularly as high rents, season extension via hot bedding, and intensive cultivation put extra 
fertility demands on London’s market garden acreage.75  
Brome’s waste, taken to comic extreme, mirrors a more fluid contemporary conception of 
waste and its employ.76 While “filth” was a common category along with rubbish, dirt and soil, it 
                                            
74 By the 1680s, the market for out-of-season produce was large enough to draw approbation for its monstrous and 
excessive commodification of foodstuffs: “verily the vanity of some deserves our wonder, who are of that 
Heliogabalian stomach, to which nothing doth relish which is not dear…onely loving Pease, when they are scarce to 
be had.” See Thick, Neat House, 35. John Abercrombie, in his 1813 husbandry manual Every Man His Own 
Gardener  “Many of the kitchen-gardeners about London begin to make asparagus hot-beds about the middle or 
latter end of September, or early October, in order to have asparagus fit to gather by Lord Mayor’s Day, which 
mostly happens the second week in November” (as cited in Thick, 63-4). This second crop would be entirely out of 
season (and therefore much in demand), as asparagus is generally an early spring, rather than a late fall crop.  
75 For contemporary accounts of night soils as fertility sources see Walter Blith, Hugh Plat and Thomas Tusser.  
76 Manure could be burned as fuel. Street sweepings and the contents of necessaries were commonly used to bulk up 
bricks, a practice that, as long as particles were of moderate size and were not used excessively, was considered 
acceptable (Cockayne, 132). Manure tea was also washed over walls to repel wood-boring insects (Boeher, 154). 
The leavings of markets, kitchens, and ordinaries, as well as the contents of unfenced middensteads, fed London’s 





was not precisely “waste” in the modern sense, because it still embodied value. It might have 
been dirty, filthy, or soiled, but it was not yet “unserviceable…material… 
damaged…useless…unsaleable.”77 It had value in and of itself and value as a commodity; the 
market for the contents of London’s middensteads was driven in part by enclosure.  
In the countryside, as rural producers increasingly lost access to the commons through 
enclosure, these urban sources of fertility were in demand further and further afield. As common 
grazing lands, sources of manure, became enclosed, and many lost rights to estover in local 
forests (or lost their forests altogether), manure began to be burnt as fuel.78 With less and less 
animal manure available for their land’s fertility, farmers turned to cities to renew their soils. The 
enormous quantities of waste produced by Londoners, their horses, and their slaughterhouses, 
tanneries, ordinaries and markets fed the demand for waste in and around London by the city’s 
market gardeners.79 Other forms of waste – human and animal – were thus integral to the 
recoding of wastelands and urban gardens into luxury parks. On Thames-side marshlands known 
as the dumping ground for all kinds of refuse, The Sparagus Garden hints broadly at the 
transformation of wasteland into arcadia, filth into gold. Through its humbling substrate, 
Brome’s garden stages a type of projecting and enclosure that is both lauded and brought low. 
Ultimately, the Sparagus Garden is no “Manor of Marshland,” a river front estate that hedges its 
neighbors out, but an emergent form of public green space – in effect, a new city commons. As 
                                            
77 See OED.  
78 See Standish, “Commons’ Complaint.”  
79 As late as 1685, manure used for hot beds was deemed so valuable that a lessor petititioned for, and won, the right 
to take away the dung he had deposited on his garden plot on the Grosvenor Estate (near Knightsbridge). The legal 
Counsel decided that what had been in the gardener’s waste “may bee lawfully taken away by him that layd itt there. 
But as for the dung in ye Ridges itt ought to goe with ye land” (as cited in Thick, 103). Waste was valuable enough 
to be considered a movable good, even as late as 1685. In his examination of dung disposal in Prescot, Walter King 
notes that residents could pile wastes in orderly fashion wherever convenient, provided that they pay a fee to the 
town’s supervisor of highways. The punishment for failure of payment was the city’s removal (and sale) of the 
rubbish. Though Prescot is much smaller and less densely populated town than London, such attitudes reflect a very 





in a common pasture or village green, in the city park, social estates once again comingle, 
acknowledging equal right to access the space.  
While several authors of husbandry manuals evince disgust at the thought of city waste as 
a substitute for animal waste as a source of fertility for crop production,80 many endorsed this 
practice as sensible and economical. Thomas Tusser’s almanac admonishes the good 
husbandman to transfer the contents of his privy into his plot in late fall.81  Hugh Plat forwards it 
as an ingenious means of “inriching of arable ground” and therefore a “remedy against famine.”82 
Heresbach, otherwise somewhat painfully genteel, attests that man’s ordure “if it be mixed with 
other rubbish of the house” gives a sweet taste to fruit. Walter Blith goes so far as to admonish 
England’s farmers for leaving so much of London’s waste untouched - “ Soyl [from London] is 
so plentyfull, that half of it is scarce used, though so much needed, and so unspeakably 
advantageous.”83  Market gardens were greedy for London’s rubbish and the Sparagus Garden, 
real or imagined, was no exception.84  
                                            
80 For example, in the early manual, the Profittable Art of Gardening Thomas Hill “that which men make, although 
it be thought most excellent, yet it is not so needful to be desired” (1568 with 6 subsequent editions). Adolphus 
Speed denigrated Londoners’ ‘unwholesome use of muck beds” in 1658 (Adam Out of Eden, 97), though he 
incongruously praises the “gallant improvement” of “land floods” from “common dunghills” (117) and the 
“shovelling of streetes, highwaies and yards” (120).  
81Thomas Tusser (c. 1524-1580) wrote one of the most popular English farming manuals of the early modern period, 
Five Hundred Point of Good Husbandry entirely in rhyming couplets. Drawing on older forms of husbandry 
almanacs, the book is organized by monthly tasks. For November, Tusser counsels:  
 
Foul privies are now to be cleansed and fyed,  
let night be appointed, such baggage to hide 
which buryd in garden, in trenches a lowe. 
shall make very many things, better to growe (1573), p24.  
 
82 Plat, Sundrie New and Artificial Remedies against Famine (1596). Plat writes as if this were a new invention 
(drawing mockery from his chief rival in genteel sanitation treatises, Sir John Harington). LaPorte opines that this is 
in fact the norm: “The utility of waste is indeed a revival. The investment of waste – in particular, human waste – 
with value is consistently marked by feigned oblivion of recent practices. It is offered as a discovery, or better yet, a 
rediscovery, of ancient models.” (LaPorte, History of Shit, 31).  
83 Blith, 87.  
84 In making a case for its incorporation as a guild in 1617, for example, the Gardener’s Company of London claims 
that it has “cleansed the City of all dung and noisomeness,” a service that the guild will continue to provide with the 






Figure 14: The proto-toilet as designed by John Harington in Metamorphosis of Ajax (1596). The presence of fish in A) 
demonstrates the cleanliness of the cistern's water. 
 
Men “by dirt, as worms…come up”: The Rise of the Sparage Gentleman 
If we are to believe Sir John Harington (bap. 1560-1612) a sometime favorite of 
Elizabeth I, the indelible smell of waste pervaded all estates, “even in the goodliest and stateliest 
pallaces of this realme, notwithstanding all our provisions of vaults, of sluices, of grates, of pains 
of poor folks in sweeping and scouring, yet still this same whoreson saucy stink…would spite 
our noses,”85 and one can only imagine such annoyances persisting, as London became even 
                                            





more crowded.  
Brome in fact inherited a venerable literary genealogy of scatology starting with 
Harington, whose idiosyncratic political-satire cum plumbing-handbook A New Discourse of a 
Stale Subject, Called the Metamorphosis of Ajax (1596) (a “jakes” being a contemporary word 
for a privy), promised to make “noysome places made wholesome, filthy places made cleanly.”86 
Nominally premised on a design for proto-flush toilet, this multi-part treatise includes a long 
jesting apologia, false etymologies, a seemingly genuine effort to reposition his imagined 
readership’s orientation toward waste, written and visual instructions for the privy’s construction 
(see Figure 14), and political satire intricate enough to be lost to time, but offensive enough to 
send Harington into a brief period of court banishment for a more overt insult to the Duke of 
Leicester (and to spur three reprints of the book that same year, and an anonymous counter-
pamphlet, Ulysses upon Ajax (1596)).  
Harington’s apparatus enacts this transformation, “noysome to wholesome,” “filthie to 
cleanlie” through “eliquidation” of the pen and of the “waste pipe.” With a pull of the chain, 
water from a raised tank vanishes the waste, moving away from the waste retention model of the 
cesspit towards its expulsion, one so complete, Harington claims, as to “keepe your priuie as 
sweet as your par|lour, and perhaps sweeter too.”87  
Harington in turn became the stated muse for Brome’s sometime master and literary 
forefather, Ben Jonson, who dedicates the coda to his epigrams, “On the Famous Voyage” (c. 
                                            
86 Published both as a brief, practical and anonymous sixteen-page pamphlet with two instructional woodcuts to aid 
in the construction of Harington’s invention, the treatise ballooned quickly to a hundred and twenty pages.  
87This will be of particular interest to more genteel ladies, Harington contends with unusual reticence “For your 
milkmaids and country housewives, may walk to the woods to gather strawberries & c. But greater estates cannot do 
so: and therefore for them it is a commodity more than I will speak of” (219). What strikes me about this passage the 
way in which it blurs gustatory (gathering strawberries) and excretory functions (what the ladies presumably do as 
well or instead). A park that provides the opportunity for gathering strawberries, as the Sparagus Garden does, 
further blurs such semantic or excretory categories, making the undeveloped “wasteland” of the park at risk of 





1612) to Harington, “hi[m] that sung A-IAX.”88  In Jonson’s mock epic, two protagonists row up 
the “ever-boiling flood” (l. 142) of the Fleet River, by then little more than a canal that drained 
the refuse from the slaughter and necessary houses that lined its path, to get to a favorite brothel. 
Their voyage pays peculiar if perhaps fitting homage to Harington, who died the same year the 
poem was likely written. If Harington wanted to evacuate filth, Jonson wants to wallow around 
in it, to demonstrate to the reader waste’s fetid persistence. In the “Famous Voyage,” waste 
supposedly cast out of the city does not depart, but lingers in a seething “confused” mixture, 
“languishing stuck upon the wall...sw[imming] abroad in ample flakes” (136-7), returning in 
nefarious metempsychotic forms.89 And Jonson does not hesitate to smear his former servant 
Brome with like filth. Irate at the public success of Brome’s The Lovesick Maid (1629 – now 
lost) in contradistinction to the painfully public failure of his The New Inn (1629), Jonson rather 
unsubtly converts Brome into similarly repellant recycled fare, salving the sting of defeat in an 
“Ode to Himself”  
As the Shrieve’s crusts, and nasty as his fish 
Scraps out of every Dish 
Throwne forth and rak’t into the common Tub,  
May keepe up the Play Club 
Brooms [Brome’s] sweepings do as well 
                                            
88 “On the Famous Voyage” (l. 196).  
89 For example, night-tub into cart into anus into mud into monster into womb that ugly monster:  
Ycleped Mud, which, when their oares did once stirre,  
Belch'd forth an ayre, as hot, as at the muster  
Of all your night-tubs, when the carts doe cluster,  
Who shall discharge first his merd-urinous load:  
Thorow her wombe they make their famous road (61-66)  
Or cat into meat into roast into pasty into pie into metallic/meat hybrid: 
    For, to say truth, what scullion is so nasty,  
To put the skins, and offall in a pasty?  
Cats there lay divers had been flead and rosted,  
And, after mouldy grown, again were tosted,  
Then selling not, a dish was tane to mince'hem,  
But still, it seem'd, the ranknesse did convince 'hem.  
For, here they were thrown in with'the melted pewter,  





There, as his Masters meale90   
 
Like the “nasty scullion” who hashes and rehashes the cat meat into a nine-lived pasty that 
eventually finds its way to the banks of the Fleet (see note 217), Jonson’s Brome tries and fails to 
pass off stale provision for fresh. Any success Brome has accrued stems from the high quality of 
the original fare - the hand of Ben (“his Master[‘]s meale”) and the poor taste of the (dining) 
audience (“For who the relish of these guests will fit / Needs set them but the Almes basket of 
wit”91) content to feed on the leftovers of Jonson’s genius.  
The Sparagus Garden, and Brome’s dramatic career more broadly, redirects Jonson’s 
belligerent revulsion. In the Sparagus Garden, waste is the generative grounds for something 
fruitful. It need not return ad nauseam, and its mutability need not be a source of horror. It can in 
fact be a source of capital. If the nightmare scenario is that the alchemy of London turns “four or 
five hundred acres of your best land” into “two or three trunks of apparel,”92 the fantasy scenario 
is that waste can be spun into gold, capital into landedness, wasteland into park, immigrant into 
owner. These plays are not without more typical green world transformations – the milkmaid 
Cicely of Tottenham Court can marry the gentleman Sam once she discovers she is the long lost 
daughter of a nobleman; Tim Hoyden similarly discovers twice as much blue blood as he had 
hoped for, as the illegitimate son of gentry in the Sparagus Garden. They also imply less 
conventional forms of metamorphosis through hybridity of status and national origin – Brome’s 
marriage of the Dutch Mathilda Gardener with an Englishman, or Shirley’s of a chastened Lord 
paired with a citizen’s daughter.  
                                            
90 One of three epilogues to the “The New Inn,” this one is entitled “The just indignation the author / took at the 
vulgar censure of his / play by some malicious spectators / begat this following Ode to / Himself.”  
91 His spleen apparently passed, Jonson excised this reference to Brome from print publication of “The New Inn” in 
1631, (Broom becomes “There” and Master’s becomes “best order’d”) but this original version had circulated 
widely enough to elicit verse that parroted this complaint against Jonson’s servingman by other sons of Ben, 
Thomas Randolph and Richard Brideoak. See Steggle, 18. 





Rather than envision the waste of the (proxy) estate landscape purely as the enameled, 
unsullied pastorals of the previous generation, the parks of these plays offer more flexible spaces 
for propriety available to the power of imagination or capital. They are “wastes” or commons 
open to imaginative appropriation and the interpolation of park-goer as land-owner, or to the 
actual acquisition of land-base by profits earned through skillful development and labor. Closed 
spaces, such as Hyde Park, are turned back into the public sphere, conceived of once again as 
spaces of shared access rights that can accommodate the milkmaid as well as the Lord, if on very 
different terms than those of pastoral reverie. Terra nova is “found” and developed on the banks 
of the Thames, but as a site of hybridity, rather than xenophobia. Not fully privatized, it styles 
itself as just exclusive enough to raise the status of those who frequent it. That such plays forge 
new matrixes of propriety within the city evinces not only an emerging urbanism, a new way of 
navigating the city, but also a reevaluation of commons, the communities they constituted, and a 
felt need to reimagine and recreate these within a crowded and increasingly cosmopolitan city.  
In III.iv of the Sparagus Garden, one of the play’s citizen gallants complains, strikingly 
like a modern urbanite, that the better tables at the Garden have been given to those of higher 
status (and more dubious morality). He complains that the Gardeners “respect profit merely” and 
“have not the wit and less the virtue to distinguish between the best and worst, but by their 
purses” (III.iv.465). His companion counters: “Tis enough for them to weed their garden, not 
their guests” (III.iv.466). In the subsequent scene, the nobles in question take the stage briefly, 
before leaving hastily in the wake of the Brittlewares, echoing similar complaints – “Hither come 
some wicked ones they say” – soothed with similar remarks “wishes weed no gardens” 
(III.v.568). This comic repetition points to the subjectivity of such “weeding”; each social group 





perhaps in the city more broadly. Brome, however, frames the play as a whole as a type of 
garden, “where no weed doth spring / To hurt the growth of any underling” (A3). Within the 
space of the theater, the paratext suggests, and in the park and the wider city that the play 
represents, such “weeds” will “hurt” neither the overrefined gentry nor the vulnerable lower sort. 
Weeds constitute neither waste nor contamination, but are instead indications of a rich urban 
ecology where coexistence subtends survival.  
In this juxtaposition, the play insists that the garden go unthinned, unweeded - the festive 
gallimaufry of the metropolis, even its crowding and the rankness of waste that drives its robust 
growth, are intrinsic aspects of the city that can be sources of rejuvenating comedy, and need not 
be sources of contamination or terror. Tellingly, the envoi frames the play-cum-garden as a 
landscape with which the reader/park-goer must interact. It is “use” of the garden that “Breeds 
[the reader’s/viewer’s] delight” (italics supplied). Only embodied interaction and physical 
presence within the park or theater can prove that such intermingling will not lead to physical or 
moral contamination, that such “commons” are not, in fact, “waste.”  
Within the prologue, Brome’s oeuvre seems to morph into asparagus itself: “Thy Herbs 
are physical, and do more good / In purging humors then some’s letting blood.” Like its 
signature vegetable, the play will bring on various kinds of furious delight as well as venting the 
audience’s excesses.  Seemingly unburdened by Jonson’s class aspirations and apparently secure 
in his commercial contract with the Salisbury Court theater,93 Brome expresses no shame in his 
writing’s dual-functions as art and commerce, the play is again as a garden “plant[ed] for profit 
as for outward show” (A3v). In Pierce Penniless, Thomas Nashe describes with characteristic 
gleeful savagery the abundance of London’s “sparage gentlemen…drawn up to the heaven of 
                                            
93 Brome’s was one of the first contracts between a playwright and a theater. The playwright agreed to write 
exclusively for the Salisbury Court stage, delivering three plays a year for three years. This is the only known formal 





honour from the dunghill of abject fortune.”94 Brome seems to take pride in his status as a 
“sparage man.” If country house encomium freezes an enameled pastoral world rife with 
embedded social tensions, the urban park play is the city solution to this country house problem, 
allowing use and beauty, access and exclusivity, waste and cultivation.  
Waste, an emergent early modern category, signaled a new era of production, one which 
took for granted the concomitant generation of abject refuse matter beyond the bounds of 
recuperation, and political ecologies of waste that necessitated outside intervention to stave off 
their endemic social and environmental degradation. In the wake of this transformation, these 
plays make way(s) for waste spaces, people, and products. They reconstitute communal spaces to 
jubilantly resist the conversion of commons into waste, turning waste of various kinds into the 
regenerative material of comedy. In the following chapter, I show how disputes over marsh and 
fen, waste and common emerge along another waterway, within the lines of Marvell’s “Upon 
Appleton House” and its titular estate.   
                                            




“Which Levellers take pattern at”: Floating and Levelling  
in Marvell’s “Upon Appleton House”  
 
 
 “Upon Appleton House” (1651?), by Andrew Marvell (1621–1678), is among many 
other things a chorography, moving from the house of its title out into the estate’s “fragrant 
gardens, shady woods/ Deep meadows and transparent floods” (79-80), turning back in the last 
stanza to face the house. Towards the end of this involute country-house poem, the speaker 
walks the banks of the River Wharfe that runs across the estate, admiring its sinuous clarity:  
See in what wanton harmless folds 
It ev’rywhere the meadow holds;  
And yet its muddy back doth lick, 
Till as a crystal mirror slick;  
Where all things gaze themselves, and doubt 
If they be in it or without (633-638)1 
 
In Marvell’s hands, what seems at first to be the most guileless of pastoral pastimes, a summer 
stroll by a river, quickly overflows with tangled, juddering images. The river holds the land, 
rather than the other way around. It licks itself clean like a cat that somehow becomes a mirror, a 
mirror held up to denizens of Nun Appleton, as well as to the readers of “Nun Appleton,” in a 
mise-en-abime typical of Marvell’s seemingly irresolvable verse.  
One of the many things the Wharfe/water/mirror reflects, in “hold[ing]” its pastures, is 
the interdependence of river and meadow that drives the grass’s luxuriously “wanton” growth 
through the newly fashionable agricultural technique of “floating,” “flooding,” or “drowning”: 
controlled flooding that nourished meadows used for grains and fodder in the early modern 
                                            





period.2 What seems at first to be an artless natural feature – a “limpid brook” (701) – is in fact a 
key engine of wealth for the estate as Marvell frames it, and for the region as we historically 
understand it.3 In this chapter, I argue that the presence of this agricultural technique undermines 
certain versions of pastoral, not only by drawing attention to the praxis that undergirds the 
seemingly effortless production of the pastoralized country house, but also by evoking vehement 
anti-enclosure conflict over the waterways of north England, conflict unfolding just a few miles 
from Nun Appleton. Appleton’s “crystal” waters mirror the richness of the estate’s wealth and 
the skill and virtue of its lord’s stewardship. They also reflect a sharp and deliberate contrast to 
the turbid uncertainties of enclosure, property, and inheritable rights - national, regional and 
domestic - that threatened to flood the estate.  
“Upon Appleton House” offers notoriously uncertain praise to the poet’s employer and 
dedicatee, Lord Thomas Fairfax, who less than a year before the poem was likely composed,4 left 
his commission as Commander-in-Chief of the Parliamentary army. Part of a long line of 
military men, Fairfax led the New Model Army to victory against Royalist forces during the 
English Revolution and then resigned, willing to protect England from tyranny, but unwilling, as 
he stated “to make war upon a neighbour nation”5 when asked to spearhead an invasion into 
Scotland, which had recently come to agreement with the future Charles II. In the midst of this 
                                            
2 The benefits of this technique were understood in Roman times, but experienced a revival with the increased 
circulation of vernacular adaptations of Classical husbandry treatises in the sixteenth century and manuals of 
agrarian “improvement” in the seventeenth. Floating was closely connected to draining, involving the same sets of 
technologies for the manipulation of waterways (although the desired movement of the waters was in the opposite 
direction). The arrival of Dutch engineers in England, and new pools and instruments of capital, gave both 
technologies a boost in the seventeenth century. See Chapter 2.  
3 See Darby, 26, and Thirsk, “Making a Fresh Start” 
4 Hirst & Zwicker make a strong case for the poem’s composition in the summer of 1651, based on Fairfacian and 
almanac descriptions of summers that Marvell was in Fairfax’s service and both were at Appleton. See “High 
Summer,” 250. 
5 Whitlocke, 3.209 Memorials of English affairs, new edn, 4 vols. (1853), as cited in DNB. It was also rumored that 
Fairfax’s wife, the outspoken Lady Anne Fairfax, a staunch Presbyterian, was behind Fairfax’s withdrawal. See 





restive peace, Fairfax retired to his Yorkshire estate of Nun Appleton, bringing Marvell with him 
as tutor to his only child, Mary.  
In the summer of 1651, the summer that Marvell and the Fairfax family all resided at Nun 
Appleton, the summer that “Upon Appleton House” was likely composed,6 armistice in the north 
of England was fragile, and the English Civil Wars themselves were far from settled. Royalist 
forces were gathering momentum across the English border in Stirling, and Stephen Hirst and 
Derek Zwicker note that this Scottish army, should it survive the preemptive assault that Fairfax 
had refused to participate in and take the eastern route into England, would pass just a few miles 
from Nun Appleton as they pushed south. Both the Commonwealth of a young republic and the 
little commonwealth of the estate were thus vulnerable to Royalist attack.  
Apart from the danger of a Scottish invasion, hostilities within the region were also 
mounting. New technologies of flooding allied with the drainage schemes discussed in the 
previous chapter were redistributing land and wealth throughout the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire 
fens within which Appleton was located. Contests over who controlled these waters, who 
benefited from this control, and who could expect a share of the resulting riches drove violent 
protest locally and vociferous debate nationally, protest that, in Yorkshire, found literal and 
figurative conduit in both the first and second civil wars. Conflicts over common lands and 
common waters wracked Hatfield Chase, and the Yorkshire towns of Belton, Epworth, Haxey 
and Crowle, just south of Appleton, for several decades before peaking that same summer of 
1651.7  
                                            
6 Hirst and Zwicker, “High Summer,” 249.  
7 Hirst and Zwicker first brought this to my attention in a footnote to “High Summer” (ibid). “[I]t is suggestive that 
Marvell chose to vent the canard about the leveling aims of the Levellers in one of the very contexts in which the 
Levellers were actually leveling” (n26, p253). I suggest it is more than suggestive, and connect these protests to the 






Apart from reflecting its immediate pastured bank and its role in driving the growth of its 
“meadow carpet” (699), I suggest that the poem’s multiple “mirrors” also reflect the tremendous 
unrest of the fenlands of the River Humber and its tributaries in the wake of enclosure and war. 
At the forefront of this unrest were two men well-known to Fairfax, John Lilburne and John 
Wildman, two of the most prominent Leveller leaders of the 1640s, who were invited north to 
Yorkshire to give counsel to the residents of Hatfield Chase. By 1651, Leveller insurrection had 
been definitively crushed, but the struggles in fens breathed new life into the careers of Wildman 
and Lilburne, who found in the fens a new means of championing “the free People of England, to 
whom God hath given hearts, means and opportunity.”8 In the “naked equal flat / Which 
Levellers take pattern at” (442-443) is embedded the question of “Which Levellers” – 
agricultural or activist – Appleton will follow (“take pattern at”), an allegiance that determines 
what kind of steward, and what kind of man, its Lord Fairfax will be seen to be.   
Added to national and regional insecurity around the estate of Nun Appleton were 
questions of succession and birthright even closer to home. The prospects of Appleton itself were 
also uncertain, as Lord Fairfax’s only surviving child was Marvell’s pupil, the young Mary 
Fairfax (1638-1704), just turning thirteen. Fairfax’s decision to entail the entirety of the estate to 
his daughter was both legally risky (because of Mary’s sex) and the cause of considerable 
friction within the Fairfax family. Critics have posited this issue of inheritance at the poem’s 
core,9 with the fate of Appleton resting precariously on Mary’s delicate shoulders. The local 
questions of Appleton’s acquisition and perpetuation are of course part of the poem’s explicit 
content. But I argue that within the poem, these questions of inheritance and birthright are tied 
                                            
8 From “The Agreement of the Free People of England tendered as a peace-offering to this distressed nation,” the 
petition Leveller leaders wrote from the Tower in 1649.   
9 See for example Lee Erickson “Marvell’s “Upon Appleton House and the Fairfax Family,” Brian Patton 





together, mirroring one another in unexpected places -– within the plants of Appleton’s 
meadows, forests and gardens and the agricultural practices that sustain them, and in the contests 
of right and birthright that followed the first civil war and muscle their way into “Appleton’s” 
stanzas. Within its poetic frame, the fight to hold common lands preserved “time out of mind” in 
the neighboring Lincolnshire and Yorkshire fens flows into the national crisis about who and 
what should come after the death of King Charles I, and a more proximate, dynastic crisis about 
who should be Fairfax’s political, martial, or familial heir. It is my argument that agricultural 
praxis becomes a site to work through these uncertainties. In this general atmosphere of 
instability, regicide, and the tumult of a young republic, Marvell turns toward more controlled 
and proximate questions of succession and rights to possession: the settlement of the estate of 
Nun Appleton and a form of stewardship that accommodates both common right and new forms 
of agricultural improvement. In the mirror of turbulent times, all must “gaze themselves and 
doubt / If they be in it or without.” Who is “in” – who has title, legitimacy, birthright and 
“permanent interest,” versus who is “without,” who is a stranger, an interloper, a liability – 
becomes a question of identity and inheritance that plays out through the political ecologies of 
Appleton’s river and the ties that bind Fairfax to his cause, and to future generations of his army 
and his own family. 
 
“[B]y their dens expressed”: Inhabitation, Succession and Nun Appleton 
In the poem’s opening stanzas, Marvell links the “decent order” of the estate to a 
particular kind of restraint. Appleton does not draw unfairly on surrounding resources, unlike its 
neighbors “That unto caves the quarries drew, / And forests did to pastures hew” (3-4). This 





one’s ecological means, a constraint undertaken effortlessly, even instinctually by the Fairfax 
family.  
Why should of all things Man unruled 
Such unproportioned dwellings build? 
The beasts are by their dens expressed: 
And Birds contrive an equal nest; 
The low roofed Tortoises do dwell 
In cases fit of tortoise-shell (9-14)  
 
Surpassing the “dwelling” of Jonson’s “To Penshurst,” the Fairfaxes inhabit their estate, as a bird 
its “equal nest” (12) and a tortoise does its “low-roofed” shell (13). It is as if Appleton isn’t even 
consciously of human design, but rather generated by its residents, as through some inborn, god-
given directive, as “beasts are by their dens expressed” (11).10 The “den” conveys a sense of 
economy and aptness that is not “pinch[ing]” (454) but rather perfectly, instinctually suitable, 
immutable, or inevitable: every generation of Fairfaxes lives unquestionably within Appleton 
House as every “tortoise” its “tortoise shell.”  
This notion of inhabitation, of dweller and dwelling co-arising, serves conveniently to 
obscure the fact that Nun Appleton, far from being an inextricable part of the Fairfax family, had 
been a relatively recent acquisition. The origin story that Marvell tells within the poem, of a 
beautiful and not coincidentally rich heiress, Isabel Thwaites, whisked away from a life of 
hypocrisy and sapphism in a coven of honey-tongued nuns by William Fairfax (the dedicatee’s 
great-great-grandfather), collapses several historical events, as the poet’s patron, part of a family 
of avid genealogists, most likely knew.11  In the land grab that was the Dissolution of the 
Monasteries, the nunnery at Appleton was given into William’s hands; William married Isabel 
some twenty years later. As Brian Patton recounts, William went on to deliberately and 
                                            
10 It is possible, however, that Fairfax was in the midst of constructing a much larger residence at the time of the 
poem’s composition, in part to expand his daughter’s dowry. See Smith, Andrew Marvell: The Chameleon, 212.  
11 The Fairfaxes kept scrupulous records of their own families and the families that married into theirs. Christopher 





permanently dispossess his eldest surviving son, the Commander-in-Chief’s great-grandfather 
(also named Thomas), of the family estate at Steeton, with the rather damning covenant that 
granted his properties to “himself [William] for life then as he should appoint to any person 
other than Thomas Fairfax of Bilbroughe, one of his sons, and subject thereto to his sons, 
Gabriel and Henry.”12 It was Isabel Thwaites who bequeathed the estates at her own disposition, 
Nun Appleton and Denton, on her eldest surviving son. This might pass as paternal care and 
provision for Thomas’s siblings. However, several decades of lawsuits contesting this 
disinheritance would seem to indicate that Thomas Fairfax the Elder believed he was owed more 
than he received, an opinion that was apparently not shared by his brothers. Whether or not the 
values of Nun Appleton and Denton were inferior to Steeton, Thomas the Elder believed them to 
be so. The estate had thus been ushered into the family under duress of some kind both three and 
four generations before. It was not, in other words, a coveted property held by the family for time 
immemorial, but an estate relatively recently acquired, and deemed sufficiently inadequate to 
spur considerable familial discontent.  
Added to these past concerns about the estate as it had come down through the family, 
the future of the Fairfax line was also uncertain. The Fairfaxes, deeply invested in their own 
illustrious history, found this particular branch of the family tree terminated in a single branch, 
and a girl at that. By the time of the poem’s probable composition, Fairfax had decided to entail 
Nun Appleton to his daughter, a move that his grandfather (also Thomas, grandson of the 
dispossessed) vociferously opposed. As reported by Thomas Senior’s son Christopher (the 
dedicatee’s uncle), Thomas Senior believed that his grandson “Tom’s pride” would “destroy the 
house” in “cut[ting] off the entail (made by his father and grandfather)… for the settlement of the 
                                            
12 Emphasis supplied. Brown 127, as cited in Patton, 831. Thomas also had an older brother, Guy, who was 
apparently mad and being held in an asylum, where he died. William concedes that Guy will have his share “yf God 





estate on the heir male, charging the land with a complete provision for his daughter or 
daughters.”13 In bestowing his entire estate on Mary, Fairfax objectively exposed himself to legal 
risk in the transmission of property to a woman, and in defying his father and grandfather in 
breaking the entail. He was also, however, making Mary, as sole heiress, a much more attractive 
match.14 Fairfax’s own claims to the estate had seemed at risk only three generations before, and 
Fairfax had survived war, regicide, and republic only to see his estate seemingly vulnerable once 
again. Marvell seemingly responds to the longing for stability and continuum through certain 
conventions of the country house poem, its gracious and easeful existence, a life in which “all 
things are composed here / Like Nature, orderly and near” (25-6). But the poem is also torqued 
by its subject matter, praise of an estate whose past and future was uncertain, praising a life of 
retirement for a key political figure whose withdrawal from the political and military spheres was 
seen by many as a cause of instability on a much broader scale.  
In light of the anti-enclosure conflicts in such close proximity, in the unforeseeable future 
of imminent war, and in shifting claims to birthright and inheritance, so confused and so loud, 
the choice to settle the whole of the estate on the back of a thirteen year old girl might prove a 
disconcerting prospect. However, Marvell shows Fairfax’s right and might in a typically peculiar 
way – through the husbandry practices of floating, flooding, and drowning embedded in the 
poem, an under-examined and perhaps misunderstood part of the encomium, one that links 
                                            
13 As cited in Patton, 834. Mary also had a sister, Anne, two years her junior, who died as a child (see DNB).  
14 This was a move that seems to have tragically backfired. Mary, only child of a republican hero, was married to 
royal favorite George Villers, Second Duke of Buckingham, some six years later, in 1657, in what appears to be a 
propertied match of the most politic kind. Fairfax had received the bulk of the Villiers estate in sequester toward the 
end of his generalship. Villiers, in marrying into the Fairfax family, took possession of it once again. When Villiers 
died in 1700, he left Mary childless, saddled with his enormous debts and the very public dishonor of his 
cohabitation with the countess of Shrewsbury, with whom he had an illegitimate daughter (see DNB for Fairfax and 
Villiers). When Mary tried to sell Nun Appleton to cover her dead husband’s debts, she was blocked by the then 
Lord Fairfax. When she died in relative poverty, the estate passed out of her own family line (see Patton, 838) and 
back into that of Thomas’s cousins. The descendants of the brothers who ousted the Commander-in-Chief’s great-





Appleton to broader debates over flooding and fen drainage with the politics of the commons as 
people and place. I turn then, to the particular relationship between the estate’s “[d]eep meadows 
and transparent floods” to show the ways that the agricultural practices of “floating” broadcasts 
Fairfax’s regional power at a time of uncertainty and unrest.  
 
 “[E]v’rywhere the meadow holds”: Floating and the  
Political Ecologies of the Fens 
 
 
As a few critics have briefly noted,15 the apparent surrealism of Marvell’s inundated 
meadows – its boats sailing over bridges (477), fish scaling stables (478) or eel-eating oxen (474) 
– is less outlandish than it might at first appear. Early modern husbandry authors touted the 
extraordinary, even “Supernaturall”16 benefits of the “floating,” “drowning” or flooding, which, 
in the words of manual author Rowland Vaughan17 made meadows “more fertile ten for one.” 
Temporarily harnessing the strength of local brooks and streams, floating diverted watercourses 
into adjacent pastureland to boost fertility through the deposit of the nutrient-rich silts carried by 
rivers.18 An inch or so of water was left to sit on a meadow for one or two days for the sediment 
                                            
15 See Smith, Collected Works, p230n466, John Barnard, “Marvell and Denton’s Cataracts” (Review of English 
Studies, Aug. 1980), Cristina Malcolmson “The Garden Enclosed/The Woman Enclosed” (Enclosure Acts, 265).  
16 Blithe was the author of The English Improver Improv’d, first published in 1649, addressed a wide audience, but 
was particularly concerned with the state of English husbandry during the Revolution. His four editions of The 
English Improver include dedications to the Houses of Parliament, to Cromwell, to the “Industrious Reader,” to “the 
Honourable Soldiery” and to the “Husbandman, Farmer, or Tenant,” encouraging each to do his part to build the 
nation through good husbandry. Blithe lists “flooding” as an untapped source of fertility that brought pastures into 
“a more Supernaturall advance than they were ever known to be” (1652 edition, p16).  
17 Vaughan (c. 1590-1667) was better known as a staunch royalist and translator of English into Welsh, but his first 
published work, Most approued, and long experienced vvater-vvorkes Containing, the manner of winter and 
summer-drowning of medow and pasture (1610) was an account of how his own waterworks might be replicated by 
others (inflated with over seventy pages of paratextual praise for the author and his poetic and agricultural works).  
18 If done in late fall and the water kept slowly moving, flooding protects grass from hard frost. This in turn allowed 
for larger herds of livestock, an important source of landholders’ wealth and soil fertility. According to E. Kerridge, 
the frost protection provided by floating allowed sheep (and sometimes cows) to be turned out to pasture one or even 
two months earlier in spring, a practice which, bridging the leanest months of the farming year, allowed farmers to 
overwinter more stock. See Kerridge, “Watermeadows in Wiltshire” 286-7, and Thirsk Agricultural History of 





of the river’s “muddy back” (635) to settle before being guided back to a more habitual 
watercourse, often through a series of purpose built ducts and drains.19 The estate of Nun 
Appleton, transected by the River Wharfe, is well-situated for this practice. It is this “transparent 
flood” (as silt settles out of a diverted river onto pastureland) that makes the “deep meadows” 
that Marvell praises. The turbid waters settle, the muck sinks down to nourish the estate, the 
waters recede and the silt-nourished fields become the poem’s magnificently tall and 
“unfathomable grass” (370), which may well have been up to four times taller than an unfloated 
meadow,20 if not so high as to dwarf men and make them “like grasshoppers appear” (371). If 
political turmoil muddies the waters further upstream, in the fens, Appleton is not so much 
insulated from this turbulence as able to divert its energies into something productive.   
It is presumably the luxuriance of this grass, its color and lushness, that provokes the 
speaker’s yearning to be permanently transfixed to the bankside:  
where the floods did lately drown,  
There at the evening stake me down 
For now the waves are fall’n and dried,  
And now the meadow’s fresher dyed;  
whose grass, with moister colour dashed,  
Seems as green silks but newly washed (623-8) 
 
Marvell’s imagery intersects with that of manual authors such as Vaughan, who affirms the 
delights offered by flooded meadows: “in walking over the [meadows grown on previously 
flooded] grounds I will tread as on Velvet, or a Turkey Carpet.”21 Both writers make the meadow 
into an impossible object – a piece of ground that is also something to be worn. Vaughan makes 
the grass into a luxury good pleasing to the touch (velvet, a carpet) while Marvell makes it 
pleasing to the eye (silks…newly washed). The results of good stewardship become visible 
                                            
19 For modern descriptions of flooding see Kerridge and Thirsk. For early modern descriptions see Blithe and 
Vaughan.  
20 Thirsk, Agricultural History, 181.  





symbols of status, as desirable as the consumer objects of conspicuous consumption, and more 
lasting. These “silks” articulate a distinct reversal of the more common trope of properties 
frivolously transmuted into fashion.22  
The men “diving” in the meadow “under water” become a fanciful explication of the 
meadow’s lustrous color and wondrous height.  
To see men through this meadow dive.  
We wonder how they rise alive. 
As, under water, none does know 
Whether he fall or through it go.  
But, as the mariners that sound,  
and show their lead the ground, 
They bring up flowers so to be seen,  
And prove they’ve to the bottom been  (377-384) 
 
As in many parts of the poem, time does not move here in linear fashion. Rather, Marvell 
compresses the seasons: spring floated meadows engulf diving men and the “scene…turns with 
engine strange” to bring us back into the present of the poem’s summer, “when the Sun the Grass 
hath vext, / The tawny Mowers enter next” (387-8) to reap the harvest, their steps evoking the 
flooding that drove its fantastically luxuriant growth, “Walking on foot through a green sea / To 
them the grassy deeps divide” (390-1).  
Seemingly simple as a practice, to be properly executed flooding required considerable 
capital investment in infrastructure. Dams, locks, ducts and drains had to be constructed and 
maintained, temporary banksides to direct water erected and then torn down. A survey of the 
parish of Bolton Percy shows what may be such locks on the watercourse (see Figure 15-16). 
The ground had to be quite flat, “[P]limmed upon a true Levell”23 in order for the water to flow 
                                            
22 For several examples of this trope in the drama of Ben Jonson, see Sullivan p8-9, and above, Ch 2, n93. 





across the meadow. What Marvell describes, “a leveled space, as smooth and plain / As cloths 
 
Figure 15: Survey of the Parish of Bolton Percy, including the Nun Appleton estate, c. 1596, as it appears in Smith's 






Figure 16: Detail showing possible locks and dams. 
 
for Lely stretched to stain” (444-5) was in fact needed to deposit silts relatively evenly across the 
meadow’s surface, to prevent silts from building up and burying, rather than nourishing the 
meadow’s grasses. 
The availability of such techniques also depended on the control of watercourses for 
considerable distance above and below the meadow in question. And as rivers and streams – 
crucial and communal sources of water – were coded most often as commons, such control was 
also predicated on either vast landholdings, or the explicit or implicit agreement of those living 
in the vicinity. In Marvell’s poetic account, Fairfax’s waterworks stretch at least as far as his 
Denton estate, which opens its sluices to feed Appleton’s rich hay “Denton set ope its cataracts; / 
And makes the meadow truly be / (What it but seemed before) a sea” (466-8).24 In the world of 
                                            
24 Barnard believes this to be a reference to the sluicing of Denton’s fish ponds, though why Denton’s might be 





“Appleton House,” Fairfax controls the watershed for a span of almost forty-five miles, an 
imaginative demonstration of his mastery over both political and agricultural landscapes.  
Contemporary husbandry manuals show such control to be both enviable and not easily 
obtained. While some common meadows were floated with the community sharing the cost of 
construction and maintenance, as in Wiltshire,25 most were flooded at the personal expense of a 
powerful landowner or landowners. Vaughan claims to have spent £2000 of his own money on 
infrastructure (though he also claims to have received five times this as return on his investment), 
aside from the considerable expense of legal suits, suits that presumably stemmed from others’ 
claims to the water that Vaughan sought to control and redirect.26 Struggles over river commons 
and the meadows they were meant to flood sparked considerable controversy. Husbandry author 
Walter Blithe appeals directly to Oliver Cromwell and the Council of State to address the 
“Prejudices” against “great Improvement by floating Lands, which exposeth the Improver for 
sute of Law for Turning a Watercourse, by Millers of others, which are minded to molest the 
Improvement.” “[F]ew dare adventure upon the worke,” Blithe worries, “for feare of being sued 
or molested.”27 Millers, however, were the least opponents of drainage, flooding, and enclosure 
                                                                                                                                             
not clear. If we accept Barnard’s reading, these ponds would have also made for excellent floating, as such “muck-
fill’d” waters would have carried additional nutrients.  
25 On common flooding in Wiltshire, see Kerridge, 286.  
26 These suits went all the way up to the Star Chamber, though Vaughan does not identify the prosecutor(s) or the 
charges against him, but attests to his own patience, and perhaps the complexity of use rights that flooding practices 
engaged. “[W]ee had Commission upon Commission: wee indured heavye and chargeable examinations. Uppon 
which Examinations I had a Hearing in that Honourable Courte; and though it could not passe against me, yet it 
passed not with me.” Even having won his suit, he still had to contend with his “very simple and aged tenant” who, 
moved by neither “perswations” or “Buggs-words” could only be convinced with a fee-simple lease on land 
elsewhere (Vaughan, L5-M, L2). That multiple suits were filed and supported would seem to indicate that his 
adversaries were either relatively wealthy or relatively numerous.  
27 As most communities were likely to have a miller, whose services were needed to provide basic foodstuffs, and 
most mills relied on reliable volumes and flows of water to turn their millstones, it would have perhaps been 
difficult to find a river near a population of any size without a resident miller. “Many great Improvements have been, 
and are to this day hindred and lye dead,” Blithe complains, “because the Miller cannot be compounded with at any 
rate” Blithe (1652), A6. Controversy over the control of waterways also embroiled the Wroth family in ways that 
penetrated Jonson’s poetry: see Martin Elsky, “Microhistory and Cultural Geography: Ben Jonson’s “To Sir Robert 





works in the West Riding and the larger Yorkshire fens near Nun Appleton. There were plenty of 
a mind to “molest the Improvement” in the summer of 1651.  
 
“Oh what a pleasure ‘tis to hedge”: Fairfax, Appleton House  
and the Draining of the Hatfield Level 
 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the work of the Dutch projector employed by 
Charles I to execute his drainage and enclosures, Cornelius Vermuyden, quickly became 
emblematic of the king’s cronyism and abuse of power. Vermuyden’s projects caused a stir 
around Nun Appleton specifically in 1628, when lords and commoners brought a collective suit 
against the projector for severe flooding in the West Riding around Drax, some twelve miles 
from Fairfax’s estate.28 Further afield, but much more politically prominent was Hatfield Chase, 
some twenty-five miles away, a site of particularly ugly protests that peaked in 1650-1651 (while 
Marvell was at Nun Appleton) with the involvement of John Lilburne and John Wildman. 
Leveller leaders of national prominence, Lilburne and Wildman were among the most vocal of a 
group that came to be known as the Agitators or Levellers, a radical faction of soldiers in the 
New Model Army and prolific pamphleteers who called for a more egalitarian franchise, 
increased access to property, and a wholly new, more democratic structure within the army itself. 
The Levellers resisted the attempts of the more conservative Fairfax and other “Grandees” of the 
newborn government, “transcendently kingified and lordified”29 to restore a social and religious 
order that for them too closely resembled the one they had fought to overthrow.  
                                            
28 Locals’ claims to property damage were affirmed by a certificate of West Riding Justices from a quarter sessions 
held at Pontefract, 7 April 1630, though responsibility was not assigned to Vermuyden, but rather to the decay of 
preexisting works. Damages were claimed again in 1635, which would seem to indicate that the commanded repairs 
were not completed. My account of anti-enclosure protest around Hatfield draws heavily on Lindley’s detailed 
history, Fenland Riots and the English Revolution (1982), as well as Darby’s Draining of the Fens, Harris’s 
Vermuyden and the Fens and J.T. Tomlinson’s Rambles Twenty Miles Around Doncaster (1892). 





Lilburne returned north to Lincolnshire (where he had previously fought as a colonel in 
Edward King’s regiment) as counsel for the commoners of Epworth, summoned by Daniel 
Noddel, a fellow-soldier-turned-solicitor. Noddel, in his three decades’ of legal defense of 
regional common rights (1646-1662), kept the radical ambition of land access and common 
rights alive. In the middle of the Hatfield fens, Epworth commoners enjoyed an usually strong 
legal position; their unequivocal rights to commons had been legally recognized by the medieval 
decree of Sir John Mowbray, then manorial lord of the region, who promised the commoners 
unhindered legal rights to their commons in perpetuity in exchange for a portion of commons 
that Mowbray enclosed for his own use in 1359. The deed recording this grant was practically 
venerated in the region, kept in a specially-made chest in the parish church at Haxey and 
enshrined under a stained-glass window showing Mowbray brandishing what was said to be the 
indenture.30  
Emboldened by their documented legal standing, commoners, officials and local gentry 
alike stood firm in their opposition to encroachment and flooding by drainers, even when such 
projects were backed by Charles I himself (and later, by officials of the Protectorate). From the 
1620s right up through the 1650s, the residents of Hatfield simply refused to acknowledge 
“strangers’” legal titles or their enclosures. It was the “participants” (so called because they 
opted to “participate” in the drainage project as laborers, as projectors, tenants on newly drained 
land or land otherwise acquired through the project) who, in the estimation of Hatfield’s 
residents, were the riotous invaders, seizing what was rightfully theirs. They expressed their 
displeasure at dispossession through legal suits locally, regionally, and in London, and through 
their increasingly violent attacks on enclosers’ works, property, and persons.  
                                            
30 J.T. Tomlinson cites the Crown’s rebuttal, that the indenture was rendered forfeit when John Mowbray’s 





Far from dodging the law, Hatfield residents sought to provoke it on all possible 
occasions. Token trespass of man or beast forced tenants to file suits which, according to 
protestors’ logic, would bring the question of right to title before a judge, who would be forced 
to recognize the injustice of the tenants’ presence. As such suits wended their way through the 
courts, residents took more direct action. Where participants erected fences that closed off 
common pasture, residents cut them open and drove their animals in. If common hayfields were 
appropriated, they waited for the hay to ripen, then cut fences, mowed the hay, and took it away 
(a technical evasion of the order not to interfere with the participants’ labors – their labor went 
unhindered, but its fruits were appropriated). If participants’ cattle were found on common 
pastures, they took them too, demanding money for their release as “replevins,” a fee for their 
trespass, since the tenants were considered “strangers,” unentitled to community properties.  
These were considered interim measures while Hatfield waited for the king, and later for 
Cromwell, to acknowledge their unequivocal rights and eject the interlopers. Perhaps 
unsurprisingly, suits against a project deemed to be of national interest failed to oust the 
newcomers or permanently halt drainage works. As violence escalated, Hatfield residents sent 
their horses in to trample tenants’ crops; they burned their plows, wheelbarrows, and bridges; 
they wrecked new dykes and sluices; they jeered and even stoned workers and inspectors, and 
threatened much worse. And when court officials, even soldiers, were sent in to restore order, 
collect drainage taxes or rents, residents appeared in sufficient numbers, and at times sufficiently 
armed, to chase them out, a tactic local officials – constables, and high constables, sheriffs, 
bailiffs justices of the peace, and local lords – abetted, sheltered and even encouraged. As 
complaints trickled up to the Star Chamber and later to the Exchequer, it became clear that 





executed, or carried out in the most perfunctory way.31 Protestors, however vicious against 
property, enjoyed widespread regional support across estates.   
Because rich pasture was the chief wealth of the region, fed by the alluvial soils in the 
floodplain of the Humber and the seasonal flooding of its tributaries, hay fields were repeatedly 
scenes of armed conflict, if not precisely a “camp of battle” (420) that Marvell would later evoke 
in Appleton’s meadows. For three days in June 1647, for example, at least eighty protestors 
broke open participants’ fences and turned in their animals, then returned the next day, driving 
away forty cartloads of freshly mown hay, two-by-two, so as to sidestep legal definitions of 
“rioting,” which required a gathering of more than two persons.32 Known suspects of such rioting 
were eventually called into custody that fall, along with Noddel. Commanded to appear before 
the House of Commons, Noddel was taken into custody. He appealed personally to Fairfax, who 
interceded for his release,33 likely because of Noddel’s staunch loyalty to the Parliamentary 
cause. As an army lieutenant in the first Civil War, Noddel had played a key role in the defense 
of the region against Sir Ralph Hansby, a defense which took advantage of drainage 
infrastructure to create a costly diversion for Hansby as well as costly destruction for local 
participants.34   
Noddel was one of many around Hatfield who had thrown themselves behind the 
Parliamentary cause early, believing that a Parliamentary victory would ensure the restoration of 
their commons. Locals took advantage of the war’s disorder and the possibilities it held for new 
                                            
31 Lindley, 63, 66-7, 203. Apart from Noddel, Michael Monckton, another local justice in the region, refused to act 
on participants’ complaints, reportedly saying tenants’ “had their [the residents’] commons too long,” and also 
successfully lobbied to get the fines of rioting commoners reduced (Lindley, 190). Protesters were not limited to 
commoners, but included constables, servants of local gentry, citizens of sufficient substance to be part of subsidy 
rolls, as well as three generations of the Ryther family (local gentry with radical religious leanings – see entry in 
DNB for John Ryther) and on several occasions, by women and children.  
32 Lindley, 197.  
33 Lindley, 155-6 





structures of power to take back what they believed to be theirs. In 1642, at the start of the war, 
two major sluices were opened to flood some six to eight thousand acres at Hatfield, purportedly 
to block royalist advances. The sluices were then shut to hold the water level high. But when the 
threat passed, Captain Kingman, a gentleman from Belton serving under Sir John Meldrum, 
refused orders to open the sluices back up, and sent twelve armed men to ensure the water stayed 
“till they had drowned the said Level and had made the Tenants [the Participants] thereof to 
swim away like Ducks.”35 The sluices stayed shut for ten weeks, to keep participants’ fields 
“drowned enough and they will be poor enough.” When local constable Peter Bernard was 
questioned as to why the sluices had not been opened upon the orders of Meldrum, he confessed 
he had in fact sent some of his own men to join Kingman’s in ensuring the floodgates stayed 
shut.36  
With a Parliamentary victory, Hatfield expected a legal verdict in their favor, and hoped 
for an immediate ejection of the enclosers. They were deeply disappointed by Cromwell’s 
response to their appeals, and turned to Lilburne and Wildman for support. The strength of the 
Leveller movement had been sapped by 1650, but certainly the Hatfield cause could easily be a 
Leveller one – defending the rights of those of relatively modest means to have their rights to 
property recognized and their established legal title defended from unlawful expropriation by 
cronies of the late King. It was rumored that Lilburne and Wildman’s move to Yorkshire was a 
bid to reignite or expand the Leveller’s following, moving their political base from the capital 
into the countryside, though both men made statements distancing themselves from the 
protestors’ violence.37  
                                            
35 Tomlinson, 23 
36 Lindley, 146-7 & Tomlinson, 22.  





Whether or not they sincerely disapproved of the protestors’ actions, it seems that, after 
over thirty years of continuous and unsuccessful legal suits, the collective promises of Noddel, 
Lilburne and Wildman could not contain the energies of the protestors and violence continued to 
escalate. Protestors were said to have declared for “Club law,” renouncing both Parliament and 
Royalists,38 and stepped up their direct actions against participants, who responded by distraining 
large numbers of commons’ cattle. By 1650, the year before “Upon Appleton House” was 
written, attacks on drainage works and the property of its workers and tenants were “as ordinarily 
done as for men to go to their labour and some of those men were daily in it.” For three days in 
June 1651, perhaps the very month of the poem’s composition, commoners pulled down some 
eighty buildings, broke and set fire to all the drainers’ tools they could get hold of, and stoned, 
beat, and warned that they would drown anyone else who got in their way, turning the 
participants’ own tools – staves, spades and pitchforks – against them.39 Marvell’s mowing 
scenes, therefore, take on a decidedly more sinister air in the context of local conflicts, as “With 
whistling Sithe, and Elbow strong, / These [the mowers] Massacre the Grass along” (393-4). The 
murderous metaphors of the haymaking scene become somewhat less outlandish; hay meadows 
were in fact scenes of violence and intense local battles over property rights.  
Where, as meads with hay, the plain 
Lies quilted o’er with bodies slain 
The women that with forks it fling,  
Do represent the pillaging (421-424) 
 
In the water meadows of Appleton, the submerged threat that the mowers might pose as a rabble 
erupts in the mowers bellicose spreading and tedding; in the memorial graves they make with 
                                            
38 Lindley, 155. Lindley expresses doubt as to how clubbish Hatfield really was, however, as declarations of club 
law came solely from tenant witnesses seeking retribution from parliamentary courts.  
39 Lindley, 188, Robert Ryther, a member of the gentry, personally led 120-160 men to a drainage windmill, cut its 
sails and broke its works. Lindley remarks that the owner of the mill never pressed charges, despite the fact that 
Ryther was known to have relatively deep pockets, and Lindley surmises that this is because the owner knew his 





their hay (the “Short Pyramids of Hay do stand...In Hills for Soldiers Obsequies” (438,440)); and 
in Thestylis’ railing. Her cry breaks the poem’s descriptive frame by seeming to call out directly 
to the speaker (“He called us Israelites!”40 (406)) drawing additional attention to the “landskip.” 
It is as if “bloody Thestylis” (401) demands that the wandering speaker, or reader, pause and take 
in the full (suppressed) energies of the scene, to consider at more length whether the chosen 
people here mowing hay represent a rebellious peasantry, an industrious crew of rural 
dependents, or both.  
While mob violence was a real threat for other properties in the region, the “Appleton 
House” of Marvell’s imagination seems to be safe from such furious protest. The estate of 
Marvell’s imagination easily accommodates the crowds of villagers necessary for the labor-
intensive, time-sensitive task of haying. Another landowner might see rioters in potentia, 
pitchforks and staves at the ready. Looking out over Appleton’s prospect, Marvell sees instead 
commoners who dance “Fairy Circles”(430) and “kiss” (431),41 rather than riot and pillage, a 
sign of Fairfax’s seeming command over the wider social landscape, as well as his farmed 
landscape. Marvell cannot seem to leave the prospect, however, without further allusions to 
Fairfacian political action. When the season/scene again shifts, the prospect is of a  
A new and empty Face of things; 
A levell'd space, as smooth and plain, 
As cloths for Lely stretched to stain 
The World when first created sure 
Was such a Table rase and pure 
Or rather such is the toril  
Ere the bulls enter at Madril 
 
                                            
40 There seems to be no critical exactly consensus as to which “Israelites” the mowers here represent. According to 
Smith, this was a common descriptor of “the English nation as God’s chosen people since the mid-sixteenth century,” 
with the added contemporary reference to the English as the Israelites and the Scots as the Egyptians (227, n389). 
For several competing interpretations, see Wilding, especially pp160-1.  
41 This of course evokes Marvell’s poem “Ametas and Thestylis Making Hay Ropes,” which ends with the titular 





Particularly juxtaposed with the “levell’d space,” the “bulls” here could form part of the same 
herds that served as replevins in several anti-enclosure endeavors, particularly those of Hatfield. 
Protestors and participants distrained, or held hostage, each others’ cattle in attempts to extract 
monies for damages, and one at least one occasion, protestors conducted a masked night raid to 
liberate these important sources of rural wealth from the yard of Hatfield manor where they had 
been impounded.42 Cattle are not merely a pastoral backdrop, but also symbolic of hotly 
contested battles over “levell’d” local resources.  
The explicit entry of the Levellers in the next stanza reinforces this connection between 
the “landskip” that unfolds below the speaker and the regional landscape of anti-enclosure 
unrest, as cited earlier: “For to this naked equal flat / Which Levellers take pattern at” (442-443). 
The “Levellers” might refer directly to the recent arrival of Wildman and Lilburne, or perhaps 
even the “True Levellers,” better known as the Diggers. Both groups espoused a more egalitarian 
politics that Fairfax found himself fiercely oppressing. The Levellers wanted to extend the 
franchise and property ownership, while the Diggers wanted to abolish private property 
altogether. Like the residents of Hatfield, who fought to protect the marshy commons that 
supported their traditional way of life, the Diggers and Levellers both made claims to 
inheritance, to the “birthright” they had earned in the service of Fairfax and his army (and the 
Diggers also had their cattle impounded by local residents, a seizure Winstanley bitterly 
lamented in a pamphlet addressed to Fairfax43). Together, hay and cattle simultaneously 
communicate Fairfax’s enlightened husbandry, his flooding and rotational grazing (productive 
mastery over the stewardship of his own estate), while metonymizing the battle for belonging 
and ownership as well as real wealth (embattled resources passing back and forth between two 
                                            
42 Lindley, 215.   





groups laying very different claims to the same properties – customary common right versus 
claims to private property).   
 Claims to common right were often articulated as “birthright,” invoking a system of 
inheritance allied to, but distinct from, more standard legal forms of bequeathment, such as wills 
or leases. At Putney, the Leveller Edward Sexby declared that he and all of the Parliamentary 
army had fought to recover “our birthrights and our privileges as Englishmen,” from the tyranny 
of absolute monarchy and earned as a result a place in the new society they helped to make 
possible. “[W]e have had little propriety in this kingdom as to our estates, yet we have had a 
birthright,” says Sexby, and those who had been of “little propriety” have shown themselves to 
be fit owners of it through the ferocity with which they battled to protect it. Those who had not 
been able to inherit an estate had nonetheless paid for land several times over with their sacrifice:  
I do think the poor and meaner of this kingdom…have been the means of the preservation of 
this kingdom…their lives have not been held dear for purchasing the good of the kingdom. 
And now they demand the birthright for which they fought.44 
 
 
Levellers saw this birthright as increased access to private property. More radical factions saw 
the entire country as their birthright. Digger leader Gerrard Winstanley declares with Fairfax’s 
victory, “Behold, behold, all Englishmen, the Land of England is now your free Inheritance: all 
Kingly and Lordly entanglements are declared against, by our Army and Parliament,”45 and when 
he finds that the death of the king has not “freed the Earth from bondage” becoming “a common 
treasurie for all,” he addresses himself to Cromwell, accusing him of dealing unfairly with 
common lands. For Winstanley, even former monastic lands, such as those taken up by William 
Fairfax, ought to be returned to “free use.” For those who have fought 
                                            
44 Putney Debates, ibid, pp84-5.  





this land is the price of their blood. It is their birthright to them and to their posterity, and 
ought not to be converted into particular hands again by the laws of a free 
commonwealth…And in particular, this land is all abbey lands, formerly recovered out of the 
hands of the poor’s power by the blood of the commoners of England, though the kings 
withheld their rights herein from them. So likewise all crown lands, bishops’ lands, with all 
parks, forests, chases now of late recovered out of the hands of kingly tyrants, who have set 
lords of manors and task-masters over the commoners to withhold free use of the land from 
them (Law of Freedom in a Platform, 51). 
 
While Winstanley did not encourage the forceful reclamation of such properties (and likely 
would have disapproved of protestors’ actions in Hatfield), he and many others believed that the 
end of the monarchy meant the end of hierarchies of land tenure, and that the return of the older 
order would mean Revolution had been lost rather than won. Having paid for the land with 
“price of their blood,” they were unwilling to give it back again. Using another metaphor for 
inheritance, Winstanley describes the Protectorate and the new “Divine Doctrine” of the Church 
(“The Elder Brother”) tries to frighten and cheat the people (“The Younger Brother”) out of what 
is theirs, protests Winstanley. But the Younger Brother will no longer be disinherited or cast 
aside:   
For saith the elder brother, ‘the earth is mine, and not yours, Brother; and you must not work 
upon it, unless you will hire it out of me: and you must not take the fruits of it, unless you 
will buy them of me, but that which I pay you for your labor. For if you should do otherwise, 
God will not love you, and you shall not go to heaven when you die, but the Devil will have 
you, and you must be damned in hell.’ If the Younger reply and say ‘The Earth is my Birth-
right, as well as yours, and God who made us both, is no respecter of persons. Therefore 
there is no reason but I should enjoy the Freedoms of the Earth for my comfortable 
livelihood, as well as you, Brother (Law of Freedom in a Platform).  
 
Winstanley insists that “free inheritance” of “comfortable livelihood” without wage labor is the 
“Birthright” of all God’s people.  
Fairfax, however, ultimately extinguished such hopes, violently suppressing Leveller 
mutinies wherever they erupted and eventually sending troops in to break up the Digger 





enforcer of martial law (if unapologetic in his belief in the rightness of social hierarchy). In 
contemplating Fairfax’s actions and his recent retirement, Marvell’s lines seem to affirm both his 
indulgence and its limits. A “naked equal flat” is for meadows, not the estates of men. However, 
Marvell here depicts the potential benefits to both landholder and commoners of being on 
mutually respectful, if not equal, terms.  
For to this naked equal flat 
Which Levellers take pattern at 
The villagers in common chase 
Their cattle, which it closer rase; 
And what below the scythe increased 
Is pinched yet nearer by the beast (442-454) 
 
Several critics have cited this passage as evidence that Fairfax and Marvell shared the disdain for 
the commons in general and these commoners in particular. Michael Wilding, for example, finds 
the diction “reductive, negative, mean,” while Andrew McRae argues that such lines reflect an 
atmosphere of social tension and post-war resource scarcity.46 Such readings seem predicated on 
the idea that the cattle as depicted are deleterious, overgrazing and rapacious. However, rotating 
cattle into harvested fields was not only customary, but integral to a field’s fertility, part of a 
relatively new system of “up and down” ley farming that contemporary historians believe fuelled 
early modern England’s tremendous expansion in agricultural productivity. Moreover, in 
bankside areas prone to bracken and sedge grass, cattle were frequently folded deliberately in 
large numbers so that they might eat down the rough grasses that sheep would not touch to make 
the meadows “sweet.”47 Certain corners of the Appleton estate, in the floodplain of the Wharfe, 
are likely to have had these bog-loving plants, an impression reinforced by the poem’s speaker 
                                            
46 Wilding writes that “There is no disguising Marvell’s distaste for the Levellers, for the levelling intentions of the 
radicals. He presents a vision of levelling down to destruction…The connotations [of this passage] are all reductive, 
negative, mean” (Wilding, 155), and cites Donald Friedman in a similar vein. See also McRae, “Green Marvell” 
(137).  





laying down his head amongst “heavy sedge” while “Stretcht as a Bank unto the Tide” (642-
644).  Moreover, many landowners would float the same meadow three or four times during the 
spring and summer, and if this were so, then the “closer rase[d]” surface would more easily allow 
the even inflow of water.  
Rather than describing an overgrazing multitude, the poem traces an agricultural rhythm 
outlined as ideal: “Let all men drowne before they Mowe, and after Mowing, your grasse will not 
bee yellow, but as greene as a Leeke,” writes Vaughan. Grazing cattle after flooding “breeds 
perfect life in every growing grass.”48 Turning cows in to such meadows thus portend richness, 
not dearth, presenting evidence of Fairfax’s good and modernized husbandry: his meadows are 
doubly nourished by flooding in spring and the manure of grazing cattle, his unscythed stubble 
goes unwasted, feeding the cattle. And this prosperity is closely tied to his generous lordship: 
Fairfax presumably pays his villagers for their mowing, continues their customary right to turn 
their animals onto harvested fields, and even allows them to keep some unexpected “cates,” a 
windfall of meat for their midday meal in the form of two rails startled by the mowing and 
immediately “trussed…up” (393-405). At the same time, this flooding evokes, both implicitly 
and explicitly, the unrest of the physical and political landscape surrounding Nun Appleton, 
alluding directly to its intense violence even as it pastoralizes the mowers as “careless 
victors…Dancing the triumphs of the hay” (425-6). Marvell depicts for Fairfax a synthesis of old 
and new – a rich husbandry of floating and “improvement” that provides for Appleton’s 
commoners and, rather enclosing them out, enfolds their traditional rights into one of the most 
ambitious and most modern agricultural techniques. In the fragile harmony that the poem 
sustains, Marvell appeals to a more lenient version of Fairfax, the Commander-in-Chief who 
                                            





initially refused to disband the Diggers, who held two audiences with Winstanley, and who 
pardoned Noddel for his role in anti-enclosure violence. Rather than the high-minded Grandee, 
we see a landowner in tenuous, but palpable balance with his neighbors.  
This more open disposition forms a striking contrast to the outlook of royalist Sir William 
Davenant who enters next via a direct reference to his poem “Gondibert,” published from France 
in 1651. “Such, in the painted world, appeared / Dav’nant with th’universal herd” (456). The 
allusion to Davenant reinforces the latent violence of the mower scene and its contrast between 
the picturesque and the ominous. In Davenant’s poem, cattle in a pastoralized landscape stand 
peacefully, innocent of any enemy, before the arrival of the “Tyrant,” man.  
Then straight the universal herd appears 
First gazing on each other in the shade; 
Wond’ring with levell’d Eyes, and lifted Ears, 
Then play, whilst yet their Tyrant is unmade (stanza 60) 
 
And Man, the Painter now presents to view; 
Haughtie without, and busie still within;  
Whom, when his Furr’d and Horned Subjects knew 
Their sport is ended, and there fears begin (stanza 61) 49 
 
The pastoral “play” of Davenant’s “universal herd” is poignant to the extent that it already 
portends its own foreclosure, the intrusion of the “Haughtie…busie” master who replaces “sport” 
with “fears.” However for Davenant, it is the “Tyrant” who is here the hero. In the lengthy 
introduction to his “Heroicke Poem,” fittingly addressed to Thomas Hobbes, Davenant (who 
does not think much of commoners generally) frames common subjects as at best in need of 
protection from those who would lead them astray. “The Monster, the Multitude (for Wolves are 
commonly harmlesse when they are met alone, but very uncivill in Heards)” threaten the peace 
of the herd, demolishing the hopes of those who might believe that real accord, in 1650, had 
                                            






arrived. The pacifist “will not finde that all his kindred by Adam are so tame, and gentle, as those 
Lovers that were bred in Arcadia” because the commons “looke upon the outward glory or blaze 
of Courts, as Wilde beasts in darke nights stare on their Hunters Torches…and who can imagine 
lesse then a necessity of oppressing the people, since they are never willing either to buy their 
peace or to pay for Warre?”50 In evoking Davenant, Marvell seems to invite Fairfax to compare 
his own more temperate views with Davenant’s more extreme ones, to decide whether the 
commoners who mow his hay are the peaceful cattle of the pastoral landscape, apt to thrive 
under the watchful eye of the landlord, or “Heards” of wolves, in need of “oppressing.”  From 
Marvell’s prospect, however, their appearance is perhaps fittingly protean. They might be cattle 
or wolves, rioters or participants, fleas or constellations, depending, it seems on the eye or 
reflection of the beholder. When “Appleton” reflects this “universal herd” in a “Looking-Glass,” 
meanings again seem to multiply.   
They seem within the polished Grass 
A landskip drawn in looking-glass. 
And shrunk in the huge pasture show 
As spots, so shaped, on faces do.  
Such fleas, ere they approach the eye,  
In multiplying glasses lie. 
They feed so wide, so slowly move, 
As Constellations do above (458-464)  
 
                                            
50 D’avenant, 12-13. A more duplicitous or mischievous Marvell may have also evoked Davenant as a goad to 
Fairfax and his retirement. In the introduction to “Gondibert” (which was also published separately alongside 
Hobbes’ reply) Davenant pointedly scourges those who choose a life of retirement over a life of action:  
 
if these severe Masters (who though obscure in Cells, take it ill if their very opinions rule not all abroad) did 
give good men leave to be industrious in getting a Share of governing the world, the Multitudes (which are but 
Tenants to a few Monarchs) would endure that subjection which God hath decreed them, with better order, and 
more ease…for the vertuous are often preach'd into retirement; which is to the publique as unprofitable as their 
sleep; and the erroneousnesse of such lazy rest let Philosophers judge; since Nature (of whose body man thinks 
himself the cheefest member) hath not any where, at any time, been respited from action (in her, cal'd motion) 






The “herds,” dwarfed by the “huge pasture” perhaps stand in here for the participants (or 
residents), vulnerable to the attacks of “Wilde beasts in darke nights” through outright violence,51 
or through the more sinister means of the courts.52 The conflict “feed[s] so wide” and so “slowly 
move[s]” through the legal system that it seems intractable. Outsiders on both sides might try to 
coax Fairfax from his retirement, “t’invite him thus away” (470), but it is Fairfax who ultimately 
has the overwhelming power over commoners and participants (and perhaps Hansby’s forces53), 
to isolate or “isle,” and “astonish” them. He has, that is, apparent control over the watershed.  
Then, to conclude these pleasant Acts, 
Denton sets ope its cataracts; 
And makes the meadow truly be 
(What it but seemed before) a Sea. 
For, jealous of its Lord’s long stay, 
It tries t'invite him thus away. 
The river in it self is drown'd, 
And isles th'astonished Cattle round (465-772)  
 
That Fairfax has the capacity to put an end to this conflict (but does not) underscores the 
equivocal and involuted nature of Marvell’s praise, drawing attention to his patron’s capabilities 
as well as the ways in which he may be withholding them. Fairfax’s flooding is here an invitation 
to action in the fens, or a warning about the risks of letting the conflict go unchecked as tension 
between participants and Hatfield residents grew, meanings that flow alongside Marvell’s praise 
for Fairfax’s moderate attitude toward the claims of the commons. 
                                            
51 Davenant writes as if he is literally paranoid, describing with no apparent irony how commoners feign simplicity 
the better to pounce on the defenseless gentry: “the People are not simple, since the Gentry (even of strongest 
education) lack sufficient defense against them, and [the gentry] are hourely surpris'd in (their [the People’s] 
common Ambushes) their Shops…they walke gravely and sadly from Temples, as if they had newly bury'd their 
sinfull Fathers; at night sleep as if they never needed forgivenesse; and rise with the next Sun, to ly in waite for the 
Noble, and the Studious” (30).  
52 Davenant accuses the commons of abusing the legal system and then taking the law into their own hands when its 
verdicts don’t please them, a situation that might easily describe Hatfield’s suits. For Davenant, commons “attempt 
bravely to robb the State; and the State they beleeve (though the Helme were held by Apostles) would always 
consist of such Arch-robbers, as who ever stripps them, but waves the tedious satisfaction which the Lasy expect 
from Lawes, and comes a shorter way to his owne” (30).  





By the poem’s close, however, Fairfax’s control feels less complete. The waters once 
again rush in, with the “salmon fishers” in their “leathern boats.”  
But now the salmon-fishers moist 
Their leathern boats begin to hoist 
And, like Antipodes in shoes,  
Have shod their heads in their canoes. 
… 
Let’s in: for the dark hemisphere 
Does now like one of them appear (769-776)  
 
This time the flood is more mysterious, disruptive, and foreboding. In framing the flooding of the 
water meadow in the earlier stanzas retrospectively, in terms of the bounty and community it has 
already produced in the present of the poem, Marvell shows this first inundation to be both 
impermanent and productive. In contrast, this second drowning seems to portend a more 
permanent state of decay. The denizens of the “Antipodes,” of a world turned upside down, loom 
so large as to take up the entire horizon, forcing the speaker and Mary back to the shelter of the 
house. Rather than the orderly and professional process of the previous flooding, this one arrives 
in the wake of a “rude heap,”  
Tis not, what once it was, the world; 
But a rude heap together hurled; 
All negligently overthrown 
Gulfs, deserts, precipices, stone  
Your lesser world contains the same, 
But in more decent order tame; 
You, heaven’s center, Nature’s lap 
And Paradise’s only map (761-768).  
 
The house and Mary, indistinguishable from one another in these lines (“Your lesser world” 
might mean either the bounds of Appleton or Mary’s interior world) can only render the impacts 
of this new inundation “more decent”; they cannot fully contain it. The world is permanently 





heaven’s center, Nature’s lap / And Paradise’s only map” that provides the hope of recovery, a 
center that will hold in the future that the poem’s closing stanza gestures toward.  
Within the world that “Upon Appleton House” maps, Fairfax, as a steady and forward-
thinking landowner, has a key role to play in a region where violent resistance to the 
appropriation of common lands happened in part through the Parliamentary cause. Like the 
republican revolution that continues to swirl around him, enclosure protest also threatens to 
inundate Fairfax’s attempted retreat and disrupt peaceful succession. But in “Appleton,” 
Fairfax’s permanency is assured not just through his good stewardship, or his apparent control 
over the surrounding watershed, but through his daughter Mary who, within the poem’s 
framework, becomes the unalloyed offspring of a different kind of “vegetable love.”54 In this 
sense, Mary becomes Appleton’s undisputable and absolute heir(ess), she who will replicate 
purely and precisely her father’s command and safeguard the Fairfacian birthright.  
 
 
“With the flowers and flower to be”:  
Mary and the Fairfax Family Line 
 
 
Rather than see Mary as a maid in a hortus conclusus,55 I see Mary as boldly on display, 
in no real sense enclosed. Marvell shows her roaming freely across the estate, unfettered, 
exposed, and alone, drifting across the landscape like the genius of the place. The land itself 
vigilantly protects her purity, eschewing the forwardness it showed in “The Garden” (where it 
                                            
54 Marvell “To His Coy Mistress” 11. 
55 This view of women and property is outlined fulsomely in collections such as Enclosure Acts: Sexuality, Property, 
and Culture in Early Modern England (Cornell, 1994). See especially John Rogers’ “The Enclosure of Virginity: 
The Poetics of Sexual Abstinence in the English Revolution,” and Cristina Malcolmson’s “The Garden Enclosed / 





presses its way into the speaker’s orifices in a kind of vegetal assault56). In actively desexualizing 
itself in her presence, the landscape betrays its erotic capacities even as it suppresses them. In the 
garden, the flowers withhold their ejaculatory “volleys,” sparing Mary, “the virgin nymph”:   
These as their Governor goes by  
In fragrant volleys they let fly; 
And to salute their Governess 
Again as great a charge they press: 
None for the virgin Nymph; for she  
Seems with the flowers a flower to be (297-302) 
 
In the wood, the phallic thorn withdraws itself from the side of the female nightingale, associated 
with rape, and “lest it should hurt her, draws / Within the Skin its shrunken claws” (519-520). 
Nature may be unchaste or “loose,” but “loose nature, in respect / To her itself does recollect” 
(657-8).   
Marjorie Swann makes a strong case for the garden as a space of purity and a model for 
Mary’s virginity in the historical context of early modern botany: until the last quarter of the 
seventeenth century, plants were believed to be sexless.57 The manual author Stephen Blake,58 
who writes an entire book on plant propagation, attests that to multiply, plants “participate, draw 
and contract into their several natures the operations of the teeming womb of the Earth,” to 
                                            
56 “The luscious clusters of the vine / Upon my mouth do crush their wine; / The nectarine, and curious peach, / Into 
my hands themselves to reach;  / Stumbling on melons, as I pass, / Insnared with flow’rs, I fall on grass.” “The 
Garden” (35-40).  
57 See Potter Strange Blooms (xxiv, 72) and Swann, “Vegetable Love: Botany and Sexuality in Seventeenth Century 
England.” I draw on Swann’s analysis of the non-sexuality of early modern botany, but I see an important 
distinction between non-sexuality and asexuality. While early modern gardeners and farmers were less aware of 
plant sexuality, they were still in the business of making more plants, and developed sophisticated techniques for 
doing so and narratives to explain how and why their techniques worked. In husbandry manuals, familial or sexual 
metaphors form the most available vocabulary for discussing plant reproduction, perhaps indicating that those more 
directly engaged in this business may have intimated that flowering plants needed others of the same kind to 
replicate before Grew discovered the role of pollen morphologically.  
58 Not much is known about Stephen Blake, who names himself in his Compleat Gardener’s Practice as gardener to 
Sir John Oglander, on the Isle of Wight. Blake offers “to speak and publish the truth of these Experiments which I 
have gathered, with a diligent Eye and a painfull Hand from all such Plants as are cultivated in Gardens now 
in England” from “a due observation of that part of Gods vegetable Creatures which are placed within the com|pass 
of my Calling, and with pains, care and diligence, I have writ down the knowledg of propagating of each Plant” (3). 
Blake’s writing compels for its attention to detail, and the methodicalness with which he tests and records his 





“ingeminate” rather than procreate.59 Swann suggests that this notion piques Marvell’s curiosity 
and perhaps his desire; for Swann’s Marvell, plants are “[n]ot just latently sexual, like little girls, 
but forever unsullied… the ultimate models of sex-free perfection.”60 As Marvell shows in “The 
Garden” and to a lesser extent in “Upon Appleton House,” however, the vegetable world might 
be “sex-free” in its freedom from copulation, but it is far from being unerogenous. As chaste as it 
may be with Mary, the poem’s speaker fully embraces the landscape’s erotic potential (“Bind me 
ye woodbines in your 'twines,/ Curl me about ye gadding vines, / And oh so close your circles 
lace, / That I may never leave this place” (609-612)). Rather than being a sexless vegetal 
landscape, as Marjorie Swann argues, I see this as a landscape that is highly sexualized, but 
erotically restrained in deference to Mary. Within this sexual economy and ecology, Mary is not 
so much virginally un-productive, but liberally self-fruitful. It is this capacity to self-reproduce, 
to ingeminate, that offers the ultimate assurance of the Fairfax family line.  
Other critics have pointed out the paradox of Mary’s fecund virginity.61 This is framed 
primarily in terms of expectancy, that Mary is too young, and in too intimate a relationship with 
Marvell to be depicted as a sexually productive entity. In this reading, the poem pictures Mary in 
expectation of a time to come, signified by the apocalyptic inundation. Jonathan Crewe, for 
example, argues that as the waters rise in the last stanza, Mary “raises the radical possibility…of 
dynastic continuation through the daughter” through “a counterideological and counterdynastic 
lineage of the garden state” that “prefigures the end of history as patriarchal narrative.” Rather 
than being the “apocalyptic…feminine in patriarchal representation,”62 I argue instead that Mary 
here fulfills a certain fantasy (one perhaps shared by the speaker of “The Garden”) for 
                                            
59 Blake, 6 
60 Swann, 146 
61 See, for example, Patton, “Preserving Property” and Swann “Vegetable Love” in The Indistinct Human (Palgrave, 
2012).  





parthenogenesis, for perfect self-replication from the father without the contaminating presence 
of a female other.  
This argument enfolds previous critical observations of Mary’s peculiar and pronounced 
virginity and also, seemingly contradictorily, an emphasis on familial continuity. But instead of 
figuring Mary’s “withheld sexuality and maternity,” I argue that the poem’s fantasy is not, or not 
only, the fantasy of sexual purity, but the fantasy of exact reproduction, of off-spring that 
precisely replicate the parent, in this case the father. As in his fanciful control of waterways all 
the way to Denton, here Fairfax’s might poetically extends beyond his lifetime into that of his 
daughter, not only through the normal reproductive channels of fatherhood and upbringing, but 
through the possibilities of exact reproduction, possibilities made imaginable by early modern 
understandings of plant reproduction.  
It was with blushing reluctance that botanist Nehemiah Grew (1641-1712) confessed in 
his Discourse of Flowers (1676) that “the Attire [plant stamens] doth serve as the Male, for the 
Generation of the Seed,” with pollen acting as “vegetable sperm,” a discovery he immediately 
ascribed to a colleague.63 Until that time, it was assumed that plants were did not require the 
presence of another plant in order to reproduce, a view affirmed by religious and natural 
philosophies that saw plants as unimplicated in the Fall, uncontaminated by sexual 
improprieties.64 As Sir Thomas Browne (1605-1682) explains, plants “multiply within 
themselves…having no distinction of sex, and the power of the species contained in every 
                                            
63 As cited in Swann, 151. Grew attributed this discovery to Sir Thomas Millington, otherwise unknown as a botanist, 
and someone that Grew apparently did not know well enough to accurately title (see DNB for Grew and Millington, 
and Swann (152)). Other than Grew’s statement, there is no record of Millington exploring plant sexuality 
specifically.   





individuum beget and propagate themselves without commixtion.”65 In the moments that Maria 
“[s]eems with the flowers a flower to be” (302), she thus contains the possibility of procreating 
as plants do “without commixtion,” a metaphor reprised at several points in the poem. When for 
example, she “with graces more divine / Supplies beyond her sex the line,” she not only 
supercedes the virtues of “her sex,” but the Aristolean models of procreation, thought, in the 
early modern period, to extend to humans as well as animals and plants. Mary here supplies the 
animating life force of the male in addition to the material substance of the female. She is herself 
the product of perfect replication “like a sprig of mistletoe / On the Fairfacian oak does grow” 
(739-740). Mistletoe was a plant that, in early modern understandings, spontaneously generated 
from the shelter of its host. As illustrated in John Gerard’s Herball66 (see Figure 17), mistletoe, is 
an  
excresence [that] hath not any root, neither doth encrease himselfe of his seed, as some haue 
supposed; but it rather commeth of a certaine moisture and substance gathered together vpon 
the boughes and ioints of the trees, through the barke whereof this vaporous moisture 
proceeding, bringeth forth the Misseltoe67  
 
 
Mistletoe needs nothing other than the oak to grow and even to replicate, and similarly, Mary 
springs from her father, the Fairfacian oak, alone, complete with “bud.” 
Whence, for some universal good 
The priest shall cut the sacred bud; 
While her glad parents most rejoice 
And make their destiny their choice  (740-744) 
 
                                            
65 Pseudodoxia epidemica, or, Enquiries into very many received tenents and commonly presumed truths (1646; 
revised and enlarged, 1650, 1658, 1672; reprinted, 1658, 1669, and in Works, 1685–6), as cited in Swann, 140.  
66 Gerard’s Herball, published three times (1597, 1633, 1636) in a lavishly wood-cut illustrated folio, was one of the 
most comprehensive works on known plants in the period, and was revised and expanded by John Parkinson and 
republished as Theatrum Botanicum (1640). Fairfax’s library contained both of these books. See Chartaceus, in 4to, 
Sloane MS 1872.  





Mary will remain as immaculate as the unfallen world of the vegetable kingdom, “as all virgins 
she precedes, / So you all woods, streams, gardens, meads” (751-752). In a maelstrom of 
inheritance writ large and small, of pitched battles over the “streams” and “meads” that Mary 
inherits, animates, and represents, this fantasy assures that Mary not only has perfect right to the 
Fairfax estate in its entirety, but will perfectly replicate the virtues of her father, able to defend 











 “[B]eyond her sex the line”: Breeding True  
and the Question of Inheritance 
 
With the understanding of sexual reproduction 
in plants and Mendelian genetics, modern farmers and 
gardeners produce deliberate plant crosses. Post-modern 
scientists, armed with the capacities of genetic 
modification, combine materials of species that could 
never mate – rice with daffodils, or basil with 
tomatoes.68 In a limited sense, twenty first century 
                                            
68 Daffodils were used to produce beta-carotene in the first generation of “Golden Rice,” genetically-modified rice 
plants developed to produce vitamin A, though the daffodils’ role is now being played by corn and soil bacterium 
(see goldenrice.org). The volatile compounds that create the aroma in basil plants were genetically inserted by 
researchers to reintroduce flavor into hybridized tomatoes, as part of an ongoing effort to develop tomatoes that are 
commercially productive while still tasting like fruits less optimized for long-distance transit and ripening en masse. 
See Rikanati et. al. “Enrichment of tomato flavor by diversion of early plasticidial terpenoid pathway.”  
Figure 17: Gerard's Misseltoe emerging from the crook of 
an oak. Fairfax’s library contained both Gerard’s Herball 






researchers have made real Marvell’s early modern dendrophilia, the power he ascribed the gods 
in “The Garden,” to admix with a plant.69 Early moderns, however, relied principally on nature’s 
“sport” to generate variation in the plant realm, and on techniques of what we now call asexual 
propagation, such as grafting, to maintain desired traits.  
Without an understanding of plant sexuality,70 gardeners and collectors invented fanciful 
explications for the appearance of off-types (what we still call “sports”). That plants came from 
seeds was of course understood, but there was no satisfactory explication for the fact that not all 
seeds produce plants that closely resemble the parent plant, other than God’s favor or Nature’s 
folly. We now understand that certain plants, such as apples, produce genetically individuated 
seeds; each seed will produce a plant that bears little to no resemblance to its parents or siblings. 
Other species, squashes for example, morph easily through the intermixture of the cross-
pollination that sexual reproduction demands. Early moderns, however, saw in this process the 
hand of God or his handmaiden Nature.  
In spite of (or perhaps because of) this mystery, emerging markets seemed to prize plants 
that did not breed true to type from seed. This is a characteristic shared by all of the flowers that 
                                            
69 “The Garden,” ll 25-32. For better or worse, we now have the capacity to commingle our own genetic materials 
with those of plants. For example, UPenn Professor Henry Daniell’s work inserting insulin-producing cells into 
lettuce or human growth hormones and anti-anthrax antibodies in tobacco plants, in “Medical Molecular Farming.”  
70 Though this raises questions about the ways in which heteronormative biases enter discourse surrounding other 
species, other biological Kingdoms. We continue to speak of “male” and “female” plant parts, and even plants, 
despite the fact that the vast majority of plants are, given these categories, hermaphrodite, and technically change 
sex through the course of their lives, as “male” and “female” parts tend to mature at different times. 96% of 
flowering plants have both male and female organs (though contrary to early modern imaginings, biological 
mechanisms make self-fertilization unlikely by, for example, an arrangement of organs that ensures that a pollinator 
will come into contact with one or the other set). We find Linnaeaus quaint for classifying plants by the types of 
“marriage” in which they engage, yet dominant discourse continues to speak of plants as if they are gendered, with 
fixed gender characteristics, and procreative in heterosexual couples. But almost all flowering plants require a third 
party for successful fertilization. The pander so feared by the mower in “The Mower Against Gardens” is still more 
often the bee (or the wind), rather than “[l]uxurious man” (“Against Gardens,” 1). An orgy might be a more apt, if 
disturbing, analogy, than a marriage, one that involves not just multiple individuals, but potentially multiple plant 
species and even multiple kingdoms (plant and animal). Critical fields of queer ecology and critical plant studies are 
starting to take up these questions in more depth. See, for example, Morton Hyperobjects and Sandilands Queer 
Ecologies. For more on interspecies and inter-kingdom identification in the early modern period, see The Indistinct 





Marvell names in Appleton’s gardens: the tulip, pink, and rose.71 This mystery was perhaps part 
of what drove the fascination with these plants, including the notorious tulipomania that had 
seized Europe (but which had passed its peak at the time of “Upon Appleton House”72). Apart 
from their beauty, it was perhaps their unpredictability that made them worthy objects of 
attention for the gentleman horticulturalist or the speculator. Certainly the market seems to have 
driven a range of abstruse recipes for the doubling, breaking and perfuming of flowers generally, 
but of tulips, given their high value, in particular. As the Mower describes in “The Mower 
Against Gardens,” there was a general belief that nurture could in certain circumstances 
overpower nurture, that “the nutriment did change the kind” (10).73  Stephen Blake, a more 
practical gardener who describes himself as seeking “the advancement of the nature” expresses 
indignation at such outrageous “stories of Robinhood” (72).  
that which is written, seems to me, and other Men which have experience, as fancies, dreams, 
and conceits which might come into their heads as they were sitting in their Studies; for I and 
others have found (by wofull experience) that their direction concerning the propagating of 
any Plant, to be more hurtfull than usefull (3)  
Growing conditions cannot alter certain fundamental characteristic, he argues. Nurture, 
according to his observation, cannot outdo nature.  
sow a Turnip in a sandy ground, which is that which his nature requires, and sow it in the 
rankest ground that is, and it is a Turnip still: so Imperial [Persian lily] roots being set in 
these substances, it will be an Imperial still; and therefore they are but conceits, and not 
                                            
71 This is also true of the luxury fruits mentioned in “The Garden” – nectarines and peaches, and to a lesser extent, 
melons and grapes. 
72 The Low Countries were the center of this early speculative investment bubble, that burst in 1637.  
73 John Evelyn, a member of the Hartlib circle, warned that soil types could strip tulips of their colors “plant [tulips] 
in natural earth somewhat impoverished with very fine sand; else they will soon lose their variegations” 
(Kalendrium hortensus, Evelyn, 94 (1666). Hugh Plat believed that the petals in tulips and stock gillyflowers could 
be doubled by transplanting them three times during a single lunar cycle, with the last “removal” happening “three 
dayes after the new full Moone” into “very rich ground.” Hugh Platt (1654) 85. This was apparently understood 
widely enough that Davenant used the idea metaphorically to describe the proliferation of poesie in the English 
vernacular in the preface of “Gondibert”: “Language (which is the only Creature of Man's creation) hath like a Plant, 
seasons of flourishing, and decay; like Plants is remov'd from one soile to an other, and by being so transplanted, 





experiments, which I can affirm for truth; yet some alterations will be, and many times 
contrary to what a man doth expect74 
Tantalizingly, he goes on to suggest an analogy between plant and human offspring before 
abruptly silencing himself.  
every seed will spring up to be the like of his mother, yet some difference may be in shape 
and forme, as one Physiognomy of a brother may differ from another, and that is not as man 
pleaseth. Let this suffice.75 
 
Whether or not we desire to share the Physiognomies of our mothers or brothers, or whether 
Blake could not quite bring himself to drag down the unsullied reputation of plants, 
“difference…in shape and form” for highly valued plants that take somewhere between seven 
and ten years to show their true colors “is not as man pleaseth.” The most valued form of tulip, 
the “breaking” or “inflamed” tulips, the striking bicolor varieties that “for a meadow sold” (“The 
Mower Against Gardens, 16) were the most unpredictable of all.76 In other words, the plants that 
drew the most attention, that were at the center of the emerging garden culture in England, that 
were associated with luxury, the most precious and prestigious, were the ones whose offspring 
did not breed true. In contrast, Marvell sets Mary within a garden, that though surrounded by 
such “sports” secures for Mary a faithful duplication of the paternal line. Rather than being the 
                                            
74 Blake recounts a series of in-field trials in which he tries two or more techniques side by side. In one such 
“experiment,” he tells how he plants one set of tulip bulbs in earth mixed with nitrogen-rich herbs and dung, and 
with another set, he follows an arcane recipe of another manual author.  
 
[Following the recipe] I should take a white Tulip-root, Lettice-leaves, Solendine leaves, Camomile, and the 
white Thistle and Peas-flower, and beat all these together, and so I did, and committed them to the earth, as I 
did the former, and I did imagine that the root would partake of those several coloured juices, and convert it into 
its own nature, which should cause so many orites of colours as was mixt in the juices, but I found by 
experience that it was nothing so, for I found no more alteration in those than I did in the former, which was 
only the enriching of the earth with the strength of the substance of the Herbs and dung; so Flowers do not 
convert any colours as they are, but into its own colour and intercisial [distinct] form as every one hath.  
 
Blake goes on to insist that certain plant characteristics, such as smell or color, cannot be deliberately altered.  
 
75 Blake 17-18 
76 The cause of the efflorescence of bicolor petals in tulips was not fully understood until some four centuries later, 
after the invention of electron microscope revealed variegation to be the stunning symptom of a non-lethal plant 





aberration such as the speaker of “The Mower Against Gardens” claims it to be, grafting was an 
established, common, and in fact the only reliable technology for ensuring the continuance of 
certain plant characteristics in the early modern period. For practical gardeners, such as Blake, 
the goals of grafting was not recombinance or bastardy, but its opposite – exact replication.  
 
“Paradice’s only map”: Cloning and the Right to Property 
If, as the speaker of “The Garden” sighs, “two paradises twere in one, to live in 
Paradise’s alone,” Mary, as “Paradice’s only map,” both points the way to paradise and is 
paradise. She is a map, in the sense of a chorographic record of the family and its habitat, as well 
as being a map in the sense of “an epitome, a summation,” “an embodiment or incarnation of a 
quality, characteristic”77 of the family, and of the estate, even the poem itself. As the 
quintessence of a pre-fallen paradise, the “Paradice’s only map,” Marvell’s Mary is able to 
ingeminate, like Adam or the unfallen world of plants, without a mate. Having sprung forth a 
Fairfax like mistletoe from an oak, she can sidestep the potentially menacing presence of her 
outspoken mother (rendered scandalous by her outburst at the trial and execution of King Charles 
I, and rumored to be the prime mover behind Fairfax’s retirement) and copy off instead the 
martial valor of the Fairfax line. As “Appleton’s” garden cannot fully leave behind the echoes of 
war, so it cannot fully abandon questions of inheritance. The turmoil of birthright that roiled 
through England – a specter of Fairfax’s past dealings with the Levellers and Diggers that re-
erupted into contemporary landscape of the Yorkshire fens – this birthright claims its place in the 
poem’s landscape – in the water meadows and floods of Nun Appleton; in the house, its past and 
future; and in the coitus-free generation of its gardens, woods, and heiress. Given the risks 
                                            





involved in reproduction of all kinds – of the dangerous possibilities of women’s misconception, 
of Nature’s “plaie,” and the unpredictability of early modern botany – the propagation and self-
propagation that Marvell imagines for Mary reassures her father that she will not just inherit the 
best of his person, she will reproduce it perfectly and thus have perfect right to Nun Appleton in 
its entirety. As the rightful and righteous heir(ess), sure to breed true, Mary may lay absolute 
claim to Appleton, her birthright. While the flooding of the last stanzas appears ominous, 
Marvell’s Mary will, like her father, assure social and economic stability and the continuance of 





Milton’s Manuring: Paradise Lost and the Political Ecologies of Waste 
 
“When written, shit does not stink.”1 – Roland Barthes 
 
 
If “Upon Appleton House” alludes to leveling projects primarily to enclose them 
under the aegis of a retired Lord commander-in-chief, John Milton’s Paradise Lost 
evokes them to keep the Good Old Cause alive. Not through the static retreat of pastoral, 
but through the iterative and evolving georgic mode does Milton contemplate the 
experience of defeat. “Manuring” is a task seldom associated with paradise. Yet I’m 
going to argue that manuring, as a praxis and as an ethos, is fundamental to the Eden of 
John Milton’s Paradise Lost (1667). Through his Edenic manuring, Milton resists the 
groundswell of seventeenth century enclosure, privatization, and increasingly absolutist 
models of land ownership through an insistence on, and a detailed exploration of, 
righteous occupation without ownership. This alternate relationship to land, and the 
humility of the “manuring” that it emblematizes, puts Paradise Lost in close conversation 
with another epic project: that of the True Levellers, better known as the Diggers.  
In his utopian Digger experiment, radical land reformer Gerrard Winstanley 
called upon all of England to resist emerging regimes of wage labor and private property. 
Integral to Winstanley’s ecstatic vision was “manuring”: as symbol and method, as legal 
and moral occupation, and as representative of an intimate and enduring relationship 
between people and the place where they live. By the time Milton began composing 
Paradise Lost, Winstanley was a Quaker way-warden in Cobham, still a non-conformer, 
                                            





but with his written and physical works of rapture behind him. However, in envisioning 
an Eden that is demanding and messy, and in tasking Adam and Eve with the 
responsibilities of tilling and keeping, Milton resurrects this spirit of manurance at the 
center of his pre-lapsarian world. “Manuring,” a salvific and homely practice, is thus at 
the root of two types of “versus”2: the lines of John Milton’s epic and the furrows of the 
Digger’s home farm on St. George’s Hill.  
In its early modern instantiations, “to manure” involved a wide and rich array of 
meanings, from the lowly spreading of animal or vegetable waste, to the tilling or 
working of land, or cultivation of the mind and heart.3 For Milton, “manuring,” with its 
particular capacities - not just to salvage something from the wreckage, but to turn the 
wreckage itself into something new - became a powerful symbol for recovery in the 
aftermath of the English Revolution. Amongst the piles of ideals seemingly moved to the 
dungheap by the Restoration, something could be recuperated, regenerated, or restored. 
In the garden of Book 4, Adam remarks that the abundant “overgrowth” in their 
garden seems disproportionate to their “scant manuring,” (4:625-9) and in Book 11, the 
Son compares the sincere repentance of man (and woman) as “Fruits of more pleasing 
savor from thy seed / Sown with contrition in his heart, then those / Which his own hand 
manuring all the Trees/ Of Paradise could have produced, ere fallen / From innocence” 
(11:25-30).4 We can hardly believe that Adam and Eve might put their hands to such 
lowly, ordinary labor. With the notable exception of Dartmouth’s online annotated 
                                            
2 In a pun popularized in early modern England by Virgil’s Georgics, the Latin “versus” could refer to both 
the lines drawn for planting in a field and the lines of verse across a page.  
3 To “manure” could mean simply “to till or cultivate” as well as “to enrich with manure,” or more 
symbolically “to dwell, to have one’s home,” “to train or rear,” or “to hold, occupy, take charge or 
possession of (land or property); to have the tenure of; to administer, control, or manage.” See OED.  






edition of Paradise Lost, “manuring” is consistently given a pastoral gloss via its Latinate 
origins,5 coaxing Adam and Eve’s manuring up from the lower strata to the upper realms 
of “manus,” the hand, “To work on with the hands; to handle; to work up; to prepare.”6 
However, Adam and Eve callous the lily-white hands of pastoral with their Edenic 
lopping, pruning, and manuring, unprecedented and uniquely Miltonic tasks. Milton’s 
paradise overflows with spiritually-charged excess, the unincorporated geographies of 
wasteland, the fertile soil of the georgic, and a surprising fixation on remnants, waste, and 
draff.7  
Early modern readers of Paradise Lost, particularly those who shared Milton’s 
political sympathies, would have been able to place Milton’s heavenly garden in the 
context of more recent attempts to recreate heaven-on-earth through an array of 
millenarian projects that began during the Revolution (as with Winstanley) and 
continued, in more subdued forms, well into the Restoration in unexpected places – in 
orchards, forests, and estates, and between the covers of husbandry and orcharding 
manuals. Debates over the ethics of enclosure, the politics of dwelling, spiritual 
discipline, and the just distribution of the commons permeated arboriculture handbooks, 
husbandry manuals, and political pamphlets, as well as the purlieus of Paradise Lost.  
A more historicized, understanding of the wholly original agrarian tasks given to 
Adam and Eve by Milton fosters new appreciation of the couple as self-conscious actors 
                                            
5 See OED.  
6 Manuring is even specifically excised from Anthony Low’s discussion of Paradise Lost in The Georgic 
Revolution (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985, p317), a book that does its utmost to claim a place 
for the georgic genre. While Low notes that Virgil specifically indexes the spread of manure on exhausted 
fields in his Georgics (1.80-1) as playing “a necessary part in the husbandman’s work…no action is too 
trivial or shameful to be included. Milton would agree with that view in spirit, but does not attempt to 
imitate it in his literal poetic practice.” (Low, 325).  
7 For more on waste, particularly after the Restoration, see Sophie Gee’s Making Waste: Leftovers and the 
Eighteenth Century English Imagination (Princeton, 2010) and Emily Cockayne’s Hubbub: Filth, Noise 





working within an evolving landscape whose exigencies allow them to commingle with 
God’s grace. Within this prelapsarian world, Adam and Eve’s acts of manuring express 
simultaneously their assiduous cultivation, their conscientious management, their 
complete submission to God’s demands, and their rightful occupation of Eden. By 
opening up to the rich multiplicity of early modern meanings of this extraordinary 
diction, I resituate Eden in a cultural economy of revolution, waste, and emergent and 
competing ideas of rights to property. These are not only specific types of labor, but 
words and tasks with strong cultural resonance that add new poignancy to their (and our) 
fall. 
 
“Well may we labour still”: Work in Milton’s Eden 
If, critics have seemingly concurred, the otium of pastoral were to reside 
somewhere unchastised and unobstructed, surely it would be in prelapsarian Eden, most 
famously described in the seventeenth century by John Milton. Indeed, in the reader’s 
initial view, paradise seems to hold out this tantalizing promise, echoing the laborless 
environs of a well-appointed country house with its “enclosure green” and “happy rural 
seat of various view,” a “garden mould high raised” (4:226) looking out over “Lawns, or 
level Downs, and Flocks / Grazing the tender herb” (4:247-249).8 As the vista of Eden 
unfolds in an enthralling cavalcade of pastoral tropes, the reader is invited to imagine a 
heavenly-endorsed leisure as the birthright of unfallen man, “true / if true here only” 
(4:250-251).  
                                            






However, after over eighty lines of pastoral seduction, as Eden becomes a 
“flowery lap” who “spread her store” (4:253-4), the pastoral mode is subtly but 
definitively undercut. While the diction of these passages might imply the reader is at 
ground level, beneath the “mantling vine” that “gently creeps luxuriant” or in the “cool 
recess” of “umbrageous grots and caves” (4:257-258), the reader in fact looks out at Eden 
alongside Satan, “wide remote from this Assyrian garden [Eden] where the fiend / Saw 
undelighted all delight” (4:284-6). We discover that Milton’s pastoral vision has not been 
an uncomplicated, intimate description of paradise voiced by the narrator, but one filtered 
through a remote, shifty, and Satanic optic. The panorama the reader has been feasting 
upon is retrospectively reframed through corrupted eyes.9 
From a distance, Satan sees Eden as an otium of global proportions. On the 
ground, Adam and Eve are in fact constantly working, physically and spiritually, to obey 
God’s command. But while Satan may mistake the qualities of paradise in believing that 
it is self-maintaining, this prospect does not “delight” Satan as it presumably has the 
reader – he sees “undelighted all delight” (4:286). Unlike his fellow fallen creatures, the 
invitation to pastoral pleasures and pastoral leisure do not distract Satan from the work of 
his revenge. His explicit lack of pleasure in the pastoral landscape perhaps highlights the 
reader’s own “mazy error” (4:239)If we have allowed a generous landscape to become 
the gateway into the fantasy of leisure associated with pastoral rather than an incitement 
                                            
9 The danger of this perspective is in fact so great that we are in fact prompted by the narrator to vigilance 
before the scene even opens. The speaker describes Satan alighting on the Tree of Life: 
  So little knows  
  Any but God alone to value right  
  The good before him but perverts best things  
  To worst abuse or their meanest use (4:201-204) 
The most available reading frames this as a commentary on Satan’s use of a heavenly icon merely as a 
convenient perch, “for prospect,” and it is easy to limit this observation to the Tree, rather than projecting it 





to rigorously maintain this ecology through virtuous labor as the prelapsarian Adam and 
Eve do, we have allowed ourselves to be seduced by the deft elegance of an Eden seen 
through Satan’s eyes.  
Paradise Lost is an epic rife with such temptation. As Stanley Fish insists, 
generations of fallen readers mistake “the creation for the creator,” only to be corrected 
by the reversals of Milton’s text (Fish, xvii). What is most striking about Milton’s use of 
Arcadian tropes (“vernal airs,” “universal Pan,” “eternal spring” (4.264-268)) is that, in 
regards to pastoral, the reader’s error is not in projecting the fallen world onto Eden (e.g. 
to imagine that Adam and Eve’s labor is proto-fallen and therefore in some way 
insignificant or unpleasant, as Fish’s reading might suggest10). Rather, our error is to 
mistake our own literary creation (pastoral) for God’s blessed creation, to mistake the 
Arcadian idyll that was never more than a figment of our collective aesthetic imagination 
for the bona fide Eden of the Old Testament. This is an error to which seventeenth 
century readers may have been particularly prone because of the prevalence of the 
pastoral mode across genres during the period. For Milton however, there was never an 
age of man where work was not part of our existence, and our worship; work is for 
Milton a form of prayer. Just as Paradise Lost subverts our expectations of the epic genre 
by strategically deflating the heroism of armed conflict, so too does it subvert our 
expectations of pastoral through the tactical creation of an Eden overflowing with 
“pleasant labor.” Work in Milton’s Eden makes for a very different kind of paradise, one 
                                            
10 Although there is also a long and illustrious critical tradition that does frame Milton’s Eden as a version 
of pastoral. See for example, Snyder, Pastoral Process: Spenser, Marvell and Milton (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1998), D.M. Rosenburg Oaten Reeds and Trumpets (London: Bucknell University Press 





whose highly specific tasks call up agrarian, revolutionary, and revolutionary agrarian 
imagery, as well as more familiar Biblical tropes. 
In our first prospect out over Eden, the reader’s errors are akin, but not identical, 
to Satan’s. In his purview of the Garden, Satan is primarily guilty of covetousness; he 
sees Eden, and the pleasures that it contains, as rightfully his – God’s favoritism disgusts 
him, and every pastoral interlude renews his resolve to effect his revenge.11 The reader 
(who presumably does not covet human destruction) is instead ensnarled in the idolatry 
of the pastoral landscape as a genre. In imagining Eden then, the wiles of pastoral tempt 
us not to covetousness so much as idleness. Whereas Satan casts away Belial’s counsel to 
“peaceful sloth,” trekking to Earth and energetically plotting the demise of its inhabitants, 
we are caught in pastoral projection, a longing for the very “ignoble ease” (2:227) that the 
hell-bent Satan dismisses.  
Milton links pastoral to idleness and misprision as early as Book 2. As the fallen 
angels come to terms with Satan’s “imperial sovereignty” (2:246), conceding that he 
                                            
11 Satan’s fatal encounter with Eve, is also complexly framed by a pointedly proleptic pastoral; Satan is as a 
city-dweller emerging from the pinfold of a grimy town into the suburban countryside.  
As one who long in populous city pent, 
Where houses thick and sewers annoy the air 
Forth issuing on a summer’s morn to breathe 
Among the pleasant villages and farms  
Adjoined, from each thing met conceives delight –  
The smell of grain, or tedded grass, or kine 
Or dairy, each rural sight, each rural sound – (9:445-451). 
What arrests Satan is less the agrarian delights themselves, but the actual the prelapsarian Eve, and even 
more than that, the opportunity her innocence and solitude provide for Satan’s attack. 
If chance with nymph-like step fair virgin pass,  
What pleasing seemed, for her now pleases more,  
She most, and in her look sums all delight,  
Such pleasure took the serpent to behold 
This flowery plot, the sweet recess of Eve 
Thus early, thus alone (9:452-457). 
Where previously Satan was “undelighted” by “all delight,” he is here transfixed, “stupidly good” (9:465), 
not by the rural scene of metaphor and its seeming virtue, but the true “graceful innocence” of Eve, and 
moreover, the circumstances that lay bare “the way which her to ruin” (9:493). The metaphor twists such 
that the reader becomes the city dweller, distracted by the sensual enticements of pastoral, while Satan, 





alone will travel to Earth, their “rejoicing in their matchless chief” (2:487) is compared to 
a ray of sun that breaks through the clouds to illuminate an idealized pastoral hillside:  
As when from mountain tops the dusky clouds 
Ascending, while the north wind sleeps, o’erspread 
Heaven’s cheerful face, the louring element  
Scowls o’er the darkened landscape snow or shower, 
If chance the radiant sun with farewell sweet  
Extend his evening beam, the fields revive,  
The birds their notes renew, and bleating herds  
Attest their joy, that hill and valley ring (4:488-495). 
 
Satan, a “radiant sun,” shines over his devilish cohort – a field, singing birds, and 
contented sheep. In matching the pathetic fallacy of pastoral celebration with the fallen 
angels of hell, Milton calls attention to the seeming virtue or rewards of the pastoral 
landscape to underscore a mistaken allocation of faith. Satan’s crew “extol him equal to 
the highest in Heaven” (2:479), are mistaken in paying their “awful reverence” (2:478) to 
a waning power, a setting sun. Worse, they are at bottom Arcadian idlers, content to 
praise Satan’s actions, but too irresolute to join them. Again, however, it is this reader for 
whom these pastoral images are the distraction and the lure. While the reader is puzzling 
through the pull of familiar pastoral imagery and its connotations of innocence and ease, 
and the push of the nefariousness that these Arcadian tropes in fact stand in for, Satan 
continues on his destructive mission unphased. We see these Edenic scenes through a 
doubly darkened glass, warped by our fallen natures and also by our reading habits – 
where there is pastoral, we expect otium. 
Through the association of the pastoral with Satan, often through knotty 
metaphors where imprecise attention leads to radical misreading, Milton brings to light 
both the strength of the pastoral impulse, and the sin, confusion and misreading that such 





– we mistakenly project a classical literary mode onto a godly one. In tempting us with 
pastoral’s wiles, and then challenging us to recognize them as a fallen optic, Paradise 
Lost teaches us to mistrust the pastoral impulse, to reform our own longings for reward, 
even a heavenly-sanctioned reward, without work, and to remain vigilant, like the angels 
of Book 11, inured to the charms of the “Arcadian pipe, the pastoral reed” (11:132).12 
Instead, Milton invites us to honorable labor, to delve deep into metaphorical and literal 
soil and “There plant eyes,” to be “lowly wise,” to humble ourselves in the rich muck of 
the earthly.  
In Paradise Lost, Eden is pastoral just long enough to underscore the contrast 
between the autarky of pastoral and the interdependence of the paradisal ecology that 
follows. For five days, before the creation of man, Eden needs no human intervention for 
its maintenance or fertility.13 Following the creation of Adam and Eve, however, Eden is 
self-regulating only in the eyes of Satan;14 God immediately sets the first parents to work. 
Edenic labor is, as Barbara Lewalski attests “not merely the expected ritual gesture, but a 
necessary and immense task.”15 This turn to work, however, is not a simply turn of the 
Virgilian rota, an ascendance up the generic hierarchy from pastoral to georgic. Milton 
                                            
12 As the archangel Michael descends to eject the fallen Adam and Eve from paradise, the “watchful 
cherubim” who guard the Tree of Life from further violation are compared with Argus. While the many-
eyed giant of Ovid’s Metamorphoses was lulled into sleep by the “the pastoral reed of Hermes, or his opiate 
rod,” the angels resist distraction and maintain their watch.  
13 “Though God had not yet rained  
Upon the earth, and man to till the ground 
None was, but from the earth a dewy mist 
Went up and watered all the ground and each 
Plant of the field (7.331-335). 
14 And in the eyes of certain critics, as the legacy of Eden as pastoral criticism suggests.  
15 Barbara Lewalski in "Innocence and Experience in Milton's Eden" in New Essays on Paradise Lost 
(Berkeley: University of California Press,1969). Barbara Lewalski and Diane McColley both were 
groundbreaking in their suggestion that Edenic labor had not been properly valued. However, they both see 
this work generically as “gardening” without detailed exploration of the valences of these highly specific 
garden tasks, and read Adam and Eve’s work as primarily significant for the ways in which it stands in for 
spiritual discipline. For more recent work see Katherine Attie, "Enclosure Polemics and the Garden in the 





takes pains to distinguish paradisal labor from georgic work, not only because Adam and 
Eve’s responsibilities are unanimously declared “pleasant”16 but because the obstacles 
that must be overcome through human efforts are very different in paradise than on earth. 
In a georgic universe, humanity is pitted against a stinting earth, and labors nobly in full 
acceptance of the caprices of nature, of importunity, and dearth. In Milton’s Eden, it is 
plenty, not scarcity that is the spur to heroic effort. Adam and Eve wrestle, literally and 
figuratively, with superabundance, laboring in full acceptance of a paradox in God’s 
grace: the more they labor within a world already over-generous, the more abundance 
they generate, and yet this increasing excess must be continually overcome in order to 
fulfill their covenant to “till and keep.”  
Having affirmed his identity to Adam, God’s first words to Adam “This paradise I 
give thee, count it thine / To till and keep” (8:319-320) emphasize the relationship 
between work and a provisional form of ownership – the garden belongs to Adam (and 
Eve), but only through their labor; it is not theirs, but theirs to till and keep. Work 
therefore becomes an integral part of Adam and Eve’s proprietorship in Eden, a dramatic 
shift in emphasis from the more otiose views of paradise that is marked also at the level 
of diction. As Karen Edwards has observed, Milton notably substitutes the industrious 
“till” over the more dainty and far more common “dress” of the King James Bible. This 
choice emphasizes labor and stewardship over more preparatory, disciplinary functions. 
In comparison to the contemporary definitions of “dress” – “to make straight or right; to 
bring into proper order; to array, make ready, prepare, tend,” the substitution of the more 
workmanlike ‘till’ - “to bestow labor and attention, such as ploughing, harrowing, 
                                            





manuring, etc. upon land so as to fit it for raising crops; to cultivate,”  “to raise; to tend 
and cultivate so as to promote growth” – complicates the reading of Lewalski and others 
who view the presence of work in Eden as primarily symbolic of spiritual self-discipline. 
Instead, I read Adam and Eve’s labor as much more akin to labor after the fall. As I will 
show, the distinction between pre and postlapsarian labor is less in the form of their 
labor, as in its substrate.  
When God first speaks to Adam it is of work, and when we first see Adam and 
Eve, it is just after they have completed their daily work; the relationship between work 
and leisure is immediately explained - we are explicitly told they deserve their ease and 
enjoy it in virtue because of their labor. Their “sweet gardening labor…recommend[s] 
cool zephyr and made ease / More easy, wholesome thirst and appetite/ More grateful” 
(4:327-331). Their work “recommends” them to the rewards of Eden, meaning it makes 
acceptable, presents as desirable, and undergirding this, commits to God’s keeping the 
fruits of their labor.17 Eden’s ecology amply provides the couple with “choice / Unlimited 
of manifold delights” (4:434-5); they nevertheless rise before dawn,18  “haste” to the 
fields19 and work hard enough to sauce their meals and their rest.20 The couple is 
extremely diligent in their “pleasant labor” of the harvest and storage of fruit, the removal 
of superfluous branches in spring, the disburdening of an overly-heavy fruit set, the 
staking of fruiting vines, the training of arbors and edging of pathways. In 
contradistinction to animals, who “Rove idle unemployed,” and “of [whose] doings God 
                                            
17 See OED. This same relationship between labor and rest is echoed in Milton’s views of education – see 
Low’s Georgic Revolution, ibid, p306.  
18 Says Adam to Eve, “Tomorrow ere fresh morning streak the east / With first approach of light, we must 
be risen / And at our pleasant labor” (4:623-4).  
19 The narrator affirms: “On to their morning’s rural work they haste” (5:211)  





takes no account,” Adam asserts that for himself and Eve, “God hath set / Labor and rest, 
as day and night to men / Successive” (4.612-614). That is to say, however much they 
enjoy their appointed tasks, they must work and rest in roughly equal measure – as “day 
to night” – and constantly –  “successive” to completely obey God’s command. The 
affirmation of their obedience is therefore positive (tilling and keeping) as well as 
negative (not eating the forbidden fruit). Pastoral readings that emphasize sanctioned 
leisure in Eden tend to overlook that otium is literally only half the picture.  
Despite their efforts, however, paradisal ecology is one that Adam and Eve 
struggle to “reform” (4.625). Their work is insufficient to restrain the riotous fecundity of 
a garden “wild above rule or art” (5:297). Eve states this most memorably in Book 9.  
Adam, well may we labor still to dress    
This garden, still to tend plant, herb, and flower,  
Our pleasant task enjoined, but till more hands  
Aid us, the work under our labor grows  
Luxurious by restraint: what we by day 
Lop overgrown, or prune or prop or bind,  
One night or two with wanton growth derides,  
Tending to wild (9:205-212). 
 
Notwithstanding their best and consistent attentions, “well may we labor still to 
dress…still to tend,” their tasks already surpass the capacities of their labor.21 “[N]ot to 
irksome toil, but to delight / [God] made us,” Adam responds, and He has “not so 
strictly…imposed / Labor as to debar us when we need / Refreshment.” Together they are 
sufficient, he argues, to maintain their own freedom of movement in the short term: 
“These paths and bowers doubt not but our joint hands / Will keep from wilderness with 
                                            
21 The narrator mirrors the consistent action of Adam and Eve’s labors - their repeated choice to wake early, 
to fulfill and to relish their appointed tasks to the best of their abilities - in describing the negative capacity 
of their knowing (and forgetting) just before the Fall. “For still they knew, and ought to have still 
remembered / The high injunction not to taste that fruit” (10:12-13). As they labor “still,” so must they (but 





ease as wide / As we need walk till younger hands ere long / Assist us” (9:242-247). They 
can do just enough, he implies, to stave off the encroachment of wilderness into their own 
spaces. 
This exchange, appearing as it does almost directly before Eve eats the fatal fruit, 
has lent itself to proleptic readings in which the somewhat alarming increase in Eden, and 
the work this excess will create, is framed as a misprision of Eve’s, as if she has 
misunderstood the nature or extent of godly labor, and that this mistake, whether through 
pride or naiveté, leads directly to the Fall.22 This concern, however, privileges Adam’s 
momentary and somewhat oblique reply to Eve. It cannot be Eve’s solitary work Adam 
objects to per se; as Diane McColley notes, despite Eve’s relation of her disturbing 
dream, Adam has no objection to her solitary harvest in preparation for Raphael’s arrival, 
or to her tending of the garden while he discourses privately with the angel, even while 
Raphael has just warned them of enemies in their midst.23 As a native of Eden, 
embodying a pathetic fallacy unreflected in Adam, 24 it would seem unlikely that Eve’s 
understanding of the work required is somehow inferior. Indeed far from being proto-
fallen, Eve’s speech reflects the more godly concern; if the garden, “tending to wild,” 
renders their work intangible, she implies, they are failing to “till and keep” as God 
commanded, failing to steward paradise as they have promised. Eve here takes the whole 
                                            
22 See for example, Anthony Low (ibid), Kevis Goodman Georgic Modernity and British Romanticism : 
Poetry and the Mediation of History. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004), and Sophie Gee ibid.  
23 It cannot be Eve’s solitary work Adam objects to per se; as Diane McColley notes, despite Eve’s relation 
of her disturbing dream, Adam has no objection to her solitary harvest in preparation for Raphael’s arrival, 
or to her tending of the garden while he discourses privately with the angel, even while Raphael has just 
warned them of enemies in their midst. McColley. Milton’s Eve (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1983, 
p114) 
24 The narrator describes a garden that “at her coming sprung / And, touched by her fair tendance, gladlier 
grew” (8.46). Upon her ejection from Eden, Eve notably addresses not Michael, but the garden itself “Must 
I thus leave thee, Paradise?” (11:273). See Hiltner, Milton and Ecology, (New York: Cambridge University 





of Eden’s ecology as their responsibility, while Adam’s response is purely 
anthropocentric, as if God’s injunction was merely to maintain their own comfort and 
right-of-way.  
Eve’s expressed concern about their mounting workload is not hers alone, but 
affirmed by Adam, and perhaps more importantly, by the narrator. For Adam, what is 
overgrown “require[s] / More hands than ours to lop their wanton growth” (4.628-629), 
and the narrator confirms “much their work outgrew / The hands dispatch of two 
gardening so wide” (8.202-203, italics supplied). These statements reinforce God’s 
promise – help will arrive – but also underscore the fact that help is very much required 
to fully maintain the orderly and productive landscape that honors heavenly decree. 
Within the present framework, Adam and Eve’s labor cannot in fact keep pace with their 
task.  
The miraculous abundance of paradise is both the marker of God’s care, and the 
excess that mandates a constant and escalating labor. On the one hand, Adam and Eve 
remark on the insufficiency of their work (the scantness of their manuring (4.628), the 
hour of supper that arrives unearned (9.225)) as a potential defect in the full expression of 
their obeisance to God, and praise the Creator of a landscape that rewards them with 
abundance despite their insufficient efforts. On the other, in obeying His injunction to 
careful stewardship, in tilling, dressing, and manuring, they recognize that they increase 
the richness of an already overly-productive ground, one that outstrips their current 
capacities and is likely to continue to do so. They praise therefore the work He has 
ordained, and the helpmeets they have in each other, while they pray in unison for help:  
…our appointed work employed 





And mutual love, the Crown of all our bliss 
Ordained by thee, and this delicious place 
For us too large, where thy abundance wants 
Partakers and uncropped falls to the ground. 
But thou has promised us two a race 
To fill the Earth, who shall with us extol 
Thy goodness infinite (4:726-734).  
 
In describing their garden as “too large,” the couple express their frailty as well as their 
faith. That the size and the fecundity of the garden is a mixed blessing is hinted at by the 
enjambment after “thy abundance wants.” God’s munificence stints in sharers of the 
plenty, who are nonetheless needed to praise His abundance, and perhaps more 
importantly, to steward it. In the meantime, the couple cannot help but leave certain tasks 
undone. What is unharvested “falls to the ground,” inherently, if not yet sinfully, away 
from the “godlike erect” state of an Edenic ecology reflective of man. Satan seems to 
understand that this excess is troubling, later taunting Eve with what goes “uncropped.” 
To leave the Tree of Knowledge “with fruit surcharged” is a sign of unwillingness to 
humble oneself to the appointed work, Satan asserts in asking coyly “Deigns none to ease 
[its] load”? (5.57-59). It is, I believe, the very enjoyment and pride that Adam and Eve 
take in their work, the sense of obligation that they feel toward their garden, which allows 
Satan this avenue of attack.  
In effect, the super-abundance of Eden and Adam and Eve’s diligence in 
addressing it sets in motion an ever-expanding task that cannot be completely addressed 
by these two alone. Seeing this waste gives an additional dimension to Adam and Eve’s 
faith; while they intimate that they have been set a pleasant, but impossible undertaking, 
they are fully prepared nonetheless to continue to apply themselves in work and in faith, 





have been given no timeframe for, and no more understand than sin or death. 
Nevertheless, the glorious abundance of Eden, and the delicate balance between work and 
rest, cornucopia and glut, risks tipping over into something less seemly in a garden “wild 
above rule” (5.297) Excess, in other words, threatens to become waste.  
Milton shows a remarkable interest in remnants and excess through an array of 
waste within Eden’s borders: the surplus of the garden’s luxuriance “uncropped…falls to 
the ground” (4:731); sap, however sweet smelling, gets underfoot; downed blossoms 
marr the “level downs” of Eden,25 and the parings of Adam and Eve’s daily lopping and 
pruning, one imagines, festoon the paths and bowers they clear and shape. This paradisal 
waste, a “profusion or lavish abundance of something”26 that demands to be checked, 
gives us a paradise distinctly messier and more demanding than its non-Miltonic 
homologues. Drawing on the contemporary definition of waste as “uninhabited (or 
sparsely inhabited) and uncultivated country,” paradise also includes the purlieu and 
wasteland, unincorporated and distinctly proleptic early modern topographies that 
encircle the more closely stewarded garden.27 This waste-fulness in Eden provides the 
substance for Adam and Eve’s manuring, and its persistent amplification allows us a new 
appreciation of Adam and Eve’s skillful husbandry as well as their faith. Waste is what 
allows Adam and Eve to substantially and spiritually make Eden more fully their 
propriety, if not their property.  
Several critics have noted waste in Eden but, seemingly uneasy with such a 
                                            
25 “Those blossoms also, and those dropping gums / That lie bestrewn unsightly and unsmooth / Ask[ing] 
riddance if we mean to tread with ease” (4:630-634), and “level downs” (4.252)  
26 See OED.  
27 Satan travels “Through wood, through waste, o're hill, o're dale” to arrive in Eden (4.537). Seventeenth 
century “waste” could includes “a wild and desolate region, a desert, wilderness,” as well as “a piece of 
land not cultivated or used for any purpose, and producing little or no herbage or wood. In legal use spec. a 





cluttered version of paradise, address this surplus only to whisk it away and restore the 
pastoral landscape. Denise Gigante, for example, argues that waste in Eden appears as 
raw material to be sublimated within a “restricted economy,” where all waste is either 
prepurged from paradise, or sublimated into the purified emanations of literary speech, “a 
symbolic world of tasteful, waste-free circulation.”28 Indeed, even the most grotesque 
moments in Paradise Lost (angelic comingling, celestial scatology) are in exquisite taste. 
However, these hotly contested and frankly bizarre elements of Milton’s cosmology 
cannot be fully reabsorbed by strictly aesthetic concerns. As Milton carefully avers, with 
all that “transubstantiate[s],” something still “redounds” (5:438). Milton’s waste simply 
seems too extraordinary to be merely incidental or symbolic, a presence evoked only to 
be immediately absented.29  
Karen Edwards and Sophie Gee both mark the presence of human geographies of 
wasteland within the sphere of Milton’s paradise.30 Gee brilliantly situates Milton’s 
excess and purgation within the turmoil of early modern agrarian debate, but identifies 
“oversupply in Eden,” as a “subject of grateful prayer, not lament.”31 Recognizing, with 
                                            
28 Gigante, Taste: A Literary History, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005, p31).  
29 However disgusted he claims to be, Milton does not hesitate to imagine the post-lapsarian equivalent in 
lampooning the concept of transubstantiation in “On Christian Doctrine”: “to speak candidly…when 
[Christ's body] has been driven through all the stomach’s filthy channels it shoots it out – one shudders 
even to mention it – into the latrine” (6:560). Gigante tantalizingly suggests that Milton viewed his own 
poor evacuation as the cause of his blindness, citing a letter to Leonard Philaras, “It is ten years, I think, 
more or less, since I noticed my sight becoming weak and growing dim, and at the same time my spleen 
and all my viscera burdened and shaken with flatulence” (YP: 4:2, 869, as cited in Gigante, p30). Certainly 
toward the end of his life, Milton seems to have been very preoccupied with his diet. In the contract to his 
third marriage to Elizabeth Minshull, cousin of his physician Nathan Paget, Milton included culinary 
clauses. This concern with temperate eating is evoked by Michael in Book 11, who warns Adam that in the 
lapsarian world, unlike in Eden, food has the capacity to do harm. “intemperance…In meats and 
drinks…on Earth shall bring diseases dire” more than “violent stroke…By fire, flood and famine” (11.469-
474).  
30 Eden is surrounded by “a steep wilderness…With thicket overgrown, grotesque and wild” (4:135-6). In 
entering paradise, Satan roams “Through wood, through waste, o're hill, o're dale” (4:537, emphasis 
supplied). 





Edwards, allusion to the contested landscapes of “waste” within Eden, Gee sees surplus – 
vegetative, topographical or symbolic – in Eden as part of a godly paradox: excess that is 
not waste. Instead, I see waste in Eden as a pressing horticultural reality integral to 
Milton’s material theology, an overabundance that displays God’s munificence and 
provides the couple the materials they need to take an active role in wedding themselves 
to the place where they live, perhaps even to expand into the wastes and purlieus that 
surround their paradise. For Gee, “God alone is capable of converting wasteful excess 
into divine abundance.”32 By naming manuring in paradise, and the excess it demands 
and creates, Milton allows Adam and Eve this transformative capacity: the opportunity to 
admix their labor into the landscape of Eden and in doing so, to dwell there.  
In contradistinction to other authors’ Adams and Eves, Milton’s pair are given a 
daily, complex, and evolving task to prove their obeisance to God, rather than a merely 
passive response of pastoral dalliance and restraint from eating the fruit of the Tree of 
Knowledge. The perfumed forests of Eden are of course the heavenly birthright of 
unfallen man. This does not, however, foreclose the possibility that they are also sites of 
labor, and a deeply embedded part of seventeenth century political as well as natural 
ecologies. The commitment demanded by the Garden comes even more sharply into 
focus when we see that Adam and Eve’s work in Eden - the lopping, pruning, and 
binding so often assumed to be acts of (self)-discipline and diminution - are in fact 
further acts of increase. The practical and symbolic understandings of horticulture of the 
period, as seen through the manuals that directed it, affirm what Eve (and Adam) intimate 
– their work does indeed grow “luxurious by restraint” (8:209).  
                                            






“Peaceable Fruits of Righteousness”:  
the Politics of Arboriculture in Early Modern England  
 
In expanding the three words of the Bible “dress and keep” into rich and wholly 
original descriptions of paradisal husbandry, Milton also puts his Eden into conversation 
with a growing number of practical handbooks. These manuals, more grounded in their 
subject matter but no less lofty in their ambitions, literally promised their readership new 
Edens via their instruction in horticultural, spiritual, and even political disciplines of 
agriculture. From the straightforward analogy of Plat’s Garden of Eden or an accurate 
description of all the fruits and flowers growing in England (1652),33 whose title tacitly, if 
hyperbolically attests that England is already such a paradise, or Parkinson’s Paradisi in 
sole paradisus terrestris (1629), which teaches readers how to grow their own heaven-
on-earth, manuals concerned themselves with figurative and well as literal forms of 
fructification. They participated directly in a much broader conversation around land use, 
property rights, the waning commons, and the political and spiritual aftermath of the 
English Civil Wars. This was a conversation that Milton contributed much to, in both 
poetry and prose.   
  If, as Stephen Fallon attests, Milton availed himself of the library of his friend and 
physician Nathan Paget, he would have found plenty of works on husbandry alongside 
those on philosophy, including the handbooks of several authors that I address directly 
here: Ralph Austen, Hugh Plat, Nicholas de Bonnefons, Arthur Standish, and several 
                                            
33 Sir Hugh Plat (1552?-1608), gentleman, manual author and inventor kept a garden in St. Martin’s Lane 
and an estate in Essex, where he was able to experiment with various types of soil amendments, including 
various types of  manure, mineral salts, and marl. The original 1608 title for this work Floraes Paradise 
Beautified, was changed to The Garden of Eden when it was reissued in 1652, and retained this title 





anonymous tracts specifically on the improvement of wasteland.34 If the sole aim of 
Edenic labor were the avoidance of idleness or the provision of a pleasant pastime, any 
undertaking could have filled Adam and Eve’s days in paradise. However, in choosing 
lopping and pruning as key tasks in Eden, Milton draws on a specific set of cultural 
references regarding trees and deploys these references simultaneously in three registers. 
First, within Milton’s epic framework, the work of pruning and lopping concretizes the 
manuring that articulates Adam and Eve’s good stewardship and selfless husbandry. 
Second, drawing on the cultivation of fruit trees, Milton selects an agricultural task 
associated with intellect, discernment, and a long-term investment in the landscape. 
Lastly, the tasks of lopping and pruning evoke a lively, sometimes even violent debate 
over trees as vital resources and national symbols, particularly during the period of the 
English Revolution. Opening up the archive of orchard manuals, we see these debates 
widely articulated simultaneously in a very different genre, one that provides a rich 
context and counterpoint for Milton’s epic. By turning to the concrete work of 
arboriculture and its relationship to excess, I uncover much more waste in Eden than has 
been previously recognized to demonstrate the opportunities this abundance creates for 
Adam and Eve.  
                                            
34 Though I argue Milton drew upon the manual genre to an unrecognized degree, I am less interested in 
whether or not Milton paid close attention to these particular manuals and more in the points of contact 
within a broader cultural conversation that was happening across “high” and “low” genres. The catalogue 
of sale for Paget’s considerable library contained 28 books on farming and husbandry, including Gervase 
Markham’s Way to Get Wealth, Hugh Plat’s Garden of Eden, Ralph Austen’s Treatise of Fruit Trees, 
Nicolas Bonnefon’s The French Gardiner, Thomas Tusser’s Five Hundred Points of Good Husbandry, and 
pamphlets such as “The Art of Enriching barren and sterile grounds, “The commons complain against the 
waste of woods and the dearth of victuals, “Directions for the improvement of barren and heathy lands in 
England and Wales” as listed in Bibliotheca medica viri clarissimi Nathanis Paget. There is direct textual 
evidence that Milton was familiar with the contents John Gerard’s Herball (1597). As David Scott Kastan 
notes, the description of the Indian fig that Adam and Eve reach for to cover their nakedness comes directly 





Early modern husbandry manuals (and indeed 21st century ones) attest that the 
types of labor we see in Eden, in particular the spring pruning of trees and shrubs, 
redirects growth toward the remaining branches, generating more growth, more fruit – in 
short more work. Tree habits are in this sense counter-intuitive: uncut, a tree tends to a 
greater number of lanky branches that produce a lesser set of lower quality fruit.35 
“Cutting away suckers, and side boughs, make trees grow high,” attests Ralph Austen 
(c.1612-1676), an eventual member of the Royal Society and one the most prominent 
authors of 17th century fruit tree manuals, “nothing procureth the lasting of trees, bushes, 
and herbs, so much as often cutting.”36 In his published correspondence with Samuel 
Hartlib, lawyer and agricultural writer John Beale (bap. 1608-1683) agrees “in a natural 
[ungrafted] plant,” boughs should be “taken off close to the trunk; that the root…be not 
engaged to maintain too many suckers…for the natural plant is apt to grow spiry, & 
thereby fails of fruitfulness.”37 For the Yorkshire clergyman and manual author William 
Lawson (1533-1635), allowing overly exuberant spring growth, “even as wealth to 
wealth, and much to more” diffuses a tree’s sap, “by that means in time [the trees] die. 
These so long as they bear, they bear less, worse, and fewer fruit, and waterish.”38 
                                            
35 Seasons in Milton’s Eden are, as in others’ Edens, conjoined (e.g. flowers and fruit appearing 
simultaneously), but because the garden work Adam and Eve perform is more closely associated with 
spring, I am assuming that these are spring cuts.  
36 Austen, Treatise of Fruit Trees 8, 36. Austen, a self-taught Oxfordshire horticulturalist, wrote three 
books on fruit trees, the most famous of which, Treatise of Fruit Trees, went through three editions 
between 1653 and 1665. See DNB. Paget owned a copy of this book.  
37 Beale, Herefordshire orchards, a pattern for all England (1657). This pamphlet was considered 
important enough to be republished twice in the 18th century, as part of Richard Bradley's New 
Improvement of Planting and Gardening in 1724 and 1739. Beale was a moderate republican and a weekly 
correspondent with Hartlib. His Treatise on Fruit Trees (1653) went through one more edition, published in 
1657. See DNB 
38 Lawson, A nevv orchard and garden, or, The best way for planting, grafting, and to make any ground 
good for a rich orchard (1631), 52. Little is known about Lawson, a Yorkshire clergyman, but this A New 
Orchard, his only book, was reissued a dozen times between 1618 and 1676, apart from the reprintings of 
the book’s second half, The Country Housewife’s Garden, absorbed by the insatiable Gervase Markham, 





Nicolas de Bonnefons puts it most succinctly “The more you prune a Tree, the more it 
will shoot.”39 The ripeness Eve so aptly gauges in harvesting for Raphael, and the work 
she and Adam perform so diligently “where any row / Of fruit trees reached too far” 
(5:212-3), ultimately attests to the fact that “nature multiplies / Her fertile growth and by 
disburdening grows / More fruitful” (5:314-320), growing yet further “their growing 
work” (9:202). Pruning then, the remnants it leaves and the further growth it stimulates, 
is a task particularly suited to Milton’s manuring. In diligently lopping and pruning, 
Adam and Eve show their willingness to obey God’s injunction to the fullest, without 
shying away from a self-perpetuating cycle of expansive growth and its concomitant 
work. 
 
Figure 18: "The perfect forme of a fruit tree" according to William Lawson's New Orchard and Garden (1626) 
 
While tasks in Milton’s paradise mirror the seasonal chores in earthly manuals, 
manuals in turn frame their symbolic and practical tasks as reflective of Eden. In 
particular, the disciplinary action of pruning becomes a popular metaphor for the care of 
                                            
39 Bonnefons, The French gardiner instructing how to cultivate all sorts of fruit-trees and herbs for the 





the soul. In A New Orchard and Garden, (1618) William Lawson draws an analogy 
between heavenly orchards and English ones. Even as the human and horticultural 
perfection of Eden, “a perfect orchard in nature and substance” will falter if the 
husbandman lacks “skill to keep and dress.” He continues:  
Such is the condition of all earthly things, whereby a man receiveth profit or pleasure 
that they degenerate presently without good ordering. Man himself left to himself, 
grows from a heavenly and spiritual generation, and becometh beastly, yea devilish to 
his own kind, unless he be regenerate (40).  
 
Just as Adam and Eve’s labor allows them to manifest their obedience and gratitude to 
God, so trees allow postlapsarian farmers and gardeners to contemplate and manifest the 
disciplining of the soul, and the possibility of regeneration and spiritual regrowth. 
Lawson adds that pruning is a task that is “skilful and painful” one that demands 
“vantage and dexterity, by skill, and an habit by practice out of experience, in the 
performance.”40 As post-modern and early modern arborists attest, the lopping of trees 
demands complex understanding and discernment, underscoring Adam and Eve’s 
faculties of judgment and intellect, and setting them apart from the non-human 
inhabitants of Eden. Just as they evince their capacities for more abstract contemplation 
in guided conversation with angels, in pruning, Adam and Eve display their capacities to 
reflect and act independently in the earthly realm.   
Unlike most food crops, whose lives span a matter of weeks or months, the 
productive life of a fruit tree (30-40 years) is comparable to the life of a human (even 
more so an early modern human). Trees respond visibly, in form, health, and yield, to the 
skillful (or unskillful) attentions of the arborist. Long-term investment, as well as 
discernment, is needed therefore to properly “keep” a tree. Pruning and lopping 
                                            





underscore the open-endedness of Adam and Eve’s prelapsarian stint in Eden; they work 
as if they will be inhabiting the garden for the rest of their lives, making their eventual 
ejection from paradise (and the reader’s own foreknowledge of this exile) that much more 
poignant.  
Over time, the action of pruning can become a kind of conversation in slow 
motion. In a manual like Ralph Austen’s extraordinary Dialogue Between the 
Husbandman and his Fruit Trees (1676) this talk is literalized through a dramatic 
dialogue between “Husbandman” and “Fruit Tree.” Recuperating an Adamic language, 
“Husbandman” communes directly with his trees, who “though [they] be not articulate 
and distinct to the outward sense of hearing, in the sound of words, yet they speak …to 
the inward sense, the understanding.”41 His own unfallen state, the tree attests, gives him 
authority to direct the Husbandman in matters of physical and spiritual discipline: “then 
[in Eden] did thou break the command of God, which we never did, nor ever shall; 
though we are much inferior of mankind.”42 The fruit tree explains to the husbandman 
that the wayward tree is as the wayward man, and his human counterpart agrees:  
As these things [pruning and cutting] are to be observed for our temporal profit 
among fruit trees, so also they serve as a very apposite similitude of shadow to a 
spiritual truth by way of analogy, and resemblance of God’s dealing with his people, 
his mystical fruit trees who, as a most wise, and careful husbandman, seeing his fruit 
trees bear good fruits, he prunes and orders them…that they may bring forth more 
fruits, and better than before. 
 
A relationship with a tree, on Austen’s earth as in Milton’s heaven, become “occasion for 
[God’s] praise and admiration and more cheerful service” (85). Increasingly for Austen, 
                                            
41 Austen, Dialogue, Epistle 4-5.  
42 Austen’s “Fruit tree” reminds his interlocutor, of his presence in the Garden of Eden, merging the man 
before him with the father of all men: “For we [fruit trees] were present and stood by when thou, and thy 
wife, did both of you transgress the command of our creator in the Garden of Eden, in that ye did eat of the 





work with fruit trees is about spiritual practice and repair, both of the fallen state of man, 
and of the Commonwealth.43 In the “outward troubles” that “come upon them in their 
bodies, names, estates, relations, soul and body, all that concerns them; are overwhelmed, 
overturned, broken and destroyed” (39), we hear the Fruit Tree lamenting its experience 
in winter, the ruination of the Good Old Cause, an echo of Milton’s experience of defeat, 
and the will to both work and wait for renewal and resurrection.  
Several of the most popular manual authors were also millennial men who saw their 
agricultural or horticultural work as an integral part of the restoration of a radical spiritual 
righteousness long after it was clear that its millenarial promise of the interregnum would 
remain unfulfilled. If Francis Bacon wrote that the new science would restore the 
dominion over nature that Adam had had in Eden, relieving the inconveniences of the 
Fall through scientific, political, or economic means, these manual authors saw the 
development of horticultural knowledge and good stewardship as the restoration of the 
Good Old Cause. Orcharding in particular, with the long view and careful management it 
entails,44 became symbolic of a continuation of the politico-spiritual work of the 
revolution. Horticulture becomes a key element in a millennial platform that could yet 
make the English countryside “another Canaan, flowing with milk and honey.”45 The 
failure of the heady days of revolution to produce their promised fruit led Milton to 
“plant eyes” in the darkness of his inner vision. These authors’ translate their own 
experience of defeat into the planting of trees. The work of pruning trees specifically, was 
                                            
43 Austen moves from the popular Treatise of Fruit Trees (1653), to the Spiritual Use of an Orchard (1657) 
and Observations upon some part of Francis Bacon’s Natural History Concerning Fruit Trees (1658), 
through the prelapsarian communion of the Dialogue (1676) and ultimately to a purely religious tract The 
Strong Man Cast Out (1676), which warns of the dangers posed by Quakers.  
44 Most fruit trees in temperate climates do not bear well for the first 3-4 years. Grafted trees, which spliced 
“improved” continental varieties onto more robust wild rootstock, were common in early modern England, 
but even these trees do not bear fruit reliably in the first 1-2 years.  





framed as an analogy for the exertion of the lowly man over kingly power or the 
temptation to wordliness and sin.46 If Charles II was returned to England, the 
Parliamentary faithful could still continue to the work of reform on a smaller, but still 
significant scale. The husbandman sees those who “grow negligent and proud and abate 
of that vigor of spirit, zeal and love that formerly they had” and takes them 
in hand, and deals with them…as the case requireth; he cuts off many of their  
branches, their exuberant, vain carnal imaginations, thoughts, desires, intentions and 
contrivances which rise up, and extend beyond the bounds and brings them low.47 
 
Excess boughs were cut away in the service of the tree’s fruitfulness, shedding the 
tyranny that bled the sap from the body politic, allowing the people of England to reap 
the “peaceable fruits of righteousness” (41) in the form of foodstuffs, if not through 
Parliamentary rule or radical religious change.  
Apart from the discernment and permanence suggested by arboriculture, in 
emphasizing the work of lopping and pruning, Milton also taps into a deep vein of 
politically rich symbolism deployed in heightened rhetoric by both Parliamentarians and 
Royalists, debates that took place within the already strained context of debates over the 
commons. Woodlands in particular had been customarily understood as “wilderness” 
zones where various types of use rights could overlap – a nobleman’s hunting park could 
accommodate the local grazier seeking pannage (forage for livestock) or estovers (wood 
for fuel), and provide subsistence for the poor cottager. 
Such zones are invoked by Satan’s description of Earth as “a place of bliss/  In the 
purlieus of Heaven…Perhaps our vacant room” (2:832-835). In naming Earth as the 
wilderness of heaven, its “purlieu,” he verbally converts its lush and commonly held 
                                            
46 Barbara Lewalski’s reading of labor in Eden as a figure for the restraint of Adam and Eve’s 
‘overreaching tendencies’ (Lewalski, 94) finds an archival anchor in agrarian manuals of the period. 





garden into an empty and marginal waste, effacing the “race of upstart creatures” (2.834) 
to create a “vacant” space ripe for settlement by Satan’s crew.48 That he ultimately 
succeeds in this endeavor, colonizing Earth with Sin and Death, reflects the practice of 
depopulating enclosure in the 17th British landscape. As pressure to consolidate use-rights 
grew, forested lands were reframed as “nurseries and receptacles of thieves, rogues, and 
beggars,”49 “unblessed lands,” an “Eve-like help” that “betrayeth all into the hands of 
beggary.”50 While disafforestation expanded the land base needed by a growing republic 
and made certain types of agrarian improvement more economically viable, it also 
conveniently justified the enclosure and assart of common forested lands and 
reconfigured the sale of timber for private gain as a public good. Rich and poor expressed 
alarm at the rate of trees were being felled, even as James I, and later Charles I and II 
appealed to the House of Commons for further clearances.51  
The agrarian author Arthur Standish (1552-1615) claimed, as early as 1611, that 
there was a “waste of wood made…more within twenty or thirty last years then in any 
hundred years before…[there are] too many destroyers, but few or none at all doth plant 
or preserve.”52 Many authors sensibly suggested that the short-term leases spurred by the 
burgeoning land market discouraged long-term investments such as the planting of trees. 
                                            
48 Purlieus were areas peripheral to forest that fell under a much more imprecise set of common law (in 
contradistinction to forests, which were regulated by an elaborate matrix of custom and royal Laws of the 
Forest). Old growth wood was a limited resource of national importance, crucial to the construction of 
naval and trading ships. Later, Satan crosses the outskirts of Eden to find the unsuspecting couple as a tiger 
who “by chance hath spied / In some purlieu two gentle fawns at play” (4.402-3).For more on Milton’s 
sylvan pastoral, see Jeffrey Theis Writing the Forest in Early Modern England: A Sylvan Pastoral Nation. 
(Pittsburgh, Pa.: Duquesne University Press, 2010).  
49 James I in speaking to House of Commons (1610), as cited in Christopher Hill’s The World Turned 
Upside Down: Radical Ideas During the English Revolution. (New York: Viking Press, 1972,  p51). 
50 Adam Moore, Bread for the Poor (1653).  
51 See Theis.  
52 Standish, “The Commons Complaint” went through 8 editions between 1611 and 1615. Among all the 
manual authors I have read, his is the only to propose an integrated system of fruit trees, fishponds, and 
cattle grazing (along with the use of soil amendments and the elimination of grain-eating vermin), 





For the tenant, to increase the value of rented land too steeply was to tempt the 
unscrupulous landlord to cut a lease short and reclaim the property as his own. Hence 
Lawson’s proverb, spoken from the point of view of the beleaguered tenant: “Botch and 
sit, Build and flit.” Lawson continues:  
the want of planting, is a great loss to our commonwealth…which Landlords 
themselves might easily amend, by granting longer term, and better assurance to their 
tenants…for who will build or plant for an other mans profit? Or the Parliament 
might [en]join every occupier of grounds to plant and maintain for so many acres of 
fruitful ground, so many several trees or kinds of trees for fruit (Lawson, 12).  
 
During the Interregnum, and again after the Restoration, writers of all political 
sympathies expressed alarm at the scarcity of timber. Because it was widely 
acknowledged that trees demanded long-term investment, and therefore, some semblance 
of stability, various schemes were proposed to encourage plantation.53 Fruit trees in 
particular, come to symbolize a kind of surrogate commons, a gesture that at once 
acknowledged and diminished the displacement and destitution that accompanied 
enclosure. As early as 1597, John Gerard suggests that an ancillary advantage of fruit tree 
plantation is the provisioning of the poor. Responding to an imagined reader, a property 
owner reluctant to tempt trespass with his fruit crop, Gerard responds: 
                                            
53 Other manual authors advocated that landlords be required to compensate their tenants for plantation in 
the event of eviction. Walter Blith, for example, complains that “if a Tenant be at never so great pains or 
cost for the improvement of his Land, he doth thereby but occasion a greater Rack upon himself, or else 
invests his Land-Lord into his cost and labor gratis, or at best lies at his Land-Lords mercy for requital; 
which occasions a neglect of all good Husbandry; to his own, the Land, the Land-Lord, and the Common-
wealth’s suffering. Now this I humbly conceive may be removed, if there were a Law enacted, by which 
every Land-Lord should be obliged, either to give him reasonable allowance for his clear Improvement, or 
else suffer him or his to enjoy it so much longer as till he hath had a proportionable requital” (Blith, 3). 
Standish asserted that “no Tenants should be indemnified by their Landlords by letting any of their Farms, 
whereupon they have planted wood or fruit, before they have received sufficient profit for their labor” or 
“recompense for their charge” (Standish, 33). The anonymous author of “Wasteland’s Improvement” 
(1653) suggested that Parliament enclose almost all Commons, becoming a “public landlord” that could 
then lease land at preferential rates to the poor (Thirsk, Seventeenth Century Economic Documents, 139). 
This would solve the problem of vagrancy by making leaseholders “answerable” to the government and 
responsible for an enforced program of plantation: “for every tree the State shall have occasion to sell, the 





envy sayeth, the poor will break down our hedges, and we shall have the least part of 
the fruit, but forward in the name of God, graft, set, plant and nourish up trees in 
every corner of your grounds, the labor is small, the cost is nothing, the commodity is 
great, your selves shall have plenty, the poor shall have somewhat in time of want to 
relieve their necessity, and God shall reward your good minds and diligence.54  
 
Gerard describes such theft as a partial prop, (“somewhat…to relieve their necessity”) 
and incidental (only in “time of want”). Such minor inconveniences should be nothing to 
discourage the charitable man of “good mind.” Three years later, John Taverner, frames 
the planting of fruit trees as an act of Christian charity. Established in  
hedgerows, balks and other places, it would be a very small matter to any one man, 
although poor folk did now & then take some part of the same… that respect were 
had to Moses Law, viz. that so long as the same extendeth but to the filling of their 
bellies to expel hunger, it is the more to be borne withal.55 
 
Notably, Taverner imagines tree plantation along within the living fences along the edges 
of an estate (hedgerows) or in hilly areas (balks), areas both accessible to the public and 
unsuitable for other kinds of tillage. In 1607, John Norden imagined fruit trees in 
hedgerows as a hospitable gesture toward the “wayfaring passenger taking for his 
refection, and to qualify the heat of his travel.”56 But by 1611, Arthur Standish presents 
the planting of fruit trees as a necessity for the poor, whose “minds…were molested, 
taken only by dearth,” as he witnessed during the Midland Uprisings,57 which began near 
the Standish estate of Brixworth.58 For Standish, trees full of fruit could “prevent such 
inconveniences, as too oft doth spring out of the desperate tree of want.” Unlike Gerard, 
                                            
54 Gerard, Herball, 1459. 
 
56 Norden, The Surveyor’s Dialogue, 207.  
57 Led in part by John Reynolds, who claimed godly authority and the name “Captain Pouch,” thousands 
marched across three counties, tearing down hedges and wrecking ditches. The work of these men and 
women, who also called themselves Levellers and Diggers, spread rapidly across Northamptonshire to the 
adjoining counties of Leicestershire and Warwickshire.  
58 Standish’s sympathetic response to the riots was a four-year journey, undertaken at his own expense, in 
search of solutions to the problem of English famine, and the result was a four-part platform for the 





Standish takes pains to specify that those who suffer are not the idle poor, but “the poor 
Artificer and Labouring man” with legitimate grievances, particularly  “the dearth of 
corn.”59  
By 1664, John Evelyn, otherwise no friend to Parliament or respecter of the 
common man,60 advocates a program of fruit tree planting as a necessary relief for the 
poor (even while their mortality is difficult to disentangle from that of the trees meant to 
sustain them): 
Had all our Commons, and Waste-lands one Fruit-tree but at every hundred foot 
distance, planted, and fenced at the public charge, for the benefit of the Poor, 
(whatever might die and miscarry) enough would escape able to maintain a Stock, 
which would afford them a most incredible relief.61 
 
Evelyn posits fruit trees as a hedge against future disturbance, a means of recovery from 
“the late confusion of an intestine [civil] and bloody War,” as well as a method of 
recovering the dignity of the English state. In Evelyn’s grudging defense of the 
starveling, and in Standish’s more compassionate one, we see a trace of the ravages of 
war on a rural populace already pressured by enclosure. Fruit trees, along borders and 
hedgerows, become a tacit acknowledgement of widespread displacement and the failure 
of traditional systems to provide for the food insecure in the context of the embattled 
commons and the disruption of armed conflict that took place primarily in rural areas.  
During and after the war trees had become a source of particular public outrage. 
Many, including Milton, protested Charles I’s manipulation of forest law and the seizure 
                                            
59 Standish, Commons Complaint, B and facing page of “To the Reader” “in this our destroying age…all 
are given to take the profit present, but few or none at all regard the posterity or future times” A2-3 
60 Despite his heavy borrowing from the accumulated wisdom of generations of orchardists and manual 
authors of the middling sort, in the introduction to Sylva, Evelyn advises the aspiring planter “do not easily 
commit [your]selves to the dictates of ignorant hinds and servants, who are, generally speaking, more fit to 
learn than instruct...[trees] require a deeper search than they are capable of; we are then to exact labor, not 
conduct and reason, from the greatest part of them” (Evelyn, To the Reader).  





of commonly-held forests for royal profit.62 Of the king’s many sins, Milton decries 
Charles’s abuse of forest law, complaining in Eikonoklastes (1649) that he had seized 
“whole inheritances under the pretence of Forest or Crown-Lands” (YP 3:337). During 
the revolution itself, New Model Army demanded forests be sold in order to raise funds 
for their campaigns and later, their back pay, Winstanley and the True Levellers defended 
their right to sell off common timber while they awaited their harvest,63 and Royalists 
denounced the vandalism of “noble trees” by Parliamentary forces occupying sequestered 
estates.64 Need prompted Charles II to undertake a large-scale tree planting campaign in 
the early years of the Restoration, which conveniently served the secondary purpose of 
propagandistic elevation of Charles’ responsible stewardship in contrast to the self-
seeking opportunism of Parliament armies. Tree plantation was taken up by many royalist 
sympathizers, and those wishing to cultivate the king’s favor as well as a valuable crop. 
Books such as Evelyn’s Sylva (1664) helped to forward both causes, offering practical 
instruction while decrying the “greedy rebels” who “had wasted and made much havoc of 
estates and woods.”65  
Among these “rebels” was Gerrard Winstanley (1609-1676), the most fiercely 
eloquent and audible voice of the Diggers or True Levellers, a radical agrarian movement 
                                            
62 Charles I confiscated individual properties, alleged to have been illegally converted from royal forest 
lands, raising funds by fining ‘trespassers’ who could not “prove title of satisfaction to the Court,” for the 
right to keep control of their land. See Fenton, 16 and Theis Writing the Forest in Early Modern England.  
63 “The main thing we aim at, and for which we declare our resolutions to go forth, and act, is this, to lay 
hold upon, and as we stand in need, to cut and fell, and make the best advantage we can of the woods and 
trees that grow upon the commons, to be a stock for ourselves, and for our poor brethren” 
64 See for example Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in England 1500-1800  
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996).  
65 In a letter to the Countess of Sunderland, dated August 4, 1690, Evelyn simultaneously congratulates 
himself on the impact of his book and impugns the Parliamentary forces in their destruction: “His late 
Majesty Charles the 2nd. was sometimes graciously pleas’d to take notice of it to me, and that I had by that 
booke alone incited a world of planters to repaire their broken estates and woodes, which the greedy rebells 





that took root in at least seven sites all over England in the tumultuous years of 1649-
1650.66 Winstanley used trees as icons of rebellion, as well as a resource, insisting that 
forests belonged to those who lived and worked there. Like many millenarian Protestants, 
Winstanley saw the downfall of king and church as the leveling and dismantling of all 
previous moves toward privatization and enclosure. Part of a long tradition of 
marginalized groups settling on the commons, and one of many non-conformist Puritans 
who saw the death of Charles I as an invitation to spiritual renewal, Winstanley’s vision 
was to “restore all things from the curse [of original sin]” to a just society where all were 
as equal before one another as they were before God, who as Winstanley believed, “was 
no respector of persons.” His means, however, were unique  – common people had the 
right not only to the products of the forest, but to the forests themselves. Squatting on the 
commons was relatively ordinary, and could be done by anyone with the grace (or 
ignorance) of the landlord. The Diggers went one step further in their insistence on 
openly extracting timber in a time of extreme want, a type of “poaching” enacted 
ecumenically and clandestinely all through the war.  
                                            
66 Pace Mark Kishlansky, who insists that Winstanley’s “writings were mostly unread or casually dismissed 
and his calls to action mostly unheeded” (see LRB, 2/17/11), Winstanley was admired by contemporaries, 
even by those who rejected Winstanley’s claim to what amounted to natural rights. In “Of the Confusions 
and Revolutions of Governments” (1649) political theorist Anthony Ascham eschews Winstanley’s 
leveling “where all lying level together as in the first chaos, spades ought to be put even into the hands of 
those who were heretofore adorned only with scepters,” while at the same time he is impressed that “they 
who have such sort of Arguments in their mouths, should have spades in their hands, for they contain the 
most intricate points of the constitution of societies, of the laws of nature and of nations” (Corns, 
Companion to Milton, 39-40). He tacitly acknowledges the fact of their hierarchy disruption even as he 
denies its desirability. In addition to the ravages of war and its concomitant trade disruption, heavy 
taxation, and the burdens of free quarter and provisioning that fell primarily on the rural populace, a series 
of bitter winters and poor harvests made the years leading up to the Digger project some of the most 
difficult of the seventeenth century and the lowest real wages. During the decades of the revolution, as the 
political and religious institutions of the old order broke  down (the Star Chamber, the Court of High 
Commission, the House of Lords, the trial and execution of Archbishop Laud (1645) and King Charles I 
himself (1649), many radical Puritans, like Winstanley believed that the age of the Spirit was at hand. and a 
new world was currently taking shape or was imminent. Loewenstein 5-8. There are records of Digger 
colonies in Wellingborough in Northamptonshire, Cox Hall in Kent, Iver in Buckinghampshire, Barnet in 
Hertfordshire, Enfield in Middlesex, Dunstable in Bedforshire, Bosworth in Leicestershire, and unknown 





However, timber was for Winstanley a last resort, a resource he and his followers 
turned to while waiting for their first crops. In the long term, Winstanley believed that the 
world would be renewed through egalitarian agrarian communities “laboring together to 
manure the waste places of the earth,” and “not owning any Propriety; but taking the 
Earth to be a Common Treasury, as it was first made for all.” From the earliest days of its 
“prefigurative, symbolic, and deeply practical” manifestation on St. George’s Hill, the 
Diggers’ project was framed by and overlaid with the “lowly wise” substance of manure. 
Deeply symbolic of dwelling and intellectual and spiritual discernment, evocative of 
fierce debates over rights to resources and stability of tenancy, trees in Milton’s Eden are 
part of a much wider cultural conversation about the English Revolution and what should 
come after it. The specific work of lopping and pruning, itself a type of manurance, 
provides the raw material for the extraordinary diction of manuring, a key word for 
Winstanley with profound resonance in Milton’s Eden. It is to this shared work of Edenic 
manuring that I now turn, beginning with the more concrete praxis of The Diggers.  
 
“A Common Treasurie for All”: Manuring as Praxis 
In its early modern usage, the verb “manure” meant “to till or cultivate” as well as 
“to enrich with manure.” This merging of agricultural labor with soil-building embodies a 
very different relationship to the landscape during the period. Manuring implies a 
reciprocal taking and giving; the act of cultivation becomes inseparable from the act of 
feeding the soil and building it through time as well as space. This commitment to the 
land is echoed in secondary meanings of “manure” - “to dwell, to have one’s home,” “to 





have the tenure of, to administer, control, or manage.” The multiple valences of “manure” 
form a striking contrast to the 21st verb “farm,” with its etymological roots in an 
extractive cleansing and purging, and its legal, rather than biological origins. 67 
Early modern “manure” was also used metaphorically in ways that might seem 
bizarre to the modern reader – manuring of the mind, or heart.68 In Eden’s integrated 
ecology, where God is immanent in every aspect of his creation, Adam and Eve combine 
their own laborious devotion with God’s presence and in so doing, enrich their human 
faculties. This valence of the word underscores the spiritual nature of Adam and Eve’s 
garden labor; as they “manure” Eden, the capacities of their judgment and faith increase, 
as well as the productive capacities of the garden in their care; their work becomes a kind 
of worship. The spiritual symbolism of pruning and manuring are in this way intertwined 
– the moral disciplining of the cutting away of excess through lopping or pruning 
generates excess “waste,” which in turn provides the substance for the acts of integration 
that increase the productive potential of the godly soul, an act simultaneously grounding 
and elevating. 
This dual course, of sinking in order to rise, is evident in the title page of the first 
Digger manifesto, “The True Leveller’s Standard Advanced” (1649). They implicitly 
                                            
67 In its earliest instantiations, “to farm” meant “to cleanse, empty, or purge” (perhaps linked to manuring, 
as several of the cases in the example refer to the ‘farming’ of privies). Later “to farm” meant to 
engagement with a cash economy over land or any other asset – “to take hold of [land] for a fixed payment, 
to rent” but equally “to take the fees on payment of a fixed sum,” e.g. to farm tithes or taxes, or “to let the 
labor of (cattle, persons) for hire.” (See OED) “To farm” is from its beginnings the diction of capital 
accumulation. While ‘farmer’ existed as a noun in early modern usage as one leased land in order to 
cultivate it, as a verb, “to farm,” the word did not accrue its more familiar meaning until the 19th century. In 
other words, seventeenth century farmers “manured”; they did not “farm.” As our stance toward the land, 
and our farming practice have changed, the dwelling connotations of manuring have devolved into the 
more straightforward and less noble spreading of shit.  
68 Milton employs the word this way in Animadversions (1641), arguing that “the inward calling of God 
that makes a minister, and his own painful study and diligence that manures and improves his ministerial 





negate those who frame commoners as vagrants who pillage the commons by 
emphasizing their intention both to improve this “waste” ground, and their intention to 
dwell, to “manure,” to uplift themselves and the land they work. Rather than emphasize 
the revolutionary boldness of a program that sought to found a communist utopia, abolish 
absolute property ownership, and dismantle a nascent proto-capitalist economy of wage 
labor, the tract opens by emphasizing the Diggers’ spiritual modesty. They are “shewing 
much Humility and Meekness of spirit,” as evidenced by the humility of their work.  
laboring to Manure the waste places of the Earth, it is an action full of Justice and 
Righteousness, full of Love and Charity to their fellow Creatures; nothing of the god 
of this world, Pride and Covetousness, seen in it, no self seeking, or glorying in the 
Flesh.69 
 
Manuring becomes the equivalent of washing of Christ’s feet, an act of humility that is as 
spiritually uplifting as it is corporeally humbling. The “god of this world,” is no god but 
“Pride and Covetousness,” and the Diggers turn, not to a new God, but to the earth itself. 
Manuring is part of an agrarian praxis, an economic as well as a spiritual and 
environmental platform for social transformation, a positive assertion of the will to 
rightful occupation that uses resources at hand to both engage and refute a political 
ecology that grafted “improvement” onto “enclosure,” and made enclosure part of an 
increasingly absolute claim to private property. Despite his interest in the Vitalist 
Moment in Matter of Revolution, John Rogers asks incredulously, “What, if any, type of 
political action did Winstanley advocate? What was the agent of change for the 
revolution he was awaiting?”70 He doesn’t seem to see that the answer is under his nose.  
                                            
69 Winstanley, Collected Works  vol II, 2 





Despite the apparent humility of the digging enterprise, Winstanley viewed his 
project as one that would inspire and take up the old world “like parchment in the fire,”71 
that would spread from Surrey all over the globe: 
not only this Common, or Heath should be taken in and Manured by the People, but 
all the Commons and waste Ground in England and in the whole World, shall be 
taken in by the People in righteousness, not owning any Propriety; but taking the 
Earth to be a Common Treasury, as it was first made for all72  
 
The digging project itself began, as Thomas Corns has outlined, in the middle of one of 
the most tumultuous periods of what was already a heady time of confusion and dearth.73 
Winstanley’s solution was to invite all to share in the straightforward mission of his 
vision “work together, eat bread together, declare this all abroad.” Winstanley was not 
unusual in his farming practice, or even in his ecstatic vision. His language could easily, 
at times, pass for the diction of any manual on agrarian improvement:  
But come, take up Plow and Spade, build and plant, and make the waste land fruitful, 
that there may be no beggar or idle person among us; for if the wasteland of England 
were manured by her Children, it would become in a few years the richest, strongest, 
and flourishing land in all the World (CW, II.14).  
 
                                            
71 Winstanley, CW, “A Declaration,” 5.  
72 From Winstanley, CW, vol II, . While modern historians at times ridicule Winstanley for this seeming 
bombast, they perhaps forget that within his living memory, another charismatic leader, John Reynolds, aka 
Captain Pouch, built up thousands of followers for a mass action in a matter of weeks, during the Midland 
Revolts. On April 16, 1649: Henry Sanders, a yeoman living in nearby Walton, reported to the Council of 
State that the Diggers “invite all to come in and help them, and promise them meat, drink and clothes. They 
do threaten to pull down and level all parks and lay all open…they give out that they will be three or four 
thousand within ten days.” His somewhat breathless report was not considered reliable (he imagined that 
the Digger would impress surrounding people into labor and cut off the legs of their cattle). Captain 
Gladman, sent by Thomas Fairfax to investigate, response, found little to cause alarm, reporting back “I 
wonder the Council of State should be so abused with misinformations”  (28-29).  
73 In the weeks following April 1, 1649, when Winstanley “broke ground upon George Hill in Surrey, 
thereby declaring freedom to the Creation, and that the earth must be set free from the entanglements of 
Lords and Landlords,”73 Robert Lockyer was executed, Leveller leaders denounced the republic for failing 
to fulfill its duty to the people, there were fresh mutinies and petitions from Buckinghamshire and Oxford, 
and Leicestershire called for political reform and wasteland’s improvement. The years 1646-1650 saw the 
worst run of bad harvests in the seventeenth century. A contemporary newsbook fretted about severe 
starvation – “we shall then fear nothing but confusion, and many will turn Levellers upon necessity.” Corns, 





The tendency to characterize Winstanley as a luddite avant la lettre falls into whiggish 
thinking that collapses improvement with privatization and absolute ownership – as if the 
two were synonymous. The Diggers were strong proponents of improvement, obeying 
every injunction a modern projector might make – bringing even the most marginal land 
into production, using the best available methods to enhance its fertility (“planting, 
digging, dunging, liming, burning and grubbing,”74 and planting innovative, dual-purpose 
crops - carrots and parsnips in particular).75 Winstanley is no Commonwealth man or 
country house poet, longing for the vanishing allegiances of landlord with vassal. Instead, 
he proposes a leveling platform, a fierce egalitarianism that insists that common land 
belonged to those who worked it, and that propriety could exist without property. 
Winstanley argued that the landless should be permitted to raise themselves up through 
the reclamation of the commons, furthering in peacetime what Sexby had claimed for the 
New Model Army at Putney between the wars.76 For Winstanley, therefore, the common 
man had the right to at least what he had had before, in full acknowledgment, along with 
other improvers of this era such as Walter Blith, that the New Model made up a 
significant portion of the displaced poor who would stand to benefit from improved 
                                            
74 Winstanley, CW “The Law of Freedom in a Platform,” vol II, 355.  
75 I see a spectrum even within those who were firm advocates of enclosure, with absolute property rights 
falling far outside the pale of most. Even in a tract like “Wasteland’s Improvement,” which argues that the 
Commonwealth should take over all the land in England, essentially making Parliament feudal tenure writ 
large, there was still an insistence that those farming on common lands be offered rights of first refusal, 
preferential lease rates, and that aspects of stewardship, viz tree planting, be mandated by the government 
for the good of the nation.  
76 Rainsborough countered Ireton’s claim to the co-constituency of civil propriety, the idea that only those 
who owned land should be granted political voice, by claiming that the Army had more than demonstrated 





access to land.77 Thus the Diggers’ battle against the commodification of land and labor, 
their call to  
break in pieces quickly the Band of particular Propriety, disown this oppressing 
Murder, Oppression and Thievery of Buying and Selling of Land, owning of 
landlords and paying of Rents and give thy Free Consent to make the Earth a 
Common Treasury without grumbling.....that all may enjoy the benefit of their 
Creation78 
 
is tied to “an universal Liberty and Freedom, which not only is our Birthright, which our 
Maker gave us, but which thou hast promised to restore unto us, from under the former 
oppressing Powers that are gone before.” The Diggers see this not as charity, but the 
fulfillment of civility, of the promise of the war, and an opportunity to liberate the earth, 
along with their brethren, as a “common treasury for all,” currently “groaning under the 
bondage” of those who would buy and sell it. This will to “set the earth free” and to build 
up this “treasury” is via, not in spite of, improvement for the benefit of all. Manuring for 
Winstanely is what actively resists that transmogrification of commons into waste. It is 
indeed what turns waste into paradise.  
Milton struggled “all his life from a conflict between radicalism and elitism,”79 
attests Annabel Patterson. His writings reflect an unwavering belief in “the absurdity of 
equaling the unequal”80 and a strong connection between liberty and the unfettered ability 
                                            
77 Of the seven dedicatory addresses in the 1653 edition of The English Improver Improved, for example, 
Walter Blith makes a particular invitation “To the Honorable Soldiery of these Nations of England, 
Scotland and Ireland. In citation “The True Levellers’ standard advanced,” Winstanley both invites and 
threatens the refugees of war to join in his project:  
We are made to hold forth this Declaration to you that are the Great Counsel and to you the Great 
Army of the Land of England , that you may know what we would have, and what you are bound to 
give us by your Covenants and Promises; and that you may join us in this Work, and so find Peace. Or 
else, if you do oppose us us, we have peace in our Work…And you shall be left without excuse. 
78 Winstanley, “True Levellers Standard” 
79 Annabel Patterson, Pastoral and Ideology, 159. 





to dispose of property.81 In exploring connections between Winstanley and Milton, I seek 
not to force these men together, but to create a context for manuring qua manuring in 
paradise, a possibility previously foreclosed by a fastidiousness either projected on to a 
priggish Milton, or interiorized by our own squeamish pastoralism. Whether we chose to 
believe in their literal dunging, in the more genteel spreading of another enriching 
material, or in a more symbolic sense of inhabitation and rightful tenure, not heeding the 
simultaneous definitions of this word risks significant loss in our understanding of 
Milton’s paradise. Full appreciation of what Rogers calls the “Vitalist Moment” and the 
central role of monism in the theology of Paradise Lost must include a closer look at 
matter itself, alongside its more abstract contemplation. Along with their belief in a 
creation ex deo, Milton and Winstanley share a heightened animist materialism expressed 
through the humble praxis of manuring. 
If all is enlivened by God’s presence, then disciplined and productive work with 
the materiality of that world puts the worker in a more direct contact with the divinity that 
inheres in His creation. This is what Winstanley in attesting that through digging: 
“preaching shall cease and verbal worship shall cease…men shall not talk of 
righteousness, but act righteousness.”82 It is not only that men (and women) will act 
righteously, but that they will literally enact the work of paradise on earth, a mirror to the 
work that Milton sets for Adam and Eve in Eden. Similarly, it is not enough for Adam 
and Eve to simply inhabit the Garden, or to “till and keep” as an idle pastime; they must 
work with Eden and within it, and the contact between their own human physicality and 
                                            
81 In Eikonoklastes (1649), for example, Milton writes that a nation can claim nothing more than a 
"ridiculous and painted freedom, fit to cozen babies," if "wanting that power, which is the root and Bourse 
of all liberty, to dispose and oeconomize in the Land which God hath given them, as Masters of Family in 
their own house and free inheritance." CPW 3:190-258 as cited in Fenton, 153.  





the resistance of the material world becomes a form of prayer. It is no coincidence that 
one follows the other in the daily rhythms of prelapsarian Eden.  Negating both Satan’s 
belief that man has unfairly ascended into God’s graces, and the reader (or critic) who 
fully expects Adam and Eve to be at their pastoral ease, to merit paradise by grace alone, 
the couple inscribe and reinscribe the justness of place in the prelapsarian universe 
through their daily work. Though they do not, and indeed cannot, assert their right to 
Eden itself, which belongs wholly to God,83 their manuring demonstrates for these dual 
audiences the humility of their obedience and the correctness of God’s favor.  
Fish is the most prominent of several critics who somewhat peevishly complain 
that “nothing happens” in Eden, “if we think of a ‘happening’ as something that alters 
basic conditions and sets in motion energies that either lead to the establishment of a new 
order or become reabsorbed into an old one.” I would contend, that Fish, Hillyer, and so 
many others misrecognize what “happens” in Eden, either because they foreclose the 
possibility that either Adam or Eve are doing any “real” work in Eden, or alternately, that 
this work is of no value.84 I hope I have shown that on the contrary, what happens in Eden 
is the daily establishment of an evolving spiritual and material order, with the real 
possibility of harnessing the regenerative power of Eden’s excess fertility, of creating 
precisely that “new order” to “become reabsorbed into an old one” that Fish denies.  
                                            
83 Interestingly, Adam and Eve do have the right to their own erotic intimacy, seemingly apart from God. 
The narrator modestly describes “the rites / Mysterious of connubial love” as “the sole propriety” (4:751). 
Michael corrects the fallen Eve when she attempts in Book 11 to claim the work she performs in Eden as 
making the Garden in some sense hers.  
84 Stanley Fish, Surprised by Sin: The Reader in Paradise Lost (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1998). In a somewhat dated, but unmissable instance, Hillyer disparages “Adam and Eve are in the 
hopeless position of Old Age pensioners enjoying perpetual youth…Any genuine activity would be better 
than utter stagnation.” To Fish’s “nothing happens,” it is tempting to counter “shit happens.” Important 





Of course once Eve eats the apple, waste falls with the rest of creation, becoming 
unbeatified. But it not until after the fall that waste takes on its postlapsarian meanings: 
“offscourings, dregs,” “useless expenditure or consumption,” “destruction or devastation 
caused by war, gradual loss or diminution from use, wear and tear, decay or natural 
process.”85 The prelapsarian propagation of holy from holy is underscored by Adam and 
Eve’s postlapsarian paralysis and their fears that what will spring from them after the fall 
is not the substance to amplify God’s glory, but putrefaction and sin. “All that I eat or 
drink or shall beget / Is propagated curse” (10.728-730) laments Adam “O were I able / 
To waste it all myself and leave ye none” (10.819-820). The glorious excess that was the 
vehicle for salvation has now become the marker of their eternal estrangement from God. 
As He withdraws from the world and deliberately mars His own creation, man can 
no longer sense God’s presence in nature, either through its sensual perfections or 
through human contact and admixture with it. The spiritual elevation that Adam and Eve 
enacted through the very human means of manuring in Eden cannot happen now without 
the intercession of the Son. Instead of their own dialectic engagement with an Edenic soil 
drenched in the divine, the postlapsarian Adam and Eve are raised instead from the Son’s 
strength. They live in him “transplanted” (3.293) drawing not on the power of a blessed 
earth and their own union with it, but rather on the power of the Son’s sturdy rootstock, 
“engraft[ed]” (11.35) onto him.   
Adam expresses his intention to do what he can to continue to obey God’s 
injunction after the Fall (“My labor will sustain me” (10:1056)), but without the reward 
or ‘delight’ of contact with the divine so manifest in Eden. In form then, post-lapsarian 
                                            
85 “Curséd is the ground for thy sake,” says God to Adam, indicating that all that springs from the earth is 





work closely resembles labor before the fall, and Adam seems to find comfort in this 
correspondence (“with labor I must earn / My bread. What harm? Idleness had been 
worse” (10:1054-1055)). Adam is well aware, however, that the content of this work is 
forever altered; he continues to obey God’s injunction but he can no longer expect to 
experience divine presence through his efforts. The garden becomes a memorial, a place 
where He “vouchsafed / Presence divine” (11.319) in the past, rather than the site of His 
immanence in the present. The “fitter soil” (11.98) Adam and Eve must now till is void of 
divinity; the infinite, and infinitely pleasurable work of Edenic labor descends into mere 
labor, and manuring takes on the malodorous connotations that it retains still.  
As it did for Winstanley, manuring asserted Adam and Eve’s righteous occupation 
of Eden, an occupation that implied moral ownership and mutual belonging, propriety – 
crucially – without claim to property. They affirmed their right to Eden, and to its 
aspiring counterpart on George’s Hill, through the regenerative attentions of their daily 
work. These are two visions of georgic modernity, a move away from a heroism that 
stems from stoic courage in the face of cyclical and unceasing events, into an optimistic 
ethos predicated on the improvement of an evolving but deeply rooted sense of place.  
In some sense, their labor foreshadowed aspects of John Locke’s conception of 
property, where the admixture of labor with the state of nature creates a particular 
relationship between laborer and world that accrues for the laborer a natural right.86 It was 
this concept that early modern critics of Winstanley, looking backwards to feudal 
conceptions of dwelling, could not yet accept. For Locke, these are rights to “inclose” 
Nature or commons from others, to make them your “property,” a right that those with 
                                            
86 See Locke’s Second Treatise (1690) 5.27.  
5.32 As much Land as a Man Tills, Plants, Improves, Cultivates, and can use the Product of, so much is his 





Edenic aspirations had to forego in favor of ethical stewardship and mutuality, a worship 
of (God through) the land. As property is slowly wrenched away from propriety, Adam, 
Eve and Winstanley find themselves righteous, but dispossessed.  
In a fallen world, there is no rightful occupation without ownership. The Diggers 
labored to found a new Eden through their labor, and through their refusal to privatize 
what they simultaneous claimed as rightfully their own. This is not an inconsistency or 
phantasmagoria on Winstanley’s part, but a path not taken, a paradise re-lost. There are 
signs that the magnitude of our current environmental problems and our capacity to do 
harm on a global scale through what is our property may once again resurrect the spirit of 
the commons. The primitive or “tragic” imbrication of rights that the commons represent 
have been shown in many cases to be more viable and more effective in maintaining 
resources over the long term than their privatized, absolute counterparts, as shown by the 
Nobel Prize winning work of Elinor Ostrom.87  Shifting political ecologies may yet wend 
us back in the direction of Winstanley, with “wandering steps and slow” (12:648) to build 
through the labors of our own manuring a renewed relationship to the commons. 
                                            
87 For a concise overview of the commons debate and of Ostrom’s work, see Ostrom et. al. The Drama of 
the Commons (National Academies Press, 2002) and Bromley et.al. Making the Commons Work: theory, 




Like the agricultural landscapes of the seventeenth century, our twenty first 
century farmscapes embody our own dispositions toward the land. Our own depopulated 
rural landscapes are shot through with property lines that lay claim not only to minerals, 
topsoil, aquifers and other resources necessary for life and irreplaceable on a human time-
scale, but to the genetic identities and reproductive capacities of the living organisms 
within their boundaries.1 Transnational entities are patenting the genetic commons of 
crop seed staples and privatizing large tracts of commonly-held land in the global south. 
On the one hand, our world is increasingly enclosed through an accelerating process of 
atomization and monetization of resources. In the past few decades, we have opened 
markets for air (in the form of carbon emissions trading) and water. On the other hand, 
global climate change is making our common fate more visible than ever. Ocean 
acidification, massive species extinction, erratic and extreme weather events, sea-level 
rise – through these and other unknown impacts of climate change, all beings everywhere, 
human and other-than-human, now share the fate of homo sapiens, a species superpower 
seemingly fully cognizant of, and participant in, the destruction of the planetary systems 
on which we all depend. With the arrival of the Anthropocene, a geological age in which 
human activity is inseperable from global ecological systems, the earth itself becomes 
increasingly discernable as a common property resource. Under the increasing pressures 
of globalization and global climate change, we begin perhaps to recognize a planetary 
                                            
1 Genetically modified  crops, which combine the genes of organisms that could never cross outside of the 
laboratory, are now grown on approximately half of all US farmland, according to the USDA. Worldwide, 
biotech crops increased their acreage one-hundred fold from 1.7 million hectares in 1996, to approximately 






homeland in common, one for which there is no (or not yet) an “away” or “outside.” On a 
single, shared planet whose trajectories we collectively inflect, we will be forced to 
confront and create new forms of commons.  
In the many localized forms of commonality, agrarianism, and public space that 
have sprung up in response, I see possibilities for a reparative relationship with the non-
human world. The growing, alternative farmed landscapes of community-supported 
agriculture,  agricultural land trusts, urban farms and community gardens – could be 
reworked and reframed, not as reflexive returns to a (deeply problematic) past, but as an 
alternate modernity that reflects new forms of commons, affiliation, and cosmopolitanism 
outside of the public/private binary. My hope is that by returning to commons narratives 
of our past, we’ll have new stories to tell about the future.  
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